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IC MAKERS SEE NEW PATTERN IN BUSINESS RECOVERY/105
Silicon compilers and layout compactor automate VLSI chip design/127
256-K RAM calls on 2-,itm lithography, suicide interconnects/135
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SINGILE-BOARD
COMPUTER
SUPPORTS
COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
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AS PERSONAL AS A PC,
AS POWERFUL AS AVAX.

The ultimate UNIX' machine.
Not just acomputer, but aproblem-solving tool.
Single- and multi-user. With full Bell Labs
UNIX. Six languages. A high-performance 68000
processor. Multibus ,for expansion.
Plus Tektronix-compatible graphics.
Ethernet' capability. And up to two megabytes of
no-wait- state memory, up to 21 megabytes of
reliable hard disk. All in acompact, low-cost
desktop workstation. The Callan Unistar.
Unistar applications stretch from software
development to medical electronics to engineering, industrial and business applications. And
the Unistar has been benchmarked as faste -than
the VAX- 11/730

Yet it is priced like the more personal
computer that it is.
If you're asoftware developer, an OEM, or
an end-user who wants to maximize your performance at the minimum cost and risk, ask about
the Unistar family. The shortest distance between
problem and solution.
For more information or the name of your
nearest distributor, call: Callan Data Systems,
g
pre"
4N 2645 Townsgate Road, Westlake
vVillage, CA 91361. Telephone
800-235-7055 ( In California,
805-497-6837). TWX 910 336 1685.
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THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN
PROBLEM AND SOLUTION:
CALLAN UNISTAR.
Circle 900 on reader service card

SURPRISE!

HP offers acomplete fiber optic solution for only $17.*
That's our new low price for a
complete 5- metre fiber optic link in
quantities of 10K. Available off the
shelf, this reliable HP link gives you
everything you need to make the fiber
optic connection: transmitter, receiver, connectors, and cable.
Each component is designed and
tested to assure performance in high
volume applications. The transmitterreceiver modules provide logic
compatibility and dual in-line packU. S. Domestic Price Only.

01202
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aging to simplify designing the l-ink
into your system. And the snap-in
connectors, combined with rugged
plastic cable, assure you of repeatable
optical performance and ease of installation. The assembled link is specified
to perform at data transmission rates
from dc to 5Mbaud for cable lengths
up to 5metres, and dc to 1Mbaud
for lengths up to 18 metres.
Try thi's exciting new technology
with our designer's kit, HFBR-0500.

Priced at only $ 27.50* each, the kit
contains 5metres of connectored cable,
transmitter, receiver, 2spare connectors, and technical literature. To order,
or to get information on HP's full
line of fiber optic products, call any
HP Components Distributor. In the
U.S., contact Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, Pioneer Standard, Schweber,
or the Wyle Distribution Group.
In Canada, call Hamilton/Avnet or
Zentronics, Ltd.

When performance must
be measured by results.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Circle 1 on reader service card
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The Cover Story
One board computes and communicates, 121
A 16-bit processor, operating-system firmware, local-network
chips, and most of the lower four layers of the International
Standards Organization's computer communications model all
fit on one board, easing life for system integrators.

Major New Developments
Cover illustrated by Bob Clarke.

Will the semiconductor recovery last through fall?
Mainframe and minicomputer makers have yet to feel the
upswing. Instead, in a break with tradition, the new smallsystem markets have till now pushed chip sales upward, 105

Neat design yields fast minicomputer
Two million instructions per second are possible in a 32-bit
superminicomputer using standard high-speed Schottky logic
and two parallel arithmetic and logic units, 47

An eye for surface-mounted parts
A system with custom image-processing circuitry inspects
circuit boards—one every 2.4 seconds—for correct mounting
of parts, including tiny chip resistors and capacitors, 163
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256-K dynamic RAMs arrive on the scene
The debut of commercial 256-K memory chips hinges on new
high- volume MOS processing using silicides and lightly doped
drain structures, 135

Streamlining custom VLSI design
A structured-design system employs cell compilers and a
composition editor to automate and simplify the design of
complex, custom very large-scale integrated circuits, 127

A solid-state laser gyroscope
A prototype of agyroscope that could sell for $ 100 uses 600
yards of optical fiber and an inch-long optical IC, 74
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COMPUTERS
Novel architecture and standard
logic lead to superfast
superminicomputer, 47
WORK STATIONS
Plug-in for IBM Personal Computer
gives it an executive look, 48
DATA PROCESSING
Coprocessors come on strong to
juggle specialized tasks, 48
MEMORY
Mostek's 256-K dynamic RAM has
by-8- bit design, 49
256-K dynamic RAMs take several
forms, 50
Disk controller looks at more than
just speed, 51
COMPUTERS
Hybrid computer automates
patching problem, 52
NEWS BRIEF: 54
PERSONAL COMPUTING
Executive aid stores programmed
worksheets, 54
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
FCC sets new emission-test rules
for computing devices, 54
Electronics International

FRANCE
Laser gyroscope is solid-state, 74
GREAT BRITAIN
Serial convolver chip to be faulttolerant, 76
Probing the News
THE ECONOMY
IC makers warily watch the
recovery, 105
PACKAGING & PRODUCTION
Jury still out on 6- inch wafers, 110
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ABROAD
Japan grows its own technology for
its INS network, 114
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
Disk-drive makers squabble over
standards, 118
Technical Articles
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Communicating computer simplifies
the system integrator's work, 121
COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
Structured-design system takes over
the complexities of custom VLSI
circuits, 127
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Minimizing emi at minimal cost in
computer equipment, 131

WEST GERMANY
Cell array sports 230-ps gate delay
and 2,600 functions, 71

SEMICONDUCTORS
256-K dynamic RAM chip is more
than just an upgrade, 135

JAPAN
Hardware compiler speaks
Pascal, 72

DESIGNER'S CASEBOOK
Comparator compares 2's
complement numbers, 138
Hardware refines digital samples
quickly, 139
Bipolar dc- dc converter needs no
inductor, 141
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COMMUNICATIONS
Portable computer and host talk
over radio-frequency link, 142
INSTRUMENTATION
Testing disk drives from head
to toe, 147
SOFTWARE NOTEBOOK
Terminal program serves CP/Mbased systems, 152
Pocket computer analyzes powersupply stability, 155

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Production- rate board- inspection
system has resolution to check
small surface- mounted parts, 163
MICROCOMPUTERS & SYSTEMS
Three sibling chips control direct
memory access for 68000- based
microsystems, 170
C-MOS 12- bit multiplier IC can take
the heat, 170
INSTRUMENTS
Card makes Apple adevelopment
station for 68000 assembly
language, 174
Meter measures pulse-to-pulse
variations in laser energy, 174
INDUSTRIAL
Microsystem is designed to monitor
and control processes and
equipment, 178
Sensor IC's output is directly
proportional to Celsius scale, 178
COMMUNICATIONS
Modem chip satisfies radio- link
standard for 1,200- baud full-duplex
data communications, 185
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Win your
generator
give you
this?

Krohn-Hite's 2200 lin/log
sweep function generator
with frequency marker will!
Krohn-Hite's new generator delivers
more flexibility than any other generator ever
offered, including:
•
•
•
•

•

Choice of sine, square, triangle, ramp and
pulsed waveforms
Lin/log sweep, up and down
Unique frequency marker
Nine operating modes: continuous, gate,
trigger, burst, pulse, sweep, triggered sweep,
triggered sweep burst external VC
Frequency range .003 Hz to 30 MHz

The exclusive marker/pause feature lets
you interrupt the sweep for any duration from
0.1 ms upward, and gives you abright marker
blip at the marked frequency.

These plus numerous other
convenience features make the Model 2200 an
ideal choice for amplifier gain/response checks,
network and filter evaluation, communications
equipment testing and many other recurring
requirements. Pushbutton operation shortens
test time in production operations.
Priced at only$1495 , Model 2200 is
available today.
Circle reader service number or contact

KROHNHITE
coll=11=• 01=14=1. -1- 10 IV
Avon Industrial Park, Avon. MA 02322 • 16171 580-1660 TWX 710 345 0831
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Publisher's letter
INDUSTRY'S LARGEST SELECTION
FAST DELIVERY -
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MOTORS •

VALVES

TRANSDUCERS
YOKES •

COILS

10 OTHER MODELS
SPECIFICATION RANGES:
± 15V to ± 150V
± 75mA to ± 15A
SLEW RATES up to 500VIiis
NOW AVAILABLE
WITH MIL883 SCREENING
SEE: EEM Section 1100
OR CALL: ( 602) 746-0849

APEX MICROTECHNOLOGY.
Tucson, Arizona 85714
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R eader interest tops the list of considerations when our editors evaluate technical manuscripts, but rarely does one get through the gauntlet
leading to acceptance unless it also
intrigues the editor who will shepherd it through the editorial production line.
For systems integration editor
Harvey Hindin, Intel's communicating computers, dubbed commputers,
(see p. 121), were more than simply
intriguing. "They are the best idea in
system integration that's come along
in the past year or so," Harvey says.
"This is awhole new theme, not just
a variation."
What turned Harvey on about the
commputer board family is what it
does for system integrators: "They
can concentrate on the application
itself, which is where their true added value comes from, without worrying about the computer's operating
system or the hardware and software
for communications. It takes alot of
the torture out of system design."
On a single board, Intel packs a
16-bit microprocessor, firmware for a
real-time operating system, Ethernet
communication chips, and memory
chips that store data-communications
software. "Ordinarily, it would have
taken three boards to provide all
these functions," says Harvey.
But the high level of integration,
impressive though it may be, is actually secondary in our editor's opinion. "In effect," he says, "the chips
on the board implement most of the
first four layers of the International
Standards Organization's reference
model for computer communications
networks—the physical, data-link,
network, and transport layers. Eventually, Intel and others will offer
boards that cover all seven ISO layers." (The others are the session, presentation, and application layers.)
Harvey was equally impressed by
the "open architecture" of the
cOMMputer family. "The boards satisfy many standards, among them
DIN [West German standards widely
used in West Europe], ta, [Underwriters' Laboratories], and any of the
collision-detection protocols defined
by the IEEE's local-network standards committee."

Harvey rates the new boards as a
major step for distributed processing,
one he believes other computer-board
makers will surely follow.

M

semiconductor makers are
beset with two major preoccupations these days: the quality of the
recovery in their markets that seems
under way in the U. S. and Japan,
and the imminent appearance in
quantity of the 256-K dynamic random-access memory.
This issue takes a look at both
concerns. Rob Lineback, our man in
Dallas, talked about business prospects with the major semiconductor
houses in Texas, and our correspondents around the world covered their
bailiwicks.
Semiconductor suppliers were besieged in the spring and summer by
small-system makers, our reporters
found, but unmitigated euphoria has
not set in. The market for personal
computers is now so crowded that a
shakeout seems inevitable. To keep
from falling back into the resulting
market trough, then, chip houses
need a lift from mainframe makers.
Some think it has to happen; others are less sure (see p. 105). "The
only thing that's certain," Rob says,
"is that this recovery has a really
different look than the previous
ones."
Rob also had a hand in our story
on Mostek's 256-K dynamic RAM
(p. 49). Unlike the other 256-K chips
on the market horizon, Mostek's has
a "small-system" 32-by-8-bit layout
rather than the more conventional
256-by- 1-bit configuration. "Mostek
actually put two teams to work on
256-K. designs, one for a32-by-8chip
having some new circuit twists and
and one for a less adventurous 256K-by- 1," Rob says. Both designs
were successful, and Mostek went to
market first with the byte-wide chip.
Rob reports a conventional 256-K
chip will follow in about six months.
ajor
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iwarKem is roe pencnrnarK.
For every other marking system in the world to live up to.
For designing exactly the kind of equipment you need
to make virtually any kind of mark on any kind of surface (for
Homelite, we provided their inplant label printing system)—
plus all the support, supplies, and servibe you'lléver need.
For labels, logos, calibration, dating, and bar coding.
For appliances, shoes, saw blades, syringes, clothing,

rapiers, cartons, capacitors, containers, or ping-pong nails.
For help or advice on marking systems of any kind—for
plant managers, product designers, or engineers—just give
us acall at (603) 352-1130.

MARKEN/

Positive
Identification

Markem Corooration International Headquarters Keene, N.H. 03431 (603-352-1130)

MARKEM OH IMMELITF:•
ASHARPER IMAGE.
(
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A Markem identification plate
as it appears on a Home/tie
Chain saw.

ANumber of our
Best Ideas
Incorporated
into one Capacitor:

WIMA FP1*

Readers' comments
EEs: too many or too few?

5°U-

*High reliability
cornponents for very
high current ratings
In the power electronics field as well as in
fast switching operations the pulse
capability of acapacitor is all important.
This capability is to a large extent
influenced by the internal construction of
acapacitor.
The WIMA FKP 1, aself-healing
polypropylene capacitor with series
wound metal foil electrodes and afloating
electrode of plastic carrier film metallized
on both sides, is suited for pulse
applications with high pulse rise times.
Metal particles flame-sprayed onto the
electrode ends increase the contact
reliability.
rhe following examples demonstrate the
pulse capabilities of the WIMA FKP 1
capacitor range: PCM 15 mm and 400 VDC
=1500 V/microsec.; 630 VDC = 2400 V/
nnicrosec. and 1000 VDC = 3500 V/
microsec. In very critical applications we
recommend that you supply written details
for our review and comment upon which
we can supply you with aswift and
binding answer.
Ask for our catalogue and before ordering
make use of the operational data
questionnaire.

THE INTER-TECHNICAL GROUP INC.
1Bridge Street • P.O. Box 23 • Irvington
New York 10533 • ( 914) 591-8822
TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91505 • ( 213) 846-3911

e Registered Trademark of Company
WILHELM WESTERMANN • Spezialvertrieb
elektronischer Bauelemente • P. O. Box 2345 •
D-6800 Mannheim 1 • Federal Republic of Germany
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To the Editor: Thank you for your
balanced coverage of the American
Electronics Association's latest claim
of an EE shortage (" Manpower surveys continue to disagree," July 28,
p. 108). John Hansen's objection to
projecting demand without regard to
salaries and Paul Doigan's point that
adding the five-year plans of companies ignores those that shrink or die
both cause me to reach the same
conclusion I reached last year: that
the AEA survey belongs in the waste
basket, not under a banner headline.
Richard G. Wiley, Ph. D.
Syracuse Research Corp.
Syracuse, N. Y.
To the Editor: Your dissection of the
latest manpower report of the AEA
deserves the thanks of every U. S.
working engineer. Although the
AEA'S projections show a severe
shortage, your careful examination of
its methods, wording, and omissions
shows that its survey is invalid.
What instructions did the AEA
give respondents about growth in the
GNP? What about the growth of Defense funding? Why did the AEA reduce by 16% the figures received
from DOD contractors? This assumes
that for every large, engineer-intensive DOD contract awarded, only one
in every six bidders will not succeed.
Common sense indicates that, more
likely, only one in every six will get
an award. The AEA should have reduced by 83% its estimate of how
many engineers will be needed!
The AEA's Ms. Hubbard admits
that we cannot draw conclusions
about ashortage or glut of engineers
from its report. Yet the AEA serves
large employers of engineers. We can
expect that the report will find its
way to every member of Congress
and will be used to show a need for
additional engineers.
Ihave urged the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers to
fund a study of the shortcomings of
the AEA's report and to make the
results of this critique available to
elected officials.
Irwin Feerst
Massapequa Park, N. Y.

YAGEO announces a
cost/technology breakthrough
in

Metal Film Resistors.

YAGEO MF Series Resistors are highly
insensitive to thermal shock and othe
environmental extremes.
Resistance range from 5 ohm-10meg
with a standard tolerance of + 1%,
4-0.5%, + 0.1%.
TCR is + 25, + 50, + 10OPPM/'
We can meet all your orders with our
100 million pcs/ per month rapacity.

YAGEO ®
YAGEO CORPORATION
P.O. Box 69-51, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Telex: 31146 YAGEO Tel: ( 02) 914-3393
Circle 195 on reader service card

CIRCUITS
FOR
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS

Almost 350 diagrammed circuits
arranged by 51 of the most useful
functions for designers. Taken
from the popular " Designer's
Casebook" of Electronics, these
circuits have been designed by
engineers for the achievement of
specific engineering objectives.
Order your copy today!
Send $ 17.95 to:
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212-997-2996)

opi.m
Lins

Ten-day money- back guarantee.
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery.
EBG6
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Now From Metheu
the Next Generation of Engineer
Workstations
The X750 VLSI design system
gives you acomplete set of logic design,
simulation, and mask design tools,
coupled with high-performance color
graphics— for only $75,000*.
Start with an idea; finish with
foundry- ready mask files. A powerful, interactive
schematic editor allows you quickly to capture logic
designs. Resident logic simulators perform both
logic- level timing aid ac transient analysis. A fullcolor IC layout editor and acomprehensive cell
library, plus aPLA generator, an auto- router, and
an interactive design rule checker speed mask
design.
Need logic design and simulation
only? Select the À740, for just $ 54,500*. It offers
the same processor, color graphics, operating
system, design and simulation software, and is
completely upward- compatible w th the À750.
Both systems readily adapt to your
environment. You can operate the À740 and X750
as stand-alone systems, in anetwork, or connected
to a remote host. Versatile system software lets
you match them to your own design style and
process parameters.
Power and reliability from aproven
color graphics leader. The color graphics user
interface to the X740 and À750 provides multiple
windows and multiple interactive processes. System hardware includes three MC68000 processors,
virtual memory, and abit- slice d splay processor,
plus the industry- standard MULTIBUSTm and
EthernetTM interfaces. The operating system is
based on the UNIXTM operating system with
Berkeley extensions.
Call for your demonstration today.
Tomorrow's high-tech
industry leaders are
discovering the value of
engineering workstations.
The X740 and À750
are compelling
reasons for you
to discover Metheus.
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For immediate
response, call:
1-800-547-5315

*Quantity ore price,
modular version

For technical
information:
Metheus Corporatio
P.O. Box 1049
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123
(503) 640-8000
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MULTIBLIS is atrademark of Intel Corporation. UNIX is atrademark of Bell
Laboratories. Ethernet is atrademark of Xerox Corporation.
Copyright © 1983, Metheus Corporation
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CRUNCHIEST CHIPS.
Nothing crunches numben
faster than the Am29517, Am29501,
and Am29540. Nothing.
Advanced Micro Devices' new Digital Signal
Processing family crunches numbers faster
than you can say matrix manipulation.
It lets you design array processors that
perform parallel arithmetic at speeds never
before possible.
It simply cannot be beat for image
processing, vector processing, robotics, radar
processing, cat scanning, any application that
calls for high speed, concurrent computation.
And it's bipolar VLSI all the way.
Which means your total system cost will
be alot lower than designing with SS! or MSI.
Bet you can't buy just one.
The Am29517 16x16 Multiplier is two and
ahalf times faster than any other multiplier
out there. The Am29540 FFT Address
Sequencer has clocked a2millisecond 1024point Frf. The Am29501 Multiport Pipeline
Processor is the first arithmetic logic unit
built specifically for array processing.
And there are alot more where these
came from: controllers, bipolar and MOS microprocessors, communications circuits, and more.
All meet or exceed INT-STD-123, the
International Standard of Quality.
All are designed to put you as far ahead
of the competition as we are.
Don't starve the performance out of your
next design. Call AMD and ask about our
DSP family.
They're the chips that are chewing up
the competition.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, RO. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
For direct factory response, call (408) 749-2445. Outside California, call toll free (800) 538-8450, ext. 2445.
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Editorial
A chance to boost U. S. competitiveness
piece of important legislation now in

Athe works in Congress is agood example

of how Federal policy may influence the
growth and health of high-technology industries—beneficially or detrimentally.
One problem that has been of much concern to the Government, particularly the
Department of Defense, is the leak of hightechnology knowhow to countries in the Soviet Bloc or to other unfriendly nations. The
Export Administration Act, which came
into law in 1979, was designed to prevent
such leaks by embargoing many items and
establishing some stringent licensing procedures to govern the export of high-technology products. The act has been effective in
limiting the legal flow of technology to unfriendly nations, but unfortunately some of
its provisions have made it extremely difficult for U. S. exporters to compete with
companies in other Western nations. According to the American Electronics Association, too many items are embargoed by the
U. S. unilaterally and arbitrarily, thereby allowing Japanese and Western European
competitors to take away export markets
from American suppliers—markets that
may well have generated much-needed jobs
in the U. S.
The importance of exports to the economic well-being of the country and the restraints in international competitiveness that
have been imposed by EAA have become
exceedingly clear to Congress, and bills have
been introduced in both houses with a view
to liberalizing the current legislation. The
more liberal House bill, H. R. 3231, introduced by Rep. Don Bonker (D., Wash.),
calls for, among other provisions, a single
comprehensive list of truly critical items to
be controlled and eliminates a number of
noncritical items from the current list. It

12

provicks for simplification of the licensing
procedures and mandates negotiations with
Cocom countries. In general, it makes it
easier to trade with Cocom countries on a
less stringently defined list of noncritical
items.
Although it does incorporate several improvements over the existing Export Administration Act, the Senate bill (S. 979) departs
quite abit from the liberality of H. R. 3231.
The AEA is concerned about some provisions of the Senate bill: one grants the Secretary of Defense the opportunity to review
any proposed exports of products or technology destined for a controlled area. Also,
the bill transfers the responsibility for enforcing the act to the Customs Service as
opposed to sharing the responsibility, as at
present, between the Commerce Department
and Customs. This, it is feared, will add
significant new delays to the export procedures.
t's a good thing that Congress is addressing this issue and that progress is being
made. The House bill will probably come up
for avote in mid- September. S. 979 is still in
the Senate Banking Committee and will
probably not be reported out until late in
September and thus will not be acted upon
before the current Export Administration
Act expires.
No one can quarrel with the need for
vigilance against the transfer of critical technology to potential enemies, nor for that
matter to friendly but aggressive competitors. On the other hand, it can be extremely
harmful if paranoia is allowed to overrule
reason in assessing what is critical and what
is not and thus needlessly depriving U. S.
industry of its rightful share of the export
market. We are hopeful that a reasonable
compromise can be reached.
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avy Jones,
en this switch?
IF YOUR PRODUCT HAS TO WORK OUTDOORS,
HERE'S A TOUGH OUTDOOR SWITCH THAT REALLY WORKS. We put a precision, snap- action switch inside a sturdy housing and then encapsulated it in epoxy
to seal out moisture. The result, is a rugged, watertight
switch you can splash, spray, soak, freeze and subject to
all types of weather.
Ideal for boats, power mowers, snowmobiles, autos, outdoor vending machines. any application where spray,
dust, dirt, grime, grease are present. Rated 10.1 amps,
'A HP 125/250VAC. Ten inch, 16 gauge leads. Also available with hinged external actuator.
Test afree sample. Call, write or TWX Cherry. We'll send
you complete technical information and asample switch...
absolutely free!

- . 92

LOW ENERGY switching?
YOU BET!: It's available with gold
crosspoint contacts rated 0.1 amp.
Knife-edge design, high contact pressure and a film- free gold alloy give
positive contact everytime you push
the button.
ACTUAL SIZE DRAWING. Inside
the sturdy housing and epoxy encapsulation is our good old reliable E62
subminiature switch— proven in millions of applications. External lever
or roller type actuators available.

•À SW ITCHES
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 3608 Sunset Avenue. Waukegan, IL 60087 • 312/578-3500
Electronics/August 25, 1983
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FIVER
TRANSISTORS
BY PECOR
FOR EXPERIENCE
Et ECONOM

®PECOR
Whether for Linear & Switching
Power Supplies, Computer
Monitors/Terminals, B/W or
"1
color TV, Ignition Circuits
and more, PECOR'S Power
Transistors come to you
\from aturnout system
\\\ with a firm corporate
background and amass volume
capacity. Units are all glass
passivated, making
for reliable finegrade products,
they always
reach you fast
at a price you'll
like from:

PRESIDENT ENTERPRISES CORP.
(Electronics Division)

9th FL, No. 64, Wu- Chang St., Sec. 1,
Taipei, Taiwan 100, R. O. C.
Telex: 12200 PECORTPE
Tel: (02) 314-6900
U. S. Office: 3028A Scott Blvd., Santa
Clara, CA 95050
Tel: 408/748-0900
Telex: 176400 PECOR SNTA
Attn. Mr. Stanley Chen
Hong Kong Office: Rm. 1202 Sino
Centre, No. 582-592, Nathan Rd.,
Kowloon Tel: 3-850029, 3-850020
Telex: 50514 PECOR HX
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People
thusiasm, he claims the model 6000
"has the performance of a mini and
catch the computer bus
the ease of use of a desktop." For
such computers, too, price competiIt took a special kind of job to per- tion is stiff, so Wavetek's price for
suade Fred Bode to jump ship after the unit starts at $7,600.
moving steadily up for more than 20
To get the new computer to maryears at Hewlett-Packard Co., which ket in about a year, much shorter
loses few of its executives. What at- than a normal development cycle,
tracted Bode, 46, to San Diego's Wa- Wavetek took a shortcut by starting
with an existing product made
and sold in Japan by Anritsu
Electric Co. Although the finished model's software and operating features are more different from, than similar to, the
Anritsu computer, "it's easier
than starting from scratch," explains Bode.
"Inventing your way into a
market doesn't get [you] there,
because too many things are
Head start. Fred Bode will draw on his computer
not right initially," he adds.
and instrumentation experience at Wavetek.
"This is an intriguing way to
do it." Similar products may be
vetek Inc. was the opportunity to due from Wavetek, he hints. "This is
have an impact at asmaller company going to be abig market, and Waveentering the fast-moving electronics tek has a place in it."
field of merging computers with test
Bode's career is well suited for the
instrumentation.
merging of the two formerly separate
He found the niche earlier this fields, since he has filled positions in
year as new ventures manager at Wa- instrument engineering and manufacvetek. The firm, which makes func- turing, in addition to computer sales
tion and pulse generators, is poised and marketing jobs that included a
to plunge into computer instrumenta- stint as manufacturing director in
tion, or as some observers still call Tokyo. His first job after graduation
the gear, general-purpose—instrumen- from Yale University with a BSEE
tation-bus (GPP8) controllers.
was in research and development for
Says Bode, "You can be sure I an aerospace firm.
didn't make the decision lightly, but
the timing and situation were right."
Wavetek had nearly completed its
Military software will go to war
model 6000 instrumentation computer, but needed an experienced com- in chips, says Raytheon's Thun
puter hand to guide it to market.
Bode's most recent post was market- The days of "catalog engineering" of
ing manager for HP'S Desktop Com- military systems are ending, accordputer division, Fort Collins, Colo.
ing to Rudolf E. Thun, newly named
With insight gained from this ex- director of device technology at
perience, Bode believes successful
Raytheon Co., Lexington, Mass. InGPIB controllers increasingly will tilt
stead, he maintains, the software
to more computer capabilities. In needed to obtain specialized funcfact, the MC68000-based Wavetek tions will be put into custom and
unit sports many such features, in- semicustom chips to hold down decluding multitasking and parallel
velopment costs.
processing, plus ahigh-speed analogStandard components are no longto-digital board that Bode says is er efficient for implementing the armissing from competitors' versions.
chitectures of real-time systems, he
With characteristic marketing en- feels. "Five years ago, the problem

Bode will help Wavetek
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as monophonic or stereo amplifiers, they're well-suited for use as headphone drivers in
portable radios, in tape players, and in other sound system applications. They function with
supply voltages as low as 3volts (at reduced volume). Write for Engineering Bulletins
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applications assistance, phone Linear Marketing at 617/853-5000.
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NOW APTRONICS
HAS THE
RIGHT
ANGLE
ON FEMALE
HEADERS.

People

•
4s.
41

Chipper. Rudolf Thun says software for military systems would be cheaper on chips.

W

e're serious when we say we want to be your one source for
all your headers. That's why we're introducing our new
double- row, right angle female headers. These quality headers
are competively priced and are available for immediate delivery.
II Directly interchangeable replacements for other female
connectors.
II Mate with .025" square posts on . 1x . 1grid.
a Available in 2to 126 contact configurations.
3 Available with selectively gold plated or tin plated contacts.
3 Twin beam redundant contacts for reliable performance.
3 Solder tails positioned by notched insulator for easy insertion
into PC board.
Available from stock from one of your nearby APTRONICS
distributors.
For more information call TOLL FREE: ( 800) 792-0137
(in Ohio, call collect: ( 216) 354-9239)

Row

ADIVISION OF APPRODUCTS INCORPORATED

9450 PINENEEDLE DR. P.O. BOX 603 MENTOR, OH 44060 (216) 354-9239 TWX: 810-425-2250
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SOLUTIONS TO DESIGN PROBLEMS
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE
FOR
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

This invaluable resource is available for only $ 19.95. Focuses strictly on
design problems and delivers professional, innovative solutions for your
most demanding projects. STAY ON TOP OF THE LATEST CIRCUITRY
DEVELOPMENTS. Order your copy today! Send $ 19.95 to:
Electronics Magazine Books. 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020
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was to put the system on achip," he
explains. " Now the challenge is to
implement specialized algorithms.
One of the great hopes is to reduce
software costs through dedicated
hardware."
For instance, multiprocessor systems would be built around specialized chips that are designed to execute specific algorithms. Breaking
out repetitive subroutines that perform, for example, filtering or beam
steering would reduce the software
required to assign priorities to realtime processing tasks.
To produce the new very largescale integrated generation of dedicated hardware, Raytheon is building
a $40 million advanced microelectronics center, initially equipped to
fabricate integrated circuits down to
1.25-micrometer geometries. The 62year-old Thun will oversee research
efforts in analog VLSI, non—von Neumann architectures, and gallium arsenide, among other things.
Somewhat more esoteric is his interest in cryogenic packaging. At liquid- nitrogen temperatures (around
55 K), complementary-MOs and
GaAs circuits show two to five times
their room-temperature performance.
But so far, the effort has stalled
short of packaging densities that
would yield " the maximum effect
from the minimum amount of cooling." Thun, though, would like to
give it another shot: "With people
fighting for every fraction of a nanosecond, why give up so much?"
Thun holds a Ph. D. in physics
from the University of Frankfurt. He
worked on thin-film—device development at IBM Corp. before joining
Raytheon in 1967.
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How can the
best DMM and Calibrator
increase your productivity?
The new Fluke 8506A Thermal RMS Digital Multimeter and
the 5440A Direct Voltage Calibrator meet your tough demands in
the calibration and performance
verification of electronic products.
What is normally avery time consuming and tedious job can now
be performed fast, simply, and
accurately.

1.71000L3

The best for production or
calibration.
Each instrument offers the
highest performance available in
its class. The 8506A measures ac
voltages with a24 hour accuracy
of120 ppm from 40 Hz to 20 kHz,
while the 5440A supplies bipolar
output voltages to 4ppm! Add to
this their straight-forward, micro-
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processor aided operation, and you
can easily integrate a5440A and
8506A into your measurement system. As aresult, your traditional
measurements can be made with
reduced effort in less time!
System capabilities.
High performance on the
bench is not all that this Calibrator
and DMM offer. Complete remote
programming and data output is
available via the I
BM" bus.
Adding the new Fluke 1722A
Instrument Controller puts a
complete measurement system at
your fingertips! Performing closedloop calibration and accuracy
enhancement of DMMs, sources,
or other products is asnap!
Find out more.
Why settle for anything less?
Find out how easily the 5440A and
the 8506A can enhance any of your
calibration or measurement tasks.
For more information call us at
800-426-0361, or contact your
local Fluke Sales Engineer or
Representative.
IN THE U.S. AND NON.
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:

IN EUROPE:

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box C9090, M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206
g
206)356-5400, Tlx: 152662

Fluke ( Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
1013) 673973, Ils: 52237

FLUKE

Fluke 8506A System Multimeter and
5440A Direct Voltage Calibrator
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Displays and hard copy output courtesy 31 ISSCO. SAS'GRAPH"-SAS Institute Inc . Swanscn Analysis Systems. Inc and GDS- Applied Research ot Cambridge
CP/M-86 is aregistered trademark of Digtal Reseérch, Inc Copyright e1983. Tektronix, Inc All lights reserved # UNO 220
VT100 is aregistered trademark of Digita: Equipment Corporation

TEK

GRAPHICS DESKTOP
PRODUCTS

THE GRAPHICS
STANDARD

Powerful text editing.
High-speed graphics. Color copies.
The new desktop family from Tek!
VT100 text editing and
PLOT 10 color graphics
are now packaged as
basic desktop units and
priced from $3995
complete.
Tek's new 4100 Series
desktop terminals answer
a range oJ resolution,
screen size, color palette
and local intelligence
needs. All three feature
outstanding 60 Hz noninterlaced displays and
rapid 16- bit graphic processing speeds.

30
Hz

Each offers
an unconditional, oneyear on- site
warranty. Tek
Warranty-PluE
extends this
coverage two
additional
years at minimal cost.

4105

4107

4109

330mm ( 13")

330mm ( 13")

483mm ( 19")

Displayable Colors
Graphics
8
Alphanumeric 8

16
8

16
8

Palette

64

64

4.096

Resolution

480x 360

640x 480

640x 480

Display Size

Segment Memory

128K Bytes

256K Bytes

Price

$6,950

$9,950

$295

$395

Warranty- Plus $ 195

For less than $1,600,
you can add Tek's compact, plug- compatible
4695 Color Graphics
Copier. With a palette of
up to 125 shades, the 4695
lets you reproduce graphic
and alphanumeric displays
on report- size paper or
transparency film at the
push of abutton.

As simulated. Tek's 60 Hz
refresh rate and bright phosphors result in aflicker- free
image with perceivably better
definition than that provided
by 30 Hz terminals quoting
greater pixel densities.
Standard capabilities
include 38.4K baud communications; easy color
selection from the keyboard; 4096 x4096 addressable display space;
aseparate display surface for alphanumerics or
communications dialog;
and compatibility with
ANSI X3.64 screen editors, including DEC
VT100 extensions.

All 4100 Series terminals
feature programmable
keyboards wih innovative
Joydisk for convenient
gr' '

$3,995

inpu'

At any time, you
can plug into Tek's new
4170 Local Graphics
Processing unit. The
CP/M-86-based 4170

provides up to 886K RAM
for standalone programming and pre- or postprocessing— to help you
conserve host power
while you build upon a
central data base.
Factor in compatibility
with Tek PLOT 10 software and 4110 Series
terminals, and you'll
discover the first
desktop graphics that
you can't outgrow. Call
your Tek Sales Engineer
for ademonstration.
For the number, or for
literature, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia,
Central & South America,
Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
PO. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312-18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
PO. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

TektronDmc,
c • c >NM ITED TO EXCELLENCE
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NEC NEWSCOPE

140Mbps DIGITAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
TO SERVE SCANDINAVIA

A

spart of adrive to digitalize
their telecommunications
networks, Denmark,
Sweden and Norway will employ
16QAM-140Mbps digital microwave
systems from NEC.

Each country's link will provide
high quality transmissions between
its capital and other major cities.
The combined length of these links
is about 2,400 kilometers.
NEC's 16QAM-140Mbps digital

microwave system has the highest
bit rate recommended by CCITT
and CCIR, and accommodates
1,920 communications channels.
Outside of Scandinavia, eight
other countries around the world
are using or have decided to use
the same equipment.
Photo: Danish engineers test
16QAM-140Mbps .
digital microwave
transmitter-receivers at NEC

NUMBER 128
SINGAPORE

TWO TERMINALS

INMARSAT STATION

FOR VOICE

IN FULL OPERATION

INPUT/OUTPUT

S

ince the inauguration of its
Sentosa coast earth station,
the Telecommunications
Authority of Singapore has been
operating INMARSAT maritime
telecommunications service.
The new station provides highgrade telephone and telex communications as well as facsimile
and data transmission between
land subscribers and ships in the
Pacific Ocean.
For access, control, and signalling, the station uses aNEAX61
digital switching system capable
of handling telex and data in addition to voice.
NEC, the world's leading manufacturer of INTELSAT earth station
systems, completed the Sentosa
coast earth station just 14 months
after the contract was awarded.

V

erbal man/machine interface is offered by two
compact, economical terminals—NEC's SR- 100 and AR- 100.
To program the SR- 100 Voice Input Terminal, the user just speaks
each word once. Almost any word, in
any language, can
become part of
the SR- 100's vocabulary. With its
unique internal

dynamic programming method,
the SR- 100 recognizes up to 120
words with over 99% accuracy. It
is ideal for " no hands" situations.
Quick registration is also a
feature of the AR- 100 Voice Output
Terminal. Built-in analysis circuitry
lets vocabulary be changed in
the field. The AR- 100 uses NEC's
bandwidth compression technology (adaptive differential pulse
code modulation) for high-quality
voice output. It takes up to 120
seconds of messages and has a
built-in speaker, making it valuable in such applications as warning, instruction, or announcement
systems.
Both the SR- 100 and AR- 100 interface with computers, numerical
control machinery, medical equipment, and more. In combination,
they become an efficient voiceoperated control
system that lets the
,user work away
from the keyboard
and display
terminal area.

3-CHIP LSI OBEYS 512 SPOKEN COMMANDS

N

The C/L dual band 13m diameter
antenna, with an NEC-built
IN7'ELSAT Standard A earth station
antenna in the background.

EC is now marketing a
3-chip LSI that incorporates
all the functions necessary
for voice recognition and subsequent processing.
Consisting of the MC- 4760 analog
processor, p.PD7761D recognition
processor, and µPD7762G controller,
the LSI is extremely easy to program.Voice patterns are registered
when the operator speaks wordby-word through amicrophone
Recognition is achieved by refer-

ring sounds to these voice patterns.
There is no need for an analog input circuit. The LSI holds up to 512
words using a 16K byte memory
for every 128 words. Its recognition
accuracy is over 98%, with an
average recognition speed of 0.7
second per 2-second long word.
NEC's voice recognition LSI is
easily interfaced with the main
system host processor, either in
parallel or in series. A special serial interface port is also available.

NEC
NEC Corporation

PO Bt,1 tikdr.wd lukyo
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Since we first entered the Winchester
market two years ago, we've accomplished
many things our competition claimed were
impossible.
It was impossible, they said, for afloppy
disk company to make asignificant dent in
the highly competitive Winchester market.
We've not only made adent, we're the
second-largest company in the business, and
we have the capacity in place to be first.
It was impossible to expand our production capacity from 0to 60,000 drives a
month practically overnight. But we did it.
It was impossible to sell Winchesters at

such alow cost. But last year our 500 series
drives were introduced at under $ 500, 30%
under then- standard industry costs. And
since then, we've led the industry to everlower costs on full and half- height drives.
It was impossible to produce and ship
hign-performance plated media drives in
high volume at prices lower than most vendors are charging for oxide media drives.
One of our competitors backed away from
plated media because they couldn't buy
enough of it to build drives in efficient
quantities.
We solved that problem by building our

Tandon Corporation. 20320 Prairie, Chatsworth, CA 913:1, (213) 993-6644, TWX: 910-494-1721, Telex: 194794. Regional Sales Offices:
Irvine (714) 675-2928 • Santa Clara (408) 727-4545 • Frankfurt, West Germany 6107-2091, Telex

own plated media factory dedicated to
plated media production in high volume.
Because we make our own, our costs are
low and we are independent of outside
vendors for supply.
It was impossible fo- astart-up company to produce and ship abroad line of
products: full and half- height drives, open
and closed- loop, from 6.4 to 50 MB. But
we've cone it. With the help of one of the
industry's best- funded R&D programs. And
with our steady supp yof plated media, we
will soon be offering 5/I4" drives that push
Winchester technology to the limits of its

capacity. In high volume. At prices that are
pure Tandon.
Impossible?
For our competition, yes.
But not for the Tandon Winchester
Company.

TANDON WINCHESTER COMPANY.

liIDfl

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL DRIVE
COMPANIES YOU EVER HEARD OF.

Boston (617) 938-1916 • New York (201) 449-7720 • Atlanta (4(14) 93-4-0620 • Chicago ( 312) 530-7401 • Dallas (214, 423 6260
411547 • London, England (0734) 664-676 Telex: 848411. Distnbuton: Hall Mark, Kierulff Schweber.
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Disclaimer of liability for computer deficiency ignored
by Marc E. Brown, patent attorney practicing in Los Angeles

I

n an earlier column [
Electronics, May 31,
p. 24], Ireviewed various ways in which liability for corriputer malfunctions could be
limited by contract. The ways in which those
limitations could be circumvented were, in turn,
set forth in a subsequent column [
Electronics,
June 30, P. 24]. I concluded that "contractual
limitations on liability are [only] unlikely to be
honored when the sales transaction was induced
by fraudulent oral misrepresentations or when
the computer causes personal injury or property
damage." If profits alone were lost (which is the
commonest type of injury) and there was no
fraud, no recovery could be had if the sales
contract contained an appropriate liability-disclaimer clause.
In a significant departure from this existing
law, the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit has just held in Consolidated Data Terminals vs Applied Digital Data Systems Inc. (a
decision filed on May 10, 1983) that lost profits
can be recovered because of adefective computer, even in the absence of fraud and, in appropriate cases, even though the sales contract purports to disclaim such liability.
In the Consolidated Data case, amanufacturer of computer terminals (Applied Digital Data
Systems) entered into a distributorship agreement with the plaintiff (Consolidated Data Terminals). The specifications for the terminals stated that they would operate at 19,200 baud.
In fact, however, none of the terminals was
capable of operating at this rate. Following a
year of unsuccessful efforts by the manufacturer
to increase the speed of the terminals to specification, it decided instead to simply reduce the
baud-rate specification to one tenth of its original amount.
This decision was unacceptable to the distributor. It terminated the distributorship agreement
and brought alawsuit to recover the profit that
it would have made under the agreement if the
terminals had performed in accordance with
their original specifications.
Armed with what appeared to be an iron-clad
liability-disclaimer clause in the distributorship
agreement, the manufacturer proceeded to trial
with confidence. The trial court, however, refused to respect the disclaimer and awarded the
plaintiff judgment in the amount of $ 585,489.61.
On appeal, the manufacturer first argued that
it could not be held liable because it did not
guarantee the baud rate, but, to the contrary,
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disclaimed all warranties "other than a 90-day
guarantee covering [defects in] materials and
workmanship."
The Court of Appeals disagreed: "[B]ecause
CDT [the distributor] relied on the [baud rate]
specifications when ordering the terminals, this
statement constituted an express warranty." Although the sales contract contained adisclaimer
of all liability that did not arise from defects in
materials and workmanship, the court concluded
that "adisclaimer cannot be permitted to override ahighly particularized warranty created by
the specifications."
Even if a warranty had been breached, the
manufacturer pointed to other language in the
sales contract that stated that the manufacturer's
"sole obligation under this warranty is limited to
making good, at its factory, any product, or any
part or parts thereof, found to be defective."
Lost profits, the manufacturer argued, were implicitly excluded by this language.
Again, the Court of Appeals disagreed. Because the manufacturer had been totally unable
to increase the baud rate of the terminals to the
original specification, the court concluded that
the exclusive contractual remedy of repair or
replacement "failed of its essential purpose" and,
for this reason, should be disregarded.
The manufacturer finally argued that, even if
a warranty had been breached and even if the
exclusive contractual remedy of repair or replacement failed of its essential purpose, the
agreement still explicitly disclaimed "consequential damages," which in itself should be sufficient to bar recovery for lost profits (which is a
type of "consequential damage"). Although the
court reaffirmed that amanufacturer still had a
right to disclaim liability for lost profits, the
court narrowly interpreted language surrounding
this disclaimer to mean that the disclaimer applied only when the damages resulted from use,
as opposed to resale, of the terminals.
What does it all mean? Probably that computer manufacturers will not be able to so easily
represent their products as having certain attributes, while simultaneously refusing to accept
responsibility for those representations that turn
out to be untrue.
This column sets forth basic principles of law and
is not intended as a substitute for personal legal
advice. Questions and comments are invited and
should be sent to Mr. Brown in care of Electronics.
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INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S
FASTEST ECL RAMs.
--

'11111,

And the next fastest.

And the next to the next fastest.

Address access times of 7nsec.
Maximum. And block access times of 4nsec.
Maximum!
These specs belong to the world's fastest
ECL RAMs. Fujitsu's new MBM10422A-7
and MBM100422A-7. Both are results of our
patented DOPOS ( Doped Polysilicon) and
I0P-II (Isolation by Oxide and Polysilicon);
manufacturing processes. Both give you low
power dissipation (0.7mW/bit) and 256 x4
organization. And both are fully compatible
with their respective industry standard 10K
and 100K families. Plus, our 100K series gives
you on-chip voltage compensation for
improved noise margin.

When higher density is amust, but speed
records aren't, look into our fully decoded
1K x4MBM10474 and MBM100474. Ideal for
high speed scratch pad, control and buffer
storage tasks, they deliver access times of
15nsec and low 0.7mW/bit power dissipation.
For main memory, control and buffer
storage applications, our MBM10480 and
MBM100480 give you the highest densities
available anywhere.They're 16K x1products
of an entirely new cell technology using the
active pull-up (PNP) technique. They give you
access times under 25nsec, extremely low
power dissipation (0.04mW/bit) and very
small cell and chip sizes.
Each of our ECL RAMs is fully compatible with industry standard 10K or 100K
families. And if you're thinking about switching to an MOS part, you'll be happy to know
these second-generation ECL RAMs deliver
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far lower cost per bit than the ECL products
you've probably been dealing with.
For literature, call 800-556-1234 (ext.
82). In California, call 800-441-2345 (ext. 82).
For samples, contact your nearest Fujitsu
sales office. We'll set speed records to deliver
the ECL RAMs you want.

FUJITSU
MICROELECTRONICS
Technology that works.
FMI, 3320 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA
95051. 408/727-1700.
FMI Sales Offices
•Boston 617/964-7080 • Chicago 312/934-6400;
•Dallas 214/669-1616 • Minneapolis 612/454 0323
•NewYork 516/273-6660 • Northern California 408/866-5600;
•Southern California Ti 4/547-9525.

SAVE AT ELEK-TEK
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Meetings
International Conference on Computer-Aided Design, IEEE (
445 Hoes
Lane, Piscataway, N. J. 08854), Marriott Hotel, Santa Clara, Calif., Sept.
12-15.
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It's
Here

HP- 75C

$
719 00

16K PORTABLE COMPUTER
Mfr Sugg

995
The battery powered portable computer
which includes a built-in HP- IL interface,
card reader, and time and appointment
modes. Typewriter keyboard.

HP- IL

Products also available:

Digital Cassette Drive
Thermal Printer/Plotter
Video Interface
Solution Books

Mfr Sugg
450
450
225
35

Elek-Tek
5335
335
169
29

CALCULATOR SAVINGS
Mfr Sugg

Elek-Tek

195
275
125
195
385
75
75
75
75

5145
200
95

HP-41C
HP-41CV
Optical Wand
Card Reader
Printer
Quad R. A.M. ( for HP41C)
Ext. Memory Module
Ext. Function Module
Time Module

145
283
60
60
60

60

HEWLETT-PACKARD
SLIMLINE Programmable

LCD CALCULATORS
HP-10C
HP-11C
HP-15C
HP-12C
HP-16C

Scientific
Scientific
Scientific
Financial
Programmer

$54
70
90
90
90

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
HP-11C, 12C, 15C

Solution Books

8.50

purchased with calculator.
50°4-60% off orig. mfr. sugg. retail price
HP -32E Scientific . . . .. 32.50
HP -34C Scientific . . . 50.00
HP -37E Financial
. 32.50
HP -38C Financial
65.00

ea

vc.
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CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT Illinois,

Alaska, Hawaii
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2nd European Signal Processing
Conference, European Association
for Signal Processing (U. Arnold,
Lehrstuhl für Nachrichtentechnik,
Cauerstrasse 7, D-8520 Erlangen-Nuremberg, West Germany), University
of Erlangen, Erlangen, West Germany, Sept. 12-16.
Autofact Europe, Society of Manufacturing Engineers ( 1SME Dr., P. 0.
Box 930, Dearborn, Mich. 48128),
Palexpo Conference Center, Geneva,
Switzerland, Sept. 13-15.
Midcon/83, Electronic Conventions
Inc. (8100 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90045), O'Hare Exposition
Center, Rosemont, Ill., Sept. 13-15.
Symposium on VLSI Technology,
The Japan Society of Applied Physics (2-4-16 Yayoi, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
113, Japan), Surf Hotel, Maui, Hawaii, Sept. 13-15.
13th European Solid State Device
Research Conference, IEEE et al.
(Clive Jones, The Institute of Physics, 47 Belgrave Sq., London SWIX
8QX, UK), University of Kent, Canterbury, UK, Sept. 13-16.
Euromicro '83-9th Symposium on
Microprocessing
and
Microprogramming, Euromicro Association
(T. H. Twente, Department INF,
P. O. 217, NL-7500 AE Enschede,
The Netherlands), Madrid, Spain,
Sept. 14-16.
Dry Process Symposium, Institute
of Electrical Engineers of Japan (2-21Katahira, Sendai 980, Tokyo), Tokyo, Sept. 19-20.
16th Electronics and Aerospace
Conference, IEEE (Dr. John M.
Walker,
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp., Mail Stop 3200, P. O. Box
1521, Baltimore, Md. 21203), Shoreham Dunfey Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Sept. 19-21.

6th Conference on Digital Satellite
Communications, IEEE et al. (
Howard Briley, Comsat Corp., 950 L'Enfant
Plaza,
Washington,
D. C.
20024), Hyatt Regency Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 19-23.
9th World Computer Congress, International Federation for Information Processing et al. (
Philip H.
Dorn, Dorn Computer Consultants
Inc., 25 East 86th St., New York,
N. Y. 10028), Palais des Congrès,
Paris, Sept. 19-23.
Semicon/East '83, Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute
(Mary Beth Kern, SEMI, 625 Ellis
St., Suite 212, Mountain View, Calif.
94043), Hynes Auditorium, Boston,
Mass., Sept. 20-22.
9th European Solid-State Circuits
Conference, Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (V. Valencic, EPFL33 ay. de Cour, CH- 1007 Lausanne,
Switzerland), Lausanne, Sept. 20-23.
33rd Broadcast Symposium, IEEE
(Robert A. O'Connor, CBS Tv Network, 51 West 52nd St., New York,
N. Y. 10019), Hotel Washington,
Washington, D. C., Sept. 21-23.
Electrical and Electronics Conference, IEEE (
Southex Exhibitions,
1450 Don Mills Rd., Don Mills, Ont.
M3B 2X7, Canada), Exhibition
Place, Toronto, Sept. 26-28.
International Conference on Microlithography, Institute of Physics (Dr.
G. A. C. Jones, Cambridge University Engineering Dept., Trumpington
Street, Cambridge CB2 1PZ, UK),
Cambridge, Sept. 26-29.

Seminars
Courses on Data Communications
Network Components, Network Design, Introduction to Network Architectures, and X.25 and Packet
Switching are among seminars being
given in cities around the U. S. starting September. For a catalog, write
Systems Technology Forum Inc.,
9000 Fern Park Dr., Burke, Va.
22015.

677-7660
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The only P
Supplies
that c nova
Passport to the World
Worldwide Acceptance
POWER-ONE's new International Series is the only highreliability D.C. power supply series to achieve true acceptance
throughout the world.
Designed specifically for products sold throughout the world's
major electronics markets, the International Series can be used
anywhere, for almost any application.. without costly modifications
or crippling time delays fox safety testing.
Meets International Safety Requirements
Even the most important requirements of the world's leading
regulatory agencies are satisfied, including VDE, UL, CSA, BPO,
IEC, CEE, and ECMA. Our new
patented power transformer winding process features fully separated
and enclosed primary and secondary windings. This unique construction complies with the world's
toughest safety standards, including
Leakage Current (Max.)
Line to Ground:
Spacings (Min.)
Live Parts to Dead Metal:
9.0mm
Other Than Field Terminals: 5.25mm
Dielectric Withstand Voltage (Min.)
Input to Ground:
3750 VAC
Input to Outputs:
3750 VAC
Outputs to Ground:
500 VAC

Wide Choice of AC Input Power
More worldwide acceptance. Each unit is rated at 100, 120, 220,
230, and 240 volts, 47 to 63 Hz. This means reduced inventory
and service iequirements since only one standard off-the-shelf
power supply is needed.. regardless of your product's final destination. Another International Series exclusive feature.
New Models, More Applications
Demand has been great since the intoduction of our International
Series, so we have expanded our line with 32 new models
76 in all.

Power-One's patented International Series trandormers feature
separate, fully enclosed, primary and secondary coils. Meets safety
requirements of VDE, UL, CSA, BPO, IEC, CEE, and ECMA.
"Innovators in Power Supply Technology"

cilipowerefie ac. power
Power-One, Inc.

Wee or call for our new brochure
today. See why the International
Series are the only patter supplies
that carry apassport to the world.

SUPPIJES

Power One Drive • Camarillo, CA 93010 • Phone: 805/484-2806 • 805/987-3891 • TWX: 910-336-1297
Outside California Call Toll Free 800/235-5943
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Low-cost
now make
The new generation of word processors
features flat-panel displays. Result: More
efficient use of desk space. And an easiertoread, more attractive, and more reliable terminal.
New display drivers from Texas Instruments are making AC plasma flat-panel
displays practical. And providing reliable
operation up to 225 volts.
The secret? TI's patented BIDFET
process. It combines the best of several
technologies—bipolar, JFET, CMOS,
and high-voltage DMOS—all on one
monolithic chip. Providing dramatic cost
savings as well as reliable high-voltage
operation.
In fact, only TI's BIDFET-based, flatpanel display drivers give you the extra
margin of reliability built into DMOS
highvoltage outputs. Plus high-speed,
rugged inputs. Low power consumption.
And the capability to integrate logic and
drivers all on asingle chip.

Cost-effective
AC plasma display drivers
TI's leadership in AC plasma flat-panel
display drivers is confirmed by the fact
that we make the only totem-pole 32-bit
drivers on the market. By integrating
more lines per chip, these advanced drivers make AC plasma systems cost-competitive with high-character-density
CRTs (see cost-projection chart).
You can select from four economical
TI AC plasma display drivers. The
SN75500AN and the SN75501CN have
CMOS-compatible inputs. The
SN55500AN and SN55501CN offer the
same operation, but over the full — 55°
to 125°C temperature range. All can
handle the 100-V swings. High speeds.
And the complex logic required by AC
plasma panel displays.
All feature thirty-two 100-V totempole outputs. 20-mA output-current capability. 4-MHz ( max) input data rates.
A 100-kHz ( max) operating rate. And
4 Advanced word processors, which are more
,ompact, more reliable, and more attractive,
incorporate flat-panel displays made possible
by TI's new, cost-effective drivers. The flatpanel display shown is amock-up that is conceptually similar to terminals now coming on
the market from several manufacturers.
©1983 T1

27-5087

TI BIDFET display drivers
flat-panel displays practical.
200-ns output transition times. While
consuming only 40 mW of power.
AC PLASMA DISPLAY
ELECTRONIC COST PROJECTION
CENTS BIT
30 25 -

AC PLASMA DISPLAYS
USING TI's SN75501 SERIES DRIVERS

20 15
10 5 -

o

1982

HIGH- CHARACTER- DENSITY CRTs

1983

1984

1985

1986

Bringing down the cost of AC plasma
display systems to levels competitive
with CRTs—just one of the advantages
TI's patented BIDFET process brings
to flat-panel displays.

outputs. Plus, astrong 1-triA pull-down
reduces interdigit blanking time to maximize system efficiency.
The SN75512A and the SN75513A
offer the advantage of 12 drivers per
package and complement each other in
VFD applications. The SN75512A has a
serial-input data register, data latches,
and high-voltage buffers with totem-pole
output structures—making it ideal for
anode or grid control. The SN75513A—
which includes areset function instead
of parallel data latches—is primarily used
as the grid or line-select controller.
The SN75518, a40-pin device, provides control and drive circuitry for 32
lines using the same architecture as the
TL4810A (or SN75512A).
With the advantages of increased integration, the SN75518 represents a30percent reduction in equivalent system
cost over the popular UCN4810A.

FiveVFD drivers
for 60Voperation

How TI BIDFET
pays off for wu

Unique BIDFET technology enables all
TI vacuum-fluorescent display (VFD)
drivers to operate reliably up to 60 volts.
These drivers include the widely used
UCN4810A, plus the new TL4810A,
SN75512A, SN75513A, and SN75518.
Pin compatible with the UCN4810A,
the TL4810A gives you twice the speed
and active totem-pole drivers on all 10

No other technology matches TI's
BIDFET process for producing reliable
large- or even medium-scale ICs with
high-voltage capabilities. That's because
only TI's BIDFET pools the advantages
of many technologies.
JFETs are used to achieve high-input
impedance, minimal loading, and compatibility with avariety of logic families.

BIDFET TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Pioneered by Texas Instruments
WAFER
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT

1975

1976

1977

CIRCUIT
DEVELOPMENT

1978

RELIABILITY
IMPROVEMENT

1979

1980

1981

1982

Reliable high-voltage operation results from BIDFET technology—aprocess TI has invested more than seven years in development.

The bipolar section maintains the
high speed of the input signal, with relative insensitivity to static discharge.
CMOS permits dense packing of the
logic, while consuming very little power.
And DMOS transistors in the output
stage handle exceptionally high voltages—up to 225 volts! Which makes TI's
BIDFET-based drivers far superior to
other display drivers, many of which can
push the reliable limits of bipolar technology to only 60 volts.

Simple interfacing to VF displays of any
size—from small segmented types to large
dot matrix formats—can be achieved
affordably with Ti BIDFET drivers.

A big, flat success
Outstanding today, TI's flat-panel display drivers will be even better in the future. That's because we soon will be
applying BIDFET technology to electroluminescent display drivers. These will
be able to operate reliably with DMOS
output transistors up to 225 volts. And
they will be available in space-saving
plastic chip carriers. All ready to meet
your needs for large, high-resolution panels that are thin and lightweight.
Find out how advanced TI flat-panel
display drivers can increase reliability.
Save money. Improve your design. And
attract customers.
For more information, contact your
nearest TI sales office or write Texas
Instruments, Semiconductor Group LD,
Dept. 013EC, P.O. Box 401560,
Dallas, TX 75240. Or for direct applications assistance, call ( 214) 995-6162.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
Circle
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Gould Biomation Logic Analyzers
Introducing the K105. No
other logic analyzer is so
easy to use.
Logic analyzers have always been abit
complicated. Perhaps even intimidating
to the occasional user. No more.
When you sit down at our new K105 logic
analyzer, the first thing you'll notice is that
big, friendly red HELP button. Press it.
You'll begin to feel better immediately.
You see, we wrote the book on logic
analyzers. And now the book is in the
machine. So when you press the button,
you display easy- to- understand, stepby-step operating instructions right
across the bottom of the screen. While
the data from the operation you're performing remains on the screen.
And if you're still in trouble, just press
again. The HELP button and an adjacent
SHIFT button call up aHELP MENU and
28 pages of detailed instructions on every
analyzer function.
We'll say it again. No other logic analyzer
is so easy to use.

Modular design accommodates application changes.

8086, 8088, 8080, 8085A and Z8OB
do just that.

I
he K105 isntjust easy to use Its
accommodating, too. By simply swapping boards, you can configure several
different logic analyzers.

And with the K105's 8levels of Trace
Control at 20 MHz. you can isolate and
capture widely- separated slices of program flow to pinpoint failure causes... in
afraction of the time it would take with
aconventional triggering scheme.

For instance, you can select up to 64
20 MHz channels in 32-channel increments for microprocessor analysis. Up to
16 100 MHz channels in 8- channel incre
ments for hardware analysis. Or combine
them to amaximum of 72 channels for
software/hardware integration tasks.
And there's more. You can add adual
51
/
4"floppy disk drive ( IBM CP/M 86 1
TM
compatible) to store up to 70 setups or
data files. While providing data portability
and post- processing capabilities.

Disassemblers and Trace
Control' speed software
debugging.
Its alot easier to debug software when
you can get your system's microprocessor to speak assembly language
mnemonics rather than object code. And
our disassembly modules for the 68000,

Two- analyzers- in- one
enhances software! hardware
integration.
When you re integrating hardware and
software, the K105 is two analyzers in one.
Just combire the 20 MHz and 100 MHz
options to look at both state and timing.
For trouble- shooting multi- processor
systems, you can even monitor both processors and capture the asynchronous
data between the two.
And the K105 offers afast 5ns glitch
capture capability to pinpoint hard-to-find
random problems.

Plus high-speed sampling for
hardware analysis.
For high-speed sampling, you can configure the K105 with up to 16 100 MHz

To Simplify
Logic Analyzer
Operation, Press Here.

'Trace Control is atrademark of Gould Inc ' CP M 86 is atrademark of Digital Research

Clearly the Best.
channels. Our unique automatic noise
margin analysis feature enables you to
verify specified system thresholds on
as many as 16 channels simultaneously.
And design verification is simplified by a
"don't care memory" that allows you to
selectively mask out memory portions so
you can compare only those portions you
want to see.

Uncompromising dedication
to high performance.
The Gould philosophy dictates that
every instrument we make be the
best for the job it's designed to do.
The K105, with its unsurpassed ease-ofoperation and modular flexibility to perform awide range of analysis tasks, is
evidence of that dedication.
For detailed application notes or ademonstration, write Gould, Inc., Design & Test
Systems Division, 4600 Old lronsides
Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050-1279.
Gould Biomation and Gould Millenn urn
Products.
For fastest response, call toll- free:
Nationwide ( 800) 538-9320: In California
(800) 662-9231 or (408) 988-6800.
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05 offers you two levels of
Hap at the press of abutton. The
first displays step-by-step operatino instructions across the bottom
of the analyzer screen. The second
brings amenu to the screen, allowing you to select more detailed help
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News update
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When the FCC says

control your interference
use Spectrum's shielded-filtered connector:
Spectrum Control's low cost
filtered and shielded D subminiature connectors are effective
ways to make your computers
comply with the FCC's Electromagnetic Interference ( EMI)
regulations**
Spectrum Control's new filtered and shielded D Subminiature connectors provide
maximum versatility and compatibility while eliminating any
EMI problems And they're far
less expensive than you might
think
Spectrum connectors feature
a complete range of performance options, and they're
totally adaptable for easy retrofitting The design is based on
proprietary ceramic technology

of proven reliability and performance, and features programmable filter positions for
unlimited versatility.
Spectrum Control itself, offers you a full range of electromagnetic compatibility services
and products for both custom
and standard applications For
more information call, or write
for Engineering Bulletin
27-0027-53 Write Spectrum
Control, Inc , 2185 W Eighth
Street, Erie, PA 16505 Or call
814/455-0966, TWX 5110/6996871 Spectrum's filtered connectors could be the low cost
solution you're looking for.
•Paient Pending
••FCC Part 15 Sub Part J VDE and Mil
STD 461 A/B

SPECTRUM CONTROL INC.
Since 1968... making technology compatible with technology.
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• Leonard I. Hafetz refuses to give
up on a good idea. The founder of
Interactive Images Inc., Woburn,
Mass., Hafetz has finally been able
to put on the market an enhanced
version of a product he saw stalled
at the starting gate three years ago.
At that time, Hafetz was vice
president of application engineering
at Solid State Technology Inc., also
of Woburn. The product, called Proteus [
Electronics, June 5, 1980,
p. 39], was a hardware-software
package designed to let even inexperienced computer users run complex
application programs.
Proteus provided helpful prompting by customized keyboards and
menus displayed on a touch-sensitive screen. Typically, such menus
make it possible to call up prepackaged blocks of information; this one
lets users interact with the application program itself.
Nondelivery. But Solid State
Technology, which developed Proteus under license from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
never delivered the system. Just
three months after its introduction,
MIT terminated the agreement. An
MIT spokeswoman in Cambridge,
Mass., will say only that "the Institute felt it had grounds" for the
termination.
Hafetz left Solid State Technology
soon after, obtained the lapsed license himself in October, 1981, and
formed Interactive Images. The
company's first product was announced in June. Called Easel, it is
a direct but more powerful descendant of Proteus, Hafetz says. Where
Proteus was compatible with CP/M,
Easel software runs under the multitasking Unix operating system and
supports multiple program windows
on its touch-sensitive screen.
Without modification by the user,
software interfaces let Easel serve as
a front end for programs written in
many languages. An unbundled software package is available for about
$650 and is included on dedicated
68000-based color-graphics terminals that start at $ 11,900. Easel is
already off to a promising start.
"We've shipped 20 systems so far,"
reports Hafetz.
—Linda Lowe
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Add VDE and IEC
to FCC, UL, CSA,
and what do you get?
645V SerenDll®
possibly the world's
most versatile low-EMI
solid state relay.
We've made agood thing better.
Our 645V SerenDIP now complies
with VDE and LEG standards. Added
to previous FCC compliance, UL recognition, and GSA approval, that
opens awhole new world to the 645V
SerenDIP. And that can mean the
solution to aworld of problems. It
meets VDE and IEC isolation, creepage and clearance spacing requirements. Combined with our special
photo-coupling technique it reduces
EMI well below the new FCC radi-

ated emission specifications* and its
VDE and LEG equivalents.
Engineered by Teledyne Relays, the
645V SerenDIP utilizes apatented
zero-switch circuitry which practically
el.minates switching transients with
an advanced custom front-end IC
design.
This newest addition to our solid
state SerenDIP line is rated to switch
up to 1amp, without heat sink, at
250VRMS — with peak transient ratings up to 600 volts. It also features

3750VRMS input/output isolation.
Teledyne has been an industry
leader for twenty years. We use our
technical expertise and manufacturing know-how to create the world's
best solid state relays.
If you need applications assistance
or would like technical infoimation
about our SerenDIP relays please call
or write.
We're here to meet your standards.

I TELEDYNE RELAYS
The best little relays in the world.

"Send for your free copy of the independerdt test report.
Patent # 4,339,670

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 • 12131777-0077
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex.TW 59QQ • 01-897-2501
Eurupean Hqrrs: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42 • 62 Wiesbaden, W. Germany C6121-7680
Tapan Sales Office Nihon, Seirnri Akasaka Building • 8-1-19 Akasaka, Minato-Ku Tokyo. 107 Japan 1031403-8141
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KRAMER vs.

How FutureNers DASH-1 Revolutionizes
Schematic Design and Documentation!
Efficient Schematic Designs
Poor Max Kramer is aslave to time.
At 818 PM. he's still tied to his drafting
table laboring over his schematics
and documentation. On the other
hand. George Kramer has mastered
time. He creates perfect schematics
on his IBM-PC in afraction of the time
it takes Max to do it the old way. Then,
his system automatically prints accurate Net Lists, Lists of Materials and
other essential documents. As a designer, George is up to 5times more
efficient than Max and, at 4:51 PM.
he's ready for anight on the town with
his best girl.
The Secret: FutureNet's DASH-1
Schematic Designer
DASH-1is an amazing add-on
package that converts any IBM-PC
into an ultra- modern schematic designer. At the heart of the system is an
expandable Parts Library which has
FutureNet and DASH-1are trademarks of
FutureNet Corporation. IBM is a registered
trademark of the IBM Corporation.

hundreds of TTL, microprocessor,
memoreupport chips, and discrete
component symbols — complete with
pinouts and pin functions. With akeystroke you can display these symbols
on screen and, using the mouse, move
and interconnect them to complete
your schematic in about one-fourth the
time previously required. Incredible,
but true!
Good-bye Documentalion Errors
Not only is the design j
process accelerated
but DASH- 1also
insures accurate
support documentation. That's
because design
data is captured
automatically
and key documents such
as Net Lists, Lists of Materials, and

Design Check Reports can be printed
at will. No more frustrafing error- prone
manual documentation that exhausts
your time -- and your patience as well.
DASH-1Talks to Other Systems
DASH- 1can interface with other
computers or CAD systems too, transferring all of your schematic data in a
flash. Direct connection to VAX's or
PDP-11's is especially easy.
The $5980.00 Miracle
DASH- 11s the modern cost-effective
way to create schematics and documentation. Best of all, a complete
add-on package for your IBM-PC is
only $ 5980. Turn- key systems are also
available, including the IBM-PC or the
new IBM- XT with 10 Mb Winchester
hard disk and printer, at prices starting
at $12,960. So don't live in the past.
Step up to the FutureNet DASH- 1,
and become far more efficient.

FutureNer

Why not call today.

FutureNet Corporation • 21018 Osborne Street • Canoga Park, CA 91304 USA • TWX: 910-494-2681

(213) 700-0691
Productvity of the Future... today.
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Business activity
STOCK PRICE INDEX ( 1970

"Trends in instrumentation stocks"
records the stock market activity of aselected
group of publicly owned
manufacturers of test,
measurement, and analytical instrumentation.
The index weights the
companies by size and
therefore reflects their
relative performance.
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TRENDS IN INSTRUMENTATION STOCKS
SOURCE . STANDARD & POOR'S CORP.

The strength of the U. S. dollar, compared with other currencies around the world (see chart and
box on following page), has come in for renewed attention, as evidenced by recent
governmental interventions in the foreign currency market. However, companies that do
business overseas know that "it's not a new problem," as aspokeswoman for HewlettPackard Co. observes. The dollar "has appreciated about 23% over the last three years
compared with our major trading partners," notes Kent Webb, an economist with
Gnostic Concepts Inc., Menlo Park, Calif.
One problem with the dollar's high valuation is that it hurts U. S. companies' ability
to compete in foreign markets. As with other American firms selling abroad, HP sets
prices based on the dollar. "When the dollar goes up, it takes more francs or
Deutschemarks or yen to cover the cost. So our prices go up and it hurts us competitively," says the source at the Palo Alto, Calif., firm. In addition, foreign-made goods
seem more attractive to U. S. consumers because the dollar prices of these products are
lower than those of comparable American products. "There is no question that exports
[from the U. S.] look much bleaker this year because of the dollar," Webb notes. "The
trading balance is going to be dramatically negative." He believes the strong dollar and
its stifling of exports is "dampening the recovery of the electronics industry."
One solution for U. S. firms is to move their production facilities offshore, so that
their products will be relatively cheaper than comparable American-made items. However, doing so weakens the U. S. economy because offshore production means sacrificing
jobs in the States. High interest rates in the U. S. are responsible for the strength of the
dollar, economists point out, and the one way out of the bind would be a substantial
drop in those interest rates. Given aprojected U. S. budget deficit of about $ 190 billion,
this solution does not appear imminent.

Financings . . . Fort Lee, N. J.—based Auragen Systems Corp. has received $ 10 million in its latest
round
of
financing.
The
firm
is
developing
a 32-bit,
fault-tolerant
superminicomputer . . . . An initial round of venture-capital financing has raised $2.3
million for Entrepo Corp., a Sunnyvale, Calif., maker of storage peripheral
equipment. . . . Westford, Mass.—based Tabor Corp. has raised $6.3 million in its third
round of financing. The firm makes memory storage peripherals, including a 3¼-inch
microfloppy-disk drive.
—Robert J. Kozma
Electronics/August 25, 1983
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Business activity
Two of the accompanying charts
(right upper and right lower) illustrate movements in the imports and
exports of some selected U. S. categories of electronic equipment and
supplies from May 1982 through
May 1983. Also shown (second
from bottom) are the changes in
value of two dominant international
currencies—the Japanese yen and
the West German Deutschemark—
in relation to the U. S. dollar from
June of last year through June
1983. Last come the values of a
selection of other foreign currencies
in relation to the dollar. The data on
monthly U. S. electronic imports
and exports, the U. S. electroniccomponents producer price index,
and U. S. economic indicators will
appear in the issue of Sept. 22.
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0.646
7.6621
2 . 1123

May 1983
0.636
7.4163
2.0572

BUREAU OF CENSUS

June 1982
0.569
6.5785
2.0789

Canadian dollar

1.2323

1.2292

1.2756

Hong Kong dollar

7.180

7.143

5.915

Taiwanese dollar

39.970

39.970

38.950
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NOW YOU CAN
SPECIFY THE FIRST iSBX'
CONNECTOR.

• ...Z._

.1•••••

THE VIKINC• VSBX I

When Intel ° hit on their outstanding idea to increase
microprocessor capabilities
with expansion boards, they
called on Viking to make the
right connection. Our iSBXTM
bus compatible stacking connector stacks up best for lots
of reasons. Experience is first.
We were there at the beginning, satisfying all the Intel
specifications.
It's versatile, too. Besides
Intel, you can design theVSBX I
into expansion bus systems
from National Semiconductor
or anything compatible with
them.
And Viking's reliability is
built in. Every VSBX Iconnector has redundant contact
surfaces on each pin/socket
pair. Short electrical paths
make high- frequency applications a snap. And you have
a choice of 36 and 44 contact
plug/receptacles for 8 and 16
bit applications ( both plugs
mate with the 44 contact
receptacle!).
And more. We know
how valuable board real
estate is to your design.
That's why we maximize
packaging density with a
.100" x . 100" grid— and a
profile low enough to permit
board spacing of . 500". The
VSBX Iis easy to use, shrouded
and self-locking. You don't
even need hardware to mount
it. It's selectively plated, too.
So don't expect to spend a
bundle.
Go ahead— make like
Intel. Specify the Viking VSBX
for your design brilliance.
'ISM is a registered trademark of Intel Corp

GET IT TOGETHER
WITH VIKING.
CRITON

VIKING

Criton Corporation
Electronics and
Defense Group
Viking Connectors, Inc.
21001 Nordhoff Street
PO. Box 2379
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 341-4330
TWX: 910-494-2094
Copyright 1983 by Viking Connectors. Inc
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If you don't find the logi
you probably don't n
Meet the logic analyzer family that
spans awide spectrum in design. It's
afamily you can rely on in hardware
design, software test and debug and
even system performance analysis.
One that's equally at home testing
and troubleshooting low-cost single
processor designs or sophisticated
multiprocessor systems.
You can choose from awide selection of different logic analyzer configurations with HP. And when you
do, you'll have an analysis solution
that can help accelerate your design
cycles...and speed your products
to market.

The 1630A and 1630D...for
confidence in taclding the
day-to-day logic problems.
Choose one of these logic analyzers
and you'll have the combined power
of timing, state, and software performance analysis in one convenient,
low-cost instrument. At just $8,600*,
the 1630A gives you 35 channels of
state/performance analysis (to 25
MHz), or 8channels of timing (to
100 MHz). In the interactive
measurement mode, it delivers 27
channels of state and 8timing.
For $ 10,630*, the 1630D offers 43
channels of state/performance
analysis or 16 timing. In the interactive mode, you have achoice of 35
state and 8timing or 27 state and 16
timing.

As your primary tool in hardware
test and debug, the 1630 provides
new triggering power to help you
isolate the source of timing errors.
This includes pattern triggering
ANDed with atransition or glitch,
edge or glitch triggering, and time
qualification of pattern triggering.
This is the capability that helps you
quickly solve difficult hardware problems such as timing errors,
transient effects and handshake
malfunctions.
Use the 1630 in software development and integration phases and you
have sequencing, triggering, store
qualification, and sequence restart
power to isolate targeted areas of
code and view just the measurement
information you desire.
To optimize your system performance, the 1630 gives you anonintrusive view of system software in
action. One that lets you analyze
system activity at the level of procedures and tasks instead of the instruction level. Histogram displays
make it easy to spot software bottlenecks and inefficiencies. The
result can be improved system performance, and amore competitive
product...with minimal additional
design effort.

The 1630 also gives you interactive
measurement capability for greatly
enhanced analysis power. The ability
to cross arm and trigger between
state and timing analyzers helps you
get to the problem source quickly
when the difficulty could be either a
hardware or software malfunction.
Throughout the development cycle, you'll find the 1630 easy to use.
That's because menus simplify operation. Label assignments let you view
results in your system's terminology.
And inverse assembly, via low-cost
peripherals, displays listings in
familiar target microprocessor
mnemonics.

The 64110A...a configurable
analyzer that can handle
those complex problems
found in multiprocessor
environments.
This logic analyzer is, in reality, a
number of different analyzers, depending on how you configure it. For
example, it can be astandalone timing analyzer with 8or 16 channels.
It can also be astandalone state
analyzer with up to 120 channels.
You can combine timing and state
with performance overview. Or,
combine multiple state or timing
analyzers in the same station.
Price for the 64110A,

analyzer you need here...
log analyzer.
including a60 channel state analyzer
subsystem with performance overview is $21,870*.
Put the 64110A to work in the
hardware test and debug phase and
you can allocate high speed timing
resources. For example, you might
choose sampling speeds to 400 MHz.
The resulting 2.5 ns resolution lets
you make high-resolution measurements to resolve timing
margin problems.
In addition, the timing analyzer
provides new triggering capability.
The dual threshold mode lets you
trigger on marginal signal levels,
which helps you spot excessive fanout, bus loading problems, and slow
transition times. Other trigger modes
include time qualification of pattern
triggering, sequential triggering, pattern triggering ANDed with atransition or glitch, glitch triggering,
plus other modes that simplify the
analysis of handshake problems.
In software test and debug, the
64110A gives you unequalled tracing,
triggering, and store qualification
power. With its master enable
function, 16-level sequencer
plus 8user-definable terms
for trigger, store qualification and count functions,
you'll have little trouble
locating the specific portion
of code you want and displaying only the information

HP- 18 Not lust IEEE-488 but the
hardware, documentation and
support that dellyers the shortest
path to a measurement system

of interest...even in the most
complex multiprocessor software.
For system performance analysis,
the 64110A gives you anonintrusive
view of software in action in the form
of histogram and graph displays. The
histogram modes provide afast way
to locate system bottlenecks and
identify inefficient portions of software. These display modes help you
identify aprocessor stuck in aloop,
see where software went into the
weeds, or spot activity occurring in a
forbidden area. A graph mode shows
software performance data in
chronological order.
Interactive measurements between
all analyzer subsystems multiplies the
power of the 64110A far beyond the
capability of other logic analyzers.
Cross arming and triggering between
any of the analyzer subsystems helps
identify the source of difficult hardware/software interaction problems,
and resolves hardware/software
fmgerpointing issues.
In any phase, the 64110A is a
pleasure to use. Directed syntax softkeys guide you through setups and
measurements with aminimum of

keyboard entries. Symbolic tracing
means you interface with the analyzer
using terminology you're familiar
with. And preprocessors with inverse
assemblers let you view measurement
results in familiar processor
mnemonics. All of which lets you
concentrate on the problem you're
trying to solve.., not the analyzer.

Choose both and you'll have
your analysis needs covered.
When you combine both of these
analyzers in your lab, you have a
cost-effective solution to the day-today test and debug tasks, plus the
power to deal efficiently with those
complex troubleshooting jobs.
So before you buy any logic
analyzer, be sure you explore the individual power of HP's standalone
analyzers...and the synergistic effect
of acombination of instruments.
For complete details, call your
local HP sales office listed in the
telephone directory white pages. Ask
for an HP field engineer in the electronic instruments department.
"U.S.A. list price only.
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Bubble
Machine.

This Nicolet digital scope can put
awaveform in yourpocket
The two-channel 3091 offers the traditional advantages of a
Nicolet digital storage oscilloscope in acompact portable package. The
quartz crystal timing, precise AID conversion and alphanumeric display
combine to overcome the accuracy limitations of the analog oscilloscope.
Its high resolution and 1MHz digitizing rate make it ideal for
field calibration, fault diagnosis or transient analysis in mechanical,
electrical, acoustical and
biological applications.
Signals can be viewed live,
stored for closer examination
or compared in real time to
previously stored references.
Waveforms can be expanded,
interrogated by cursor, output to
pen recorders or even transmitted to acomputer at the touch
of abutton. Important data can
be stored on the optional magnetic bubble cassette for instant
recall in either your 3091 or
someone else's.
The 3091 is adigital storage
oscilloscope, atransient
recorder and achart recorder
all in one, easy-to-use instrument.
To find out how you can put digital precision in your pocket,
call 608/273-5008 or write: Nicolet Oscilloscope Division,
5225 Verona Road, Madison,
Wisconsin 53711.
In Canada: call 416/625-8302.
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Nicolet

•U.S. domestic list price. Bubble cassette option additional at $ 1,500.
Circle 40 for more information
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MCC recruitment
hits a snag

Recruiting for the new industry research cooperative, Microelectronics &
Computer Technology Corp. (mcc), has been going so slowly that
president Bobby R. Inman says it may miss its original goal: beginning
actual research by Dec. 1. MCC now has just eight employees while its 11
co-owners decide which of their researchers will be asked to join it in
Austin, Texas. There will be new hires, too, but MCC is not using
professional recruiters, Inman pointed out last week during astopover at
Los Alamos, N. M.—he was keynote speaker there at a conference on
supercomputers, whose builders will need the advanced components the
research group will design. Inman said the cooperative has budgeted $28
million for use this year in Austin and $ 5 million more at Texas A&M
University. In addition mCC will spend $750,000 in each of the next 10
years to support graduate students in computer science.

Industry, unions split

Observers in the U. S. electronics industries are keeping their eyes on a

on call for revelations

political battle in Massachusetts over hazardous substances in the
workplace and in the environment. The state AFL-CIO and its
consumerist allies have filed apetition to place an initiative for stringent
right-to-know regulations on the ballot in November 1984. But the
Massachusetts High Technology Council Inc. and the Associated
Industries of Massachusetts are seeking signatures in support of a less
strict measure. Among the divisive issues: the substances that would be
deemed hazardous, labeling requirements, ease of community access to
corporate files, and the extent of protection for trade secrets. If the voters
approve one or the other, it will become law.

of hazardous substances

Sandia says its 16-K RAM

At Sandia National Laboratories, in Albuquerque, N. M., designers have

can withstand 1 megarad

come up with what they say is the first very large-scale integrated circuit
that can withstand the high radiation in space or of anuclear explosion.
The complementary-mos 16-K static random-access memory measures
0.6 by 0.4 cm and contains more than 100,000 transistors. Its designers
say it can function after atotal exposure of 1megarad. (Usually, 1,000
rads is fatal to humans.) The chip, which has been tested successfully,
will be sold by Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor sector, in Melbourne, Fla.

TI starts shipping
NuMachine work station

Texas Instruments Inc.'s Data Systems Group, in Austin, Texas, has
quietly begun shipping limited quantities of its NuMachine-based
engineering work station to selected customers "for experimental
development" purposes. Stemming from development work at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and licensed from Western
Digital Corp. [
Electronics, Feb. 10, p. 41], the NuMachine is expected to
find primary application in artificial-intelligence applications. One
recipient of the first shipments is Lisp Machine Inc., of Culver City,
Calif., which has just introduced its Lambda Machine, based on
NuMachine hardware and touted as an artificial- intelligence
development system that offers virtual memory for writing microcode.
Priced at $72,500, Lambda also features a Lisp-language microcode
compiler. In a related move to beef up its involvement in emerging
artificial-intelligence markets, TI said last week that it had purchased
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25% of Lisp Machine for an undisclosed price. The firm declines to say
when its NuMachine system, developed and being produced in an Irvine,
Calif., facility, will be placed on the open market.

Semicon/East to feature
sessions on materials

Semicon/East's organizers, who deplore what they regard as an
information gap on the subject of materials, will spotlight that area at
this year's session of the production-gear conference, in Boston, Sept.
20-22. "Materials coverage in the past has been pretty sketchy, and users
are not fully aware of some of the materials capabilities now available,"
explains technical-program chairman Joseph Monkowski, of Pennsylvania State University. One highlight will be a report from Airco
Industrial Gases, of Murray Hill, N. J., about producing ultrapure silane
and disilane. An epitaxial silane layer on silicon has a resistivity of
10,000 ohms-cm, as well as improved carrier mobility and lifetime.
Ultrapure silane will be especially important as araw material for very
high-speed integrated circuits, whose great packing densities require that
trace-metallic contaminants be eliminated more effectively.

Meeting aims to nudge

In hopes of spurring the march of speaker-independent voice recognition
out of the laboratory environment and into the real world, Voice Control
Systems Inc.—aDallas-based research and development firm—is hosting
a "Robustness in Speech Recognition" meeting in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
Nov. 2-4, with alist of over 20 speakers who are considered experts in
their fields. The conference will look at a number of challenges still
facing the technology, such as background noise and electrical noise in
communication channels.

voice systems out of lab

Addenda
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After a 2½ year delay, National Semiconductor Corp. is resuming
construction of a 290,000-ft 2 wafer-fabrication facility in Arlington,
Texas, west of Dallas. The facility—slated to begin limited production in
1985 and employ 1,500 late in the decade—will initially produce
complementary-mos components. The Santa Clara, Calif., firm halted
construction two years ago because of depressed worldwide chip demand
and is resuming it because of strengthening order rates (see
p. 105). . . . While other home-computer makers lose money,
Commodore International Ltd., of Norristown, Pa., reports its profits in
the quarter ended June 30 were $26.7 million, compared with $ 16.3
million ayear ago. . . . Defense-electronics behemoth Hughes Aircraft
Co., El Segundo, Calif., has filed suit in U. S. District Court in San
Francisco against Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., charging infringement
of three Hughes patents for semiconductor manufacturing. One of the
patents covers ion implantation, a key processing step in wafer
fabrication. An Intel statement professes surprise at the suit in light of
continuing negotiations in the matter and vows a vigorous
defense. . . . After athree-year testing of the waters, General Electric
Co. is expanding its efforts in the telecommunications distribution
market. The Fairfield, Conn., company will open 12 sales offices to sell
and lease private automated branch exchanges. . . . The latest
intelligence in the continuing drama, "Waiting for the IBM Peanut," has
it that the low-cost version of the Personal Computer is already being
shipped to Europe and will reach the U. S. market next month.
Electronics/August 25, 1983

The
World's Most Elegant
Microprocessor Family
is Banishing
Current Benchmarks to
Computer History

Be advised: the NS16000 family is
establishing all new benchmarks for
8-, 16-, and 32-bit microprocessors.
Here is proof beyond doubt that
any NS16000-based product
will outperform any other microprocessor-based product.
Of course, comparing the NS16000
family and the microprocessors your
competition is banking on is difficult—
perhaps even irrelevant— because the
NS16000 family is, fundamentally, much
more advanced.
No other commercial processor
(micro, mini or mainframe) is designed
to fully support the use of high-level
languages. All members of the NS16000
family of CPUs; however, feature not
only 32-bit internal architecture, but also
ahigh degree of regularity in the
arrangement and use of their 32-bit
registers. Data can be read or written 1,
8, 16, or 32 bits at atime, as sophisticated programs require, and transfers
from one register to another are not
restricted.
Moreover, the symmetrical instruction set of the NS16000 CPUs includes
over 100 genuine two-operand instruction types, but avoids special-case
instructions that compilers cannot use.
All instructions can be used with the
addressing modes common to most
microprocessors (register, immediate,
absolute, and register relative), as well
as with powerful HLL-oriented modes
that only the NS16000 offers: topof-stack, scaled indexing, memory relative, and external. And any operand
length and any general-purpose register
may be used with any mode.
The combination of these virtues
makes it possible to write especially lean
high-level language programs on
NS16000-based systems. The simplicity
with which aprogrammer can implement acompiler, for instance, is matched
only by the compiler's increased speed
of execution. In effect, the dream of
being able to pack the enviable working
environment and performance of a
large computer into amicroprocessor has
become reality.

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE COMPARISONS'
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Putting large- computer performance into amicroprocessor is
further advanced through the
implementation of the NS16000's
Demand Paged Virtual Memory
—a strategy equivalent to that
used in such systems as the VAX-11
series and all present IBM
mainframes.
With an architecture that supports
uniform addressing, the NS16000 is
the first commercial microprocessor able
to feature Demand Paged Virtual
Memory as ameans of solving large memorymanagement problems. As
aresult, an NS16000-based system,
blessed with this completely flexible
memory configuration, can maximize
the use of its physical and virtual memory
resources and achieve alevel of performance heretofore unrealized.
With the NS16082 Memory Management Unit (MMU), only the information most recently used is kept in
RAM: other information is swapped in
and out from mass storage, as needed.
Consequendy, each programmer, each
program, each task has access to a
uniform addressing space of 16 Mbytes
simultaneously and independently,
without reservation or special exception.
(And more efficiently than on any

other commercial processor — micro,
mini, or mainframe.)
Among the reasons for the MMU's
prowess is its support of atwo-level pagetable translation, whose process is
speeded up by an associative onchip
cache. Utilizing avery fast LeastRecentlyUsed (LRU) algorithm and
apowerful "referenced bit' the NS16082
MMU achieves atranslation cache
hit rate of over 98 percent.
The NS16081 Floating Point
Unit ( FPU) extends the NS16000
instruction set with very highspeed floating-point operations for
both single- and double-precision
IEEE operands.
Designing the FPU into asystem
allows programmers to treat floatingpoint numbers as they would any
other data types, and to use any of the
addressing modes to reference them.
For example, the scaled index mode permits an array of floating-point data
elements to be addressed by its logical
index, rather than its physical address.
The power this can add to asystem
makes it especially applicable for graphics
and engineering work- stations.
FLOATING POINT OPERATION COMPARISONS'
Relative Performance
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With the introduction of National's
proprietary GENIX' operating system, even the advantages
of using UNIX. on a large
computer have been ported to the
NS16000 microprocessor family.
GENDC is an elegant implementation
of the proven Berkeley 4.1 bsd version
of UNIX. Created in-house, to facilitate
the development of software for
NS16000-based applications, it is the
first UNIX operating system to support Demand Paged Virtual Memory in
amicroprocessor.
Here, then, is ademonstration not
only of the pure functionality of the
NS16000 family architecture, but of the
large-computer-like results now possible on amicroprocessor-based system
using GENDC

Footnotes:
1.
The NSI6032 CPU, the first of the NS16000
CPUs, has aI6-bit-wide data path to memory and
32-bit internal architecture. Before the end of
this year. CPUs implementing the same 32-bit
internal architecture, but with 8- and 32-bitwide data paths to memory will also be available,
to allow maximum price/performance flexibility
within your product line.

2.
Results for the 68000 were taken from Computer
Architecture News, Vol. 10, No. 4. June 1982,
pp. 17-28. The 68000 was run at 10MHz, with
no Wait States. Source programs in Pascal.
Results km the NSI6032 were obtained on a
DBI6000 at 10MHz, with no Wait States. Source
programs in Pascal. All variable sizes are 32-bit.

3.
Results for the 68000 were obtained on aSUN
System at 10MHz, with no Wait States, using
Motorola's ROM-based floating point subroutine
package.
Results for the N516032, utilizing the NS16081
FPU west obtained on aDB16000 at IOMHz,
with no Wait States. IEEE floating point, variable
sizes.
Results for the VAX- 11/750 were obtained
without using floating point accelerator

KERNEL CODE SIZE COMPARISON
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Elegance is everything.

See it.
The NS16000 microprocessor family will be on
exhibition at WESCON.

Talk with us.
Please call the National Sales
Representative nearest you
for more information, and the
answers to your questions.
Ask to meet with one of our
Field Applications Engineers,
too. Or, circle the number
below.

Read about it.

1.0

"Tige°

NS16000

Gee.

UNIX

When you consider applications
for the NS16000 microprocessor family— from elegant
personal and business computers,
to graphics work-stations, to
industrial control systems— keep
in mind that:
1. The NS16032 CPU and the NS16201
TCU are in production now.
2. The NS16082 MMU, the NS16081
FPU, and the NS16202 ICU are being
sampled now.
3. Evaluation tools are available now.
4. Development tools are available now.
5. Training classes are in progress now.
6. Third-party software for the family
is available now and increasing daily.
7. The software you write now will
work without modification if you move
your product line from one NS16000
CPU to another in the future.
Similarly, the optional use of the
NS16000's MMU and FPU slave
processors— integral parts of the
NS16000 architecture— will allow you
to determine price/performance
trade-offs while preserving your initial
software investment.
8. Only the NS16000 family can make it
possible for you to put alargecomputer-like product on the market
today— at microprocessor prices.

You haven't heard the last
word on the NS16000 microprocessor family yet. In the
meantime, you may want to further your understanding of
what we've accomplished by
requesting copies of NS16000:
Demand Paged Virtual Memory
and NS16000: Benchmarks.
NS16000
Demand Paged
Virtual Memory

NS16000
Benchmarks

M National Semiconductor
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS DIVISION

Circle 45 on reader service card

In head-to-head
comparison, there's really
no comparison.
Our 0S4040 stacks up best.
The Gould 0S4040 digital storage
oscilloscope vs. the Philips
PM3310 and Tektronix' 468.
The right balance between sampling speed and detail, for accurate measurement. The faster
sampling rates of the Philips and
Tek units don't mean much without supporting memory. The
Gould 0S4040 can capture and
store 5,120 words on a single
waveform compared with 256 for
the PM3310 and 512 for the
Tek 468. That means the 0S4040
can expand a stored trace by 50
times horizontally and still give
you 100 data points across the
screen. Under the same circumstances, with Philips' 256 words
you would get only 5actual
data points. Tek would give you
10 data points. For a detailed
display, the 0S4040 is the clear
winner.

Fast capture of sequential signal
events, as in digital logic circuits.
The 0S4040 can capture up to four
signals from a single channel
and hold them in separate
storage for later analysis. It does
this with direct store access at
up to 10 MHz. While the Philips
can capture the signals, it requires considerably more time
between the capture of each
event since it can only access its
store via a 78 kHz ADC from its
CCD line. Tek can only capture
up to two sequential events from
a single channel.
The most flexible interface facilities. Only the 0S4040 can copy
captured waveforms onto achart
recorder from both channels
simultaneously, and is able to
plot one signal against another,
for example, as in hysterisis
curve plotting. The PM3310 and

the Tek 468 can only output one
channel at a time.
The 0S4040 can " baby-sit" for
you. It has a " baby-sitter" mode,
so each signal captured can be
automatically transferred to the
chart recorder, and the store rearmed for the next signal event.
the PM3310 offers neither repetitive analog output nor a " babysitter" mode. And while the 468
provides an analog option, it is
not capable of " baby-sitting."
Exclusive direct digital user port.
Even though all three systems
offer an IEEE output, only the
0S4040 offers a direct digital
user port as a standard option
for situations where the IEEE is
too slow for the buffer store to
be cleared before the next signal
capture.
The Gould 0S4040 digital storage
oscilloscope. For the whole story
contact Gould Inc.,
Design & Test Systems
Division, 4600 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara,
CA 95050-1279. Nationwide (800) 538-9320.
California (800)
662-9231 or (408)
988-6800.

m> GOULD
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Tektronix is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
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Significant developments in technology and business

Fancy architecture,
standard logic lead
to fast minicomputer
by Larry Waller, Los Angeles bureau

Two ALUs operating in parallei
help create 2-MIPS processors
in upcoming multiprocessing
32- bit superminicomputer
Even seasoned computer buffs should
be awed by the speed of a 32-bit
superminicomputer nearing completion at an Irvine, Calif., computer
architecture and design firm. In
benchmark whetstone testing, the
machine demonstrates a speed of
more than 2 million instructions per
second for each of up to four processors available with the system, says
Alan D. Kraemer, engineering vice
president of Technology Marketing
Inc. That is about twice the rating of
asingle-processor VAX- 11/780 from
Digital Equipment Corp., astandard
of comparison in the supermini field.
Architectural rather than circuit
ingenuity is what lifts the machine to
those heights. It relies on standard
rather than custom chips and highspeed Schottky logic families instead
of more expensive and heat-producing emitter-coupled logic. Ecrs high
power dissipation and cost were
found to vitiate its speed advantages.
Such adesign will certainly lead to
a cheaper computer, although Technology Marketing will not quote a
price. Its machine was developed under contract to acustomer, identified
by Kraemer only as amajor computer manufacturer, for delivery for software integration at the end of October and market introduction—and
pricing—toward year-end.
"Pushing a 32-bit machine to this
speed demands ahost of architectural changes, principally to produce a
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100-nanosecond cycle time for the
[
arithmetic and logic unit],"
says Kraemer. Most important, the
firm employs two parallel ALus in
place of the customary single unit
(see diagram). This obviates an entire
functional step normally required to
buffer, propagate, and generate outputs from abit-slice ALU to the lookahead—carry generator.
Instead of a buffer, the second
ALU handles only the look-ahead—
carry operation, the most time-consuming. This means anticipating and
adding the carry digit to the next
higher bit position when two digits
are added and their sum exceeds one
bit position.
"Elimination of the buffer knocks
off 15% to 25% of ALU propagation
delay time," explains Kraemer. The
primary ALU performs the usual
arithmetic jobs—adding, subtracting,
and dividing—along with conventional logic comparisons.
ALU

Operation of the parallel ALUs required a microsequencer structure
that allows simultaneous access to
two instructions during one 100-ns
microcycle. Both instructions are accessed at the same time, and selection between them is made only at
the cycle's end. This technique
dodges using an extra microcycle to
set up test conditions for logic-signal
execution, the usual method.
Another change that speeds operation takes the writable control-memory bits from a separate store, putting them physically as close as possible to their associated logic. "A
tricky move that sprinkles memory
all over the place, it still looks the
same to the computer," Kraemer
notes. The result chops access time
by 5ns for each signal transmission.
Finally, the logic architecture is
also revamped, with the design relying on the high speed of separate
multiplier chips to relieve the ALUs

ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT 1132 BITS)
CARRY IN

4-811
SCHOTTKY
BIT -SLICE
CARRY
OUT
LOOK- AHEAD- CARRY GENERATOR

ALU 2 ( 28 BITS)

CARRY BACK -LOOK AHEAD- CARRY GENERATOR

Look Na, no buffer. Two ALUs work in parallel in the central processing unit of the 32-bit
minicomputer. Normally, abit-slice ALU needs abuffer between it and the look-ahead-carry
generator. Here, asecond ALU produces propagate and generate outputs for asecond lookahead-carry generator. Faster than buffering, the result is an overall ALU speed of 100 ns.
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of fixed- and floating-point arithmetic number crunching. A 32-bit multiplier provides a 64-bit product every 100 ns in apipelined operation, a
task vital in handling complex transcendental functions, says Kraemer.
The new machine brings together
innovations till now demonstrated
only individually and at much less
complex levels, Kraemer continues.
"Using all of them is the ticket," he
says. "Without even one, the whole
thing falls apart."
Since its founding in 1969 as a
core-memory
house,
Technology
Marketing has gone on to design
more that' 50 computer systems for
its clients. It had revenues of nearly
$8 million in its 1983 fiscal year.

Work stations

Personal Computer
gets executive look
A personal computer is one thing, an
executive work station—with its special functions—a more expensive
something else. But the boundary is
blurring, especially now that a California start-up company, Cygnet
Technologies Inc., has come up with
acombined communications computer and intelligent phone that extends
the cheaper machine's usefulness.
The Sunnyvale firm's Communications CoSystem (see photograph), for
the popular IBM Corp. Personal
Computer and its compatible lookalikes, provides many communications and management functions that
the basic PC does not. The combined
system can perform such intelligent
telephony functions as finding and
dialing phone numbers, teleconferencing with voice and text simultaneously, electronic mail, and terminal emulation for getting data from
other computer systems. It also records communications activities.
The CoSystem does all these
things without interrupting the Pc's
normal operation. Says Cygnet president and cofounder, Federico Faggin: "It is the other half of the PC."
When it becomes available at computer retail stores, in September,
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Executive plug-in. Combination
communications computer and intelligent telephone from Cygnet
Technologies plugs into an IBM PC
to give it the enhanced capabilities
of an executive work station.

computers goes on. It now
seems that by the end of
I/ all di al
1983 there will be an inUM alai,
stalled base of 2.5 million,
ete,n
el' ni
growing at a rate of 1 million a year—a potential pot
of gold to the firm. Aided
by Merrill Lynch Venture
nothing in the market will compete
Partners I, of New York, Faggin and
with it directly, he asserts.
cofounders Jerry A. Klein and
Some have it. Some of its func- Lauren F. Yazolino began by raising
tions can be performed by other de- $2 million last June. One year later,
about when a prototype was ready,
vices, however. For example, modem
and communications boards have
$7 million more was raised.
been designed expressly for the PC,
A pioneer in integrated circuits,
and integrated voice-and-data-com- Faggin helped design the world's
munications terminals for executives
first microprocessor, the 4-bit MCShave been provided by such compa- 4, at Intel Corp. He is also credited
nies as Tymshare Inc., Cupertino,
with two other Intel microprocesCalif. (the Scanset); Northern Tele- sors, the 8008—the first 8-bit microcom Inc., Nashville, Tenn. (the Dis- processor—and the very successful
playphone); and Texas Instruments
8080. In 1974 he helped found Zilog
Inc., Dallas ( the newest portable Si- Inc., where he originated the Z80 milent 700 terminals).
croprocessor family, which he is usAt $ 1,495 for the CoSystem with a ing in his new machine. Before Cyg300-baud modem, plus $ 3,000 or
net, he was vice president of Exxon
more for a Personal Computer with
Corp.'s Computer Systems Group,
aminimum of 128-K of memory, the
which had become Zilog's parent.
package costs much less than execuKlein, Cygnet's vice president for
tive work stations, like the $ 17,000
marketing, was a founder of AnsonXerox Star and Apple Computer's
ics Corp., later to become part of
$10,000 Lisa. Though not exactly
Dictaphone Corp., where he develcomparable, these work stations do oped one of the first telephone-anprovide a price ballpark. The Star swering machines, the Ansafone. He
terminal has greater capabilities but
then moved to Exxon Enterprises
must be connected to other proces- and the team that developed the Qyx
sors through an expensive Ethernet
electronic typewriter. Yazolino, vice
president for engineering, helped
system. The Lisa does less than the
found Two-Pi Corp., where he diCoSystem in communications but is
rected the development of an IBMa more powerful personal computer.
Easy to install. CoSystem simply
compatible mainframe. —Tom Manuel
plugs into the PC's RS-232 port. Its
real-time executive links up with the
Data processing
PC DOS operating system, which,
without stopping or interfering with
the current program, passes communications jobs to CoSystem's executive. For example, the VisiCalc
spreadsheet and electronic mail
Whether it is called multiprocessing
could run concurrently.
Much to the delight of Cygnet's or coprocessing, the architectural
founders, the explosion in personal
scheme that outfits the same comput-

Coprocessors juggle
specialized tasks
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er with different types of microprocessor chips tailored for different
tasks is catching on. Aimed at the
multitasking- and multiuser-minicomputer business, several machines
with the new design have come to
market in the past few months.
Two of the first were the Megaframe, from Convergent Technologies Inc., and the Omnix 186, from
Computer Automation Inc., both unveiled in May at the National Computer Conference. This summer sees
them joined by still others: the Desktop Generation series, announced
last month by heavyweight minicomputer maker Data General Corp. and
CompuPro's MultiPro Model MP 10,
due in September. Other firms are
known to be readying units as well.
The best. It is clear why so many
are rushing to the well: the superior
features of different microprocessors
can be combined in asingle machine.
At Convergent Technologies, in Santa Clara, Calif., for example, few tradeoffs had to be made. "The best
chip in the case of MegaFrame
turned out to be two chips, Motorola's 68010 and Intel's iAPX186,"
says Steve Blank, marketing director
for the Data Systems division.
For CompuPro, the best microprocessor combination for its four-

user MultiPro MP 10 was an 8megahertz Intel iAPX88 16-bit main
processor teamed with four 6-MHz,
8-bit Z8OBs [
Electronics, July 28,
p. 156]. Thus standard software for
8- and 16-bit machines can be used
simultaneously.
"We are aiming this at small organizations that have outgrown personal computers—the type of businesses
that would buy the IBM System/34,
for example," says CompuPro president William J. Godbout. "Our fouruser system will cost less than $ 1,800
per work station—equivalent or less
than typical 8-bit personal computers." This is about a quarter of the
price of the System/34.
For companies like Data General,
Digital Equipment, Honeywell, and
Computer Automation, with customer bases that cannot run the newer
operating systems and application
programs, adding a state-of-the-art
coprocessor makes this upgrade possible. Data General, for one, has
equipped its Desktop Generation
with apair of tightly coupled processors: its own microEclipse and an 8MHz Intel iAPX86. The first ensures
compatibility with all Data General
software, and the second opens up
the vast world of personal-computer
software available for the Intel

64 K BYTE
SLAVE
MEMORY

6- MHz 7808
PROCESSOR

APX88
CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

64 K BYTE
SLAVE
MEMORY

Z808
PROCESSOR

w

USER

64 K BYTE
SLAVE
MEMORY

7808
PROCESSOR

I.

USER

64 K BYTE
SLAVE
MEMORY

Z808
PROCESSOR

768 K BYTE
MAIN
MEMORY

LIIMIUE11711

8087
FLOATING POINT
PROCESSOR
(OPTIONAL)

0R4
MEGABYTE
SOLID-STATE
DISK
EMULATOR
(OPTIONAL)

USER

Memory

Mostek offers
USER

Co-workers. Coprocessors, shaded, selected for CompuPro's MultiPro MP 10 computer are
the 16- bit iAPX88 for the main processor and 8- bit Z8OBs for interfacing with users.
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8086-8088 family [
Electronics, July
28, p. 154].
End users are equally attracted by
coprocessing, says Al Kraemer, who
is engineering vice president at Technology Marketing Inc., Irvine, Calif.,
a computer-design consultant firm
(see p. 47). "Coprocessors let them
cover many more bases," he says.
The achievement does not come
easily. Writing software to control
coprocessing is "an order of magnitude harder than ordinarily," notes
Convergent's Blank. Software, using
a variant of Bell Laboratories' Unix
operating system [
Electronics, July
28, p. 118], took the lion's share of
the design time when his firm developed its Megaframe.
For its central processing unit,
Convergent chose the 16/32-bit Motorola 68010, with up to 4 megabytes
of dynamic random-access memory.
The chip has the 32-bit virtual-memory addressing space needed for the
Unix system software to operate
most efficiently.
For data storage, file management,
and communication with up to 256
peripherals, the Megaframe can have
up to 28 of Intel's 16-bit 186s. Convergent ships its first $ 17,000 machine late this month.
For its part, Computer Automation wanted its Omnix compatible
with its older 16-bit Naked Mini 4
systems. Omnix's processor, built
around a three-chip custom n-channel mos chip set available since 1977,
handles disk and terminal management, while the 186 deals exclusively
with multiple tasks. Both the host
processor and 186 operate off the
same bus, and extra 186s may be
plugged in as peripherals; each Omnix supports up to eight users. The
computer sells for $9,000, down to
$5,000 in quantity. —Larry Waller

32- K- by- 8RAM
While a dozen chip makers jockey
for position in the early rounds of
the 256-K dynamic random-access—
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memory competition, Mostek Corp.
hopes to distinguish itself by breaking with tradition and placing a 32K-by- 8-bit RAM on the market six
months ahead of its more conventional by- 1-bit design. Temporarily
sidestepping the 256-K-by- 1-bit part,
the unorthodox opening move further underscores the growing attention dynamic-RAM makers are giving
to
microprocessor-based
system
markets.
For the 32-K--or 64-K—byte
memories typical of low-end computers, a 32-K-by-8-bit dynamic RAM
makes for aone- or two-chip system,
as well as aconvenient increment for
expansion. Furthermore, Mostek's
MK4856 chip does not multiplex address lines, is housed in a standard
28-pin byte-wide (plastic) package,
and incorporates a refresh counter.
As a result, it is almost as simple to
use as static RAM.
Tradition. In Japan and the U. S.,
other dynamic-RAM manufacturers
are following more traditional paths,
introducing 256-K-by- 1-bit
chips
aimed at large-minicomputer and
mainframe houses (see "256-K RAM
is more than just an upgrade,"
p. 135). However, these chip firms
will not wait long—some less than
six months—before making by-4-bit
and by- 8-bit versions for small-system makers, which last year claimed
a majority of dynamic-RAM consumption. Such multibit-wide memories enable designers to cut the chip
count in small microprocessor-based
computers, thus lowering costs.
In addition to its rarity, the
MK4856
32-K-by- 8-bit
dynamic
RAM will be the first U. S.-made 256K device with quantity pricing when
it makes its debut late this year: $ 100
each in 100-piece orders. Other U. S.
makers plan introductions this fall,
and Japanese chip firms also continue aggressively showing 256-K prototypes (see "How others shape the
256-lc—RAM market," above).
Advantages. Mostek, of Carrollton, Texas, expects its byte-wide
RAMS to enjoy a number of advantages, explains Jerry Taylor, volatilememory development manager. Since
it will be ayear or two before 256-Kby- 1-bit chips achieve cost-per-bit
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How others shape the 256-K-RAM market
Although Mostek Corp. will be first to introduce a 32- K-by-8-bit dynamic
random-access memory (see accompanying story), a handful of memory
makers in both the U. S. and Japan intend to offer 64- K-by-4-bit parts within a
year of their initial 256- K-bit-by- 1-bit introductions. Backers of by-4-bit dynamic
RAMs believe the configuration offers agreater range of system-level memory
increments when compared with the byte-wide parts. In addition, the by-4- bit
256-K chips fit in 18-pin packages, rather than the larger 28- pin variety needed
for byte-wide nonmultiplexed memories. One of the first firms offering samples
of a64- K-by-4-bit RAM is NEC Corp., which hopes to make the part available
this fall. Volume deliveries of its by- 1-bit part are to begin in early 1984.
Toshiba Corp., which will start to ship a256- K-by- 1-bit RAM in the autumn,
will make available samples of aby-4-bit chip in 1984. Toshiba is also working
on abyte-wide part. Hitachi Ltd., now qualifying samples of page- and nibblemode 256- K- by- 1-bit parts, is readying a 64- K-by-4-bit RAM for the fourth
quarter of 1984. In addition, Hitachi is working on a32- K-by-8-bit pseudostatic
RAM that could bow as early as next year. The volume leaders are Fujitsu Ltd.,
which claims to be now producing more than 100,000 by- 1-bit devices monthly,
and Oki Semiconductor, which says it will turn out 50,000 per month at its
Santa Clara, Calif., facility, beginning in October.
Elsewhere in the U. S., Texas Instruments Inc.—which last year was first to
sell by-4-bit 64-K chips [
Electronics, June 30, 1982, p. 49]—has included the
"hooks" in its 256- K- by- 1-bit design that will allow it to introduce a64- K-by-4bit part quickly next year. Its first by- 1-bit chip is due later this year.
Motorola Inc. had hoped to start supplying samples of its 256- K-by- 1-bit chip
at the start of 1983 but has delayed things, as it tries to improve its design, till
the first quarter of 1984. A 64- K-by-4- bit chip will be introduced 9to 12 months
later. Western Electric Co. began this summer to offer samples of a by- 1-bit
chip. lnmos Corp. will begin selling samples of aby- 1-bit chip by early next year,
and Micron Technology Inc. will do so by the end of the first quarter of
1984.
-J. R. L.

parity with older 64-K devices, Taylor says, the 32-K-by-8-bit RAM will
likely thrive in the early premiumpricing rounds because of overall
cost advantages for small-system
markets. He notes too that these microprocessor-based systems—now the
strongest computer segment in the
current recovery—have short product development cycles and reach
volume production sooner than large
systems.
Laser. The MK4856 uses 2.5-micrometer geometries rather than the
2-1.tm or finer lines employed on other 256-K parts. As aresult, the die is
awhopping 100,000 square mils, too
large to be produced economically
without the laser-programmed redundant circuits included on chip for
both rows and columns.
The byte-wide part—like Mostek's
256-K-by- 1-bit RAM—is being processed in the firm's lightly—doped-

drain, triple-diffused mos technology
(L-D,), now producing sub- 100-nanosecond 64-K dynamic-RAMS [
Electronics, May 5, p. 54]. The 256-K nchannel mos device is fabricated with
a double-metal, double-polysilicon
structure instead of the single-metal,
double-poly construction of the highspeed 64-K.
The initial 32-K-by-8-bit chip will
be available with three access
speeds- 100, 120, and 150 ns—but it
will likely get much faster when the
design is scaled down to 50,000
square mils in 1985.
Anticipating that the part will be
used mostly in microprocessor-based
systems with less than 256-K bytes of
memory, Mostek estimates that bytewide chips will account for 30% of
shipments in the lifespan of the 256K dynamic RAM. Some 30% will go
to by-4-bit and 40% to by- 1-bit markets.
-J. Robert Lineback
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Disk controller looks
at more than speed
All too often, speed enhancements at
one end of acomputer system create
bottlenecks at another, dulling the
luster of expected gains. In fact, this
quandary faces all system integrators
who wish to benefit fully from the
latest high-performance hard-disk
drives for microprocessor-based gear.
The solution? "Working smarter,
not merely faster," says Michael E.
Cope, president of Interphase Corp.,
in Dallas. This month the company
takes the wraps off its Multibus controller board for Storage Module
Drives, a board that relies on firmware to optimize drive performance,
initially for Bell Laboratories' Unix
operating system.
Most disk-drive controllers are
made to serve as broad a market as
possible. Tailoring with firmware
adds the "smarter" factor that Cope
thinks is needed.
SMD drives are enticing system designers because their data rates reach
20 megahertz and their storage capacities exceed 800 megabytes. Cope
says that the key to better performance—faster disk access, for example—is to study operating systems
and discover the best way to manage
the drives. Faster accesses would
help microprocessor-based systems
compete more equally with minicomputers in high-performance multiuser
markets now served by production
automation systems and work stations for computer-aided design, engineering, and graphics.
Scrutiny. For months, Interphase
studied test-program benchmarks
and interviewed key designers involved with operating systems—Unix
and its crowd of look-alikes, in particular. The resulting firmware for
the company's new SMD 2190 drive
controller—optimized for the Unix
operating system—will in many cases
keep the new board several steps
ahead of the host in multiple, consecutive-sector, or block, accesses from
the disk.
Interphase achieved much of this
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Looking for a faster
processor-to-processor
communications link?

Use MegalinkTM for
1 Megabit/sec DMA transfer
between as many as 100
DEC and Intel processors
on local networks up to
32,000 feet long.
• Q bus, Unibus, and
Multibus compatible
units plug directly into DEC and Intel backplanes.*
• Multidrop operation of different processors on single
coaxial cable for distributed networks.
• Integral 1 Megabit/sec FSK modem is immune to
baseband noise, has better than 1 bit/10' 2 error rate.
• Loadable RT-11, RSX-11M, and RSX-11S
device drivers available on floppy disk.
• Virtual disk subsystem.
• HDLC protocol implemented in hardware.
• Polled, token pass, or CSMA contention networks possible.

Call John Ricketson today at ( 203)544-9371, or write now
for specifications of Megalink DMA Interface Units.

COMPUTROL
Division of Kidde Automated Systems, Inc.

KIDDE
15 Ethan Allen Highway
Ridgefield, CT 06877-6297 USA
203-544-9371
Telex 643358
•DEC, O bus, and Llnibus are trademarks of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
Intel and Multibus are trademarks of the Intel Corporation.
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with what Cope describes as "forward-looking" cache-memory algorithms—different from typical memory cache schemes, which store and
retain the most frequently used data
for quick access. On the SMD controller, data from the disk is prefetched, with algorithms that are
fixed in firmware and predict what
data will be used next. Depending on
how many sectors are taken from the
disk at any one time, tests show the
caching algorithms are two to five
times faster than similar controllers,
which use brute force to push their
way through a 1: 1sector interleave.
Coping. SMD controllers must
somehow cope with the fact that operating systems often access long
streams of disk data a little at a
time—usually four to eight sectors,
but sometimes only one. When running compiles, for example, typical
Unix installations break consecutive
sector accesses into multiple independent operating-system transactions
almost 80% of the time. While the
access is being broken into separate
transactions, the disk continues to
spin, so milliseconds are lost as the
SMD unit repositions its head and

looks for the next consecutive sector.
To overcome this problem, the
2190 cache scheme pulls off about a
half track of consecutive sectors and
loads it into the on-board high-speed
static random-access memory—all in
the time taken up by the initial disk
access. When the system is ready for
the next group of sectors, the controller immediately pulls the data
from RAM. In effect, latency time is
zero, says Cope, and the board still
does the 1: 1sector interleaving.
So long as the strings are shorter
than 16 sectors the cache scheme is
faster retrieving a full track of data
in small successive strings. For the
Unix system, this works out to 46
milliseconds, compared with 72 ms
for eight sectors; 60 ms, compared
with 137 ms for four sectors; 75 ms,
compared with 265 ms for two; and
just 114 ms compared with 521 ms
for single-sector strings.
Interphase believes the optimal
Unix cache is 16-K bytes. The SMD
2190 controller with 4-K bytes of
cache sells for $2,250 each in units of
one—$ 1,550 in lots of 100s. For
$200 more, the full 16-K bytes is included.
—J. Robert Lineback

Smarter and faster. Interphase Corp. optimizes the performance of its controller for Storage
Module Drives by tailoring it to the operating system with firmware and relying on forwardlooking cache-memory algorithms to predict what data is likely to be used next.
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Hybrid computer
automates patching
Even in this increasingly digital
world, hybrid computers—strange
beasts comprising both analog and
digital processors—are favored by
engineers who simulate dynamically
changing,
high-speed
conditions.
Though hybrids are considered adying breed by proponents of massively
parallel digital processing, the company with the lion's share of world
hybrid sales has introduced a new,
more automated version it hopes will
revitalize its sagging market.
Electronic Associates Inc., of West
Long Branch, N. J.—whose machines simulate things like wind-tunnel effects on aircraft and reentry envelopes for returning spacecraft—has
been turning out hybrid and analog
computers for more than 30 years.
Hybrids make up some 40% of its
$53.4 million in sales, and it garners
70% of the world total, says Edward
Puth, vice president for finance.
Downward. However, orders are
dropping even as the economy picks
up, prompting the company to develop its new, easier-to-use machine.
Called Simstar, it departs from earlier hybrids by eliminating the traditional patch cords that set up analog
processing. It is slated to be demonstrated this fall.
The analog part of a typical hybrid computer comprises hardware
macroinstructions that perform, in
parallel, individual mathematical
functions like integration, summing,
and multiplying. Information need
not be digitized, so achange in input
is reflected in real time.
While
the analog
processing
flashes along, adigital processor handles slower computations. Together,
the two process information much
more quickly than most digital computers. With one parallel analog processing module—more may be added—EA says that Simstar can take on
60 to 80 differential equations and
perform 200 million normalized op-
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Attention: manufacturers of
cellular radio systems
Attention: suppliers of radio
filters, antennas, radio
frequency circuits and other
components
Sellers of cellular radio
systems and the companies
that supply them will
meet their buyers in
Electronics' Special
Report: Cellular Radio

Sellers of semiconductors,
components, packaging &
production, test & measurement equipment, microcomputers, software, computers,
communications equipment,
consumer electronics products and integration systems
that are at the cutting edge
of new technologies will
meet their buyers in
Electronics' Special
Report: Technology
Update

September 22 issue.
Closes August 29.

October 6issue.
Closes September 12.

Is the $ 1billion market for cellular radiotelephone equipment finally here? After 15
years of regulatory debate, cellular systems are
entering construction in many U.S. cities. Will
portabre phones soon become as common as
personal radios and beepers? What technologies will cash in on mobile telephone demand?
Who is doing the building and what are the
opportunities? Electronics' Special Report: Cellular Radio reviews the technology and identifies the opportunities.
Get in on the action. Advertise in Electronics
where buyer and seller meet.

70- plus pages of hard-core technology. Not
just areport of what has changed in the last 12
months, but an incisive assessment of how
these technological changes will alter tomorrow's markets. This Special Report: Technology
Update is an outstanding advertising opportunity to position your product(s) with the latest
technologies and to influence the Electronics
reader— the important people who act on your
advertising.
Get in on the action. Advertise in Electronics
where buyer and seller meet.

September 22 issue. Closes August 29.

October 6issue. Closes September 12.
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News Brief
Bell uncorks fastest n-MOS chips
Bell Laboratories scored doubly this month in the submicrometer race. Last
week it turned out a 1-gigabit-per-second n-channel MOS preamplifier with 1p.m features; earlier, it completed functional testing of a1.5-µ,m n-MOS 16-by16 multiplier chip and recorded ablazing 20-nanosecond multiply time. Both
speeds are the fastest reported, says Martin Lepselter, director of the advanced LSI development lab in Murray Hill, N. J.
The 8,000-transistor multiplier, first described in February, far surpasses the
Phase 1design goals of the Pentagon's Very High-Speed Integrated Circuits
program—its functional throughput rate is 3.6 x 10 12 gate-hertz per square
centimeter, versus VHSIC ' s 0.5 x 10 12 gate-Hz/cm 2 design goal. In pilot
production—with a1-p.m version being debugged—the multiplier will be part of
a 25,000-transistor digital flash signal-processing chip. Lepselter makes no
bones about pinning his hopes on n-MOS for speed as well as producibility.
"Gallium arsenide is just not aserious contender," he says.

erations per second—up from 15 million NOPS in the earlier, patch-cord
model, the Hyshare 2000. This speed
is equivalent, claims EA, to that of a
Cray II supercomputer. Including a
32-bit digital processor and a Motorola 68000 as an interface controller,
Simstar sells for about $250,000. It
works with a Gould/SEL 32/8780
32-bit superminicomputer as host.
Poor patch. Traditionally, the analog portion is interconnected with
patch cords in apattern for each application. But the cords—wires with

pins that plug into the macros—are
unwieldy and unreliable. Pins bend,
making for poor contact, points out
an EA customer, Don Waller, head of
simulation at Grumman Aerospace
Corp., Bethpage, N. Y.
Simstar banishes the patch panel,
connecting 203 hardware macros via
a three-stage complementary-mos
switching matrix borrowed from telephone switching. Moreover, the machine is programmable in Fortran,
obviating special training, and astandard continuous system simulation

Executive aid stores programmed worksheets
For the business executive who wants to tap the computer's power without
learning how to program, Convergent Technologies Inc., of Santa Clara, Calif.,
has developed WorkSlate [
Electronics, May 5, p.421, another unusual-looking
computer that relies on flat-panel displays. This 81/
2by- 11-inch portable stores
programmed worksheets, called Taskware, that let users handle such things
as financial statements, sales reports, and job costing business tasks.
It is a battery-powered, complementary-MOS, microprocessor-based machine with a 16-line-by-46-character liquid-crystal display. Other goodies
include a built-in 300-baud auto-answer-auto-dial modem, a built-in speaker
phone, and adual-track microcassette recorder both for voice and data.
WorkSlate is the first retail product from the four-year-old supplier
to original-equipment makers of
minicomputers and personal computers. Selling for $895, it is set to
be introduced on the cover of the
American Express Christmas catalog, and it will be shipped in volume starting in the first quarter of
1984.
-Stephen W. Fields
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language is built into its software.
Even better, says Simstar program
manager Ronald Embley, the machine is 10 times more accurate than
its predecessor, resolving an output
to five digits instead of four. He attributes this partly to compound operational amplifiers that attain high
bandwidth and gain, with low input
offset; an autobalancing system
where some 600 digital-to-analog
converters correct the op amps' drift;
and autoranging computing components—digitally controlled attenuators and multipliers that improve
their own accuracy at lower gain, extending the range of input and output variables by an order of
magnitude.
EA's virtually solitary market position may discomfit it a bit, however.
One erstwhile competitor, Denelcor
Inc., of Aurora, Colo., recently forsook hybrids in favor of its $ 1.35
million digital multiprocessor, HEP I.
"At some point simulation will be
more effectively done digitally. Our
architecture will bring the price-performance into an affordable range,"
says marketing vice president Philip
Carley, "I'd be shocked if the hybrid
market is still here in 10 years."
Digital processing could one day
supplant analog, concedes Grumman's Waller, who may buy Simstar
for its automated patching and modular software. But, "when you need
to go to different points in a flight
envelope quickly, a hybrid does it
cheapest and best. You can't match
the speed."
-Marilyn A. Harris

Federal regulations

FCC sets new rules
for computing devices
New rules from the Federal Communications Commission for testing
computers, video games, and other
devices, set to go into effect Sept. 1,
could make things tougher for manufacturers to gain approval for their
hardware. The rules add more detail
to test procedures for devices falling
under the commission's class A and
B computer-equipment categories. In
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
A Very High Speed Integrated Circuit chip built for the U.S. military uses
technology that makes it inherently hardened against radiation.
The chip,
produced after less than two years of development, draws on complementary metal
oxide semiconductor/silicon on sapphire technology.
It has circuit dimensions of
1.25 micrometers, or about 50 millionths of an inch.
The VHSIC program is being
conducted by the Department of Defense to develop chips that will give electronic
systems a tenfold increase in signal processing capability.
The high-speed,
compact VHSIC chips will be more reliable and will require less power than
integrated circuits now in use.
Hughes Aircraft Company is the only contractor
in the tri -service program pursuing CMOS/SOS technology.
Studies have begun to see how an advanced airborne surveillance radar might serve
military forces late in this century.
The radar would have a large phased- array
antenna capable of generating many pencil- shaped beams and would complement the
Airborne Warning and Control System ( AWACS), which performs command and control
duties as well as surveillance.
One use of the new radar might be to listen in
directions other than that of its transmitter beam.
If it were to detect another
active radar transmitter, the radar could turn its transmitter off ( thus foiling
an enemy's antiradiation missile) and do its surveillance by using the other
radar's transmitted pulse.
These concepts are being investigated by Hughes under
several study contracts for the U.S. Air Force's Rome Air Development Center.
A new era in sonar for U.S. Navy antisubmarine ships has begun with the first
installation of the SQS-53B aboard the USS Moosbrugger.
This surface- ship sonar
is far more powerful and capable than existing systems.
It detects, tracks, and
classifies many targets simultaneously.
The SUS-53B's sonar bulb creates sound
waves and detects their echoes off targets.
The system also is used to listen
for unusual sounds.
Hughes is building systems for more than 40 ships.
Of the improvements in productivity of electronics offered by computers, some of
the most dramatic can be found on the manufacturing floor.
Computer- controlled
automation yields important savings through increased efficiency, flexibility,
and accuracy.
Computers can repeat virtually all processes -- machining, chemical processing, circuit board fabrication and assembly, quality inspection, and
functional testing -- with infallible precision well beyond the abilities of a
human.
In the production of digital electronics modules at Hughes, productivity
sometimes has been increased by a factor of 10 or more.
Hughes is spending $ 240
million over five years on computer- aided manufacturing.
Career growth opportunities exist at all levels at Hughes Support Systems for a
variety of engineers qualified by degree or extensive work experience.
They
include systems engineers and software and hardware design engineers for major
simulation and test equipment programs.
Also, field engineering posts throughout the U.S. offer travel, autonomy, and responsibility for the life cycle of
Hughes electronics systems.
Please send your resume to Lowell Anderson,
Professional Employment, Dept. SE, Hughes Aircraft Company, P.O. Box 9399, Long
Beach, CA 90801-0463.
Equal opportunity employer.

Creating anew world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

For more information please write:
P.O. Box 11803, Los Angeles, CA 90291

Label Your PROMs

Electronics review

and other electronic devices
New Microlabeller Plus" prints neat, legible, permanent
labels for PROMs, PALse or any other
device in aDIP package.
VERSATILE — Microprocessor-controlled,
permitting custom label sizes, to identify wire
and cable, PC boards, etc. Choose from
various label types with pressure sensitive
backing for temporary or permanent labeling.
FAST — Prints up to 120 labels per minute.
Non-volatile memory stores up to 24 different labels and
generates serial numbers. EASY TO USE — 48 character
keyboard is quickly mastered.., no programming skills
necessary. Serves programmers as well as
high-volume manufacturing environments.
RS-232 SERIAL PORT — Allowing connection
to awide range of serial devices.
For full details on the Microlabeller
call 408/746-0333. EPC ... Everything
for Programmable Components.
PAL is aregistered trademark of
Monolithic Memories, Inc.

apc

electronic
programming
corporation

3681 Enochs St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
408/746-0333; TWX: 910-338-2311
Circle 56 on reader service card

INSTRUMENTATION
CONNECTORS
• High- temperature
• 1 to 37 pins

• operating pressures
•c10 -1 °torr to 100 psig
• temperature range
-200 to + 450°C*
• ceramic- metal bonded
• bakeable vacuum flange and
weld adapter mountings
•with plug disconnected
Request catalog.

Ceramaseal,lnc.
A SUBSIDIARY OF

L TERPACE
CONPORATIor

NEW LEBANON CENTER, NEW YORK 12126 ( 518)794-7800•TELEX 14-5442

Circle
56

197 on reader service card

"See us at ISA Show, Booths # 3253 & 3255"

particular, they eliminate unrealistic
cable configurations that could lead
to skewed test results.
Class A refers to commercial and
industrial systems and class B to
home systems, including personal
computers, video games, and anything that connects to a television
set. The specifications, listed in part
15 of the FCC rules, state that no
equipment may radiate radio-frequency energy of agiven magnitude
over specific frequency ranges. Class
A equipment is tested by an FCCregistered lab and the results submitted to the FCC. Class B tests, on the
other hand, are done by the FCC.
Help. Usually, class B equipment
is tested at a private lab first before
going to the FCC to ensure it will
pass. If something fails at the FCC,
modifying and retesting it would severely delay its market introduction.
The problem, says consultant Glen
Dash of Dash, Straus & Goodhue,
Boxborough, Mass. (see p. 131), is
that "about 75% of the companies
do not test their equipment the way
the FCC does. What the FCC is doing
is trying to get people to test the way
they do."
The new rules spell out in more
detail the configuration of the equipment—the power cords, cables, and
peripheral devices—during testing.
Test limits remain unchanged.
In the past, FCC technicians extended power cords and connecting
cables to create the maximum radiation, asituation an FCC spokesperson
terms "unrealistic." For their part,
the private labs would coil cables to
minimize radiation—also unrealistic.
The new rules set forth in a July
26 memo and in abooklet known as
MP-4 are somewhere in between.
They call for tests in aconfiguration
close to that of actual use. If acomputer will be connected to a printer,
for example, that should be part of
the test, too. No longer can test labs
route cables to minimize radiation.
The new rules are not retroactive.
But until they get the knack, it may
be harder for companies to push
hardware through the FCC in time
for introduction at, say, the Comdex
computer dealers show in Las Vegas
in November. —Stephen W. Fields
Circle 57 on reader service card
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The Total MOS/VLSI Company:
No.2 in aseries

If your success in computers
depends on finding the right ICs...

AMI.

American Microsystems, Inc

M>

A Subsidiary
of Gould Inc.

What's the biggest answer
AMI has for computer manufacturers? It's that AMI can
deliver any IC needed for
business, home and personal
computers.
In fact, most major computer manufacturers are
aready working with AMI.
Why? Because inside that
big answer, you find alot of
smaller ones.
One answer is total
capability.
AMI has ICs for every part of
your computer, from CRTs
to keyboards, from CPUs to
storage. When an off-theshelf standard IC won't do,
we can deliver acustom or
semi- custom circuit that will.
We can teach you to design
your own circuits. Or, if you
have already designed acircuit, we can manufacture it
as aprime or second source.

No other company offers
you more resources. The
result: exactly what you
want, nothing less. You
maximize functionality and
reliability and minimize cost.
One answer is leadership.
We give you the confidence
of working with the leader
in several areas crucial to
computers. AMI leads in
custom and semi-custom
ICs, including logic and
memory on asingle chip.
This means better throughput for your system plus
design flexibility.
We also lead in ROMs,
telecom and datacom circuits, and analog and digital
combinations that give your
peripherals acompetitive
edge. And we're abroadbased supplier of microprocessors, microcomputers
and peripherals.

One answer is technology.
New AMI technologies conserve power and silicon and
improve performance.
Our power- saving CMOS
processes are an asset to
any system, especially portable computer designs.
Our sub- 3micron CMOS
and N- channel processes
and our double metal technology provide higher densities and speeds. Silicon
usage is reduced, as well.
Complete standard cell
libraries in 5, 4, sub- 3
micron and double metal
technologies speed design
and reduce risk.
AMI's 16- bit CMOS
Alterable Microcomputer
(AMU) pushes standard cell
technology to the limit. It's
now the fastest, lowest cost
way to integrate entire computer systems on achip.

One answer is
responsiveness.
New CAD techniques make
rapid circuit design areality. A
2000 gate circuit can be prototyped in six to eight weeks.

VIDEO
•Gate Arrays
•Color Graphics
•Custom VLSI
• CRT Controllers
e16- bit CMOS Alterable
Microcomputers
•ROMs

STORAGE/MEMORY
•Hard Disk Controllers
•Floppy Disk Controllers
•Custom VLSI
•Gate Arrays
•ROMs
•16- bit CMOS Alterable
Microcomputers

Late mask programming delivers 32K to 256K ROM
prototypes in 3weeks, production in 4to 6weeks. And
AMI CMOS gate arrays with
300 to 5000 gates go into
volume production in just
twelve weeks.

CPU
• Gate Arrays
•8- & 16- bit Microprocessors
•Alterable Microcomputers
•Custom VLSI
•Standard Cells
•Custom Memories
• ROMs

/

KEYBOARD
•Microcomputers
•Keyboard Encoders

AMI PARTS FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS
•Modems
•DTMF Tone Receivers
•Microcomputers
•Pulse/Tone Dialers
•Signal Processors
•ROMs
•Codecs

E

SERIAL
•1/0
•UARTs
•USARTs

SPEECH
•Speech Synthesizers
•Microprocessors
•ROMs

Some customers use the JDT along with AMI
training centers and AMI CAD technology,
including standard cells, as the first step to inhouse circuit design capability.
State-of-the-art processes and packages.
AMI works in more than 25 variations of CMOS,
NMOS and PMOS processes, including the
new sub- 3micron CMOS II and NMOS II. And
you can choose from industry standard
packages or the latest multi- pin packages
including mini- flat packs, chip carriers and pin
grid arrays with up to 120- lead capability.
One thing we're not flexible about. Quality.
AMI has the industry's toughest quality
standard, 0.1% AQL overall. Tougher than most
customers demand. But not as tough as the
0.04% AQL standard we are instituting this year.

AMI has special
answers for special
needs.
AMI has designed and manufactured over 2000
different ICs. That's unsurpassed experience
ready to work for your particular need.
Help with in-house design and manufacturing.
AMI produces standard and custom ICs from
our own designs, of course. And we produce
more ICs from customer- owned-tooling ( COT)
than any other company. Over 800 COT circuits
to date. What better place than AMI to produce
your in-house design.
We're also very active in Joint Development
Teams ( JDTs), in which our circuit designers
work hand- in- hand with your systems engineers.

r

You can be confident with answers from AMI.
Clearly, AMI has the IC answers you need
today. Just as important, with our unparalleled
experience and strong backing from being part
of a $ 2billion electronics company, we'll be
providing more and better answers for many
years to come. Answers guaranteed to make
you asuccess.
So, for the right ICs, in the right quantities,
and at the right time, contact AMI Marketing at
408-554-2150. Or mail the coupon.

AIn I®

American Microsystems, Inc.

m>

A Subsidiary
of Gould Inc.

The Answer People
i

Show me how the right answers can make me asuccess. Please send me
information on AMI:
D Custom capabilities
D Gate arrays
CiStandard cell designs
ID Alterable
microcomputers
13 Fabrication from customer-owned-tooling
(COT)

0 Microprocessors/
microcomputers
O Peripherals
D Memories—ROMs and
RAMs
D Digital signal processors
D Display drivers
0 Phone circuits

O Speech synthesizers
D Filters
O Modems
O Codecs
ID Design training
CI Please have afield
engineer contact me
directly.

Name
Title
Company

M/S

Address
City/State/Zip
Phone No
L

Send to: AMI Marketing, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

&1983 American Microsystems, Inc. Printed in U.S.A.
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Washington newsletter
FCC committee to eye
direct- broadcast-satellite
standards ...

. . . and consider new
British coding format

Defense fuels
growth of R&D

Second firm mounts
Intelsat challenge
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The

Federal

Communications

Commission

has

asked

its

former

chairman, Stephen Sharp, to head a new advisory committee that will
recommend standards in support of the Regional Administrative Radio
Conference's plan for directbroadcast satelllites in the western
hemisphere. During RARC's fiveweek conference in Geneva this
summer, the U. S. was assigned eight orbital slots for future satellites
that will operate in the K band with a 12.2-to- 12.7GHz downlink and
17.3to- 17.8GHz uplink. Each position will accommodate up to 32
channels, and 36 of the U. S.'s 256 have already been allocated by the
FCC to eight DBS operators.

High on the advisory committee's agenda is consideration of a new
signal-coding format proposed for European direct-broadcast-satellite
services by Great Britain's Independent Broadcasting Authority. The
proposal is for amultiplexed analog-component format requiring neither
subcarriers nor overlapping of the spectrum. Its principal advantage is
that it achieves close to 1,000 scan lines per frame within a4-to-6-MHz
video bandwidth, in contrast with the 525 lines and 6 mHz that U. S.
satellite transmissions now produce, reports J. E. Whitworth, a
committee member representing Satellite Television Corp.,
Communications Satellite Corp.'s Washington, D. C., DBS subsidiary.
Besides the British proposal, the committee will examine some 100
equipment parameters with which purveyors of satellite services will
have to comply.

Private and public investment for research and development in all
industries will reach $97 billion next year, 12% above the 1983 level (or
7% when adjusted for inflation). The increase derives mainly from
President Reagan's drive for arapid defense buildup, says astudy from
the National Science Foundation. Of that amount, the electronics
industries can expect a 14% to 15% share, with about two thirds coming
from private resources and the rest from Government. Although an
estimated 2.7% of the nation's gross national product will be allocated to
R&D, the share drops to 1.9% when defense spending is excluded, notes
the NSF report. That places U. S. civilian expenditures well below the
2.6% and 2.3% projected for West Germany and Japan, respectively.

Helping to heat the summer debate on the direction of Washington's
international telecommunications policy, the newly formed International
Satellite Inc. has become the second company to ask the Federal
Communications Commisssion for permission to operate a satellite
communications system for private users in the U. S. and Europe. The
Wilmington, Del., firm, 43% owned by TRT Communications Inc., wants
to orbit two 32-transponder Ku-band satellites for distribution of video
and audio programming and high-speed data services. Its future will
depend on how the forerunner, Orion Satellite Corp. [
Electronics, March
24, p. 63], fares when the State Department and the National Technical
Information Agency decide between Washington's commitment to
Intelsat—the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization—and increasing industry competition. The notion that private
transatlantic carriers will threaten Intelsat's economic well-being "is a
61

Washington newsletter
popular misconception put forth for the unsuspecting," says Melvin
Barmat, astockholder in the new company. In amove it apparently is
making for international goodwill, International Satellite has proposed to
make one transponder's worth of capacity available to the United
Nations free of charge.

Joint Stars radar
draws four teams

Software companies
selling like hotcakes

Reagan to give medals
to high-tech achievers

62

Four contractor teams are set to vie for acontract worth more than $ 110
million to develop Joint Stars, an airborne surveillance and target-attack
radar system for the U. S. Army and Air Force. The duos that will
respond to the request for proposals, to be issued within the next two
weeks, are: Westinghouse Defense & Electronics Center with Lockheed
Missile & Space; Grumman Aerospace with United Technologies;
Hughes Aircraft with E-Systems; and General Electric with Boeing
Aerospace. The two services' surveillance and attack systems must have
many components in common but also must be able to meet the Air
Force's more stringent requirement for weapon guidance. For its part,
the Army, which wants to deploy Joint Stars early, needs quick delivery
of off-the-shelf hardware, such as parts already developed for the F-16
and B- 1B aircraft radars.

Companies that seek to grow through acquisitions are snatching up
microcomputer software houses at ablistering rate, says the Association
of Data Processing Service Organizations' new study on mergers and
acquisitions in the $26-billion-a-year computer-services industry. The
first half of the year saw some 60 transactions, worth about $409 million
and nearly equal to the $436 million recorded for all of 1982, Adapso
reports. Most of the companies that have been bought produce
microcomputer software, but such ventures are started up more rapidly
than they are acquired, notes Adapso's president, Jerome L. Dreyer.
Because of the burgeoning demand for microcomputer software, the total
number of computer-service companies will grow from 6,000 today to
around 9,000 by 1990 and generate annual sales in the area of $90 billion,
he predicts.

President Reagan will award the first annual National Medals of
Technology next spring to innovators who have, in the words of the
White House announcement, "advanced U. S. competitiveness in world
markets, created new jobs, and made technological improvements to
industries and people everywhere." The medals will go to individuals or a
company directly responsible for translating technology into commercial
products or processes. However, Ken Hagerty, vice president of
government operations at the American Electronics Association, was of
two minds about the award: "The event could evolve into an incentive
for goal-oriented corporate research and development teams à la the
Nobel Prize," but "in no way should this be seen as asubstitute for more
substantive Federal programs to improve U. S. standing in world
technology markets." Hagerty says the industry's top concerns are,
rather, removal of the sunset provision on R&D tax credits and easing of
the restrictions on high-technology exports.
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" You'll

shout for more;'

says Oliver O Ward, President, Germanium Power Devices Corporation, otherwise known as Oliver Germanium.
We proudly present the latest, greatest and
most successful specialty of the House of Oliver.
Our new, high-efficiency, low-calorie GPD
rectifiers.
Made to aunique new receipe using
wonder-material Germanium, in place of
boring, old-fashioned Silicon.
Connoisseurs of low-voltage linear power
supplies (eg 5V) will be delighted. Forward
voltage drop is typically 0.42V to 0.55V
compared with IV or more for Si devices,
which means less heat dissipation, of course,
and much greater efficiency.
And for those with bigger appetites, up to
120 volts, Ge is even better, reaching peak
efficiency at much lower temperatures (see
curves). No need to bum your fingers at 125°C,
as with dear old Schottky.
Surge currents are from 300 to 12,000A. Trr
is typically 350 to 650 nanoseconds.
Packages include Dual TO-3 ( 15 and 30A
per leg), DO-4, DO-5, DO-8, DO-9, DO-13,
DO- 200A A and DO-200AB.
(We also have on the menu Ge devices from
150mW, Mesa and small-signal, to 100A
single-chip output transistors, including all
the products you used to buy from GE,
Motorola, TI, Delco and Westcode,
plus type equivalents for most
Pro-Electron transistors.
Send for acopy).

Typical Forward Voltages at 25 and 100C.
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Oliver's Masterpiece.
Its wonderful stuff, Germanium.
More, please, Oliver!

Germanium Fbwer Devices
Corporation
Austria Rover GmbH, Marxergasse 10, A-1030 Won 3. lel: 0222-73 46 84. Ilx: 13 087 roger a. / Omni Ray GmbH, Vertricbsburo Won. Prinz Eugen-Strassc 38. A-1041) Wien. Tel: 0222-65 64 31. Tb: 132712
omray a. Benelux BV DIODE Laboratorium Voor Electronentechniek, Hollantlaan 22. 3526 AM Utrecht, Holland. Tel: 030-884214. Tlx: 47388/Rue Picard Sir. 202. 1020 Brunches. Belgium. Tel: 02-4285105.
Tlx: 25903. Denmark E. V. Johanssen Elektronik A/S, Titangade IS. DK 2200 Copenhagen. N. Tel: 0451-83 90 22. Tlx: 16522. France Davum, Dept TMC, II Rue Racine, PO Box 28.93121 La Courneuve. Tel: 836-84-01
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Av. Miguel Bombarda 133, 1.D. 1000 Lisboa. Tel: 54 53 13. Republic of South Africa Advanced Semiconductor Devices ( Ply) Ltd., PO Box 2944, Johannesburg. Spain Kontron SA, Costa Brava, 13, Edificio Mirasierra.
Madrid-34. Tel: 734 84 13. Tlx: 23382. Sweden Salt Electronics AB, Agency Sales Division. PO Box 32006, S- I26 II Stockholm. Tel: 08/81 01 00. Tlx: 10884. Switzerland Omni Ray AG, 8008 Zurich, Dufourstrasse 56
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GPD Box 65, Shawsheen Village Station, Andover, Mass 01810.
Telephone (617) 475-5982. Telex: 94-7150 GPD Andr
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EASY, RELIABLE SOLUTIONS
TO YOUR DESIGN PROBLEMS

o
e
o
4).

Design Engineers; Technicians; Supervisors; This book is for YOU!
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS can save you
development time and money by giving access to stimulating, clever approaches
that speed creative design concepts.
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS covers avast
array of design problems conveniently organized into 25 vital categories by
function, including:
amplifiers, control circuits, instrument circuits,
microprocessors and power supplies, plus software
for computers and calculators.
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS contains hundreds of circuit schematics, block diagrams,
waveforms and computer programs that have been proven to
work and meet the highest standards of performance.
You'll find valuable and reliable information on avariety of design
problems including:
•exploiting the full potential of an rf power transistor
•interfacing a 10- bit a- dconverter with a16- bit microprocessor
•operating instrumentation- meter drivers on a2-V supply
•interfacing optoisolated RS- 232 to achieve high data rates
•enabling aprocessor to interact with peripherals using DMA
•aprogrammable source sets the voltage of E-PROMs
•aTl 59 program tracks satellites in elliptical orbits
•an interface program that links a- dchip with microprocessors

Edited by Howard Bierman,
Managing Editor, Technical—
ELECTRONICS Magazine

These creative, new ideas and approaches keep you on top
of what's happening in the latest circuitry developments.
Focused strictly on design problems, CIRCUITS AND
SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS delivers
professional, innovative solutions for your most
demanding projects.
This volume is essential to
•design appropriate circuitry to meet the most challenging specifications

•cut design time by adapting proven circuits and
software to awide range of applications
•save money and increase productivity by avoiding
costly design errors.
So whether you are a design engineer, technician or
supervisor— don't take the chance of being less than on
top of the latest circuitry developments!
—
—
—

PELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS
Before you tackle your next
project, order this
valuable resource today!
Use the coupon or send in
your company purchase order.
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1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 997-2996

Ship to:
Name
Company

Send me _
copy ( copies) of CIRCUITS
AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS for $ 19.95 each. U.S. residents please
include local sales tax.
Payment enclosed ( postage & handling included)
Bill me ( postage, handling & tax will be added)
NOTE: All orders under $ 25 will be sent a proforma invoice requiring prepayment.
Bill my company. Purchase order is attached.

Street Address
City

State

Zip

Country
Please allow four to six weeks for delivery.
McGraw-Hill knows you will be satisfied, but if for
some reason you're not, there is aten-day moneyback guarantee that applies on all books.
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Exchange ideas
at the 1983
International Test Conference.
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Want to find out what the top people know about the technologies that affect your
business? You'll meet them at the 1983 International Test Conference, October, 18, 19,
and 20, 1983, at the Franklin Plaza Hotel in Philadelphia.
The 1983 theme is "Testing's Changing Role," with technical sessions, workshops
and informal sessions devoted to the testing of semiconductor devices and allied components. Topics include:
• Computer-Aided Test
• Memory Test
• Microprocessor & VLSI/LSI Test
• Test Equipment & Methods
• Design for Testability
• Analog & Hybrid Test
• Test Software

* Self-Test
• Test Economics
• Quality & Reliability
e Systems Test
* Board Test
• Manufacturing Processes
• Design Verification
e

The 1983 International Test Conference, formerly known as the Cherry Hill Conference, is sponsored by IEEE Philadelphia Section and the IEEE Computer Society.
Don't miss this once- a-year opportunity to confer with the best brains in the field.
You'll get valuable knowledge that could improve quality, productivity or profit at
your company. Pre- register now, or send for more information, by filling in and mailing
the coupon.

Please pre- register me for the 1983 International
Test Conference.

n

Please send more information, includingOct. 17 Tutorial
and Workshop schedule and registration materials.

Name
IEEE Memberhsip Number

Address ( Please include mail slot, bldg.. etc.)
City
Zip

Telephone ( Area Code) ( Number)

E

Spouse's Name

Electronics/August 25, 1983

Pre- registration cannot be accepted without full payment. You will
receive registration confirmation and hotel information by return
mail. Please make checks payable to 1983 International Test Conference.
and send with this completed form to:
Doris Thomas. Secretary
P.O. Box 371, Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927
(201) 267-7120

FEES

Company

State

PLEASE NOTE

I
E \

Pre- registration prior to Sept. 16. 1983
(Registration includes aDigest)
IEEE MEMBERS
Non- Members
Registration at door is $30 add:tional.
(Do not enclose payment. Special form
provided at door.)
Spouses' Program
Additional Digest
'Please note. Digests will bt.
at door
mailed October 18, 1983
Digest.
first class mail*
Digest.
overseas mail*
TOTAL

$ 95
$ 120

$ 25
$ 20
$ 25

$
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NEC breaks the barrier
to rapid voice data entry
NEC's Connected Speech Recognizer DP- 200
is a breakthrough in man/machine interfaces.
Now you can talk to machines in normal
language at a natural speaking rate — not with
pre-set single words and long pauses!
Inputting data or controlling machines is as
simple as conversing with another person. (Tests
show direct verbal data entry increases speed
and accuracy) While entering Gotta, the DP- 200
CSR gives you complete mobility It also leaves
your hands, eyes and ears free to do other tasks.
Conventional voice recognition systems
can't tell where one word ends and the next
begins, and they require discrete input. The
DP- 200 CSR has solved These problems. With its
Dynamic Programming and extensive
vocabulary, it instantly decodes words
and recognizes linguistic variations.

One- pass training is all that's required. The
DP- 200 CSR recognizes your voice after speaking
into the microphone just once. This ends the
need for an artificial coded language program.
It also explains why nearly anyone can master
data entry in a short time.
NEC's Connected Speech Recognizer can
save you time and money as well as improve
accuracy for data entry parcel sorting, quality
control, machine and process control, credit
verification, and many other applications. For
a demonstration or more details, call NEC at
(516) 752-9700, or write
Mr. Jun Oyamada,
532 Broad Hollow Road,
Melville, NY11747.

NEC America, Inc.

NEC

NEC Corporation
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CONNECTED SPEECH RECOGNIZERS

International newsletter
Sony to show off
digital TV sets

Silicon compiler
halves PLA size

Giving a hint of its future product plans, Sony Corp. will show two
prototype digital TV sets at the Berlin International Audio and Visual
Fair, starting Sept. 2. One prototype gets ahigh-resolution display, with
improved color and luminance fidelity, by digitally processing the mrsc
signal broadcast in Japan and the U. S. The other, operating on PAL
European standards, eliminates flicker with a one-field digital memory
that facilitates doubling the field rate to 100 Hz. The high-resolution TV
gives the present signal much better fidelity than an analog TV can. A
dynamic comb filter provides chroma- and luminance-signal separation
superior to that of filters now in use. Interpolation circuits provide
noninterlaced scanning that improves resolution by doubling the number
of scanning lines in each field. Sony expects to apply digital processing to
one TV model in about ayear but refuses to divulge set size, features, or
price.

Watch for computer-aided-design specialist Silver-Lisco, located in
Heverlee, Belgium, and Palo Alto, Calif., to market asilicon compiler
that can translate aprogrammable-logic-array description directly into a
layout pattern. The new compiler for n-mOS and complementary-mOS
PLAs, developed at the Electrical Engineering department of the Catholic
University of Leuven, Hevorlee, is important because any combinatorial
logic system can be represented as aPLA (
basically, aregular matrix of
AND-OR product terms). So a silicon compiler that can translate such
arrays into mask patterns directly from a logic table is an extremely
powerful design tool. The Belgian group described the compiler last week
at the VLSI '
83 Conference, in Trondheim, Norway. It comprises aset of
programs that minimizes logic arrays, automatically generates test
patterns for scan-path designs, and lays out the part. This last program
can map a PLA for different silicon process technologies by specifying
process variables. The compiler produces a highly compact array. For
example, the logic minimization routine running on aVAX 11/780 can
typically reduce product terms by a factor of 5: 1. Array folding, a
technique that condenses sparse matrixes, further reduces chip area to
between 30% and 60% of its original size. Silver-Lisco has marketing
rights to all software developed at Leuven.

Two telecom producers

The French Socialist Government is about to take a risky gamble that

seek to change their luck

collaboration between the Compagnie Générale des Constructions
Téléphoniques and Thomson-CSF on developing and producing certain
telecommunications product lines will succeed where neither company
has done so on its own. CGCT is aformer imsfcr subsidiary suffering from
severe financial and labor-relations difficulties. Thomson, the giant
French conglomerate, piled up asignificant portion of its massive 1982
loss—$280 million—in just those areas covered by the agreement
[Electronics, May 5, p. 76]. In addition to the expected licensing of cGcr
to produce Thomson's MT family of digital switches [
Electronics, May 19,
p. 108], the two nationalized Parisian companies will jointly develop
lines of telephone handsets and terminals, presumably for use in public
and private telecommunications networks. According to sources in the
Ministry of Industry, the accord will be put into action "very quickly,"
although an exact date has not yet been announced.

through collaboration
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International newsletter
$60 3-d TV kit
heads for U.S.

A West German entrepreneur wants to bring to the U. S. threedimensional color TV using the Abdy (for anaglyphic by delay) process
[Electronics, Jan. 13, p. 75]. Hasso Hofmann, head of aHamburg-based
firm called Abdy Hasso Hofmann, is negotiating with one West Coast
company and is looking for other U. S. firms to build and sell circuit kits
that add the third dimension to the screen image—no change in
broadcast and reception techniques is necessary. Installed by a
repairman, the kit consists essentially of a printed-circuit board with
about 50 components and includes special colored glasses that give
viewers the sensation of depth. It will go on sale in West Germany next
month for about $60, the same price Hofmann envisions for the U. S.

Credit-card calculator
bowing in a big way

Casio Computer Co. has geared up to supply the world with more than
200,000 credit-card—sized calculators each month. As a result of their
85.5-by- 54-by-0.8-mm dimensions, which match International Standards
Organization specifications for credit cards, they come equipped with a
standard magnetic-tape stripe for use in cash dispensers and similar
applications. Their smallness and suitability for use as magnetic cards
have led many firms, including American Express, to place large orders
for the product even before Casio starts selling them in Japan this
autumn for about $25 through its regular dealers. The calculator is
automatically assembled by laminating nine separate film layers,
including a film-encapsulated liquid-crystal display, a film-based solar
battery for power, a microprocessor on afilm carrier, and a multilayer
film keyboard. Three of the layers are stainless steel—afront panel with
holes at the key positions, a frame, and a back panel. A potting
compound applied before the back panel is attached provides packaging
for the microprocessor.

Addenda

Britain's Thorn EMI Electronics Ltd. has won a $ 1.58 million contract
from Britain's Ministry of Defence to define afully operational syntheticaperture radar system. The system will allow high-flying aircraft to
undertake high-resolution surveillance of remote battlefields, without
exposing the planes to enemy fire. . . . All telecommunications-related
divisions of Israel's Ministry of Communications have been transferred
to the Bazak Corp., the government-owned telephone company that
began operations last week. The new company will be in charge of
Israel's entire telecommunications network, which will at first include
telephones and related engineering services and later be expanded to
include other sectors. . . . NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of the
Netherlands has established Philips Component (Phils.) Inc. in the
Philippines to manufacture semiconductor devices for markets around
the world. Capacity will be 60 million units annually, with light-emitting
diodes being the first product. . . . SEL Computer Systems, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., adivision of Gould Inc., is establishing an $ 11 million
minicomputer manufacturing facility at aDublin industrial park created
and operated by Ireland's Industrial Development Authority. The
28,000-ft 2 operation, sEL's first offshore assembly and testing facility,
will manufacture Concept/32 minicomputers for export.
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OR A GRAND CAYMAN GETAWAY.

Create an MCU demo design,
win aCaribbean holiday.
Create agreat demo design with agreat 8-bit MCU
for Motorola's award winning trade show booth,
and you may win agreat holiday for two on Grand
Cayman in the British West Indies.
And, we'll build the winning design and use it
to demonstrate the MC1468705G2 in our booth at
WESCON '83.
As the first and only CMOS single-chip microcomputer with self-programming EPROM. the
MC1468705G2 is uniquely useful, and achallenge to
the imagination of any designer. You can come up
with awinner whether you already know all about
this breakthrough device or not. The contes ie
nr
.
.›
packet will give you everything you need.
Get your free MC1468705G2 prototyping
Put your ingenuity to work. Hurry to order ybii r
Grand Cayman Getaway demo design conter
entry kit. It includes:
•MC1468705G2 data sheet
•MC1468705G2 brochure
•Official contest entry form
•MC1468705G2 prototyping unit.
— te
,en"
Here's your opportunity to become familiar
h
the most innovatively useful and versatile MCU e
developed, and possibly win an island vacation
you1lalways remember.
Here's how the contest works.
1. Order your MC1468705G2 WESCON '83 demo design
contest entry kit now. Limited to thefirst 1,000
respondents.
2. Submit your MC1468705G2 design complete as
described on the entryform so it is received by
Motorola no later than September 19. 1983.
3. Preliminaryjudging will be ped'ormed by Motorola.
Finaljudging will be by the editors of EDN magazine.
4. Judging criteria are creativity of theme, uniqueness
of application, practicality of implementation and
potentialfor pleasing spectators.
5. Decisions of thejudges arefinal, and designs become
the property of Motorola.
6. Contest is valid only in the U.S.A. and Canada. Not
open to Motorola employees or theirfamilies. Contest
is void where prohibited by law.
7. Prize must be used within 180 days of announcement
of winning entry.
The winner receives —
A fabulous trip for two by air from the closest
metropolitan airport and return, with 5days and 4
nights in aluxury hotel on Grand Cayman Island,
plus, $ 1,000.00 in spending money. Motorola's
determination of the cash equivalent may be elected
as an alternative.

Send for your contest entry Use the coupon or
write to Grand Cayman Getaway. Motorola Inc.,
3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd. L-10, Austin, TX 78721. Give
us your name, title, company and company mailing
address, and your telephone number.

To

Grand Cayman Getaway Motorola Inc . 3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd
L-10, Austin,TX 78721.

Iwant to desigr aMC146805G2 demo for WESCON 83 and get in on the
Grand Cayman getaway. Please send me the contest entry kit.
Name
Title

MOTOROLA INC.

Telephone (
Company
St
City
State

Zip
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FLOWERS ARE FLOWERS.
BUTA ROSE...
ICs ARE ICs. BUT A

CMOS 6800
FAMILY__
Functional
The MD68SC49A Bus Monitor directy
interfaces with many microprocessor
families, aiding in real-time softvva7e
debugging and system logic analysis.
Functions performed include address
range comparison, data and address
pattern matching with masking. and bus
image storage (freeze or continuous).
Building this VLSI device into asystem provides a powerful developmental tool and a
lifetime testing capability. This device eases
production quality assurance and field maintenance. The virtues of small size, low power.
and ISO-CMOS ruggedness make the
MD6BSC49A a mandatory part of any microprocessor system.

Micro Networking
The M D68SC84A Universal Byte- synchronous
Data Switch offers 2 Mbits/sec. byte switching and reformatting for sngle or multiprocessor systems. Characteristics include.
•4 x32 channel I/O serial data streams
•parallel port for microprocessor data cr
control
•128 byte storage
•byte redistribution control memory
•bus or time multiplexing
A unicue chip-to-chip micro- networking capability nnakes possible the design of systems
requir.ng high speed interfaces, broadcast
messaging. and end-to-end messaging with
tappable bussing.
These are two of afamily of low power
ISO-CMOS microprocessor peripheral circuits
available from Mitel. These devices have fully
static operation from asingle 5V power supply.

1-014 MITELSEMICONDUCTOR
United States: 2321 Morena Blvd.. Suite M. San Diego. California.
U.S.A. 92110
Telephone ( 619) 276-3421. TWX: 910-335-1242
Canada: PO. Box 13320.360 Legget Drive. Kanata. Ontario,
Canada. K2K 1X5
Telephone ( 613) 5925630, Telex. 053-3221
TWX: 610-562-1678
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Copyright 1983 Mite! Corporation
Registered Trademark of Mitel Corporation

Europe: Unit 12. Severnbridge Indust -ial Estate. Portskewett.
Gwent. Wales NP6 4YR
Telephone 291-423355. Telex: 497-360
Bredgade 65A, 2nd Floor. 1260 Copenhagen K. Denma -k
Telephone ( 01)138985. Telex 19502
Asia: Young Ya Industrial Bldg.. Block A 8.C. 16th Floor.
381-389 Sha Tsui Road. Tsuen Wan. Hong Kong
Telephone 4-636416. Tele, 34235

BUILDING BETTER COMMUNICATIONS WORLDWIDE
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Significant developments in technology and business

Cell array sports
230-ps gate delay
and 2,600 functions
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

The prime contributor to high
two-level series-gated method, points
out Walter Brâckelmann, head of in- density and performance, however, is
the three-voltage-level CML structure
tegrated circuits development in the
arises from the use of
(see figure). Reference voltages for
Munich-based Data Systems Group.
series- gated current- mode logic Complex cells such as 4-bit multi- each of the three levels are delivered
plexers or latches with input multi- by on-chip bias generators, each supwith three voltage levels
plying two cells and each cell conplexers can be made with only one
taining four series-gated CML switchseries-gated structure and only one
es. The switching current is 1.5 mA,
1.5-milliampere switching source.
In the international race to bring to
and the auxiliary current for level
The delay through such a structure
market master-slice cell arrays with
switching 0.5 mA. An internal logic
ever-increasing speeds and complex- is less—up to three times less in the
swing of 450 millivolts gives high
case of a complex latch—than the
ity, Siemens AG may be pulling
driving capability at low currents.
combined delays of primitive NOR
ahead of its U. S. competitors. The
The voltage difference between
Munich firm is ready to introduce
gates performing the same logic
each switching level is the voltage
two new arrays, the larger sporting a function.
minimum gate delay of 230 picosecSpeed boost. Also of note is a drop across one base-emitter diode,
so level shifters are very simple.
onds and 2,600 equivalent gate func- three-layer metalization system to
Tight matching of the diodes on one
personalize and interconnect the
tions on a 75-square-millimeter chip
chip enables good symmetry of the
cells, the third layer reducing chip
with 120 logic pins.
input reference at all levels.
Whereas such speed and function- size and shortening the interconnection lines. The use of polyimide,
The CML technique needs no outality put the West German firm's
put emitter followers. The switching
new family of bipolar master-slice ar- rather than an organic, isolation procurrent can thus be somewhat higher
vides for a low dielectric constant,
rays on a par with the best from
than in ECL arrays, yet the driving
which helps to enhance speed.
Motorola
and
Fairchild (their
MCA2500 and GE2000, respectively), the parts boast superior performance when complex logic circuits
are involved, Siemens says. A 4-bit
multiplexer, for example, switches in
about 0.6 nanosecond, and its power
consumption is only 18 milliwatts,
roughly 15% less than in U. S. parts.
Next step. The key to this is a
circuit technique based on series-gated current-mode logic with three
voltage levels, which contrasts with
the two-level series-gated emittercoupled-logic technology other companies use. Siemens pioneered threelevel CML for its first generation of
cell arrays and has refined it for the
new second generation by adapting it
to more complex functions.
With the technique, it is also easi- Triple play. Prime contributor to this cell array's high density and performance is a threeer to implement complex logic func- voltage- level CML structure. Reference voltages for each level are delivered by on-chip bias
tions (or circuits) than it is with the generators, each supplying two cells, each of which contains four series-gated CML switches.

The increase in performance
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capability is as good as in ECL.
Besides a straightforward reduction of lateral and vertical device dimensions, what sets the new family
apart from the first generation are
on-chip serial-scan diagnostic logic,
complex multicells, and drastically
shortened customization turnaround
times. With the Siemens Components
Group's quick turnaround module—
Qtam, for short—to be ready in mid1984, it will be possible to implement
a complex master-slice cell array in
only one week.
Of the new family's two members,
the LSI36K, consuming about 2.5
watts, has 900 equivalent gates on a
25-mm 2-chip and 64 pins, 58 of them
logic pins. The 2,600-gate LSI2OK
has 144 pins and dissipates 6.5 w.
The Components Group will start
producing a number of different array versions based on both family
members during the fourth quarter.
The Siemens products are compatible
with the industry-standard 10,000-series and 100-series ECL arrays
Common to both members are the
cell library, the computer-aided design support, and the Siemens Oxis
(oxide isolation) process. The last
uses double implantation for the base
and emitter, which makes for speedenhancing shallow junctions. A lowtemperature profile and composed
mask techniques are additional Oxis
characteristics.

Japan

Hardware compiler
speaks Pascal
Intelligent terminals with far more
power for engineering and scientific
applications than those now available
are the goal of a Japanese group developing a multichip very large-scale
integrated hardware compiler for
Pascal. With the compiler installed,
all program-development steps could
be performed efficiently and speedily
by the terminal, instead of slowly
and inefficiently by mainframe software, explains Masaharu Hirayama,
research engineer in the Systems
Control and Information Sciences de-

72

Part and parcel. Compiler chip is constructed with four processing engines and a shared
memory unit. First of the four to be designed, the parsing engine uses PLAs.

partment at Mitsubishi Electric
Corp.'s Central Research Laboratory, Amagasaki, Hyogo.
Hirayama would add the compiler
to a standard terminal that includes
a central processing unit with random-access memory, keyboard, cathode-ray tube, and floppy disk. The
terminal would be sufficient for
source-code input, editing, compilation, test running, and debugging
with simple data. Compiled object
code would be transmitted to the
host—such as Melcom Cosmos series
mainframes or the Digital Equipment Corp. VAX 11/780 or system
2060 that Mitsubishi uses in its lab—
for high-speed execution.
The host computer will be freed
from the burden of symbolic compilation, which it does inefficiently
anyway because most mainframes
are designed for mathematical computations. Compilation and debugging would be speeded up because
the hardware compiler is fast, and
there is no need to transfer data
through a9,600-bit-per-second serialcommunications line, often a bottleneck. Data-transmission charges will
be reduced, too. Because the compiler will generate the intermediate
UCSD p-Code developed by the University of California at San Diego as

object code, programs could be run
on Ism mainframes or other hosts.
Parser. As envisioned at Mitsubishi, the compiler will consist of four
single-chip engines working together
with a 100-K-byte intelligent list
memory and a simple bus manager.
The lexical engine will divide the
program input into syntactic elements; the parsing engine will check
those elements for grammatical correctness and pass them to the tablegeneration engine, which will create
the compiling environment, or the
code-generation engine, which will
produce p-Code in terms of that
compiling environment.
Design of the parsing engine, selected as the first device because it is
the simplest, has been completed.
Now the group is tackling the other
engines and the list memory.
There is a good chance that an
associative memory will be available
from various sources by the end of
the two years Mitsubishi estimates it
will take to implement and debug the
compiler. Other means of searching
for data, such as loops, would make
it harder to realize the table and
code generators.
Favor Pascal. The Mitsubishi engineers selected the Pascal language
because its regular structure allows
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SO SIMPLE,
OWTIONARY
SX Power C Chips

Precision Molded Reflector Cap

ChipSwitch
The first
Integrated Circuit Relay.

Photo-isolated Actuation

It's the most innovative AC solid-state relay in a decade! Now you can
control lA loads with greater reliability at less cost with just three chips.
The secret? S3X power integrated circuit technology derived from
International Rectifier's leading HEXFET° power MOSFET process.
The ChipSwitch is a fully functioning SSR with zero voltage turn-on and
5 mA pick-up sensitivity. And it replaces up to 20 discrete components
normally used to make conveitional SSRs or in-house AC switching
circuits.
Crydom's high performance ChipSwitch features 3750V RMS signal
isolation, 600V/pisec transient withstand capability, lOptA leakage, EMI
below FCC/VDE " B" limits, and exceeds UL, CSA and VDE standards.
Add it all up and you have the most advanced and cost effective SSR
for interfacing microprocessors to real world loads such as small motors,
lamps, solenoids, valves, and high power motor starters.
For technical data and a complete product bulletin on the new
ChipSwitch IC Solid- State Relay, contact Crydom. Today.

ACTUAL SIZE

L
E?R CRYDOKA

A DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER

International Headquarters: 1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, CA 90245. (213) 322-4987. TWX: 910-348-6283
European Headquarters: Hurst Green, Oxted, Surrey, England. Telephone: Oxted 3215. TELEX: 95219
Sales Offices, Agents and Distributors in Major Cities throughout the World.
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compilation without backtracking—
that is, having to look ahead to process what is on hand at the moment—permitting realization of a
compiler with relatively simple hardware. They are confident that the
compiler approach will succeed even
though computers designed for directly executing high-level languages
have not been particularly successful
because they are stuck with one language and not amenable to changes.
Algol and its other derivatives, including Modula II and Ada as well
as Pascal, are also suitable because
they can process without backtracking. Fortran has been ruled out because it has to look ahead.
The straightforward operation of
the Pascal parser made it possible to
design it as a finite state machine
with a single stack. Moreover, the
nonnumerical symbolic manipulation
nature of the logic facilitates its implementation in programmed logic
arrays. This is fortunate because
FLAs have aregular structure easy to
design with and can be updated without changing their intrinsic layout.
The parser includes five FLAs with
six registers; two first-in, first-out
memories as input and output buffers; and a state stack. The FLAs on
the chip require only a moderate
number of vo lines—typically 8 or
16—but have a much higher number
of product terms—as many as 437—
than general-purpose devices.
Hirayama is confident the Mitsubishi approach is original, but he admits the implementation is based on
the work of several U. S. groups.
Software developed by these groups
was executed on the same DEC system 2060 and VAX 11/780 computers.
—Charles Cohen

France

Optical gyroscope
uses single IC
In adevelopment that could well put
optical-fiber rotation sensors firmly
into the commercial arena, ateam of
French engineers has successfully
tested a brassboard of a gyroscope
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COILED 550-m- LONG
SINGLE- MODE
OPTICAL FIBER

LASER
DIODE

PIGTAIL

e

15-BY-30-mm
LITHIUM NIOBATE
INTEGRATED- OPTICS
CHIP
J DETECTOR

Even split. A simple planar integrated optical chip in the Thomson optical gyroscope splits the
beam from the light source and directs the output from the sensing coil into the detector.

based on a single integrated optical
circuit. This is the first step toward
the production of a simple, inexpensive, and reliable gyro to be used not
only in traditional aerospace applications, but in higher-volume roles in,
say, the automotive field and as the
basic component for accurate, widerange current-measuring devices.
Designed at Thomson-csF's Central Research Laboratories in the
Paris suburb of Corbeville, the gyroscope exploits the Sagnac effect—the
phase shift of light inside a moving
object. Led by Hervé Arditty, the
Thomson team has fabricated a single planar device implementing all
the gyroscope functions in the form
of single-mode strip waveguides. This
technique avoids the disadvantages
of both discrete optical components,
which are difficult to adjust and of
questionable stability and reliability,
and precision optical-fiber couplers,
which are expensive.
The actual operation of a Sagnac
gyroscope is based on the perception
that the phase of a light beam is
affected by rotational motion. In an
optical-fiber gyroscope, this phenomenon is exploited with a laser beam
divided into two by a 50: 50 beam
splitter and coupled into two ends of
a multiturn monomode-fiber coil.
In the absence of rotation, the two
emerging beams interfere either destructively or constructively, depending on the way the beam is split.
Either way, the output signals the
lack of rotation.
During rotation of the equipment
on which the gyro is mounted, a
fringe or phase shift proportional to

the amount of rotation will be detected. The light emerging from the two
fiber ends is combined by the beam
splitter and received by aphotodetector that can transmit a signal to a
navigational device.
The beam-splitting function in
Thomson's one-axis brassboard is
handled by the integrated optical circuit, a branching single-mode dielectric waveguide (see figure). This device divides light entering from the
gryoscope's gallium arsenide laser diode equally between the two output
branch waveguides.
The waveguides are produced by
titanium diffusion in a 15-by-30-millimeter lithium niobate substrate and
are coupled to a 550-meter fiber coil
wound in a toroidal metal container.
System output is received by a lownoise silicon photodetector.
Two phase modulators, piezoelectric tubes wrapped with several turns
of fiber, are placed at either end of
the fiber coil and driven 180° out of
phase to produce a modulation of
the phase difference perfectly centered about zero. By modulating
phase, Thomson maximizes signal response when the gyroscope is at rest.
That, in turn, translates into much
higher sensitivity to rotation.
Already the prospect of a $ 100 gyroscope has piqued interest for possible use in car navigation systems. In
addition, applications that use the
gyro for other than navigational purposes are on the horizon.
Under contract from the French
national electric utility, the Thomson-csF team has connected a monomode optical-fiber probe to the Sag-
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Why CAD/CAM

A printed circuit board crawling
with jumper wires is acostly
kludge. It seriously increases
your cost-of-goods, frustrates
your staff, and reduces the confidence of your customers.
Think how often you've guided
anew product to the PCB
phase, and then had to meet
delivery schedules with abanjo
board. That's why CAD/CAM.
Why Telesis? Because we
are the only company offering
full-functionality CAD/CAM
at afraction of the cost of comparable systems. Our system
ensures design integrity from

Tilesk's

CAD/CAM Systems:
A Generation Ahead
Circle 75 on reader service card

schematic through board
design, and into production,
with automatic routing and
placement, net list, design rules
checking, back annotation, net
compare, and on-line continuity checks. Every detail and
every change is electronically
coordinated to output final
artwork, final bill of materials,
and final N.C. drill tape! No
more manual fixes at the
thirteenth hour.
For ademonstration, call
us at (617) 256-2300 or write
to: Telesis, 21 Alpha Road,
Chelmsford, MA 01824.

Electronics international
nac interferometer, realizing a device
capable of measuring currents ranging from several milliamperes to several megamperes.
To do this, the device exploits the
Faraday magneto-optic effect, a nonreciprocal phenomenon—like inertial
rotation—that circumvents problems
like temperature and pressure that
are common at the high end of this
range.
—Robert T. Gallagher

Great Britain

Serial convolver
to be fault-tolerant
On-chip fault-tolerant circuitry could
be one key to economically feasible
yet large and complex integrated circuits. Betting on this, the developer
of a high-performance signal-processing lc—Britain's Royal Signals and
Radar Research Establishment—is
proposing to go that route in order
to double the complexity of future
generations of its device.
Being developed in collaboration
with the General Electric Co. Ltd.'s
Hirst Research Centre, the chip is a
16-stage 8-bit serial systolic-array
convolver, to be used by the military
in signal-matching applications. The
4-micrometer
complementary- MOs

silicon-on-sapphire ic was described
at the VLSI '
83 conference held last
week in Trondheim, Norway.
It will likely be followed by a
more complex 32-stage convolver incorporating fault-tolerant circuitry.
Though the chip will be much larger,
the Malvern group says yields will be
comparable with the 16-stage lc's.
At RSRE, researchers have been
developing bit-serial systolic arrays
to execute high-performance signalprocessing tasks. Like high-density
random-access memory, these devices have a highly regular structure
and are well suited to similar faulttolerant circuit techniques.
The systolic array, first proposed
by H. T. Kung at Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pa., comprises a regular lattice of processing
elements, each beating time to a
common system clock. Enormous
computational speed is achieved by
streaming data through this array in
a highly pipelined manner.
Though Kung worked at the word
level, RSRE researchers John V.
McCanny and John G. McWhirter
and private consultant Ken Wood
have patented a way of applying the
technique at the bit level. With this
approach, an entire signal-processing
system can be put on one chip.
In the RSRE systolic array, the
typical cell reduces to a gated full

Short cut In order to preserve the lattice structure of the processing elements in this systolic
array, abypass switch is used to provide redundancy.
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adder, anumber of latches, and some
simple control logic. Several hundred
cells can be incorporated on a single
chip—the 16-stage convolver, for example, is constructed as a 16-by-20
array of such cells. The systolic array's function is then determined by
the pattern of cell interconnections.
The effect of a few faulty cells in
such an array could be overcome by
introducing enough redundant cells
to replace them. However, each cell
is pipelined to its neighbor, so some
form of bypass must be provided to
preserve the lattice structure.
Bypass is answer. One solution is
to provide each cell with a bypass
connection to its second nearest
neighbor. These connections are
made by a common row-control line
addressable from an on-chip multiplexer. The transfer gates and the
multiplexer can easily be constructed
using mos gates and would add only
20% to the size of each cell.
Of course the faulty row or cell
must first be identified, but the systolic array's regular structure makes
that arelatively easy task. Hirst's 16stage convolver chip, for example, incorporates scan-path circuitry that
can be used to check out the circuit
and pinpoint any failed cells.
Though RSRE has not yet tried out
its ideas in silicon, theoretical studies
based on the 16-stage convolver are
encouraging. For redundancy, a further three to five rows would be added to the 16-by-20 array of cells. According to the Poisson distribution,
the yield would increase from 10%
initially to over 40%, whereas the
Bose-Einstein model would give a
more modest yield improvement—
from 30% initially to 50%.
Aside from RSRE's proposed use of
redundancy in these systolic arrays,
the Hirst Research Centre has independently made use of the approach
to improve the yield of its GRID-64
(for GEC Rectangular II image and
data processor) chip, which holds 64
identical processor elements. In the
U. S., Gene Amdahl, founder and director of Trilogy Ltd., Cupertino,
Calif., is proposing the use of faulttolerant wafer-scale integration on
the company's first computer products.
—Kevin Smith
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NCR has three semiconductor
manufacturing facilities
to bring you the best
chips in the industry.
Our three multimillion
dollar microelectronics
plants, including our
newest in Colorado
Springs, demonstrate
NCR's commitment to
the semiconductor
industry. When we
opened our first facility
in 1971 it was to supply
our own in-house needs,
but today we're supplying many more chips to
the marketplace than we provide to NCR.
To deserve your business, we offer exceptional quality, technological innovation, and
competitive prices backed up by a100 year
reputation for integrity in our dealings. We
produce products for the automotive and
aerospace industries, and also supply ROM
chips for some of America's hottest home
computers and video games, proof we deliver
as promised.
We will work closely in partnership with you to
convert ideas and designs into silicon solutions. We have evolved our CAD tools over
many years to provide
what we believe to be
the finest semi- custom
design system available in the industry.
Semi- custom designs
utilizing the NCR cell
libraries are delivered
on time and offer significant cost savings.

#ee

Go to
the peak.

We are an innovator with our NCR/32 Processor Family and have many patents relating
to non-volatile memory. Our nitride gate poly
process provides our 5- volt only non-volatile
memories with much improved memory retention, unlimited read accessing and memory
maximizing capability.
So, when you want commitment, quality,
partnership and technological innovation to
produce the best chips in the industry.., go to
the peak. NCR Microelectronics Division:
Colorado Springs, Colorado— Fort Collins,
Colorado— Miamisburg, Ohio.

NCR
Microelectronics Division

:1411141441.1111111141\-

Catalog:

NCR
Microelectronics
Division
•Commitment
•Quality
•Partnership
•Technological Innovation

Non-Volatile Memory
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

NCR 1400
NCR 2051
NCR 2055
NCR 2401
NCR 3400 ( Corn)
NCR 3400 ( HR)
NCR 7033
NCR 52001
NCR 52002
NCR 52004
NCR 52210
NCR 52211
NCR 52212
NCR 52801
NCR 52832

1400- Bit Word Alterable ROM ( 100x14)
512- Bit Word Alterable ROM (32x16)
512- Bit Word Alterable ROM (64x8)
4096- Bit Word Alterable ROM ( 1Kx4)
4096- Bit Word Alterable ROM ( 1Kx4)
4096- Bit Word Alterable ROM ( 1Kx4)
336- Bit Word Alterable ROM ( 21x16)
10K- Bit Non Volatile RAM ( 128x8)
2K- Bit Non Volatile RAM ( 256x8)
4K- Bit Non Volatile RAM ( 256x4)
256K- Bit Non Volatile RAM ( 64x4)
512K- Bit Non Volatile RAM ( 128x4)
1K- Bit Non Volatile RAM (256x4)
256- Bit Electrically Alterable PROM ( 16x16)
32K- Bit Electrically Alterable PROM (4Kx8)

(Corn—commercial grade, HR—high reliability)

Read -Only Memory
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

NCR 2264
NCR 2316
NCR 2332
NCR 2333
NCR 2364
NCR 2365
NCR 23C64
NCR 23128
NCR 23256

64K ( 4Kx16) NMOS ROM
16K (2Kx8) NMOS ROM
32K (4Kx8) NMOS ROM
32K (4Kx8) NMOS ROM
64K (8Kx8) NMOS ROM
64K (8Kx8) NMOS ROM
64K (8Kx8) CMOS ROM
128K ( 16Kx8) NMOS ROM
256K ( 32Kx8) NMOS ROM

Peripherals
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

NCR
NCR
NCR
NCR

8- Bit Microprocessor Combo
Universal Product Code Scanner
CRT Controller
SCSI Protocol Controller

6518
8415
7250
5385

Processors

N
NCR Microelectronics Division
Colorado Springs, Colorado
(303) 596-5795
Fort Collins, Colorado
(303) 223-5100
Miamisburg, Ohio
(513) 866-7217

NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

NCR
NCR
NCR
NCR
NCR

32-000
32-1(71
32-500
32-580
32-590

32- Bit Central Processor Chip ( CPC)
Address Translator Chip (ATC)
System Interface Controller ( SIC)
System Interface Transmitter ( SIT)
System Interface Receiver ( SIR)

NCR
NCR
NCR
NCR

6500/1
6500/11
6500/41
65CO2

(1MHz) 8- Bit Single Chip Microcomputer
(2M Hz) 8- Bit Single Chip Microcomputer
8- Bit Single Chip Intelligent Peripheral Controller
8- Bit CMOS Microprocessor
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Tie Basics of Choosing Connectors

A Look at Different Connector Types
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ABUNDANCE OF CONNECTORS CAN MEET
EVERY NEED; BUT CHOOSING IS DIFFICULT
by Peter N. Budzilovich
present a broad overview of the field,

Gone are the days when the variety
of connectors in asystem would be

without getting bogged down in

limited to atwo- or three- prong ac plug

unnecessary details.
After this introduction to some

and ascrew terminal strip on the back
panel. Even a " simple" desktop

important selection criteria that apply to

computer will have several different

all connectors, this article focuses on

types of connectors obvious to the

several key types. Beginning by dealing

naked eye: two to the monitor ( one for

with three types— insulation-

data, one for ac input), one to the

displacement-contact.

printer, one to the keyboárd, and one tc

electromagnetic / radio- frequency

the ac power source ( this is a minimum

interference, and rf / coaxial, the second

configuration, such as the one on which

chapter takes up printed- circuit- board

this article is being written).

connectors and backplanes and then
integrated- circuit sockets.

On the inside, anumber of
connectors may be there: individual pc

Simplistically, any device that can

boards will be plugged into amother

physically break an electrical or optical

board; in addition to the connections

signal path and just as easily restore it

provided on the mother board, there

should be called a " connector." An

may be jumpers interconnecting two or

ideal connector should have no effect

more boards; integrated circuits and

upon the system operation, except

other components may use sockets

when called upon to perform its

(which are, after all, also connectors); a

connect/disconnect function, i.e., it

number of connectors will be used to

An IDC LatCon connector for 0.050- in.-pitch flat

should have zero contact resistance,

provide the input/output links to the

cable from Panduit Corp. permits lateral, rather than

should have the same electrical

outside world by means of aheader

axial entry of cable into open-side, preassembled

characteristics as the wires of the cable

soldered to the board, asocket

sockets. Covers and sockets are joined on one side
only by a metal retention barb. The other side can

attached to flat cable, and an I/O D

accept lateral entry of cable for end or daisy-chain

connector on the panel. All this variety

applications. The precise recessing of cable ends

is in what is basically aconsumer

protects against shorting. [ 411]

it is connecting, and should retain those
ideal characteristics indefinitely.
For best results in selecting
connectors, auser must conduct a
thorough search of what is available,

product — ahome or small-business
computer. If we were to look at some

look at manufacturer's specs and

truly sophisticated electronic

no simple chore. Cost considerations

descriptions, talk to as many vendor

equipment, the variety found there

alone can be quite perplexing—

candidates as possible, even visit

would be even greater.

especially since a purchasing

prospective vendors if a large-volume

A Knotty Chore

department, faced with the $ 1- versus-

order is anticipated. Above all, before

$2 choice for the " same" part, will be

any of the above steps are made, the

numbers of manufacturers supplying

hard to sell on the virtues of labor and

user must thoroughly study his or her

(seemingly) the same items, and it may

long-term field savings. On top of this, a

requirements from every possible

become fairly obvious why cost is one

variety of purely functional parameters

angle— environmental, electrical,

of the major factors in connector

covering electrical and mechanical

mechanical, and others. Unless this

selection. The word " cost,"

performance must also be examined

homework is done, it is pointless to

incidentally, here denotes the total cost

and compared.

speak about connector selection.

Add to this product variety the

associated with aconnector— the item

Given the complexity of the subject,

After all this effort, there is still agood

price, labor involved in mounting and

this article will limit itself to key

chance that something may go wrong.

terminating, and the costs of service,

considerations involved in the art of

According to Richard L. Bergstrom,

maintenance, and field replacement.

connector selection and specification.

That is to•say, aconnector costing $ 1

At the same time, novel approaches to

Peter N. Budzilovich is a Teaneck, N. J.,

may, in the end, turn out quite a bit

interconnection problem-solving and

consultant in corporate and technical

more costly than the one going for $2.

developing technologies will be

communications. He has abackground

highlighted. Overall, the idea is to

in editing, engineering, and marketing.

Clearly then, connector selection is
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New from IRV1DUIT
Unique Open-Sided Connectors and Presses

Slash Flat Cable
Termination Time 70%,
Provide Maximum Reliability
LAT- CON .050" Flat Cable Connector System
•Cover and socket connected on one side only.
•Open side allows for lateral entry of flat cable.

Same socket a
sed for both end and caisychain terminafir:ills to minimize inventory needs.
New manual, prelimatic ant: fully automatic tapefed presses o
mi7e the lateral entry feature of the connector. These fast, simp
presses give pal tie option of flush terminations or precisely
recessed cable _ ncls to eliminate rejects, short circuits and dama
toiquipment.

SPEED—REL1P.BILITY—EASY OPERATION— ECONOMY
Now you have everything you need in a. 050" Rat Cable
Connector System.

I NDUITCO
ELECTRONICS

Ask for a
demonstration!

bC)LiF3

1"ley Park. IL 6(47-3981 • Phone 1(312)532-180u
In Canad2: Paraduit ( Canute) Urnited

Visit PANDUIT at MIDCOA
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producing, say, IDC assemblies, he has
agood feel for problems in this area.

Waiting is Fatal
A view from another source, Bennett
W. Brachman, president, Xport Trading
Inc. of Los Angeles which handles ODU
Kontakt connectors is that " the major
pitfall in specifying connectors is for the
user to wait for the last minute to
specify connectors and cable, then
settle for what is available, instead of
what was needed, because of atime
restraint."
Some hints on the importance of
connector selection were already stated
above. The first step for proper
selection is to understand some of the
purely functional aspects of this
process.
A key consideration is the number of
positions. While its meaning is rather
obvious, the implication is not: the
insertion and withdrawal forces are
D-subminiature metal backshell that provides emi/rfi protection ir. now available from Amphenol, a
division of Allied Electronic Components Co. Designated as the Spectra-Strip 817 Series, the
backshell offers simple two-piece stainless steel construction. The backshell accepts all UL- listed
0050- in.- pitch jacketed and shielded flat cables and provides strain relief. 1412]

directly proportional to the number of
positions ( about 4 ounces per contact).
According to Mike Wiater, product
manager at Thomas & Betts Corp.'s
Ansley Electronics division, Raritan,
N.J.: " While it is relatively easy to

vice president of marketing at Kierultf

equipment by the manufacturer and at

Electronics in Los Angeles, adivision of

the distributor value-added centers.

10), the chore becomes virtually

Ducommun Inc.: " Specification

impossible when pin count reaches 20

problems or misspecifications start with

"Demands for faster design reaction
time are also contributing to more

or more positions. While the addition of

poor communications. Despite years of

errors. The average gestation time for a

astrain relief may ease the problem

controversy, consideration by all

new connector design used to be over

somewhat, the best way is to have

departments influenced by adesign

six months. In the race to be first with

headers with vertical ejectors. In spite

decision are not being given by

new electronic products aimed at the

of the small increase in cost, they add

connector users and manufacturers. All

consumer market and fueled by new

greatly to the ease of unplugging a

too often, after the user defines the

socket, as well as to the elimination of

requirement, the manufacturer's

semiconductor technology, a product
can be designed, built, and obsolete in

representative loses important details

that same time frame. We will never

much pulling on the connecting wires."

wher translating them to his or her

completely rid ourselves of this

company. Either the sales engineer

problem, but by recognizing it, we can
learn to control it."

must be upgraded, or the loop closed
between the user's and manufacturer's
engiceering departments.

From Specs to Documentation
"Better documentation is another
important solution. Prints on items such
as IDC assemblies appear deceptively

Kierulff is, of course, a major

unplug asocket with afew pins ( under

loose connections resulting from too
Another important consideration,
duty cycle, has aconsiderable impact
upon the determination of what
connector is best for a particular job.

distributor cf electronic products, and

For instance, if the only purpose of the

so is intimately ; rvolved with the

connector is to permit separate

question of connector specifications.

assembly of asubsystem during

Actually, the " value-added" centers
Bergstrom alludes to are, in effect, ! ocal

with high insertion/withdrawal forces

manufacturing, then an inexpensive unit

simple: however, missing details can

manufacturers with many of the same
problems as original- equipment

result in major scrap costs because of

makers. In fact, because many avalue-

Shock and vibration, when discussed

the quick volume that can be produced

added distributor is even more severely

in conjunction with aconnector, pertain

on new highly automated production

handicapped in communications when

to the ability of the unit to conduct
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can be specified ( without such
"luxuries" as vertical ejectors).
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At Last...
A Simple, No Nonsense
"ZIF" Socket
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EASY TO OPERATE... NO TOOLS NECESSARY

LEVER UP— CONTACTS OPEN

I/C INSERTED— NO FORCE FUEO'D

LEVER DOWN— CONTACTS CLOSED

The Series 630 "PRO-ZIF"...The hottest ZIF socket to hit the market.
It's economical and low profile—ideal for your production application.
Now available in 24-, 28- and 40-leads; 64-leads coming soon. Call
219-287-5941 or your nearest Wekon distributor for a sample.

WELLS ELECTRONICS, INC.
1701 S. MAIN ST., SOUTH BEND, IN 46613, U.S.A.
Circle RF nn

219-287-5941
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some rated current continuously. The

Even if the cable terminates in a

contact's material and surface

proper way to test for this is by plaing

panel- mounted ( bolted) D connector,

a number of mated connectors on a
vibrating and shock table and then

then the removal of the board for
maintenance and repair involves the

voltage and current, and the pressure

subjecting them to the specified

removal of that connector. With labor

vibration and shock. Because the loss

exerted by one contact upon the other.

costs being what they are, even asingle

Since all of these factors vary with time

of continuity due to either shock or

removal from acrowded panel of a D

vibration will be very brief, some

and surrounding conditions, users

connector may well justify the use of

automatic high-speed instrumentation
for monitoring and recording failures

the header/socket combo instead of

should note that contact resistance in a
typical connector varies accordingly.

should be provided.

socket.

the less expensive solder transition
The body material of aconnector is

Thinking about Space

condition, the kind of plating used ( gold
still seems to be the best), applied

Since some contact resistance will
always be present in a practical
connector, its stability rather than its

The space requirement, is seemingly
a straightforward consideration, yet it
takes some thought. Obviously, in
simpler cases ( such as circular
connectors mounted in the rear of a
cabinet), space considerations have no
ramifications. To figure out whether or
not agiven circular connector fits, the
OEM simply checks the area on the
panel and the space required by the
wiring.
With pc- board connectors, however,
space considerations may force the
designer into real performance
tradeoffs. For instance, suppose he or
she is selecting away to connect apc
board to aconnector on the panel by
means of an IDC flat cable. While the
output ( panel) end of the cable will,
most likely, be terminated in some kind
of a D connector, there are at least two
choices for the pc- board end— asolder
transition socket or a header/socket
combination. In the first case, the area
required by the socket is less than for
the header/socket combo because it
has alower profile ( thus allowing closer
board spacing). Also, it is generally less

Type N coaxial connectors by Amphenol provide interconnection and termination for localnetwork-standard communications cable bus installations. They can be used in several local- net
types, including Ethernet, Decnet, Wangnet, Cablenet, Interlan, and other IEEE-802 systems that
use coaxial transmission lines for distributed data processing. [ 413)

expensive than the header/socket
combo— but it also has some serious
drawbacks.

Overall Cost is Crucial
Since the cable is permanently

one area that is often overlooked.

absolute magnitude is considered

Somehow, there is atendency to

highly important. As arule of thumb, a

believe that agiven material from a

contact resistance of less than 10

given manufacturer will never be

milliohms at a current of around 0.1

attached to the board, scrapping the

changed. However, if acustomer wants

ampere is acceptable in most cases

board means that the associated cable

to have different insulation material and

involving the typical signal- level

assembly has to go with it. Worse yet, if

this change does not call for the

connector.

this technique is used to connect two

development of new tooling, such a

pc boards ( i.e., acase where aflat
cable goes from one solder transition

wish can be accommodated at avery

socket to another), then the second
board might also have to be scrapped.
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low additional cost.
Contact resistance in aconnector is a
function of many things including the

The next electrical item, crosstalk, is
a function of contact spacing, insulation
material, and the frequency of the
signal passing through acontact— the
higher the frequency, the stronger the
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Simply stated, Positronic manufactures finely crafted, high performance connectors. We specialize in
D- Series, Rectangular Rack & Panel,
Din Connectors and Cable Assemblies

in both Molded and Ribbon Cable
configurations. We serve industrial
and military users worldwide, with
agents located domestically and in
twenty-five foreign countries.

Circle 87 on reader service card

European Headquarters

Neuchatel, Switzerland

POSITRONIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
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on contract. Here the buyer should be
rather careful. Such ashop owes no
allegiance to any specific manufacturer.
Thus, if it receives an order to make a
quantity of IDO flat-cable/connector
assemblies, it may attempt to use the
lowest- cost components it can find. In
the process, parts made by different
manufacturers may fail to perform due
to incompatibility. This situation can be
easily prevented by specifying vendors
and by aclose monitoring of the
manufacturing operation.
A ZIF 64-position socket from Wells Electronics Inc. operates with an integral lever. As the lever
turns 90' either way, two sliding body members close the contacts with a light lead-wiping action.
With the lever in its detent position, the IC is locked into place. Available with 24, 28, or 40 leads,
the socket stands less than
in. high. [ 414]

When it comes to specification
interpreting, no amount of caution is
excessive. In examining connector
specs from different manufacturers it is
important to be able to relate various
data to the problem on hand.

crosstalk. With more and more

user can always simply purchase

connectors being used in high-speed

connectors and cable and do the

"A" says that his sockets ( female

data transmission, this consideration

assembly in house.

connector contacts) are made from

takes on added importance. Because
connector manufacturers realize the
importance of this parameter to many
users, most larger vendors have been
testing their connectors and will make
the test results available to qualified
customers.

If the decision is made to buy
completed and tested assemblies, then
the buyer should strongly consider the
local value-added distributor as the
source. There are several reasons for
doing so.
For one, a local distributor is just that.
This propinquity greatly simplifies the

Buying Tips
Because of the numbers of different
connectors on the market, as well as
variations in materials, plating,
contacts, and other particulars, any

problems of deliveries, reject return,
and replacement, necessary
corrections in manufacturing methods,
and others.
For another, where avalue-added

designer looking for aconnector is

service is provided by acertified

advised to be extremely thorough

distributor, the manufacturer stands

Finding an extraordinary bargain may

behind his products with an

be a not- so- subtle hint that an

unconditional guarantee. If aunit is

"equivalent" part may not be

faulty, there are no arguments: the

equivalent in the end. Although there

manufacturer replaces it.

will be differences in prices from

Finally, workmanship by adistributor

manufacturer to manufacturer ( and

generally is of the same level as that

from distributor to distributor), they all

provided by the manufacturer. The

will be in the same ballpark.

manufacturer usually trains distributor

One aspect of connector buying

personnel, so that avalue-added shop

peculiar to this field is that cable-

may be looked upon as alocal

mounted connectors generally may be

extension of the connector

purchased either by themselves or

manufacturing facilities.

assembled to cables. Furthermore,

In addition to the value-added

For instance, suppose manufacturer

beryllium copper, while manufacturer
"B" says that his contacts are made
from some other material or does not
say anything at all. The price from " A"
is somewhat higher than that by " B,"
while all other parameters appear to be
identical. Since beryllium copper is
considered to be among the best
materials for applications where good
electrical conductivity and long-term
spring action are required, it is possible
that the lower price by " B" is due to the
fact that it uses an inferior contact
material.
Since atypical designer cannot be an
expert in all fields, there is agood, fast,
and inexpensive way to get some
connector education— talk to a number
of competing connector salesmen and
manufacturers. During their
presentations, every one of them will
praise his or her own products versus
the competition. Thus, after a few indepth sessions, one should be able to
compile arather extensive listing of
product benefits and shortcomings
pertinent to the application. With such a
list in hand, avendor selection can be
made with a bit more insight than by

such assembly can be performed ether

distributor manufacturing operations,

by the component manufacturer or by

there are job shops that provide

simply examining product specs and

value-added distributors. Of course, a

manufacturing and assembly services

descriptions from prospective vendors.
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The numbers speak for themselves.
Quite simply, Yamaichi manufactures whatever IC socket you need.
Such as pin grid sockets to 1681 pins.
Or SO sockets to 180°C including SOT 23
and SOT 89. Or leaded carrier sockets
down to 25 mil spacing and our 70 mil spacing sockets to 64 pins for actual use or test
and burn in.
No wonder Yamaichi is quickly becoming the most respected socket manufacturer in the market. And Nepenthe Distribu-

tion is your link to them.
As their exclusive U.S. socket distributor, Nepenthe is amply qualified to handle
whatever questions you may have. From the
simplest specification detail, to the most
sophisticated custom tooling project.
For comprehensive information on the
full range of Yamaichi sockets, contact
Nepenthe Distribution at 2471 E. Bayshore
Rd., Suite 520, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Tel
(415) 856-9332, Twx. 910-373-2060, Fax.
(415) 856-8650.

YAMAICHI
Nepenthe has it. Or Yamaichi will build it.
Circle 89 on reader service card
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All for 2C per finger:
Savings from the start.
At two cents per finger, our new
Finger-Pac connector is worth
more than its weight in gold.
Because two cents per finger is
only the beginning of your savings story.

.Insertion Force

III

.1 ( Standard cantilever
connector. 10201
11
-1

6'
«

it 4

_

Savings by design.
Finger-Pac's durable inlaid gold
means more mating cycles than
gold-plated fingers. Its positioning ribs straighten your board —
and center it within the mating
connector — for uniform contact
and reduced gold wear.
Money- saving repairability.
Unlike plated fingers. Finger-Pac contacts can be
conveniently repaired in the field. You can
replace an individual Finger-Pac contact in about
one minute.
Less gold wear = More savings.
Finger-Pac's smooth molded lead-in edge — made
of Ryton" polyphenylene sulfide resin — reduces
wear on the gold surface of the mating card- edge

6

01.05

Baud Thickneu ( inche.)

connector. Minimal thickness
(.056") and controlled tolerance
(± . 0015") add up to predictably
lower insertion forces.
Waste not, save more.
Because it's installed after wave
soldering. Finger-Pac eliminates
the need for masking. No scrapping of gold on defective boards,
no scrapping of boards with defective fingers.

Production savings, too.
Finger-Pac removes artwork
layout restrictions on step- andrepeat processing. It also allows
you to enjoy the economies of
today's mass lamination techniques.
Saving the most gold.
If gold is not mandatory, Finger-Pac can be inlaid
with less costly metals like palladium-silver.
Which is another savings story altogether!
Pricing based on connector size and quantity. See
how Finger-Pac will work in your application.

Write, call or TWX today for Finger-Pac brochure:

ELFAB
P.O. Box 34555 • Dallas, Texas 75234 • 214/233-3033
Toll- free: 800-527-0753 TWX 910-860-5460

Circle 90 on reader service card
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"See us at Booth
#1436-1348 at Midcon,
September 13 to
September 15"

de>
Patent Pending.
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KEEPING UP WITH THE STATE OF THE ART
IS THE TASK OF ALL CONNECTOR TYPES
Partly because of a lower terminating
cost and partly because of the everincreasing number of conductors in a
cable, the IDC ( insulation-

Mating areas of the contacts are
selectively plated ( 15 or 30 microinches
of gold)
Another interesting approach to IDC

displacement-contact) connector
market has been experiencing asteady

packaging is by Panduit Corp of Tinley
Park, Ill., in its new line of LatCon

20% or better annual growth. In most

connectors with up to 50 positions that

the needle") into the narrow slot of a
socket or press.
This enumeration of novel
approaches to the IDC technology
could go on, further reinforcing the
point made earlier— in asearch for an
IDC connector, it pays to conduct a
very thorough survey of available
products before asking for a " special."
Chances are that someone,
somewhere, is making the exact
connector needed. On the other hand,
according to David Beck, product
manager for Viking Connectors Inc. of
Chatsworth, Calif.: "Connectors are a
very diverse field, which at least has the
advantage of leaving room for a
multitude of manufacturers. But
common is the feeling 'whatever you
make, they always want some variation
you don't have.' "
Fighting Emi/Rfi
The emi/rfi problem has been with us
since the time when electricity was put
to commercial use. In recent years,
however, several new developments

A dual-row header from Molex Inc. on a0.100-in, matrix, offers 0.025-in. 2 pins selectively
plated with gold and asegmented body that can be cut to create smaller headers. Molex's wire-toboard connector permits mass termination of either discrete wire or 0.100- in.- pitch flat cable.
Protective covers of flame-retardant thermoplastic slide on after the wires are terminated. [ 415]

helped to bring the problem into a
sharper focus:
• The proliferation of delicate and
sensitive ICs ( often complementaryMOS) in all kinds of industrial, military,
commercial, and consumer products.

data-processing applications,
practically every interconnection
involves parallel data paths that need a
number of parallel conductors. In such
applications, the signal levels are low,

accepts 0.050- in, flat cable laterally.
That is to say, unlike most other
connectors, the LatCon units open up
on one end and the cable is inserted
sideways. According to the company,

II Increased transmissions of very fast
signals, both over wire and air.
• Increased pressure from the Federal
Communications Commission, notably
its recent regulation, Docket 20780.

this configuration greatly simplifies
daisy-chain terminations because each

The FCC believes that high-speed
data transmission is the major emi/rfi

connector can be placed on the cable

culprit and is responsible for

at any point without disturbing any
other connectors. Furthermore, daisy

interference with radio and television

part of Molex's C-Grid high-density

chaining can be accomplished even
after other sockets have been attached
to the ends of the cable. The company

regulation addresses itself to
"computing devices" that includes an
amazing variety of equipment only

digital-circuit- board interconnection
system, the header mates with female

also claims that the lateral cable
insertion method replaces the difficult

connectors on a0.100- by- 0.100- in.
grid and is stackable end-to-end.

and time-consuming process of axial

so the typical 1-A rating of an IDC
connector is more than adequate.
A recent innovation, by Molex Inc. of
Lisle, Ill., is adual- row header with a
segmented body that can be cut into
smaller sections ( standard sizes range
from 4to 80 positions). Available as a

Electronics/August 25, 1983

insertion of the cable end ("threading

reception. For this reason, the new

remotely associated with computing.
Thus electronic games and digital
telephones are in this category. Broadly
speaking, the regulation covers any
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TOW Umbilical Connector

©1983 Allied Corp

SMA/Coaxial Assembly

D-subminiature/Shielded Planar Assembly

For you,
anything.
Enlarge. Expand. Extend. Reduce. Reverse.
Remove. Replace.
When it comes to meeting your rigid interconnection requirements, there's hardly anything we
won't do. Because at Amphenol, we know that the
best design is often acustom design.
No room for almost.
Nobody faces tougher design parameters than
you do. Amphenol's Design Group has tackled
and solved many of the problems you face in
Mil/Aero interconnection. Our design selection
includes an impressive variety of high performance connectors and interconnect systems. In
fact, we've probably already developed asolution
close to what you need.
QPL. And beyond.
The Peacekeeper umbilical connector is but one
example of our solution capability. There are
many more:
We designed aunique 20- contact connector
for the TOW missile program that is environmentally sealed, both mated and unmated.
For the Sparrow, our custom, phase- matched
coaxial assembly met atough VSWR performance requirement—and atough configuration
requirement.
EMI. RFI. EMC. EMR
Radiation is aproblem we've learned how to deal
with. And we've created awide range of uniquelysuited solutions:
For ground support interconnects, we developed acable assembly using our shielded planar
cable and our plastic D- subminiature that

provides for positive shield ground.
For the Dragon, we designed aconnecting
device which required ametallized coating for
EMI/RFI control (and alow-cost solution).
For the F-18, we designed afiltered version of a
standard Mil- spec light plate receptacle for use
on the cockpit instrument panel that helps provide
protection against extremely high field- strength
radiation from carrier deck radar systems.
For extremely hostile communications environments, we developed circular multi- channel
fibre optic connectors. They provide reliability and
immunity to radiation interference.
An energy saving device.
Early involvement with the Amphenol Design
Group can save you alot of engineering energy.
Whether your needs call for astandard, modified
or fully custom connector design, call Amphenol
for the answer. Your solution may be as close
as your phone.

Call the Amphenol Design Line

1-800-323-7299

Amphenol
An

LIED Company

Amphenol World Headquarters: Oak Brook, IL 60521

Circle 93 on reader service card

Metallized Plastic Connector
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Filtered Light Plate Receptacle

Multi-Channel Fibre Optic Connector

L.
423 No. Campbell • P.O. Box 8247 • Springfield, Mo. 65801 USA • 417-866.2322 • 1-8110.641.4054 • TX 436445
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reduce the amount of gold plating. This

manufacturer will still plate the mating

motive has been largely responsible for
the acceptance of two-piece

areas of the contacts. In doing so, he
can use the exact amount of gold that

acceptance in the U.S.
There are several reasons for this
acceptance. One reason is strictly

connectors instead of the traditional

may be needed to provide areliable

functional— athree- row DIN connector

card- edge designs.

connection, because he is in full control

with 96 contacts on astandard 0.100-

• The demand on designers to come

of both connector halves.

up with pc boards with higher functional
integration. The need to achieve ever
higher densities forces manufacturers of

Two -Piece Pluses
There are other considerations in

in. grid will occupy the same space as a
conventional card- edge configuration
with about 60 contacts. It also otters
relatively low insertion forces— around

pc- board connectors to develop new

favor of the two-piece design. For one,

3.5 oz per contact, whereas a MIL-C-

products continuously.

board thickness is no longer critical, as

21097 permits card-edge units to have

Making Choices
Addressing the problem of higher
density, Jean L. Littrell, Corporate
Marketing Communications Manager
for Stanford Applied Engineering, Santa
Clara, Calif., says: " Connectors and
interconnections are very important to
the designer as the density of the board
increases." Standard edge- board and
pc connectors are " the least expensive
method. They are excellent for single,
double-sized, or multilayer boards.
"This type of connector is limited to
the number of fingers on the pc board.
For high- density high-speed
applications, the logical choice is the
two-piece connector. This is ideal for
dry-circuitry ( measured in milliamperes)
applications and standard applications.
The two-piece units cost more.

Press -Fitting
"Another way to achieve high density
and reliability is to use the press- fit

The Inverse DIN System from Elfab Corp. consists of a female right-angle connector that is flowsoldered onto a daughter board, plus a male press-fit connector mounted on the backpiane. The
male connector features Elfab's new press-fit compliant pin, which otters ease of installation as
well as excellent repair characteristics. [ 4171

technique. The pins are staked into the
board and then the insulator is press-fit
over the contacts, thus eliminating the
possibility of cold solder joints with

it is with the card- edge connector.

insertion forces as high as 16 oz per

expensive rework and unrepairable

Secondly, if the connector develops a

contact. In fact, because of a number of
desirable performance and design

backplanes. This is a big

problem, then the user can replace it

consideration— backplanes are very

and save the board. With card- edge

features, the DIN specification was

costly. If pc/edge-board connectors

connectors, a bad pc- board finger may

recently incorporated into the MIL- C-

are used, then the backplane is virtually

mean that the whole board may have to

55302 standard.

unrepairable."

be scrapped.

As Littrell points out, there are two

As this trend toward the two-piece pc

problems with the card- edge

connector picks up speed, there is

connectors— limited numbers of pc-

DIN Popularity
Another reason for acceptance of

board fingers and the need to overplate

growing acceptance of the Eurocard
design— atwo-piece connector based

those fingers. For these reasons, there

upon the European standard for two-

DIN connector must meet a number of

is auniversal trend today away from the

piece pc connectors, DIN 41612. While

dimensional requirements, including

card-edge approach to the two-piece

this standard has been widely accepted

proper polarization.

design.

in Europe it is only recently that it has

In atwo-piece connector, the

96

begun gaining popularity and

DIN 41612 is the degree of
standardization it offers. First of all, a

In addition, meeting the DIN
specification essentially means meeting

Electronics/August 25, 1983
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four groups of functional tests. Group A

been around for quite some time in a

an annual volume approaching $3

tests serve to check the mechanical

variety of systems ranging from

billion by 1986.

and environmental operating

computers to industrial controls and

characteristics. Group B tests check the

military applications. Backplane

board ( or a metal panel). It serves both

contact performance by subjecting a

production is a thriving industry that,

connector to 200 insertion and

according to some sources, will grow to

as amechanical support for the
oaughter boards and as a distribution

A backplane essentially is a large pc

withdrawal cycles in acorrosive
environment. Group C tests check longterm contact characteristics, electrical
performance at maximum current, as
well as the abilty to take 500
insertion/withdrawal cycles. Group D
tests check contact and insulation
resistances.
Standardization is Key
In other words, auser purchasing DIN
connectors from any reputable
manufacturer can be rather confident
that aconnector from manufacturer
"A" will mate with acorresponding DIN
part from manufacturer " B." This
standardization permits a designer a
degree of flexibility in design, selection,
and purchasing that can go a long way
in meeting production and delivery
schedules. And, of course, a designer
can expect uniform performance and
reliability from a DIN part.
In addition to the DIN standard
configuration— pins on the board,
sockets on the plug— there is also the
reversed, or inverted, DIN setup. Here,
sockets are placed on the board and
the less expensive pins go on the back
panel. This configuration enhances
repairability, for the pins may be worked
on in either position, whereas sockets
nearly always must be unplugged.
Lower the Force
The push toward higher pc- board
densities and the increasing number of
functions in modern large-scale and
very large-scale integrated packages is

•Male or female contacts
•Crimp or solder
on cable side

•Interface DCE/DTE equipment
having V.35, Bell 303 or
MIL- C-28748 ( MIL- C-8384)

•U.L. recognized

•Vertical or horizontal from p.c. boards

fueling the development of lowinsertion- force ( LIF) and zero- insertionforce ( ZIF) sockets with hundreds of
contacts in asingle unit. The reason for
the LIE and ZIF designs is obvious— a
conventional connector with, say, 400
contacts each requiring about 3.5 oz, of
force will need about 100 pounds to
engage or disengage it.

POSITRONIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
423 No. Campbell • P.O. Box 8247 • Springfield, Mo. 65801 USA
Telephone 417-866-2322 • Telex 436445 • Toll Free 800 641-4054

Backplanes ( motherboards) have
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tLine filtered connectors
expensive and effective
liminate conducted noise.

COST-EFFECTIVE QUIET

AMP filtered and
shielded connectors stop
EMI coming and going.
Electromagnetic crackles, blips and zaps can scramble a
computer's memory, garble communications and destroy
IC's. And for years, AMP has been applying uncommon
talents to solving this common problem.
To help ensure your own system doesn't radiate noise
that FCC regulations forbid, we can now supply shielded
versions of connectors that are the standards of the
industry. In every size and style you might need, including
high density, subminiature and circular types. And they're
all designed to deliver the plus performance you expect
from AMP.
The AMP attack on EMI goes beyond shielding to stop
conducted interference as well. Unique one-piece filter
contacts built into AMP connectors absorb and dissipate
noise, letting only pure signals through, often eliminating
the need for special cables and auxiliary filter circuits.
You get this premium performance with termination
economies that AMP has pioneered for half acentury.

%row'

For complete shielded and filtered facts, call the
AMP Information Desk at ( 717) 780-4400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

AUVE Fe means productivity.
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FILSERED CONNECTOR PERFORMANCE

You cart choose the insertion- loss
vs. frequency characteristics you
need.

A complete range of shielded styles,
including post/receptacle configurations.
AMP Is atrademark of AMP Incorporated

Productor. Sockets
Circle No. 198

Low Profile Sockets
Circle No. 199

Burn- in Sockets
Circle No. 200

pain-In-the-neck, right?
Wrong!

When you decide to eliminate board
problems with sockets, be sure to specify
the best you can get... RN Precision
Screw Machine Sockets
RN Series ICA/ICT
Sockets Available with 6to
64 contacts, solder or
wrap pin.

Sockets, used selectively,
can eliminate 4of your
toughest, everyday board
problems!
Take afresh look at RN precision
screw machine sockets. You may be
surprised to see how many ways they
can eliminate trouble, save real money
and make you ahero to your boss:

.shooting': Socket your sophistiSimplify board "trouble-

cated circuits so that you can remove
and test them without desoldering.
Excessive de-soldering heat can
cause costly board de- lamination as
well as circuit damage.

2•

Slash field service costs.
Simply unplug your circuits, test
and replace in the field. No timewasting de- soldering troubles.

Precision pin socket
contacts for maximum
reliability and high retention.
Technology innovations from

RN include...
Four- finger BeCu contact
assures solid gastight
mating, even with short
leads.

•Lowest profile in industry—
.122"
•High temperature: 200°0
•Lowest insertion force5ounces, maximum

Contact available
in gold or tinplate.

• . 180" solder tail length
available

Closed bottom prevents
flux and solder
contamination.

e

Modify boards in the field.
Um It is as easy as unplugging a
circuit and inserting the new or reprogrammed IC package.
Have peace of mind by
4w socketing
state-of-Ine-art

devices that have not had MTBF
standards established.

Brass shell available
in gold or tinplate.
lefteMetai

WRITE TODAY
for information on the full line of R \Jsockets, contact:
Robinson Nugent, Inc., 800 E. Eighth St.,
New Albany, IN 47150. Phone: (812) 945-0211.
Circle No. 204

BwmitoArremvom cevAiler
AruEeArKFArc.01/AZITY
WITH

800 Easi Eighth Street, New Albany, Indiana 47150 • Phone: ( 812) 945-0211

In Europe: Rue St. Georges 6, CH 2800 Delémont, Switzerland • Phone: ( 066) 22 98 22

Flat Cable Connectors
Circle No. 201

DIN Connectors
Circle No. 202

Quick/Connect Prototype Boards
Circle No. 203
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bus for their signals and their operating

socketing devices for easy removal and

power. It has anumber of connectors,

replacement ( much like the then-

The machined contact offers the best
performance. It consists of a machined

usually headers ( male pins, although, as

familiar vacuum tubes) were both

outer barrel and afour-leaf, beryllium-

mentioned earlier there is atrend

desirable and necessary for ICs to

copper contact-spring insert. It permits

toward areversed DIN standard where

reach their total potential.

good electrical connection with lower

sockets rather than pins go on the

In addition, there are other reasons

contact forces, making the contacts

board). The connectors accept

for socketing ICs, according to Smith.

suitable for higher- pin-count devices.

daughter boards on their mating ends

To begin with, expensive ICs are often

The inner contact spring is usually gold-

while their back connections are made

socketed so they may be easily

plated, while the outer sleeve may be

either by wire wrapping or by soldering.

salvaged if the board is scrapped. Also,

either tin- or gold-plated.

It should be noted that while wire-

the ICs are installed after the sockets

wrapped backplanes are preferred by
the military, the general usage is going

have been safely soldered in place,

more expensive than the.single-beam

thereby avoiding damage by the widely

variety: a 16- position socket in high

more and more toward solder

accepted wave soldering technique.

volume will command aprice of around

connections.

Moreover, improvements in technology.

34e to 36e. However, they offer a

After years of stagnation, the

These contacts are considerably

often make aone-to-one replacement

number of significant functional

backplane industry today is alive with

of earlier- generation devices possible.

advantages over their stamped and

the spirit of innovation: as with general

With ICs socketed, such upgrading is
quite painless.

formed counterparts that include:

pc boards, the backplanes are feeling
the demand of [SI and VLSI on
accommodating greater densities and
higher pin counts. In response,

• No solder wicking. The contact body
is completely enclosed on the bottom,

Wide Price Range
Although the reasons why auser may

isolating the contact area from the tail
of the contact. Thus there is no

backplanes with multiple layers,

want to socket ICs are fairly clear,

possibility of solder wicking up into the

increased connector densities, and finer

choosing among different products

contact— single- and dual- beam

pc lines are appearing. Then, as more

often is difficult. For instance, prices of

contacts use an extra part to fight this

and more power-hungry ICs per unit

several " identical" IC sockets may

condition: an antiwicking wafer.

area of a typical backplane are

differ by an order of magnitude. A

• Easier entry for IC pins. The relatively

squeezed in, the backplanes are called

closer look will show why this is so.

large tapered entry provides easy

upon to handle ever higher currents.

There are three basic contact types

alignment when inserting an IC. This

And as faster and faster signals are

used in IC sockets today: single- and

feature makes the socket ideally suited

demanding bandwidths into the

dual- beam, both of them stamped and

for automatic- insertion production

gigahertz range, connecting lines of

formed, and machined.

techniques.

backplanes must serve as controlledimpedance transmission lines.

IC Sockets Flourish

The single- beam contact is the most
widely used. It is stamped and is

III Low contact forces. Gold-plated
contacts require lower insertion forces

generally tin-plated. The electrical

(inherent in a machined contact) in

contact between chip and socket

order to reduce the chances of damage

contact is made to the face of the IC.

to an IC during insertion and removal.

Perhaps the biggest single reason for

This type of contact is well- suited to

overall connector market, according to

their popularity is low cost. In high

higher pin counts- 24 and higher.

Dennis Smith, manager of product

volume, a 16- position socket will sell for
4.3e to 4.8e, or about 0.3e per contact.

individual leafs within the machined

IC interconnection products currently
account for about 20% to 25% of the

development at Ansley Electronics. " By
the end of 1984, the market is expected

• More contact points. The four
contact spring can provide up to four

to expand by 60%." In spite of this

These sockets are characterized by
very high contact pressure ( required by

acceptance, there is still aquestion—

tin-plated surfaces), making them most

feature obviously increases connection

why ICs should be socketed rather than

suitable for lower- pin- count ICs.

reliability.

soldered?

Dual- beam contacts are also
stamped and formed. About 60% of

contact area in amachined contact is

semiconductor devices are generally

them are tin-plated, and the remainder

closer to the top of the connector, the

expensive, but their prices decline

use gold. These contacts come in two

wiping action during installation of an IC

steadily as volumes and yields increase.

varieties— face-wipe that make

is increased. This feature also allows a

The initial high prices of new ICs are

connection to the wide, flat portion of

wider tolerance on the IC leg length.

usually accompanied by relatively poor

the IC leg; and edge- wipe that grab the

la Better heat dissipation. Because of

reliability and high failure rates. To

narrow edge of the IC leg. The prices

its larger mass, the machined contact

improve equipment servicing, Smith

are slightly more than for the single-

provides better heat dissipation for an

explains, it was felt early on that

beam versions.

IC, serving as a built-in heat sink.

It is a truism that newly- developed
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contact points with the leg of an IC. This

la Better wiping action. Since the

E
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Molex. Atotal insulation
displacement system.

For discrete wire or cable
applications.
I.D. section with 4high-pressure points
of contact.
2points of contact with the
mating pin.
Exclusive dual cantilever design
assures maximum contact pressure
with the mating pin. Plating and
terminal design options available.

•••••••••

.1••••.•
•••••••

Nylon housing meets performance
standards worldwide.

At Molex, "total" means afull line of connectors,
wafers, cable and application tooling, plus the all
around service you need to incorporate the cost and
labor savings of insulation displacement technology
(IDTT") into your present manufacturing process.
We offer both standard and harness board
connectors. They're available on . 098" (2,5mm), . 100"
(2,54mm), . 156" (3,96mm) . 197" (5,0mm)and . 200"
(5,08mm) center spacings.
First in Customer Service ... worldwide

digiï

Maid

mum

Molex also offers arange of edge card connectors
and 19 varieties of planar cable based on 3different
wire types.
Complementing these products is our complete
line of application tooling . . . from hand tools for small
production runs, to fully automated harness assembly
machines which can make up to 18,000 terminations
an hour.
And, with Molex's worldwide network of representatives and distributors, we're prepared to give
you prompt, efficient service, no matter where
you're located.
For more information on our or products and
the many ways Molex can help you lower your total
applied costs, contact the Molex office nearest you.

Molex Corporate Headquarters: 2222 Wellington Ct., Lisle, IL 60532 Phone: ( 312) 969 4550 Telex: 27-0072/25-4069
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...just the beginning of the end
in cord and cable assemblies.
As shielding needs change and hightech design pushes performance to
new frontiers you'll find Beloen/CPDle
molded cable assemblies and power
SUDDly cords ready to meet the most
demanding requirements.
We offer hundreds of standard interconnect molded cable assemblies and
power coros. We have totally shielded
and unshielded cable assemblies and
cord products— including more than
1100 cord and plug approvals for
foreign markets.
If you're concerned about meeting
EMI/RFI requirements set forth in FCC
Docket 420780 talk to Belden/CPD.

You won't find abetter source for he.
We have standards that will help your
system meet FCC requirements, right
now. Or we can custom design products for you system. Standard or
special, Belden can deliver exactly
what you need— when needed— and
demonstrate ways to increase performance wilhout increasing cost.
Put us o the : est— i` you have a
design problem that ccncerns cable
assemblies or cords, please call. We'd
like to won< with you. Write or call:
Belden, Cord Products Division, 2000
S. Batavia Ave, Geneva, IL 60134.
Phone: 312/232-8900.

Ask for your copy of our
catalog, " Power Supply
Cords and Molded Cable
Assemblies!'
4-1-3
There is no equal.

COOPER

BELDEN

INDUSTRIES

C1983 Belden
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Probing the news_
Analysis of technology and business developments

IC makers warily watch the recovery
Upturn is fueled by demands of small systems, but the fall will show
whether mainframes and minicomputers will sustain the trend
by J. Robert Lineback, Dallas bureau

Buoyed by asudden wave of demand
from small-system makers, recessionweary chip makers are prolonging a
rare summer fling with record order
rates. Although confidence and sales
are at last heating up, semiconductor
merchants apprehensively await autumn, when many hope to have a
clearer view of just how the untested
recovery is taking shape.
Pivotal to it all is timing. By the
fall, chip vendors hope, the aftershock of any small-system shakeout
will be more than offset by the reappearance of their traditional mainframe and minicomputer customers.
Too much of agap between the two
recoveries could lead to aminislump,
further clouding the long-term outlook. If the two should overlap, however, shortages could hit logic and
memory markets next year.
Ironically, much of the enigma
can be linked to the industry's technology victories during the threeyear recession. While volume sales
remained flat, development of costeffective large-scale integrated circuits continued at a normal pace.
Those new chips have, in turn, generated new markets that have not yet
been tested in a healthy economy.
Also, proliferation into awide range
of commercial and consumer goods
has more closely aligned the business
with general economic glitches, complicating the tricky art of projecting
semiconductor demand.
"I've been at it for 25 years and
it's proven a very difficult market to
forecast," says William N. Sick, executive vice president of Texas Instruments Inc.'s Dallas-based Semiconductor Group, which saw orders
jump to record levels in May and
June. "The semiconductor markets
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are buffered by a number of inventories between end consumer and
chip manufacturer. Therefore, upturns tend to cause us to go up a
little stronger, while dips hit us harder than the general economy."
Inventories were the malefactor in
the 1982 minirecovery that left a
number of silicon merchants ramping
up production after demand had already abated. In fact, fear of being
jilted once again by a false recovery
continues to sap industry confidence,
says Michael Kubiak, staff economist
with the Semiconductor Industries
Association, in San Jose, Calif. "Low
inventories—which were the result of
high interest rates and the long recession—have always played havoc with
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Using more. Estimating that first-half bookto-bill ratios hit a record 1.5 to 1, marketresearch firm ICE also foresees a long upswing in capacity utilization.

chip makers," he notes. But this year
is different.
"We are seeing a much steeper
ramp-up this time compared to the
last full recovery, from the 1974-75
recession. It is still unclear whether
or not it will sustain itself as long,
however," Kubiak adds, noting the
last ramp-up lasted more than four
years. On the basis of this summer's
steep order rates, the SIA is currently
revising upward by 3% to 5% its
projection of volume through 1986.
Record ratio. Similarly, Integrated
Circuit Engineering Corp. now expects that "very healthy book-to-bill
ratios of 1.2 to 1.3 [to 1] should be
the norm for the fourth quarter of
1983." The Scottsdale, Ariz., marketresearch firm puts first-half book-tobill ratios at nearly 1.5 to 1, which is
an all-time high.
Anticipating at least 12% growth
in semiconductor sales in the combined U. S.-European market, ICE
predicts that 1984 could support
growth rates around 18%. In Japan,
which is expected to see a 16% jump
this year, ICE says overall solid-state
growth for 1984 will be 22%, with
29% for integrated circuits.
Assuming no new recession occurs
later in the decade, U. S. merchant
semiconductor production is expected to total $27 billion in 1990, compared with about $9 billion in 1983.
With a recession around 1986, U. S.
production might reach $ 18 billion.
Even though U. S. chip makers
may now have idle capacity at the
front end, much of it will be inadequate to serve the critical new markets that were born during the threeyear slump, says W. R. Bottoms,
president of Varian Associates' Semiconductor Equipment Group in Palo
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Alto, Calif. "The turndown period
lasted so long that the technology
actually walked away from some of
the existing installed capacity," he
says, predicting "a considerable
crunch in front-end capacity" by the
end of the year.
No fear. While equipment suppliers anxiously wait for new orders,
chip producers remember ayear ago
when the 1982 boom went bust,
states Jack Beedle, president of InStat Inc., aScottsdale, Ariz., marketresearch firm. "But this is probably
the strongest recovery this industry's
ever seen. We can even see allocation
in discretes, which has not happened
since the mid- 1970s."
In Newport Beach, Calif., Rockwell International Corp.'s Gilbert F.
Amelio, who heads the Electronics
Devices division, cautions, "Bluntly,
it's not really over. We're still having
headaches." Although memory and
logic lead times are being pushed out
by strong demand, microprocessor
and peripheral chips are "improving,
but not great," signifying what may
be the first sign of softness in the
personal-computer market.
Likewise, Eric Lidow, president of
International Rectifier Corp., El Se-

gundo, Calif., believes there is still
more to see before declaring the marathon recession finished. The powercircuit producer, which is heavily involved in capital-equipment markets,
believes industrial sectors are not
eyeing spending yet, with plant use
running at only 70%. Further clouding the situation are still-high interest rates, which along with the stronger dollar have "destroyed the export
market for high-tech products."
RCA Corp.'s Art Liebschutz, manager of marketing for bipolar ICs and
mos logic at the Solid State division,
in Somerville, N. J., believes the recession is indeed over. What's more,
he says, it will likely stay that way
for at least the next six months because of the trend to lower interest
rates, as well as the Reagan Administration's interest in continuing the
recovery through the 1984 election.
In Carrollton, Texas, Mostek
Corp.'s Timothy Propeck, director of
marketing, believes, "This recovery is
being driven by consumption on the
low end, primarily the personal computer. A lot of the caution you still
hear in the industry is because we
are having a segmented recovery."
Also seeing a bright picture is
James R. Fiebiger, Motorola Inc.'s
vice president and assistant general
manager of the Semiconductor Prod-
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Growth race. Market- researcher ICE sees U. S. and European IC production growing at a
faster rate than Japan's through 1985 and a 12% U. S.- Europe sales growth.
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ucts Sector, in Phoenix, Ariz. He
says the recovery appears to be in a
little better shape than it was in June
when he presented semiconductor
market projections at San Diego's
1983 Semiconductor Forum.
Good cheer. From Melbourne,
Fla., the feeling is also optimistic.
Michael Graff, vice president of marketing at Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Sector, says June and July were
key months in declaring the recovery
officially on, but "it will probably be
September before the industry will be
able to gage just how big."
Similarly hopeful are Silicon Valley's chip makers. F. Joseph Van
Poppelen, vice president of marketing at National Semiconductor
Corp., in Santa Clara, Calif., says
that microprocessor-based systems
will continue to have a "long-term
significant effect on the industry."
Intel Corp.'s Dave House, vice
president and general manager of the
Microcomputer Group, also in Santa
Clara, says the company was caught
adding capacity last year when the
short upswing turned off, but that
actually worked in its favor this year.
Lag overseas. In Europe, the recovery generally lags behind that of
the U. S., says Malcom G. Penn, associate director of Dataquest UK Ltd.
Just as in 1982, this year started out
strongly for West European semiconductor bookings—up 23% to 25%.
over the fourth quarter, he says.
Lack of a strong personal-computer
industry is behind the Continent's
lag, says Gernot Oswald, managing
director of semiconductor sales at
Siemens AG in West Germany.
Although jumps in consumer
spending have boosted some chip
volumes in Japan, sales to office-system manufacturers are accounting
for much of the general increases.
Fujitsu Ltd. reports it raised its semiconductor production rate by 25.1%
last March over the same month in
1982. Hitachi Ltd. adds that, unlike
the case in consumer-fueled recoveries of the 1970s, much of its chip
shipments are now being consumed
by office equipment. And NEC Corp.
reports sales to consumer-electronics
customers jumped 95% at the beginning of the year.
Reporting contributed by Linda Lowe, Wesley R. Iversen,
Larry Waller, Marilyn A. Harris, Eve Newman, Kiyo Inoue,
Robert T. Gallagher, John Gosch, and Kevin Smith.
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LI HT I WEIGH
HEAVY ON PERFORMAItCE

Kyowa Compact Data Recorders
RTP 502A Data Recorder
*Take it anywhere— it's the lightest
(under 10 lbs.!) 7-channel data recorder
on the market.
• Extra small size- 10.5" x4.6" x5.7"
—requires less installation area. Ideal
for data recording in limited spaces.
•Outstanding shock and vibration
resistance conforming to MIL- STD-810C
— perfect for field and vehicle- borne
applications. Built-in noise compensation for recording with ahigh SN ratio.
•3tape speeds, up to 3hours 45
minutes recording time. Compatible
with Kyowa's RTP 501A/AL for
reproducing.
RTP 501A/AL Data
Recorder/Reproducer
•7- channel record/reproduce capability in the smallest, most lightweight
(under 18 lbs.) package available

•SN ratio of 51dB, comparable to
desk top.
•Built-in microprocessor self-tests
functions before operation, indicates
excess input to assure correct, errorfree measurement.
RTP 60013 14-channel Video
Cassette Data Recorder/Reproducer
•Only from Kyowa—compact ligntweight cassette convenience combined
with capacity formerly found only in
reel-to-reel.
e Microcomputer-controlled for superior accuracy, self-testing of functions.
•Outstanding 49dB SN ratio and ± 3G
vibration resistance for minimum
dropout.
•Two sets of record/reproduce heads
allow simultaneous monitoring of
recording/reproduction, 6tape speeds,
1:32 time base conversion

,ociéeróoóéàoceow.c.-;... - oaon000000canne*.RTP 6006

Anywhere you need them, Kyowa's
compact data recorders give you great
big performance. For complete details,
call 201-784-0500 or write:

KVOWA. DENGICICII
Subsidiary of Kyowa

KYOWA DENGYO CORPORATION
81 Ruckman Road Closter, N J 07E ,24
Phone 201-784-3500 Telex 135067 KYOWA USA
Manufacturer

KYOWA ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD.
Tokyo . Japan
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Who will make a
microchip so advanced,
America's competitors
will find it
hard to swallow?
WE wall
It's tiny Smaller than your thumbnail.
Ma But for some countries, it's going to be
alittle tough to digest.
Because an American company Western Electric, is
already producing this tiny wonder—shattering the myth
that America has fallen behind in microelectronics

technology
It'sc' led the 256K DRAM ( Dynamic Random Access
Memory). And its capability is astonishing, It's so advanced,
it can store over 254000 bits of information. And retrieve
any one of them in billionths of asecond.
It will help bring awhole new world of Information
Age services into your home: electronic banking, shopping
at home, instant news and weather... even inexpensive
energy management.
We're Western Electric. And working with our research
and development partner, Bell Labs, we're applying the
technologies of microelectronics, lightwave, and software
to make the dream of the Information Age areality

Western Electric
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Packaging & production

Jury still out on 6-in. wafers
IC makers insist on going to 5- in, size first even as
equipment makers rush to get new fabrication systems to market
by Jetty Lyman, Packaging & Production Editor

Anyone about to bet that the 6-inch
wafer will soon take the semiconductor world by storm had better look
for someplace safer to invest his
money. For despite the increased
productivity that ashift to larger wafers brings and despite efforts by
makers of fabrication equipment to
rush the necessary new machinery to
the market, there is a sharp difference of opinion in the worldwide integrated-circuit
industry
about
whether a quick transition to the 6inchers should take place.
To be sure, a few companies, like
Texas Instruments, Mostek, and Intel, have such plans; but others, like
Motorola and National Semiconductor, will stick to their pre-recession
schedule of installing new 5-in. lines.
Surprisingly, Japanese firms, which
unceasingly strive for higher productivity, plan no move to the larger
wafers for some time.
On the face of it, lc makers should
be eager to leapfrog from their current 4-in, lines directly to 6-in, ones,
bypassing the 5-in. step. A 6-in, wafer has 125% more surface area than
a 4-in, one, but a 5-in, wafer has
only 56% more. That is a better
than 2: 1increase in differential surface area, and the resulting growth in
the number of chip sites per wafer
seems enough reason for the jump.
However, the higher cost of equipment, the fact that complete lines
will not be available before the end
of next year, and a disinclination to
drop well-laid plans to step up to the
5-in, mark are enough in many cases
to offset the advantages.
Still, unlike their customers in the
IC business, U. S. makers of lithography and wafer-fabrication gear seem
to agree that the future of their $ 1.4
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billion annual market demands that
they think big. The upshot is that
they are rushing to get 6-in.—compatible versions of their equipment into
the field. In fact, some machines are
now being delivered.
Silicon decisions. Among those inclined toward 6 in., Texas Instruments Inc. is one of the leaders and
does not appear to be worried about
the availability of new equipment.
Walden C. Rhines, manager at Us
advanced development group in Dallas, says, "Most of the equipment
necessary to produce and use 6-in.
wafers is either already in place on
today's leading-edge front ends or is
being promised for availability by the
beginning of 1984. Certainly, the capability to switch from 5-in, wafers
to 6-in, wafers should be in place late
this year or early next. So, it's only a
tradeoff question of how quickly you
want to make the conversions."
Though Rhines refuses to speculate about when TI will implement 6in. slices, he says the company's new
5-in, front ends, now being installed,
are being designed for easy upgrades
to the larger wafers. Further down
the line, perhaps in 1986 or 1987, TI
expects to move to 8-in, wafer processing and thus to extensive redesign of processing equipment.
Like TI, Mostek Corp. is bullish
on 6-in. wafers. The company has 4in. wafer lines at its Carrollton, Texas, facility and newer 5-in, lines in
Colorado Springs, Colo. "Converting 4-in.-wafer lines to 6-in.
lines may make more business
sense than upgrading current 5-in, lines," says Marlin Shopbell, manager of
advanced process automation.

Motorola Inc. and National Semiconductor Corp., ranked second and
third, respectively, in U. S. IC production, are more conservative in
their projections. For example, Tom
Filesi, operations manager of materials for Motorola's Semiconductor
Sector, Phoenix, Ariz., says that
U. S. firms have no reason to push
the move to 6-in, wafers at this time,
since it is an economic decision
based on capacity. Because there is
plenty to spare now, Motorola has
no plans to move to the larger slice
for at least 18 months. In fact, it is
still mostly at the 4-in, stage, with
only the most advanced lines at 5-in.
Filesi says that the worldwide installed base is still struggling to convert to 5-in. slices.
For its part, National, Santa
Clara, Calif., has "just completed the
conversion to 5-in, equipment on
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most" of its lines, says Nelson Walker, director of facilities. "And if we
start anything new in the near future, it will be 5 in., too. But six
months from now we might give 6in. serious consideration, and in a
year anew line would probably be 6in. This is because the whole string
of equipment is not there yet to build
a complete 6-in. fab facility."
The situation in Japan is somewhat the same. Although most IC
companies will not reveal any of
their plans to change over to 6-in.
wafers, the great majority of the Japanese firms are still switching over
from 4- to 5-in. wafers. For example,
at Toshiba Corp.'s facility in Kawasaki, virtually all production is still
in 4-in. wafers. However, Toshiba
does have a 5-in, pilot line running
at its design center and plans to
transfer the technology to fullfledged production plants by the end
of this year. But it will be more than
two years at best before the company
starts making 6-in. wafers.
Masakatsu Nakamura, manager of
the lc advanced manufacturing engineering department at Toshiba,
points out that converting an existing
4-in, line to 5-in, would take at least
a month. With current demand
healthy, Toshiba cannot afford that
kind of shutdown, so it will add 5-in.
lines to keep up with demand, not as
replacements for 4-in. lines. He believes other Japanese makers are taking the same approach and suspects
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that Toshiba will do the same when
it converts to 6-in. machinery.
The great change. For the equipment industry, it is estimated that a
6-in, line would cost 15% to 25%
more than a 5-in. version. The new
line, however, would be more economical on a per-chip basis. But all
such discussion is academic unless
there is a complete array of equipment to implement such a line.
Currently, there are gaps in the
lineup both for lithography and for
wafer fabrication, the two facets of
ic processing. The costliest lithography equipment poses the fewest
problems. Big-ticket mask-to-wafer
aligners, particularly step-and-repeat
projection types, need comparatively
little redesign for the shift to 6 in.,
but the processing modules and the
conveyor tracks for the wafers have
to be thoroughly reworked.
Comments Aubrey C. Tobey, formerly vice president of marketing at
GCA'S IC Systems Group, Bedford,
Mass., before moving in June to Micronix Corp., Los Gatos, Calif.:
"Larger wafers will mean more fluid
in the cleaning stage; heavier wafers
will mean different spinning speeds
for removing the cleaning fluid and
spreading the photoresists; and ovens
that bake on the photoresists will
have to be larger."
As for wafer-fabrication operations—diffusion, ion implantation,
deposition, oxidation, and test and
inspection—the difficulty of adapting

production equipment to 6-in, wafers
also varies. However, it appears now
that most of the problems associated
with the shift upward will be solved
by the end of 1984. OCA, for one, is
aiming at a mid- 1984 debut for a 6in. Wafertrac fabrication line. On the
other hand, Eaton Corp.'s San Jose,
Calif., semiconductor equipment operation will be supplying 6-in.—compatible processing modules and a
track by year-end.
There already are 6-in.—compatible
diffusion furnaces, ion implanters,
and wafer probe stations. Not yet
available is plasma-etching equipment, especially for the batch mode.
In the important dry-etching field,
Applied Materials Inc., Santa Clara,
Calif., is developing a 6-in.—compatible version of its hexode plasma reactor. Plasma-Therm Systems Inc.,
Kresson, N. J., and Anelva Corp., in
Japan, already have single-wafer systems for dry etching of 6-in. wafers.
And future machines like GCA'S reactive-ion-etching single-wafer etcher
have 6-in, capability as a design
objective.
At least two diffusion-furnace
makers, BTU Engineering Corp., Billerica, Mass., and Thermco Products
Corp., Orange, Calif., already have
units able to process 6-in. wafers.
John Fabricus, BTU vice president,
says that 40% of its furnaces have
81
/4
in.-diameter tubes and are capable, with the proper quartzware, of
running 6-in. wafers. BTU also makes
furnaces with 71
/2
in, tubes that can
be modified for about $ 5,000 per
tube to accept 6-in. slices.
Ready
with
6-in.—compatible
equipment right now are the two major manufacturers of ion-implantation equipment, Varian Associates'
Extrion division, Gloucester, Mass.,
and the Nova Implant Systems division of Eaton Corp., Beverly, Mass.
As for testing these large wafers,
makers of computer-controlled automatic test equipment care little what
size wafers their equipment sees,
though wafer-probe—station makers
are concerned. Most such firms are
in California, such as Electroglas
Corp., Santa Clara, and Rucker &
Kolls and Pacific Western Systems,
both in Mountain View. All are already supplying 6-in, types, and
Rucker & Kolls already has an 8-in.
prober in development.
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control at your fingertips.
Use the graphics capability
of our 16-line, 80-character
touch-sensitive display to
create more effective
operator prompts.
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Fluke Languages include
both Interpreted and
Compiled BASIC,
FORTRAN, and Assembly.
Each comes with complete
documentation support.

1722A PRODUCT SUMMARY

Standard Features
16-Bit, 12 MHz, TMS 99000 Processor
136K Byte Memory
400K Byte 51
/ inch Flexible Disk Drive
4
IEEE-488 ( 1980) Interface Port
RS-232-C Interface Port
Character Display, 80 Characters by 16 Lines
High-Resolution (640 x224) Graphics
Touch-Sensitive Display, 60 Key
Detachable 66-key Keyboard
Fluke Enhanced BASIC Interpreter
Advanced Text Editor
File Utility Program
Standard Rack Mount Package
Five Expansion Slots

Optional Features
Memory Expansion to 2.6M Bytes
Bubble Memory to 1.4M Bytes
IEEE-488/RS-232-C Interface
Dual Serial Interface
(RS- 232-C, RS-422, Current Loop)
Dual Paralle116-Bit Interface
External 5M Byte Winchester
External Single (400K Byte) or
Dual (800K Byte) Disk
IEEE-488 or RS-232-C Printers
Single-or Six-Pen Plotter
Assembly Language Development System
FORTRAN Development System
Compiled BASIC Development System
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The new Fluke 1722A Instrument Controller combines the computational capability and
interfacing flexibility you need—with the rugged packaging and easy-to-use human interface your factory demands. All at anew, low
price. Now you can integrate your next automated test system faster and put your people
to work sooner.
The power of the 1722A is a16-bit singleboard computer. Its 12 MHz speed puts it in
the same class as many minicomputers. To
simplify programming, all four of our programming languages include special adaptations for controlling IEEE-488-compatible
instrumentation. And if you already own
a1720A Instrument Controller, you can run
your existing software on the 1722A—without
modification.
The modular mainframe mounts easily in
astandard 19 inch rack and allows you to configure interfaces and memory to your specific
requirements. The IEEE-488 (1980) and
RS-232-C interfaces can be expanded with an
optional IEEE-488 and RS-232-C card, parallel interface card or dual serial interface card.
Memory is expandable to 2.6M bytes with RAM
cards or 1.4M bytes with bubble memory cards.
The 1722A's touch-sensitive display dramatically simplifies system operation. Once programmed, the display presents only pertinent
options, allowing you to structure the user's
response to the system. This helps reduce
mistakes and increase throughput.
The 1722A is priced at $7450 (U.S. List),
including BASIC Interpreter, documentation
and alimited one-year warranty. So get in
touch with your local Fluke Sales Engineer or
Representative for more information or call us
toll free at 800-426-0361.
IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES: IN EUROPE:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. Fluke ( Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box C9090, M/S 250C
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Everett, WA 98206
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(206) 356-5400, Tlx: 152662 ( 013)673973, Tlx: 52237

FLUKE

The 1722A puts you in
touch with greater
productivity for your factory
test, industrial process
control or OEM system.

Copyright 01983, John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
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Telecommunications abroad

Japan's INS taps home-grown technology
NTT has developed its own fiber-optic links, VLSI chips, digital switches,
and K- band satellites for anationwide integrated digital system
by Michael Berger, Tokyo bureau

Much could happen before Japan
brings together all the pieces of its
highly touted Information Network
System (iNs). The scheme is ambitious: under it, by the year 2000 the
country is to be blanketed by an integrated all-digital network handling
telephone, telex, facsimile, data, and
video communications. Should the
20-year project, which could cost as
much as $ 125 billion, fall short of its
goal, it won't be for lack of the right
technology.
To make sure of that, Nippon
Telegraph &
Telephone
Public
Corp., the agency shepherding the effort, has spent heavily for research
and development on the leading-edge
hardware the Information Network
System will need. For basic research
alone, Nrr's budget will run to an
estimated $375 million in the current
fiscal year, and it has no fewer than

INFOR
MATIONPROCESSING
CENTER

3,000 or so engineers at work in its
four laboratories.
The results of the heavy R&D
spending are already evident. "There
is no doubt in my mind that the
Japanese can build INS without any
help," says Don Green, managing director of AT&T, Japan.
Nrr is concentrating on four basic
sectors, crucial to the kind of network it has in mind. Obviously, it
has teams at work on digital switching. Fiber-optic links have come in
for considerable attention, since they
will turn up both in subscriber lines
and trunks. NTT is whetting the technology for satellite circuits, which
will carry much of the heavy traffic.
The agency has even delved into the
basic building blocks for the computers that will direct the vast network,
developing a special 256-R random
access memory, among other thjngs.
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Digitizing Japan. This schematic shows NTT's Information Network System. The plan call
for the phone, telex, facsimile, data, and video network to be complete by the year 2000.
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But the most visible achievements
so far have surely been in fiber optics. At the end of 1982, 12 fiberoptic transmission systems, ranging
in length from 6 to 13 kilometers
(3.7 to 8 miles), were operating in
Japan. Nine of these systems have
transmission capacities of 32 megabits per second, and three run at 100
Mb/s. By December, a400-mb/s line
that is now undergoing tests should
be operating. NT!' says that 75 optical-fiber cable links will be in operation by the end of 1984.
Meanwhile, NTT continues to advance the technology. In fact, it successfully performed two significant fiber-optic experiments just this summer. First, NT!' transmitted pulses at
a rate of 1.6 billion/s—the equivalent of 23,040 telephone channels—
over a link 40 km long, without a
repeater. For the experiment, the
agency put to work a 1.54-micrometer—wavelength distributed-feedback
laser that it developed for the purpose of optical transmission [
Electronics, Nov. 17, 1981, p. 68].
Nrr's second summer success was
announced in late June. At the
Fourth International Conference on
Integrated Optics and Optical Fiber
Communication, in Tokyo, the agency reported on an experimental optical link 134 km long—the longest
without a repeater, it claims. Bell
Laboratories demonstrated a 119-km
link earlier this year.
Fiber key. NT!' credits its achievement to a very low-loss single-mode
fiber (0.23 do/km), to its 1.54-gm
distributed-feedback laser transmitter, and to anew type of germanium
avalanche photodiode for the receiver. The fiber cable has a capacity of
400 Mb/s, equivalent to 5,760 tele-
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Probing the news
phone channels. NTT expects to have
its long-reach technology ready for
field service within three years. At
the moment, Japan's the longest repeaterless system in service is about
40 km (24.9 m) long.
Half adozen years ago NTT developed an in-house technology, vapor
axial deposition (vAD), for producing
optical fiber. The method synthesizes
the glass in the direction of the axis,
thus permitting continuous manufacture of the parent body. The process
also virtually removes the OH radical
during the heating and transparency
procedures, so the transmission-loss
ratio can be cut to 0.2 dB/km. Although VAD is more complex than
Corning Glass Works' vapor phase
oxidation (vPo) method, NTT feels
that its native technology will be better
suited
to
low-cost
mass
production.
For short hops, Nrr has high
hopes for plastic fibers, which figure
to be less expensive than glass. NTT
has not made any cost estimates, because this research is still in the early
stages, but it has pulled deuterated—
acrylic-resin fibers that have losses of
less than 20 dB/km. The maximum
transmission distance achieved with
these fibers is 1.3 km, but since that
is adequate for circuits inside buildings, plastic optical fibers are on the
worklist.
Teamwork. NTT's approach to developing very large-scale integrated
circuits, essential for INS' digital
switches and high-speed computers,
is a cooperative one. At present,
Nrrr's switches and information-processing equipment use 64-K RAM
chips that evolved from Nrr's joint
research with NEC Corp., Hitachi
Ltd., and Fujitsu Ltd. By 1985, NTT
plans to step up to 256-K RAMs,
again the outcome of joint research
with private makers.
By the time Nrr's 256-K chips
start appearing in INS hardware, the
country will be well on the way to
an all-digital telephone network,
which is supposed to be complete by
1986. Further integration of telex,
data-communications, facsimile, and
video-communications facilities is to
come by the mid- 1980s, too.
The pace of cutting over digital
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exchanges has been brisk. Last December, the first digital telephone
switch, the D-60, was installed in
Tokyo. Testing at a 5,000-circuit capacity, the D-60 is a large-capacity
(57,000-circuit) switch for inner cities and outlying areas. By the end of
1984, NTT expects to have 80 digital
exchanges in operation.
Soup to nuts. Nrr has developed a
range of technology, from chips to
transponders for satellites whose
channels will augument fiber-optic,
coaxial, and microwave trunk links.
The agency began its nationwide satellite communications services with
last February's launching of the CS2a built by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries on a Japanese version of a
Thor-Delta launcher. Nicknamed the
Sakura 2, the satellite has quasi-millimeter-wave (30/20 GHz) transponders, which make it the world's first
to operate in the K band.
Despite its K-band strengths, the
Sakura 2, carrying only 4,000 telephone channels, does not fit into the
INS scheme. But NTT has designs for
two large satellites that do. They will
have capacities between 100,000 and
200,000 channels, and their scheduled launch dates are in 1988 and
1995, respectively.
Technology will not itself determine how the INS project fares in the
long run. For INS to succeed, "two
basic conditions must be met," admits Tadasu Murakami, director of
Nrr's engineering bureau. "The first
is the establishment of asingle, integrated, bit-based tariff system which
assigns charges for all services on a
bit-guideline basis, according to the
amount of information transmitted.
The second condition is that these
services be provided at a reasonable
cost which bears no relationship to
distance."
One thing is certain: there is an
enormous market for INS-related projects. In NTT's fiscal 1984 capitalspending budget they are earmarked
for some $ 1.5 billion out of atotal of
roughly $7.3 billion. Earlier this
year, Prudential-Bache Securities'
Tokyo office predicted that the fiberoptic—systems market alone will be
worth $ 1.04 billion by 1985. Until
the end of the century, the growth of
INS-system markets will run 19% a
year on average, reaching almost $25
billion by then.
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Probing the news

Computer peripherals

Disk-drive makers squabble over norms
This time, the dispute centers on interfaces for 51
4 /
in. Winchesters;
support is split between ESDI and ANSI standards; Seagate is still amystery
by Clifford Barney, San Francisco regional bureau

Still another skirmish among diskdrive makers over standards now
seems inevitable. Last year, makers
of microfloppy disks tried to agree
on one standard and wound up with
four that are now slugging it out.
This year, the action has shifted to
interfaces for high-density 51
/4
inch
Winchester disk drives using plated
media. Once again, the outcome
could be more than one standard.
For plated disks, new interfaces
between the drive and its controller
are necessary because the media have
outstripped the technology for transferring data to and from the disk. So
new drive and controller interfaces
are now being implemented in drives
that will store up to 400 megabytes
and are expected to be on the market
late this year. At 5 megabits a second, the current Seagate Technology
ST506/412 de facto standard is too
slow. The new interfaces double the
data-transfer rate and hence the am-

TO AND FROM
HOST COMPUTER

DRIVE
CONTROLLER

ount of data that can be stored on
the high-density disk at the standard
rotational speed of 3,600 rpm.
With the new drives on the way,
the market potential is heady (see
"How big a market for mini-Winchesters?"). And out of the usual
early scramble for market position
has arisen the usual dispute over
standards.
As a result, a new generation of
incompatible equipment is likely. Reacting to separate campaigns for
each of two standards, disk makers
have split into two factions: one supports the Enhanced Small Disk Interface (Esm)
derived
from
ST506/412; the other backs the
American National Standards Institute (ANsi) specifications developed
for 8-in. Winchesters.
Neither faction shows any sign of
compromising. They do agree, however, that Seagate, of Scotts Valley,
Calif., could torpedo the whole

8- BIT PARALLEL

CLOCK AND

NONRETURN TO
ZERO DATA

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE ( ANSI) INTERFACE

TO AND FROM
HOST COMPUTER

CLOCK
ORIVE
CONTROLLER

WINCHESTER
DISK DRIVE

. BIT-SERIAL
NRZ DATA

DATA SEPARATION

ENHANCED SMALL DISK INTERFACE ( ESDI)

Putting on the gloves. The two contending standards for interfaces for 51/
4inch Winchester
disk drives differ in cable requirements and design of the drive bus.
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movement toward a common standard by issuing one of its own.
Although Seagate currently ships
only low-capacity disks, it leads the
manufacturers of small Winchesters,
accounting for some 40% of all units
shipped; therefore, any move by Seagate will be significant. The other industry heavyweight, Tandon Corp.,
Chatsworth, Calif., is reported by industry insiders to be working on a
new interface, possibly in cooperation with Seagate.
Thin-film. Both the ANSI and ESDI
camps are made up mostly of smaller
companies, some of them start-ups
formed to exploit plated thin-film
media and thin-film heads. This particular combination makes possible
51
/4
in, drives that can store up to
400 megabytes.
The ANSI and ESDI interfaces are
alike in that they support a 10-mb/s
transfer of data in a nonreturn-tozero format with aseparate clock. In
addition, both perform data separation—the conversion of magnetic
flux changes on the disk into adigital bit stream—on the drive itself,
rather than in the drive controller.
But they differ in the design of the
drive bus and in the cabling that is
required between the drive and the
controller. The ANSI interface has an
8-bit parallel bus and uses a single
50-conductor flat cable that carries
multiplexed data and control signals.
ESDI transfers data serially and
uses 20-conductor cables connected
radially from the controller to each
drive for data and a 34-conductor
daisy-chained cable for control. With
the parallel bus, the ANSI interface
permits concurrent reading and writing of data; with the radial data cables, ESDI can simultaneously read or
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evaluation to any company whose directors came, by design, from
competitors.
The first high-performance 51
4 /
inch Winchester drives will not get to the
So far the discussion has been theoretical; there are no 51
/4
in. ANSI or
market until late this year. For that reason, James N. Porter, aMountain View,
ESDI drives on the market because
Calif., management consultant who tracks disk-drive markets, says it is too
early to attempt to make forecasts about their sales. Nonetheless, Dataquest
the controllers have not been availInc., a market researcher in San Jose, Calif., has had a go at it ( see chart
able for them. But Priam and Xebec
below). Its figures, in units, cover drives that incorporate a form of data- rate
promise ANSI drive and controller
transfer that differs from the Seagate ST506/412 5- megabit- per- second de
products by the end of this year.
facto standard. The low-end column, for models with a capacity of up to 30
Maxtor and the Control Data Corp.,
through its Oklahoma City subsidmegabytes, covers drives having interfaces that are modifications of ST5061
412 only in the data rate and so do not employ the nonreturn-to-zero ( NRZ)
iary, Magnetic Peripherals Inc., plan
lormatting used by the ESDI and ANSI interfaces ( see accompanying story).
ESDI versions of their high-capacity
Winchesters; and besides Emulex,
ESTIMATED ANNUAL SHIPMENTS IN UNITS
Data Technology Corp. of Santa
HIGH PERFORMANCE 51
4 /
IN. WINCHESTER DRIVES
Clara, Interphase Corp. of Dallas,
Megabyte
O -30
30 - 100
>100
and OMTI of Campbell, Calif., will
capacity
have ESDI controllers also this year.
° 1984
9,000
1,500
700
Going alone. Meanwhile, Seagate,
which
heretofore has claimed to have
1985
139,000
25,800
8,000
found little interest in 100-plus-mega1986
580,000
125,000
38,000
I
byte drives among users and therefore would not comment about its
1987
1,400,000
267,000
84,000
plans, acknowledged that it is, indeed, working on its own interface.
Seagate will have something to say
about its intentions late in Septemwrite and issue necessary commands.
Compromise was not in the wind.
Both interfaces permit easy deter- Last spring, the ESDI faction, led by ber, but until it makes them known,
both the ANSI and ESDI camps are
mination of drive status. Also, by the Maxtor Corp., Santa Clara,
putting data separation on the drive Calif., had announced that 26 manu- proceeding with their current plans.
"I can't make adecision based on
4 /
in. Winchesters and
they eliminate one cause of confu- facturers of 51
rumors," says marketing manager
sion: whether the drive or the con- controllers were "endorsing" the
Dick Gunderson of OMTI. Priam
ESDI interface. But many of those
troller is responsible for some errors.
For data separation, the ST506/412 companies quickly made it known president William Schroeder is constandard employs amodified fm for- that they merely meant that they vinced that any Seagate interface
mat that is self-clocked by phase would support ESDI if it were attrac- based on ST506/412 would undercut
ESDI, which itself was derived from
changes in the signal. The NRZ for- tive to do so.
One of the listed supporters, Pri- that interface; the ESDI camp hopes
mat is strobed by a separate clock.
"Either one of them—ANSI or am Corp., San Jose, Calif., subse- that the new Seagate interface will
quently defected to join Xebec, a actually be close to the "step" mode
ESDI—could do the job," says William Roberts, president of Emulex controller maker in nearby Sunny- of ESDI, which is similar to
Corp., a controller manufacturer
vale, in leading the drive to establish ST506/412 except that it performs
based in Costa Mesa, Calif. "It the ANSI interface. At the San Jose NRZ data separation on the drive.
Some observers maintain that the
would be a shame if the industry meeting, Priam and Xebec angoes in different directions." Roberts nounced the formation of anonprofit controversy is premature. They point
participated in the design of both independent company, DISC Labs out that the small Winchester market was built on low cost and size, so
standards, as amember of ANSI com- Inc., that will "certify" drives and
mittee X3T9.3, which in the late controllers as conforming with the setting high-performance standards is
jumping the gun.
1970s came up with the 8-in, stan- ANSI standard.
The announcement met with little
In fact, even some makers of highdard now called BSR X3.101, and as
part of the informal committee that enthusiasm from the assembly, which performance drives are skeptical.
included 50 representatives of 30 James W. Adkisson, vice president of
has been writing ESDI.
"The 8-in. ANSI standard just companies (including some integrat- Vertex Peripherals, San Jose, says
didn't catch on," adds Roberts, ex- ed-circuit manufacturers, which will that although high data rates and
plaining why his company is now make the chips for either kind of moving the data separator to the
working on an ESDI controller. Even equipment). The objections raised at drive are clearly industry trends, the
so, to promote the idea of compro- the meeting were mainly practical, writing of detailed specifications for
mise, he devoted a day early this concerning the difficulties and cost an interface is "presumptuous" bemonth to attend an industry forum of testing; privately, several compa- fore some market leadership has
held in San Jose under the sponsor- nies expressed serious reservations been demonstrated. Seagate seems
about submitting a new product for poised to do just that.
ship of the ANSI group.

How big amini-Winchester market?
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EPSON INTELLIGENT LCD MODULES
BETTER VISIBILITY NO MATTER HOW YOU
LOOK AT THEM.
That's the first thing you notice about Epson LCD displays: they're so easy to read. One
reason is the unusually wide viewing angle. Another is the high contrast. It's hard to
quantify, but you can see it at aglance. Your customers can see it too.
What you may not notice offhand is how easy they are to use: the easy microprocessor interface, the CMOS TTL compatibility (and low power consumption), the
compact size and ease of installation.
Epson Intelligent LCD Modules are available in arange of sizes and formats, including both alpha numeric and graphic formats. Features include abuilt-in 96-character
ASCII character generator and data RAM. Plus Epson's
state-of-the-art technology and unrivalled experience in
meeting user needs.
But the best way to judge Epson LCD superiority is
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
to take alook for yourself. Call or write us today, tell us
OEM Products Division
your application, and we'll provide the visibility.
LCD GROUP

EPSON

3415 Kashiwa Street, Torrance,
CA 90505 ( 213)534-0360
TELEX 182412
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Communicating computer simplifies
the system integrator's work
Single board boasts
16- bit processor with

ev,

integrated support chips
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and Ethernet coprocessor.
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as well as an on- board
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operating system and
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communications software

by John Ketzner, Kelly Pan,
Bob Beach, and Darcy Nelson
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D Computer board sets
now available for Ethernet—indeed, for any local network accessed by
collision-detection methods—are like all first-generation
designs: they are large and costly and barely do the job.
They lack the interface chips that would make them less
expensive to connect to a network. Their computer
throughput is diminished by their need to divert microprocessor resources into communication chores. No onboard firmware stores even an operating system, let alone
the software layers of the International Standards Organization's reference model for computer communications.
The iSBC 186/51 computer satisfies all these needs for
the first time on one board (Fig. 1). It incorporates the
iAPX 186 16-bit microprocessor and iRMX 86 operating-system firmwarg the 82586 and 82501 Ethernet communication chips [
Electronics, Oct. 6, 1982, p. 89]; and
memory chips for storing Intel's iNA 960 data-communications software, which implements Iso transport layer 4.
The 186/51 is the first of aline of single-board, Multibus-based computers intended for distributed processing.
This second-generation family of commputers (communicating computers) is committed to national and international standards and open-system connections [
Electronics, Aug. 11, 1983, p. 116]. All the communicating
computers will be flexible enough to relieve system integrators of the burden of developing their own communications hardware and software. Thus, the integrators will
be free to concentrate on what they do best for their
companies—solve application-level problems and get to
market quickly.
Possible applications for the first member of the
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commputer family, the 186/51 board, are wide-ranging.
For instance, a complex industrial process-control network might use several 186/51 boards supported by other Intel boards. Alternatively, a simple, low-cost dataentry work station could conceal just one 186/51 board
computer plus a display-electronics board behind its
cathode-ray-tube display and keyboard.

Larger throughput
Moreover, system integrators using 186/51 boards can
get higher performance out of both software applications
and network communications than is possible with multiple-board products. Optimized for computation, it has
1.3 times their computational throughput and nearly
twice their communications throughput. Optimized for
communications, it provides five times the communications throughput and maintains the same level of computational throughput as current Intel board sets.
There are several reasons for this enhanced performance. The first is that the 80186 offers a 30% speed
increase over the 8086. Secondly, the 82586 offloads
many of the communications tasks from the processor.
Finally, locating the 80186 and 82586 on a single board
with local memory makes data transfers between them
much more efficient than when they communicate over a
Mnitibus system.
On the communications side, the two Ethernet chips
are capable of all carrier-sense, multiple-access/collisiondetection (csmA/cD) communications, as defined by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' Local
Network Standards Committee. To top it off, the chips
work closely with the iNA 960 software, which imple-
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1. Fully packed. Intel's single-board communicating computer—the COMMputer—sports a
16-bit microprocessor with integrated support
and peripheral chips and computer-communications software conforming to layers 1, 2, 3, and 4
of the

International

Standards Organization

standard for computer communications.

expansion. This section also shares the
computation section's timer-counters
and interrupt control, which allow
user-programmable baud rates for the
vo section's universal synchronousasynchronous receiver-transmitters as
well as the generation of priority-based
interrupts from these Usarts. All of
this I/0 capability is under the control
of the on-board 80186 microprocessor.
RS 422 PORT
RS 232 C PORT
• A dual-port random-access-memory
section, which serves to pass command
80130 OPERATING
SYSTEM FIRMWARE
and status information between the exSERIAL AND EXPANSION
82501 ESI
IN
ternal Multibus masters and the onREST OF
OPEF.ATING
board
CPU and Ethernet controllers.
SYSTEM
FIRMWARE
The dual port also permits blocks of
AND JEDEC
iSBX CONNECTOR I
I iSBX CONNECTOR
data, received or awaiting transmission,
ERASABLE
PROGRAMMABLE
to accumulate in the on-board shared
READ
ONLi
80186
AlEFIOFY
RAM, minimizing the need for an extra,
MICROPROCESSOR
dedicated
memory board.
82586
ETHERNET
The chief element of the 186/51
CONTROLLER
PROCESSOR
board's computation section is of
AND
128 K BYTE
BUS CONTROL
course the 16-bit iAPX 186 microDUAL PORT
processor [
Electronics, May 5, 1983,
RANDOM-ACCESS IAERIORY
p. 139]. This device has many functions
integrated onto it that, until now, have
had to be supplied by separate chips.
For example, it includes the computer
ments iso's layer 4 transport software. This transport system components that take care of direct memory
software provides avirtual-circuit facility for reliable de- access, interval timing, clock generation, and programlivery of messages and is designed to run both the iRMX mable interrupt control.
86 real-time operating system and 82586/80186-based
The iAPX 186's software instruction set is asuperset
of the 8086's. Still, it maintains object-code compatibilcomponent designs.
The 186/51 board's dramatic rise in performance is ity while adding 10 new instruction types. Added inaccompanied by an equally dramatic fall in cost. A one- structions include: block vo, enter and leave subrouboard functional equivalent of up to three first-generation tines, push immediate, multiply quick, array bounds
boards slashes overall system cost. In fact, the cost of checking, shift and rotate by immediate, and pop/push
communications now adds only slightly to the cost of a all. Among other features, the iAPX 186 software reprocessor board. The use of very large-scale, rather than tains the 8086's variable-length instruction format (inmedium-scale, integrated circuits also increases reliability cluding double-operand instructions); 8- and 16-bit
signed and unsigned arithmetic operators for binary,
and product life.
binary-coded decimal, and unpacked ASCII data; and
Three-part architecture
iterative word- and byte-string manipulations.
The new block I/0 instructions and improved execuAs Fig. 2 shows, the 186/51 board has three major
tion times for other string operations are valuable for
hardware sections:
• A computation section, consisting of the iAPX 186 text processing on, for example, networked word-procentral processing unit and the 80130 chip storing the cessing stations. Also, the multiply and divide instruciRMX 86 operating system, plus on-board programma- tions are up to three times faster than the 8086's.
ble read-only-memory and erasable PROM chips, proThe functionality of the iAPX 186 is further extended
grammable timer-counters, and programmable interrupt by the operating system firmware of the 80130 chip.
For example, the 80130 provides 35 operating-system
control.
1i An input/output section, in which the 82586 and primitive instructions and supports five new system data
82501 chip pair are supported by two programmable types. Internally, the 80130 firmware comprises two
serial interfaces, plus two ISBX connectors included for sections: an operating system unit and a control unit.
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The former consists of a 16-K-byte control store, which
houses the operating system kernel. The control unit
contains an operating system timer, a delay timer, a
baud-rate generator, and programmable interrupt logic.
The 80130 is directly connected to the local bus of the
80186 prócessor, with address decoding, buffering, and
bus-demultiplexing logic contained on chip.
It should be noted that the inclusion of the 80130 on
the board does not limit the user to the iRMX operating
system. For example, Digital Research's CPM-86 may
be configured for operation on the 186/51 board.
Organized interruptions
The 186/51 board provides 13 vectored interrupt levels
by means of its two programmable interrupt controllers—one working with the 80186 and one with the
80130. With the iRMX operating system in use, the 80186
interrupt controller acts as aslave to the 80130. It therefore services only internally generated interrupts from,
for example, direct-memory-access channels.
The 80130 interrupt controller operates in the master
mode and has eight prioritized inputs that can be programmed to be either voltage-edge— or voltage-level—sensitive. A selection of four priority processing modes aids
the system integrator in minimizing delays in servicing
interrupts.
Interrupt operating modes and priority assignments
may be reconfigured dynamically by software at any
time. For example, the programmable interrupt controller accepts interrupt requests from all on-board I/o resources and from the Multibus. The interrupt controller

then resolves requests according to the mode selected
and, if appropriate, issues an interrupt to the CPU. In all,
requests for the 186/51 interrupt service may originate
from 25 different sources. All these interrupts are
jumper-configurable with either suitcase or wrapped-wire
techniques to the desired interrupt request level.
The 186/51 board has six programmable 16-bit timers—three on the 80186 chip and three on the 80130
chip. Of the timers internal to the 80186 chip, two are
highly flexible and can be used to count and time external events or to generate nonrepetitive waveforms; the
third is designed for real-time coding and time-delay
applications and can also be used as a prescaler to the
other two or as a DMA request source.
In contrast, the 80130's programmable timers have
specific uses. One is afactory-set, default baud-rate generator and sends asquare wave to the RS-232-C channel
B, while the other two are assigned to the iRMX operating system and should not be altered by the user.
A windowing technique is used to make the 16-megabyte addressing range of the IEEE-796 Multibus standard
available to the integrator of systems that are based on
the 186/51 board. With this design, writing to an vomapped port allows the user to map a 256-K-byte window in the 80186 microprocessor's memory space into
any 256-K-byte block of the Multibus system.
Also, for multiprocessing systems, where communication among processors and synchronization of their activities must be arranged, an vomapped flag-byte signal
aids in creating an interprocessor-communication
scheme. This scheme includes the ability both to set and

iAPX 186
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT
• 3TIMERS
• PROGRAMMABLE
INTERRUPT CONTROLLER
• 2DIRECT-MEMORY-ACCESS
CHANNELS

2. Count'sm. Playing together with the processors on the iSBC 186/51 board are adual-port random-access memory, alocal bus and aMultibus, timer and interrupt chips, multiple input/outputs, user- programmable chips, operating-system firmware, and collisiondetection chips.
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3. Two units. To the user, the 82586 chip
appears as two independent, communicating
parts: the command unit and the receive unit.

82586
RECEIVE
UNIT

The first executes commands from the iAPX
SERIAL
DATA IN

cyclic redundancy checking, and both are run

CHANNEL
ATTENTION
CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

186, the second handles activities related to
packet reception, address recognition, and
by asystem control block (see Fig. 4).

COMMAND ;
UNIT
TRANSMIT

SERIAL
DATA
OUT

Two programmable communications interfaces using the Intel 8274
multiprotocol serial controller are on
the 186/51 board. Also, two indepen1111111LIMIIMMIIIITEIMILIIIIM111111.
dent software-selectable baud-rate
generators permit the user to operate
the board's communications channels
MEMORY
at all the common frequencies. The
mode of operation (asynchronous,
SYSTEM
COMMAND
RECEIVE
CONTROL
BLOCK LIST
FRAME AREA
byte-synchronous, or bisynchronous),
BLOCK
data format, control character format, parity, and baud rate are all
under program control.
For its part in the board operation, the 8274 provides full-duplex
reset interrupts with Multibus commands and to reset double-buffered transmitting and receiving capability. It
the board.
also handles parity, overrun, and framing-error detection.
In the vo section of the 186/51 board, the 82586 chip The 186/51 board supports operation in the polled, interis a local-network coprocessor designed to relieve the rupt, and DMA-driven interfaces through jumper options.
iAPX 186 of many of the tasks associated with control- These options are set at the factory with channel A in
ling a local network. Its memory-based architecture en- the RS-422A/RS-449 configuration and channel B in
ables it and the iAPX 186 to communicate through a RS-232-C, but they are user-alterable.
shared memory space (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Another vo option on the communications-computer
board is two 8/16-bit iSBX Multimodule connectors,
The local-net coprocessor
which support additional on-board vo functions providThe 82586 provides the functions normally associated ed by VLSI peripheral components. These functions inwith the data-link and physical-link layers of a local clude parallel and serial I/O, analog I/O, and the control
network (Iso layers 1and 2). In particular, it performs of small mass-storage devices, such as cassettes and flopframing (frame-boundary delineation, addressing, and py disks.
bit-error detection), link management, and data modulaThe iSBX connectors have all signals necessary to intertion. The 82586 also provides abuffer management capa- face with the on-board bus, including 16 data lines for
bility through specially designed memory structures (Fig.
maximum data-transfer rates. Also supported by the
4). It also supports a network management interface to
186/51 board are iSBC Multimodule boards designed
aid in the operation and maintenance of the network.
with 8-bit data paths and using the 8-bit iSBX connector.
All these 82586 features make it capable of highly
Memory's the trick
autonomous operation, which, in turn, reduces processor
overhead and increases board throughput. As a bonus,
Because the iAPX 186 microprocessor and the 82586
the 82586 automatically gathers statistics on cyclic re- local-network coprocessor communicate through memodundancy check (cRc) errors, frame-alignment errors, ry-based structures, the memory section is acrucial part
overrun errors, and frames lost due to inadequate buffer of the board. Both local and dual-ported memory are
memory. Finally, the user can output the status of all available.
internal registers for examination and implement an inThe 128-x bytes of dual-port dynamic RAM may be
ternal loopback and on-chip time-domain reflectometer expanded to 256-K bytes with the iSBC 304 Multimodule
to help locate cable faults.
board mounted onto the iSBC 186/51 board. A dual-port
For its chores, the 82501 Ethernet serial interface chip controller allows access to this segment of on-board RAM
(which is the companion of the 82586) sits between the (including RAM Multimodule options) from the 186/51
82586 and an Ethernet transceiver. It handles signal en- board and from any other Multibus master by way of the
coding and decoding, clock recovery, and signal-level system bus.
conversions. The 82501 has the capability to retime badly
This and other segments of on-board RAM may be
distorted data before passing it to the controller. It also configured as aprivate resource—that is, protected from
sports an internal loopback capability for board diagnos- Multibus system access. The amount of memory allocattics, a watchdog timer to prevent channel hanging, and ed as aprivate resource may be configured in increments
clock generation.
of 25% of the total on-board memory ranging from 0%
INTERRUPT
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4. Memory structures. Upon initialization,
the 82586 local-net coprocessor gets the
address of its system control block through
the initialization root. The block contains con-

INITIALIZATION
ROOT

trol commands, status registers, pointers to
the comand block list and receive frame area,

COMMAND- BLOCK LIST ( CBL)

CONFIGURE
COMMAND

TRANSMIT
COMMAND

TRANSMIT DATA
BUFFER

COMMAND

and tallies for CRC, alignment, DMA overrun,
and no-resource errors.

85286 CONTROL
COMMANDS

to 100%. An optional RANI MultimoSTATUS
dule board doubles the increment
size. This feature allows multiprocesPOINTERS
sor systems to establish local memoRECEIVE FRAME AREA ( RFA)
ry for each processor where the total
ERROR TALLIES
• CYCLIC
system memory size (including local
REDUNDANCY
on-board memory) can exceed 1meCHECK
RECEIVE- DESCRIPTOR
LIST ( ROL)
• ALIGNMENT
gabyte without addressing conflicts.
• NO RESOURCE
The large amount of on-board
• DMA OVERRUN
memory allows network messages reFREE BUFFER LIST IFBLI I
ceived or transmitted to accumulate
SYSTEM- CONTROL
BLOCK ( SCB)
without the need for a memory
board. In addition, six 28-pin sockets
are provided for the use of Intel's
2732, 2764, 27128, 27256 and their
respective ROMs. When using the 27256s, the on-board E- has developed the iNA 960 communications software.
The first release of iNA 960 executes either under the
PROM capacity is 192-K bytes. Other standard-pinout devices are supported, including byte-wide static RAMS and iRMX 86 operating system or any 82586/80186-based
component design. Future releases of the iNA 960 softiRAMs. This feature allows the system integrator flexibiliware will operate under additional operating systems.
ty in configuring his local RAM and ROM resources.
The iNA 960 software provides capabilities at four
All the hardware features that have been mentioned
conform to industry standards. Thus, the board complies different layers of the ISO reference model—the transwith the IEEE 796/Multibus specification, the IEEE port, network, data-link, and physical layers. It also pro802.3/EcmA 80-82/Ethernet specifications, and the IEEE vides network-management functions. For its part, the
P959/issx specification. This commitment to standards transport service supplies both virtual circuits and dataeases the systems integrator's task as his interfaces are grams. The virtual-circuit service guarantees the reliability of the communications path between any two processalways well-defined.
es in the network; it utilizes the proposed ISO DP8073
Software galore
draft transport standard. In contrast, the datagram proBecause of its iAPX 186 microprocessor, the iSBC vides a "best effort" service that offers users a basic
186/51 communicating computer can take advantage of process-to-process delivery service upon which many adlibraries of 8086-compatible software. So among the ditional services can be built. The network layer initially
packages available to the 186/51 customer are operating provides access to a single IEEE standard 802.3 local
network, with support for multiple local networks
systems, language processors, and application programs.
The most important of these is the iRMX 86 real-time planned in future releases. The data-link and physicaloperating system. Included within iRMX 86 is a multi- layer service offered in the iNA 960 package complies
tasking nucleus that handles scheduling, intertask com- with the IEEE 802.3 draft standard for such service and is
munication, and memory management. Moreover, there straightforward.
The final part of the iNA 960 software package is the
is an I/0 system that provides a hierarchical disk file
network-management
capabilities, which are useful in inisystem and a human interface.
As mentioned earlier, the iRMX 86 nucleus is present tializing, operating, and maintaining a distributed comin silicon in the guise of the 80130 firmware. Not content puting network. For example, to assist in network operawith just implementing the iRMX 86 nucleus, the 80130 tion, all iNA 960 software keeps operation statistics. that
provides interrupt and timer facilities. As might be ex- may be accessed on any node and therefore represent a
pected, the iRMX 86 on the 186/51 board is compatible fully distributed network-management facility. For supwith iRMX 86 on other 8086/88-based boards produced port of network initialization, the iNA 960 provides a
by Intel, making it easy to upgrade to the 186/51 from means of downloading software over anetwork for server
those boards. Also available on the 186/51 board is iMX or consumer. Under the iRMX 86 operating system users
800 software, which permits interboard communications can access iNA 960 through either procedure calls or
messages. For example, use of the message-based interacross the Multibus communicating computer bus.
faces can yield ahigh degree of asynchronous operation.
In its role as acommunications computer, the 186/51
The iNA software allows the user to configure any
exists in adistributed environment, communicating with
other stations on a network. To accomplish this, Intel part of his software and access any ISO layer. In this way
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Multiple data-transport standards
The transport protocol implemented by Intel shares its
virtual-circuit orientation with various other protocols that
ensure the reliable transport of data over a network. The
most popular also provide services similar to Intel's.
The five best-known are the International Standards
Organization's DP8073, on which Intel's protocol in fact is
based; the European Computer Manufacturers Association's ECMA 72; the National Bureau of Standards' NBS
transport; Xerox Corp.'s Xerox Network Services (XNS);
and Arpanet's Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The
first three have only minor differences, which are even now
being reconciled. The fourth was developed by Xerox as
part of its office products activities and, though controlled
by the company, has been widely distributed. TCP is the

grandfather of the other four and the model for modern
transport protocols.
TCP and all its " grandchildren," except XNS, allow for an
expedited as well as a regular channel of data flow. The
expedited service, of the kind provided also by the Intel
transport software, enables important messages to bypass
the regular mechanisms of data-flow control. The protocols
use similar addressing conventions for the chore, though
TCP's has the least flexible set of features.
The NBS and TCP transports also provide a " graceful
close" mechanism. With this software and hardware procedure, users can ensure the delivery of all data sent prior to
the closing of avirtual circuit. ISO, ECMA, and XNS make
this the responsibility of the transport user.

user processes may utilize the transport virtual-circuit
service concurrently with the data-link services.
The transport-layer protocol in the Intel implementation of the ISO DP8073 layer 4 standard provides what is
called class 4 service. This service has four functions:
reliability, multiplexing, control of data flow, and fragmentation/reassembly.

system would use several 186/51 boards for processcontrol stages connected to one another and to a monitoring station over Ethernet.
Each control station would consist of an 186/51, an
iRMX 86 nucleus, iNA 960 communications software,
and several Multimodule products. Two possible Multimodule options are the iSBX 311 analog input modules
and the iSBX 350 parallel output module. With these
Layer 4's four functions
multimodule boards, the iSBC 186/51 collects analog
Reliability guarantees that user data is not lost, dupli- input (for example, temperature or flow rate) and concated, or delivered out of sequence. Since most data links
trols the manufacturing process by means of digital outused in local networks do not guarantee delivery, such a put signals.
service is needed for proper operation.
The application software executes under the iRMX 86
Multiplexing in iso layer 4 provides process-to-process
nucleus contained in the 80130 chip. Communication
communication. In contrast, Iso's data-link and network
with the monitor node is handled by the iNA 960 softlayers—its layers 2 and 3—generally provide delivery
ware, which executes under the 80130 firmware. This
only between nodes or physical boxes on a network. The control requires no local mass storage, nor does the
iso transport layer 4 builds on this node-to-node service
application software have to reside in ROM.
by providing a process-to-process service—in short, it
The network-management service of the iNA 960 softpasses messages between processes and not just nodes.
ware can download application software from any node,
Flow-control software exists to regulate the rate at
although the monitor node is most likely. As a result,
which one process is allowed to send messages to anoth- only the monitor node would require mass storage and
er. It wastes network bandwidth and CPU cycles for one
therefore need a iSBC 215 disk-controller board in addiprocess to send another more messages than there are tion to the 186/51 board. All communication between
buffers available at the destination process. Flow control
the nodes would be fast and reliable and employ indusattempts to minimize this waste by setting a limit on the
try-standard protocols.
number of messages a given process may send to anothAnother use for the 186/51 communicating computer
er—a limit based on a measure of the number of buffers
board would be in a low-cost data-entry work station.
free at the destination.
Using much the same hardware and software as in the
Fragmentation and reassembly free the user from hav- previous example, such a work station would have a
ing to limit messages to the size of data-link frames.
186/51 placed in a terminal enclosure together with an
Thus, a user can ask that 10,000 bytes be sent without
iSBX 270 video-display board to control its CRT display.
having to worry (or know) that the maximum data link
It would also have a keyboard.
size is 1,500 bytes. Most transport software will fragment
This station could be used by an operator to enter
the message into anumber of smaller packets and deliver information about various transactions. Because of the
them reliably to the destination where they are reassem- low transmission delay of Ethernet, entire screens of data
bled (see "Multiple data-transport standards," above).
could be sent from a file-server node (also constructed
The combined power of the iSBC 186/51 communicat- using a 186/51) to the work station and back again
ing computer product, and the iNA software open the
within the response time of an operator. The iAPX 186
door to a variety of applications that have not been as
16-bit microprocessor would be capable of doing large
cost-effective as they can now be. Consider, for example,
amounts of processing at the work station before it rethe kind of distributed data-collection system used in
turned the information to the file server. Such a system
industrial process control. Such a distributed computer could also be used for program development.
El
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Structured-design system takes over
the complexities in VLSI circuits
In an efficiently automated design method that produces dense custom chips,
Cell Compilers optimize building blocks and Composition Editor assembles them
by Bob Duyn and Stephen Trimberger, VLSI Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif.

Radically simplifying the task of fashioning complex,
software routines assembling optimized circuit elements
space-efficient very large-scale integrated circuits, a hier- with user-specified parameters, they overcome the primaarchical computer-aided design system helps inexperi- ry drawbacks of traditional standard-cell or gate-array
enced users develop custom chips by shouldering many approaches: limited flexibility and inefficient layouts.
of the arcane tasks inherent in the process. In fact, the
With Cell Compilers and the other elements of the
Logicomp VLSI design system operates much like ahigh- structured-custom approach, engineers familiar with
level programming language: the user works in familiar board-level rri designs can independently create custom
terms, and the system transforms his or her inputs into a logic chips in amatter of weeks. The design tools accomfully developed chip.
modate and encourage the hierarchical design style—
Until now, the growing flock of system designers bent keyed by well-defined interfaces between system modon reaping the cost and performance rewards of custom ules—that is essential to managing complex designs.
ics has had three options: gate arrays, standard cells, and Once designed, low-cost prototype chips are available on
fully customized chips. The first two methods attain a multiproduct wafers, through which many users can
high level of automation, speed design times, and ask for share the costs of mask making and wafer processing.
little or no silicon savvy from the end user. But the fully
The individual tools that constitute the compiler-based
customized approach generally requires the artistry of an design system are shown in Fig. 1. A schematic editor
lc expert. As aresult, user-designed chips are sacrificing provides afamiliar interface for system designers and has
the flexibility, efficiency, and performance possible with access to the library of Cell Compilers. The compilers,
the full-custom approach.
This new design methodology—
termed structured custom—brings
SYSTEM CONCEPT
the benefits of fully custom ics to
system integrators demanding an easily learned and simply used tool for
SCHEMATIC EDITOR
the rapid design of silicon. In the
TRANSISTOR LEVEL
NETWORK LISTS
structured-custom approach, designers have ready access to Cell Compilers, common high-level building
blocks absent from semicustom
methods, such as arithmetic and logCELL
ic units, memories, and programmaSIMULATOR
COMPILER
LIBRARY
ble logic arrays. Furthermore, structured-custom chips need not sacrifice
density or speed, resulting in more
cost-effective la than gate arrays or
standard cells can produce.
- SILICON
Silicon compiler technology is the
COMPOSITION EDITOR
REPRESENTATIONS
heart of the Logicomp system, which
implements the structured-custom
approach. By hiding from the user
the low-level details of lc mask geARTWORK FILE
ometry, Cell Compilers overcome the
primary drawbacks of the traditional
1. VLSI design. Four tools carry system designers from schematic entry through physical
full-custom approach: long design
times and unmanageable design com- design of integrated circuits. All details of the silicon implementation are hidden from the user
plexity. Because the compilers are by the Cell Compilers that generate mask geometry from simple performance parameters.
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2. Schema. Awindow on the schematic editor gives the means to place, name, intercone.911

nect, and manipulate graphical representa-
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tions of the circuit elements. Cell Compilers
automatically send block- level drawings of
the functions they produce to the editor.
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which consist of software procedures, generate particular
logic functions optimized for specified performance characteristics. Once the wiring between these functional
blocks is completed at the schematic level, the design is
tried out with the simulator, which includes both logic
and timing modes. The former is aunit-delay logic simulator, while the latter models delays due to the resistance
and capacitance of devices and wiring.
In the next step, executing the physical design with the
Composition Editor, the user merely positions the functional blocks that appear in the schematic. The design
system then automatically extracts the interconnection
pattern from the schematic and routes the appropriate
wires. Another part of the Composition Editor, the compactor, squeezes this correctly wired layout into the minimum silicon area. The resulting rapid yet efficient design
of acustom lc entirely frees system designers to concentrate on system-level design.
Each of these four basic tools dovetails with a flexible
window system through which the user views and manipulates his or her design and its attributes. Any number of
arbitrarily sized windows, each corresponding to aparticular design task, can be opened and placed anywhere on
the screen of the graphics terminal. Command menus
pop up as needed; pointing to an instruction with a
mouse-controlled cursor executes it. As aresult, typing is
virtually eliminated and the system itself guides the user
through the design process.
The schematic editor captures a chip design in a manner analogous to the design of a board-level product—
functional blocks defined by the system or the user are
placed, named, connected together, and manipulated as
required (Fig. 2). The hierarchical approach accommodates high-level blocks called out by the user and implemented later in terms of specific logic functions.
An entire design can be drawn using the Cell Compilers that are supplied in the system. When a compiler is
called, the schematic editor automatically generates a
unique graphical representation of the particular function
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generated, complete with input/output signals and electrical characteristics. Compiled blocks and those defined by the user can be combined as
desired in a hierarchy of any depth.
Two compiler libraries are available: a primary collection of the elementary circuit functions and an extended library of more complex
blocks. The former comprises the
various vo buffers, latches and flipflops, and Boolean logic functions
that make up any lc. The primary
library also includes what are called
1
foundry artifacts, which the chip
maker needs to use in setting up the
fabrication of a chip—the scribe channel, alignment and
resolution marks, and so on.
The extended library supplies the commonly used
functions of higher complexity: counters, adders and subtracters, multiplexers, shift registers, programmable logic
arrays, read-only and random-access memories, and
ALus. In addition, a pad-ring generator makes quick
work of bonding-pad placement and routing.
All of the compilers are similar in comprising software
routines that automatically generate silicon representations of specific functions, with characteristics selected by
the user. The compilers are written in VIP (VLSI implementation program), which is based on the Mainsail
language of Xidak Inc. Despite their internal complexities, they appear to the user as simple circuit-function
generators. All the details of the software implementation, as well as the details of the generated silicon, are
completely hidden from the user (Fig. 3).
Compiling silicon
Selecting a particular compiler from the library menu
causes the system to prompt the user for values of the
parameters that can be varied in that cell. In a simple
cell, such as aNAND gate, the user selects the number of
inputs, the orientation of the inputs and outputs, and one
of several speed grades (achieved by the system by varying transistor sizes within the cell). More complex functions are specified in straightforward ways, such as the
number of bits in a counter or ALU, and shift direction
and clocking order in a shift register.
Using the parameters passed by the user, the compiler
generates the detailed silicon representation in the Caltech Intermediate Form, a language for describing the
geometrical primitives of an IC layout. However, the user
need never see this detailed information. Instead, the
compilers return symbolic representations like blocks and
gates to the schematic editor and automatically provide
the transistor network lists needed by the simulators.
This ability to represent configurable, complex structures
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holds distinct advantages among chip-design methodolo- the designer retain control over the routing of critical
gies. Gate-array approaches can create complex struc- signals. Furthermore, at the user's discretion, the compactor will enter a previously completed level of the
tures only by stringing together simpler building blocks,
resulting in aless efficient design. A subtle benefit of the hierarchy and recompact lower-level cells in the context
compiler's ability to generate many different versions of a in which they have been placed.
Through this iterative and hierarchical process, users
single generic function is that many fewer cells are needed to accommodate all the functions needed by designers with no lc design experience can quickly achieve efficient
and that the management of the library data is corre- custom designs using familiar building blocks. The tools
spondingly simplified. In effect, several hundreds of are at least as easy to learn and simple to use as those for
fixed-height fixed-function standard cells can be replaced gate-array or standard-cell design and result in less-costby a few tens of Cell Compilers.
ly, higher-performance chips. More specifically, compiled
cells—including complex functions—are only 10% to
Easy technology updates
20% larger than cells obtained by traditional hand-craftFurthermore, process-technology improvements are ing methods. Compaction by the Composition Editor
transparent to the compilers. Within a given process— produces layouts only about 10% larger than can be
such as complementary-mos or the high-performance achieved by hand.
The fundamental operations of the Composition Editor
mos process, H-mos—the compilers automatically incorporate geometrical shrinks and associated design-rule are the interconnection and compaction of cell layouts.
changes, protecting the user's investment in the design As mentioned, the initial relative placement of cells is
software. This orderly progress is achieved within the performed by the user. Following routing, the compactor
system by limiting all process-specific data to a single repositions cells and wires to minimize lc area. Both
technology file that can be accessed by the compilers,
routing and compaction software exploit graph theory in
executing the necessary computations.
editors, and simulators.
The Cell Compilers thus handle all of the lowest-level
Inside the Composition Editor
silicon design tasks. However, completing achip's physiThe router proceeds in two steps, global and then
cal design also requires the capabilities of the Composition Editor. This tool reduces full-custom ic design to a local. The global router first locates the open areas of the
layout, where no cells have been placed, and sections
task of mere interconnection of silicon building blocks.
Having completed aschematic design of the chip, the these areas into rectangles. The necessary interconnecdesigner uses the Composition Editor to place outlines of tions are extracted from the schematic drawing, and the
the actual physical cells manually. Based on the connec- router determines through which rectangles and in what
tivity that is already specified in the schematic, the Com- order each wire must travel. That determination is made
position Editor routes wires among the cells and then by constructing agraph in which the nodes represent the
adjusts the placement of cells and wires to achieve the edges of the rectangles and the branches correspond to
smallest possible chip area, given the constraints of the the routing areas themselves.
The global operations thus reduce the problem to aset
design rules (Fig. 4).
Like an automatic router for a printed-circuit board, of routing areas, or rectangles, each with a list of wires
the Composition Editor frees the engineer to concentrate that must be routed through its interior. The local router
on electrical connections between functions, rather than then determines an ordering of the wires along the rectgeometrical connections on layouts. It supports a bot- angle's edges and completes the connections. Two levels
tom-up hierarchical implementation, in which the lowest- of wiring are available—in an H-mos process they correlevel cells are first placed and routed to complete alarger spond to polysilicon and one metal layer. To take advanfunctional block that is then placed and interconnected tage of the metal's lower resistance, connections are comwith other higher-level blocks. This process continues pleted in metal wherever possible. Because the router
works with symbolic representations of wires and conuntil the chip design is complete.
At any point, manual routing is also permitted, letting tacts and not with actual geometry, all designs can be

libraryCell (" hbufil", (long real vssw, vddw,
H BUF 11

aWidth, bVVidth, cWidth, dWidth));

1 pF Drive
libval (" 11_C_drive_ width", cWidth);

2 pF Drive

libval (" 11_D

pulldown_width", dWidth);

3 pF Drive
draw (" pushpull", " hpshpl:hpshpl", rightof (" inverter"),

4 pF Drive

parameters ( vssw, vddw, cWidth, dWidth, endargs));

5 pF Drive
enddef;
endof;
(a)

lb)

3. Compiled cells. Using aCell Compiler requires responding to the system's prompts on the parameters that can be changed, such as the
load capacitance abuffer must drive (a). The compiler consists of asoftware routine (b) that generates the necessary mask geometry.
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4. Compactor. After the user places the cell
outlines, such as " pla," the Composition Editor completes a symbolic wiring pattern (a)
that corresponds to the schematic drawing. A
compaction program then compresses the
layout in two steps (b).

formed in the horizontal direction,
with nodes corresponding to vertical
wires, contacts, and cells.
The simulator is asoftware version
of the system engineer's logic analyzer, incorporating both functional and
performance verification. This transistor-level simulator operates on
both schematic- and physical-design
data, using any symbolic names attached to the circuit elements. As a
result, users can debug high-level designs symbolically; that is, ignoring
lower-level implementation details
and thus speeding the process.
Design simulations are based on
input data entered through the keyboard or from user-written programs. The output from the simulator can be displayed graphically as
logic waveforms or as numbers. At
the schematic stage of design, circuit
elements are simulated on the basis
of default characteristics supplied by
the schematic editor or by the user.
Once aphysical design has been generated by the Composition Editor,
the simulator operates on an extracted-transistor—level
representation
that includes all the interconnection
and stray capacitance that will be
present in the fabricated chip.
In order to perform useful circuitlevel simulations in a reasonable
time, transistors are modeled simply
as dynamic resistances. This simplification over a full simulator such as
Spice sacrifices some precision—the
simulator's results differ from Spice
calculations by as much as 20%.
However, it is guaranteed to perform
worst-case analyses; that is, to err by
overestimating delays. As a result,
completely routed. In addition, the router can be modi- circuits that perform adequately under simulation will
fied easily for a double-metal process.
perform as well or better in silicon.
Once routing is completed, the compactor proceeds in
For functional, as opposed to performance, verificatwo steps to minimize the area of the circuit, first in the
tion, the simulator can be operated as a nine-state unitvertical direction and then in the horizontal. To com- delay logic simulator. The same command structure and
press the vertical dimension, the program constructs a instruction set are used in both modes. Functional verifigraph in which the nodes represent horizontal lines, con- cation typically is relied upon at the schematic stage,
tacts, and cells, and the branches correspond to the mini- where quick inspection of trial circuits with user-settable
mum spacings required between adjacent nodes. The breakpoints gives immediate feedback on design progress.
longest path in the completed graph then gives the final
Performance verification can be done throughout the
vertical dimension, and the circuit elements are reposi- process, although the most accurate results are not availtioned accordingly. The same procedure is then per- able until the physical design is completed.
D
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Minimizing emi at minimal cost
in computing equipment
Complying with the new FCC rules on electromagnetic interference
requires proper grounding, bypassing, and shielding procedures
by

Glen Dash,

Dash, Straus & Goodhue Inc., Boxborough, Mass

By October, almost every computer maker in the
country must comply with the FCC's new rules on electromagnetic interference (emi). Compliance can be simple, straightforward, and relatively cheap. Yet many engineers seem to think that emi suppression calls for black
magic, not technology, and many manufacturers report
that they had difficulty meeting the emi specifications.
The Federal Communications Commission regulations
divide computer interference into two classes: radiated
emissions (specifically, the signal that equipment transmits into space between 30 and 1,000 megahertz) and
line-conducted emissions (the signal fed back into the
power lines between 0.45 and 30 MHz). The specification
that covers radiated emissions is by far the more difficult
of the two to meet.
The source
Current transients that are produced when logic chips
change state are the basic source of these radiated emissions. The transients appear on the supply lines, or rails.
In sophisticated hardware, synchronous gates can produce current pulses of several amperes on the supply
rails. The resulting radiated emissions can be predicted if
each gate is represented as an rf current source pulsing
its signal into the supply rails. Limited IC rise times
concentrate most of the energy below 300 MHz.
Figure la shows how these currents, building up on
the supply lines.,produce radiated interference. The figure's TTL buffer is used in a 10-MHz clock. Supply current L changes at a 10-MHz rate (see Fig. lb). Relative
to chassis ground, logic "ground" at point V. has an
associated voltage equal to L times the trace impedance
of the ground return, which, to afirst approximation, is
an inductor. In this example, the power supply, bolted
to a large metal plate, is at earth ground.
The amplitude of the ground noise, V., can be calculated if the trace impedance created by printed-circuit—
board runs is known. The inductance, 20 or so nanohenries per inch, corresponds to an impedance of 1.25
ohms/in. at 10 mHz and 6.25 Win. at 50 MHz.
The 10-MHz square wave of Fig. lb is made up of

sine waves at every odd harmonic of 10 MHz. A Fourier
series expansion of the 10-MHz square wave shows that
at its fifth harmonic, the amplitude of the gate's ground
current is about 2 milliamperes, zero to peak. If the
ground return in Fig. la is 4 in. long, the voltage at
point V. will be about 50 mv (zero to peak) at 50 MHz.
The amount of radiation that will result depends on
which kind of antenna is attached.
Four inches of pc trace do not make an effective
radiating antenna. But the clock driver's ground pin
excites the pc board's whole ground system. This common-mode noise appears on all points, including the i/co
cables, whose ground return is often tied to logic
ground. Any wire connected to logic ground will radiate. The radiation is a function of the common-mode
noise and the attached wire's length and orientation.
Even shielded cables radiate when the shield is attached to a noisy logic ground. If the shield on the
shielded cable is slightly more than 1.5 meters long (a
quarter wavelength at 50 MHz), and if it and V. are tied
together, the resulting radiation (at a distance of 3
meters) can be as high as 3,000 microvolts per meter, 10
times the FCC's class A radiated limit—and this for one
gate only.
Fortunately, capacitive bypassing, the shielding effect
of the metal cabinets, and the finite rise times of digital
ICs combine to reduce the radiation from most comput-
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1. Logic ground. The sink current of aTTL buffer produces supply

wave whose odd harmonics complicate emi suppression.
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CAPACITOR
TRACE
INDUCTANCE
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INDLCTANCE DUE TO PRINTED- CIRCUIT
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2. Bypassed. Bypassing (a) effectively reduces supply impedances. The inductance of the capacitor and the printed wiring (b) is capable of
causing a0.01-microfarad capacitor to exhibit high impedances at frequencies of interest (c).

ers. In fact, most devices—even those designed in total
ignorance of FCC rules—are no more than 20 dB over
the radiation limit. All the same, this common-mode
noise is the chief cause of computer and peripheral
radiated emissions.
Designers have three choices for reducing them. One
is to lay out the pc board to cut the supply-line impedance, preferably to a value below 10 SZ at 100 MHz.
Proper use of bypassing, multilayer boards, or bus bars
can help. If good layout does not achieve compliance by
shielding or filtering the "antennas," the cabling attached to the pc board or back plane may have to be
shielded, too. In some cases, even the pc board and the
internal wiring may have to be shielded.
Proper layout
Bypassing each IC is the simplest way to cut supplyrail impedance. Ideally, each bypass capacitor acts as an
rf short circuit, preventing the current pulses from passing to the rest of the circuitry (Fig. 2a). Unfortunately,
bypass capacitors often approach the limit of their usefulnesss just when help is most needed—in the region from
30 to 300 wiz.
The equivalent circuit of abypass is an ideal capacitor
in series with other elements (Fig. 2b). The most significant of these is the 20-nxiin, inductance caused by the
length of the pc trace between the io and the bypass
capacitor. Figure 2c shows how a bypass capacitor can
quickly become ineffective when even asmall trace separates it from the IC.
For many applications, bypassing alone may satisfy the
emi limit. In more complex applications, series inductance may demand other solutions—for instance, multilayer boards, whose buried ground and voltage planes
have little or no trace inductance.
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Pc traces on conventional two-sided pc boards have
significant inductance because they are longer than they
are wide. The width of a multilayer board's ground (or
voltage) plane just about equals its length, and its impedance is limited only by the material's skin resistance,
usually on the order of afew milliohms per square. On a
typical multilayer board, the impedance of a 10-by- 10-in.
buried ground plane is about 10 ma
The buried supply and ground layers of a multilayer
board therefore offer a low impedance to each IC. Furthermore, at the frequencies of interest these two layers
act as a feedthrough capacitor for the current going to
each IC. Figure 2c shows the impedance of a multilayer
board seen from the supply pins of a gate.
Yet another way of getting low supply-rail impedance
is to have bus bars feed supply and ground to each IC
(Fig. 3). The bus bars, acting as small multilayer boards,
offer a feedthrough capacitance that helps cut powersupply line impedances effectively, though less effectively
than multilayer boards do.

Cutting cable emi
Good pc layout can often bring a system into emi
compliance. But when cables are attached to vo ports,
most devices generate enough common-mode noise to
exceed FCC limits. And the FCC usually does require
manufacturers to attach cables to units under test.
When a circuit's supply rails exhibit common-mode
noise, so does every output of every gate. This noise
signal, fed to the attached output cable, causes it to
radiate like a long wire antenna.
Shielded cables are among the simplest ways of preventing radiation from vo cables, but for full effectiveness the shields must be properly grounded. It is poor
cable grounding that makes many engineers feel that emi
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3. Bus bars. Supply- line impedances can

HORIZONTAL INSERTION

also be reduced with apower distribution bus
bar(a and b). This distributed network has low
characteristic impedance and low induc-

INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT IN
DUAL IN- LINE
PACKAGE

tance, which make it effective for suppressing high-frequency supply- line noise.

suppression trenches on black magic.
In some applications, a cable
shield will not work because it is attached to the wrong point, such as a
(a)
logic ground rather than the chassis.
In other applications, the shield fails
because the cable's boot—the portion
that connects it to the chassis—is
poorly designed. In Fig. 4a, for example, a computer housed in chassis
1is connected through ashielded cable to chassis 2. The cable is bonded
direct to chassis 2 but connected to
chassis 1 through a drain or pigtail
wire, a common though poor design
that shields little if at all ( Fig. 4b).
Every cable has a certain characteristic impedance—typically, between 50 and 300
Impedance (Z, in Fig. 4b) can vary as a function of the
load at the cable's far end, but most data cables are lossy
at rf, so they approach the characteristic impedance regardless of load.
The drain wire has impedance, too—for ashort wire, a
surprisingly high one in fact, about 12.5 Win. at 100
wiz. The equivalent cable circuit can be modeled as a
voltage divider. If the shield-to-ground wire measures 4
in., its impedance will be 50 f/ at 100 wiz. If the cable
has the same impedance, approximately half the rf potential on its center conductor will appear on the outside
shield, which then radiates like a long wire antenna even
though the other end of the cable has been grounded.
The simple solution is a low-impedance connection
created by linking the shield to the chassis with acontinuous 360° metal boot instead of adrain wire. The quality

CABLE SHIELD

Vg
CHASSIS 1

E-

DRAIN WIRE

E=0
CHASSIS 2

(a)

-D

CIRCUIT BOARD

of the shield, not the quality of the boot, will then
determine the cable's effectiveness.
Shielded cables can also go bad if the shield is attached
to the wrong ground. Newcomers to emi learn that
"ground is not ground the world around"; even the finest
shield radiates when connected to anoisy one. The moral
is to pick the ground well.
True ground
If a device under test should be housed in a metal
chassis, that chassis is probably the closest point to earth
ground. Grounds on most pc boards are poor, so cable
shields should not be connected to them. Shielded cables
are impractical in many applications because the proximity, number, or type of connectors frustrates good shielding. Another approach is in order—for instance, filtered
connectors (Fig. 5), which can produce 30 dB or more
suppression, without shielded cables.
These connectors, designed to replace standard chassis
or pc-mounted connectors, have built-in pi-type filters
whose component values were chosen to roll off highfrequency components but to leave lower-frequency dal a
relatively unaffected.
Filter connectors do have drawbacks, though. At $0.50
to $ 1.50 a pin, they are expensive. They come only in
FERRITE BEAD OR SMALL INDUCTOR

CABLE IMPEDANCE
V

TO
CABLE

IN
CABLE
SHIELD

DRAIN-WIRE IMPEDANCE
(b)

DIP BUS

CHASSIS GROUND

GROUNDS ARE ATTACHED
TO THE BACKSHELL

4. Poorly booted. Poor cable- boot designs like (a) can cause high-

5. Filtered. Filter connectors provide away of filtering rf noise from

impedance connections between the cable shield and the chassis.

input/output cables. Typically, they filter each pin separately, using a

The result is avoltage divider action (b) that can cause much of the if

pi- type filter. To work effectively, the metal outside shell of aconnec-

noise to appear on the outside shield.

tor must be attached to anoise-free ground.
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CHO DROP

INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

6. Suppressed.

CABLE

CONNECTORS

Mounted near the connector, an in- line suppression

element, Chomerics Cho- Drop (aand b) can be used to filter input and
output liness. Cho-Sorb (c) is an riabsorbing sleeve that reduces
cable radiation by 6to 12 dB. Either approach is relatively inexpensive.

certain styles, chiefly D-stylè connectors. And in essence,
each pin is a miniature pi-type filter.
The two bypass capacitors limit the filter's effectiveness. If they are connected to a good ground, the filter
will work quite well. If good ground is not available the
filter will work poorly or not at all—as usually happens
when the connectors are mounted on dense pc boards.
Other, less expensive methods, which do not require a
good grounding system, can be used to achieve FCC
compliance, however. Two products developed by Chomerics seem to have possibilities (Fig. 6). Cho-Drops, at
about 25c to 50c a pin, is an axial device that can be
inserted in series with each connector pin to be filtered.
They are made of an ifabsorbant material that can suppress emissions from the filtered lead by about 15 to 20
dB but does not affect low-frequency signals. Most important, Cho-Drops, unlike filter connectors, does not depend on internal bypass capacitors and therefore does not
require a good grounding system.
The other Chomerics' product, Cho-Sorb, a ferroceramic sleeve designed to fit over a whole cable assembly,
works rather like Cho-Drops. For only afew cents apin,
these sleeves can reduce radiation off a shielded or unshielded cable by about 6 to 12 dB. Since they have an
effect only at rf, the data on cable should not be affected.
These means often suffice for FCC compliance. But in
more complex systems, radiation from boards and internal wiring systems can exceed FCC limits. These systems
need cabinet shielding.
Metal cabinets can provide most of the shielding, so

7. Maln ans. Power rectifiers and switching power supplies can put rf
noise into ac power lines. An ac line filter can eliminate the noise. In
the unit shown, capacitor CIfilters out differential noise, while the
other passive components filter out common- mode noise.
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(c)

Abea'

long as the cabinet seams are joined together electrically
at enough points to create a shield. For computers that
usually do not exceed the FCC limits by more than 20 to
30 dB, contacts every 6 to 8 in. will do the job.
Since plastic allows electromagnetic waves to pass unimpeded, plastic enclosures are harder to shield. The best
way of doing so is to cover their insides with aconductive material, like vacuum metalization, arc sprays, and
conductive paints. Nickel-acrylic-based paints, with 1-to2-fl/square conductivity, suffice for most applications.
Line-conducted emissions have two sources. Above 10
MHz, radiated emissions from the system under test (or
the cables attached to it) couple on to the power line,
which acts as a receiving antenna. The techniques discussed so far can eliminate these emissions but not those
generated by noise from switching power supplies or
rectifier diodes.
Rectifier noise comes from rectifier diodes that do not
turn off quickly enough during zero crossings of the ac
input. Switching supply noise shows up as harmonics of
the switching frequency. For large supplies, the amplitude can be quite high. By and large, computers that use
switching supplies need line filters, most of which comprise three capacitors and one two-winding inductor, as
seen in Fig. 7.
The line-to-line capacitor, typically a0.01- to 0.47-µF
value, cancels out differential noise by shorting the two
sides of the line at high frequencies. Bypassing each side,
two other capacitors (together with the inductors) filter
out common-mode signals. Leakage specs limit the size
of these capacitors to between 0.001 and 0.01 µI', so they
are not large enough to filter out most common-mode
noise signals, especially those from switching power
supplies.
That job calls for a series inductor, which generally
ranges from 1 millihenry to 7 mH. The bifilar-wound
series inductor can operate only on common-mode signals, ignoring differential currents passing through the
inductor and therefore avoiding saturation. So the inductor limits common-mode noise but avoids saturation by
the 60-cycle current.
D
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256-K dynamic RAM is
more than just an upgrade
Silicides, lightly doped drain structures are being tuned for mass production
of a next-generation part that improves on the 64-K workhorse
by Michael C. Smayling and Mike Maekawa,

Texas Instruments Inc., Houston, Texas

D The 256-K dynamic RAM heralds the coming of anew have been based on a one-transistor storage cell whose
active device accesses charge stored on athin-oxide mos
generation of high-volume mos processing technology.
Better photolithography, for instance, will pack four capacitor. The transistor transfers stored charge to abit
times the capacity of a 64-K dynamic random-access- line, which in turn connects to adifferential amplifier for
memory chip into less than two times the silicon area. As sensing.
If not for alpha particles, the storage capacitor would
a result, the 256-K chip will fit into the familiar 16-pin
only need enough charge to ensure that data did not leak
dual in-line package.
The 256-K dynamic RAM Must equal or better the away between successive refresh operations (at 4-millisecperformance of its 64-K progenitor. To achieve this, its ond intervals). To prevent the loss of data from alphadevice features must be scaled down (see table below). As particle strikes, the number of stored charges must exin past generations of dynamic RAMS, the scaled-down ceed the number of electron-hole pairs generated by a
processes that improve circuit performance will make strike.
A capacitor of 50 femtofarads charged to 5volts holds
stringent demands on processing technology.
The process for fabricating such high-density devices 250 femtocoulombs, corresponding to some 1.5 million
must be cost-effective yet ensure reliability. It must con- electrons, roughly the minimum signal that can withtend against an undergrowth of interrelated problems— stand an alpha-particle hit. To maintain acapacitance of
including soft (or transient) errors, electrical noise, inter- 50 fF in the scaled-down area of a256-K dynamic RAM's
connection resistance, short-channel effects, pattern defi- cell, the gate oxide is thinned to about 200 angstroms.
Some manufacturers propose to increase the stored
nition, and yield. The 256-K dynamic RAM will attract
few users if high error rates and low voltage margins charge by using insulators with a dielectric constant
higher than that of silicon dioxide, universal in today's
accompany the advance in capacity.
Chip manufacturers are especially intent on achieving dynamic RAMS. Silicon nitride stores about 50% more
soft-error immunity through both process and circuit charge than a comparable area of silicon dioxide, and
design. Soft errors derive from a number of sources— sandwiching the nitride between oxide layers makes it
stray radiation being the most worrisome. Alpha parti- easier to incorporate into existing processes. Tantalum
cles from trace contaminants in IC packaging materials pentoxide, with more than five times silicon dioxide's
and cosmic rays can generate millions of electron-hole permitivity, has been considered, too. However, most
pairs in the silicon substrate, discharging the storage-cell firms do not yet regard the new technologies as costcapacitors, the bit lines, or the sensing nodes in the sense effective.
Higher cell capacitance also increases the signal at the
amplifiers.
Errors induced by alpha particles are related almost sense amplifiers, speeding their response and alleviating
exclusively to the amount of stored charge. Pattern-relat- the problem of imbalance, or offset. Through voltage
ed errors also occur but, in contrast, are caused by division, the signal to the sense amplifier depends on the
leakage currents between adjacent
COMPARISON OF TYPICAL 16 K, 64 K, AND 256-K DYNAMIC bits or by capacitive coupling beRANDOM -ACCESS- MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES
tween bit lines or peripheral-circuit
64-K
256 K
16-K
Feature
signals. Most of these internal cou1.5
2.5
pling problems can be eliminated
2.5
3
Channel length ( pm)
6 - 7
with a substrate bias generator, a
400 - 500
200 - 300
900 - 1,000
Gate oxide thickness ( iZ)
high-resistivity epitaxial layer on a
0.25 - 0.35
1- 1.2
0.4 - 0.5
Junction depth (pm)
low-resistivity substrate, and careful
30 - 50
circuit design and layout.
170
Area per bit (pm 2 )
450
How well does the 256-K chip deal
aluminum
n+ diffusion
n+ diffusion
Bit line composition
with the soft-error problem? Consid
refractory metal or
aluminum
Word- line composition
aluminum
er the dynamic-RAM storage cell.
oolysilicon/silicide
Three generations of dynamic RAms
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Step coverage

Polysilicon

10

excellent

Refractory metals

— 0.3

poor

Silicides
molybdenum
tungsten
tantalum
titanium

2.5 — 3.5
2.5 — 3.5
2
1

Polycides

fair

same as for
corresponding
silicides

excellent

ratio of bit-line to cell capacitance. For the 256-K dynamic RAM, atypical ratio might be 10: 1. Under worst-case
conditions, the resulting signal for sensing is often less
than 100 millivolts.
A change in bit lines
On 16-K and 64-K dynamic RAMS, open diffused bit
lines not only constitute a large capacitance but also
form easy targets for alpha particles. To avoid these
problems, the 256-K RAM's bit lines are folded to cut
noise and are built in metal, rather than diffusion, in
order to reduce capacitance and to increase sense signals.
The folded layout, which connects adjacent bit lines to
the differential sense amplifier's inputs, ensures that noise
coupled locally to the bit lines forms a common-mode
input to the amplifier and is rejected.
The 256-K's metal bit lines significantly affect the overall wiring strategy because low-resistivity layers are needed for bit and word lines to help the chip achieve access
times below 100 nanoseconds. With diffused bit lines,
aluminum served for the word lines, contacting the polysilicon gates of the access transistors. But with the only
aluminum level devoted to bit lines, the choice for word
lines (see table above) comes down to polysilicon, refractory metals, silicides, or polycides (polysilicon-silicide
composites).
High sheet resistance eliminates polysilicon from consideration. Simulations indicate that polysilicon word-line
delay increases access times by 20 to 30 ns—clearly
intolerable in ahigh-performance part. Refractory metals
occupy the other end of the resistance spectrum, but

better deposition techniques and some form of protective
layer will be needed to make them usable in the second
wiring level.
Both silicides and polycides stand up well during the
processing that follows their deposition. They can be
treated much like polysilicon. Many manufacturers of
256-K dynamic RAMS have chosen polycides because they
combine the best features of polysilicon and suicides; in
fact, the first step in forming a polycide is to deposit
polysilicon, so its excellent conformal step coverage and
transistor-gate characteristics are retained.
o
For polysilicon thicknesses greater than 1,500 A, the
silicide has only a negligible effect on the transistor
threshold voltage. In thinner layers, a threshold shift—
caused by the different work functions of the silicon and
the silicide—calls for extra effort to build suitable transistors. Thus, the transistors and the wiring of the polycide
process can be optimized independently. For 256-K dynamic RAms, the popular silicide alternatives include molybdenum, titanium, and tantalum.
Polycide transistor gates are not the 256-K chip's sole
departure from the self-aligned gate devices of older dynamic RAms. Short-channel effects and hot-carrier problems preclude scaling down the transistors directly from
64-K devices. It can be quite hard to shorten the polysilicon gate to 2 pm from 3 m, while maintaining the 64K's 5-volt supply—among other reasons, because hotcarrier injection into the gate oxide can undermine
long-term reliability.
Lightly doped drains
All present methods of fabricating transistors with
gates of 2 gm or less include some form of the lightly
doped drain structure first disclosed by IBM Corp. Such a
structure (Fig. 1) interposes an n- region between the
channel and the heavily implanted n± source and drain
regions. By spreading out (and thus reducing the maximum value of) the electric field near the drain, the
lightly doped region mitigates short-channel effects.
Grading the drain-substrate junction can reduce the
drain field further.
The reduced fields of the lightly doped drain structure translate into reduced hot-carrier generation and
increased junction breakdown voltage. Figure 2shows a
current-voltage characteristic of the transistor in Fig. 1.
Even with device features scaled down to 2gm, from
3 µ,m, industry plans now call for 256-K chip areas of

1. Field spreader. To combat short-channel effects, a lightly doped n-region is interposed in the 256-K RAM's transistors, between the
channel and the heavily doped source and drain ( n + regions). The light implants are masked by the sidewall oxide spacer.
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55,000 to 75,000 square milslet optics, resolution may no
30% to 60% larger than typical
longer be a major problem—in
64-K parts. Since today's plastictheory.
packaging technology cannot easIn practice, without very
ily handle chips of this size in
tight control of wafer flatness
standard 16-pin 300-mil dual inor greatly improved depth of
line packages, further chip scalfocus, the usable resolution
ing or advances in packaging
over a 5- or 6-inch wafer
technology are being pursued.
would still not be adequate.
Even so, the 64-K's pin definiOverlay alignment—the registions and refresh techniques were
tration of one level of patterns
developed with an eye to the futo its predecessor—will be a
ture, so it will be possible to upproblem, too. Automatic aligngrade many existing systems with
2. Well-behaved. The current-voltage character stic
ment and distortion diagnostic256-K parts.
of the structure in Fig. 1 shows typical long-channel
sis are not readily incorporated
Despite the effort to make the field-effect,transistor behavior. Thanks to the lightly with full-wafer exposure, which
smallest possible chip for agiven doped drain, the turn-on is sharp, and the drain-source may be used only for patterns
memory capacity, the large 256-K
punchthrough voltage is well above 10 V.
with requirements that are less
chips will probably have lower
than exacting.
initial yields than the smaller 64-K chips did. RedundanElectron-beam and X-ray lithography—the technolcy can compensate for this, since the chip will have ogies of the future—are not developed enough for highextra rows or columns of cells that can be switched in volume production. Of course, electron-beam resolution
during wafer probing to replace defective bits.
is on the order of 0.5 1.tm, with ±0.1-µm line-width
In the early stages of volume production, redundancy control, but the present throughput is not satisfactory.
may multiply the yield of usable chips three to five Such recent advances as multiple-beam writing may lead
times. But redundant circuits can raise testing costs,
to acceptable throughputs of about 4 minutes per wafer.
access times (though by only about 3 ns in careful
X-ray technology is developing rapidly: compact expodesigns), and power consumption.
sure equipment is now at work in pilot-line facilities.
Laser blowing of fuses—a technique that minimizes Mask making is the current obstacle to this technique.
the extra circuitry needed on chip—is apopular way to Building 1: 1masks of exotic materials with the tolerimplement redundancy. Although the technique requires ances needed for VLSI is especially hard for full-wafer
expensive equipment, its capital costs are reasonable for exposure systems. X-ray step-and-repeat equipment,
a high-volume product like the 256-K dynamic RAM.
which has the resolution of X rays but greatly reduces
the mask problem, could well be the route to a future
The burden on lithography
generation of VLSI products.
Smaller device dimensions and larger chip area make
At the moment, however, the 5: 1or 10: 1stepper is
the 256-K dyanamic RAM'S printing and etching require- the popular choice for producing 256-K dynamic RAms.
ments far more difficult than those of previous dynamic Such equipment has already been used on scaled-down
RAms. Smaller features call for finer lithographic resolu- versions of the 64-K dynamic RAM. With currently availtion—and for greater precision, too, because sizing toler- able optics and automatic alignment, wafer-stepping
ances typically continue to be ± 10% of the feature size.
equipment has produced first-generation 256-K dynamic
Printing the wafers involves coating them with photor- RAMS with features under 2pm and alignment tolerances
esist, baking, exposing, and developing them. Except in of 0.75 p.m. Automatic focusing for each exposure, as
the exposing stage, the equipment used to produce 256-K well as new site-by-site alignment accessories, will soon
dynamic RAms will probably resemble the gear used for make further scaling practical.
second-generation 64-Ks. Advanced photoresist processes
Since film thicknesses have not fallen in tandem with
(like multilayer or plasma-developable resists) may even- line widths, etching has also been complicated by the
tually be useful. However, the necessary resolution and scaling down of lateral dimensions. The aspect ratio of
precision can be achieved on the 256-K dynamic RAM etched patterns has increased, demanding such highly
with a simpler expedient: dyed resists, used during criti- directional processes as plasma etching. Plasma and reaccal patterning steps. The dyes absorb almost all the ex- tive-ion processes etch anisotropically and uniformly by
posing light and eliminate wafer-surface reflections,
accelerating etchant molecules through an electric field
which can distort circuit patterns.
perpendicular to the wafers.
Choosing an exposure technology is less straightforAll thin-film etching steps demand plasma-etching or
ward. The alternatives are full-wafer and step-and-repeat
reactive-ion—etching machines to achieve the vertical prooptical projection, X-ray proximity printing, and elec- files needed as horizontal dimensions shrink. Single-wafer
tron-beam direct writing.
processing on critical steps also improves line-width preFull-wafer optical projection now produce high vol- cision and overall uniformity. New etches have been
umes of first-generation 64-K dynamic RAMS. Unfortun- developed to deal with the stacked polycide films. Careatley, the equipment still falls short of the resolutions- ful annealing removes damage done by plasma radiation;
1.5-µm or finer—needed for certain mask levels on 256- other post-etch treatments can avoid the potential corroK parts. With such future improvements as deep-ultravio- sion problems of dry-etching aluminum.
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Designer's casebook
cuit is quite useful for high-speed digital data-processing

Comparator compares
2's complement numbers

applications because it can also handle a dynamically
changing M. To satisfy the condition PI > M, the logic
takes the absolute magnitude, ID1, of data input D.
The circuit compares an 8-bit data input, Do—D,, with
a7-bit magnitude, M. Since comparators U, and U, work
with unsigned integer numbers, exclusive-OR gates invert
the data if D < 0(3, = 1) or else noninvert it if
D > 0(D, = 0).
Merely inverting the data does not, however, produce
the right algorithm, so the most significant data bit, D,,

by Stephen Ho and Christina Shyu
Perkin-Elmer Corp., Hayward, Calif.

This 8-bit absolute-magnitude comparator compares 2's
complement numbers with a set magnitude, M. The cir-
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must be used to control output-condition pins A > B
and A = B. For example, a glance at D = —5 (in the
truth table for M = 4) shows that D' = DHl = 4 and
also that output pin A > B is not true. To get a proper
output state, output-condition pin A = B is logically
ANDed with the most significant data bit, D„ whose

output is then °Red with output-condition pin A > B.
M = 4 is an example that demonstrates the design's
exceptional simplicity. The table displays the truth table
for detecting 113¡ > 4. Cascading a number of SN74LS85
4-bit magnitude comparators permits the circuit to compare larger data.
LI

In such applications as data acquisition, microprocessors
must interface with analog-to-digital converters. Before
the data can be processed digitally, the data must be
smoothed to refine the sample and to cut noise-created
system error.
Normally, the job would be done by adding a number
of samples and averaging the sum. Although the smoothing can be accomplished with software, hardware opera-

Hardware refines
digital samples quickly
by Sonn Zarnescu
Teledyne Controls, West Los Angeles, Calif.
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Refining. This hardware technique improves the quality of adigital signal by taking anumber of samples and averaging the sum. The logic takes
up much less overall execution time than the software technique does. Four conversions are summed up and stored in the latch. The
microprocessor then reads the result, shifted to the right by 2bits—in effect, the same as dividing the sum by four.
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tion reduces overall execution times, so it is attractive in
high-speed processing. The method outlined here will
work for any type of unipolar a-d converter-8-, 10-, or
even 16-bit—and the logic is adaptable to other types of
microprocessors. The design performs the division by
shifting the bits to the right: for instance, it divides a
sum by four by shifting rightward 2 bits.
A-d converter U1,8-bit latches U, and 1.17, and octal
buffers U. and U, are different locations in microprocessor U,„'s memory-mapped input/output space. When the
microprocessor clears the latch and initiates the first
conversion, a cycle comprising four conversions begins.
At this point, the control logic takes over and starts to
count the number of conversions and to initiate them

Bipolar dc-dc converter
requires no inductor
by E Mendes
Electronics Corporation of Israel Ltd., Tel-Aviv, Israel

The saturable cores used in dc-dc converters often create
radio-frequency interference that must be suppressed
with filters. This coreless dc-dc converter circuit helps
circumvent these rfi problems and also provides two dc
voltages, one of negative and one of positive polarity with
reference to ground. And it does so without using expensive and dilatory transformers or inductors.

through Ui's conversion-start pin. It does so by counting
the end of the conversion signal that U, generates.
At the end of fourth conversion the sum is stored in
latch U,—U, and the control logic sends an interrupt to
the microprocessor, which reads the result of the four
successive additions and then extends the sign and calculates the average by dividing by four. The sign extension
is obtained by grounding pins 14, 17, and 18 of U, and
the average computed by connecting the output of U.
and U, to the processor's data bus according to the
scheme shown in the figure. As a result, the data is
shifted by two—equivalent in effect to dividing by four—
and the sign is extended without increasing execution
times.
CI

In the circuit shown, inverters U. and 1.11.,, form a20kilohertz oscillator whose square-wave output—further
shaped by D,, R., and R, and by D„ R,, and R7—
drives power field-effect transistors Q2 and Q3.The pchannel and n-channel FETs conduct alternately, in a
push-pull configuration. When Q, conducts, the positive
charge on C., forces diode D4 to conduct as well, which
produces a positive voltage, determined by zener diode
D,, at terminal A.
Similarly, when Q, in its turn conducts, the negative
charge on C. forces D, to do so as well. A negative
voltage therefore develops at terminal B, whose level is
set by D,.
El
Electronics invites readers to submit original and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to
design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose
and send to Ashok Bindra, Circuit Design Editor. We'll pay $75 for each item published.

Converter. Unlike standard dc- dc converters, this circuit gives two dc voltages, one of positive, one of negative polarity—without using
transformers or inductors. Only one inverter chip, three transistors, and afew discrete components are needed to realize the converter. Diodes
D5

and

D6

determine the level of positive and negative voltages at terminals A and B.
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Portable computer and host talk
over radio-frequency link
Advanced switching techniques in radio network connect
intelligent handheld terminals to remote host processors
by Jay Krebs, Motorola Inc., Communications Sector, Schaumburg, III.
El By synergizing expertise in radio systems, custom
semiconductor technology, and advanced packaging techniques, Motorola has developed atruly portable computer system that not only eliminates size and weight problems, but is designed to interface directly with existing
computer installations whether or not a telephone line is
available. "System" is no misnomer, for the setup involves highly sophisticated communications facilities, including elaborate self-testing features.
Produced by the Communications Sector with important contributions from the Semiconductor Sector, the
system features a terminal only slightly larger than a
pocket calculator (Fig. 1), but with dual 8-bit processors,
160-R bytes of read-only memory, and 20-R bytes of
static random-access memory (expandable to 80-K bytes).
Furthermore, by incorporating both radio-frequency and
telephone-line modems, it provides a choice of two-way
data communications between users and remote mainframe computers.
With 32-1( bytes of Rom holding the operating system,
the rest, including one 32-R byte cartridge, is available
for application programs. For bigger problems, the system links the portable processors to remote mainframes
for calling on more data and running larger programs, as
well as sending electronic mail.
The portable data-communications
system was designed to provide widearea rf coverage for a large number
of users. To achieve this goal and
maintain economic viability, a single
pair of rf channels (at 810 and 855
megahertz for inbound and outbound
communications, respectively) is continuously reused across the area of a
major city and its suburbs by strategically locating base stations across
the area and managing their opera1. Outside and inside. Inside the calculator-sized terminal hides an extremely compact computer. To meet design goals of functionality and portability, Motorola engineers
needed several custom LSI circuits, highdensity pin-array packages, and single in-line
memory

and

powercontrol

hybrids,

shown in the logic module at bottom.
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as

tion with a computer. In this regard, the system resembles cellular radio-telephone networks, where 666 radio
channels are reused for voice conversations.
System operation involves four major network components: portable data terminals, basestation radio transceivers, base-station channel controllers, and a network
controller. Messages that are initiated from the portable
terminal are transmitted by a single inbound 810MHz
radio channel to one or more base-station receivers (Fig.
2). Each channel's bandwidth is 25 kilohertz, and data is
sent at 4,800 bits per second using direct frequencyshift
modulation of the rf carriers.
To overcome multipath fading (signallevel cancellations that occur when multiple copies of a radio signal
arrive at a receiver out of phase), each base station is
equipped with maximal-ratio—combining diversity receivers. Once a signal is received, it is demodulated and the
resulting data is sent to the station's channel controller.
The controller recovers the data, decodes the message,
performs error detection and correction, and prepares the
data for land-line transmission to the central network
processor. Data and control messages are exchanged between the controller and the processor using specially
designed 201B-type modems and a standard bitsynchronous
high-level—data-link—control
protocol subset at 2,400 b/s.
The difference between the 4,800b/s rf signaling speed and the 2,400b/s landline speed results from the
convolutional error-correcting code
employed over the rf channel. The
channel controller overlaps the rf
data transmission with the landline
transmission to achieve full-duplex
operation, thereby reducing propagation delays in the network.
The network processor controls
the net of up to 60 base-station sites
and provides an interface with as
many as four host computer systems.
By comparing each received message's identification number and its
time of arrival with prior messages
from the same ID, the network processor reduces duplicate messages to
a single copy— if messages arrive
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2. Star topology. The network processor of
Motorola's

portable data-communications

system is the hub of the network. Interfacing
with as many as four host computers and up
to 60 channel-controlling base stations, the
processor supports 1,500 portable terminals.

within a defined interval, typically
no more than 20 milliseconds.
Once it has decoded the message
and its address, the network processor forwards it to the proper host
computer system. Because each portable terminal is registered to a particular host by way of its identification number, several hosts may share the net without
conflict or interference.
The host may initiate amessage to aportable terminal
(or group of terminals) by formatting the information
with appropriate address data and routing it to a network processor. The system will support numerous hostto-terminal addressing schemes. Between the network
processor and the channel controller, all of the message
data including a 16-bit terminal address are embedded in
the HDLC information frame. The network processor accepts the message to be delivered from the host and
selects the best base station by which to communicate
with the portable terminal.
In addition to furnishing message data, the channel
controller provides the network processor with signalstrength information on each message copy. The digitized
signal strength, in conjunction with other network topology information, is used by the network processor to
select the best base station for return communications.
In the event that no recent communications have occurred with the portable terminal, or that it has moved
significantly since the last communications, a search algorithm will be entered to locate it. Once the base-station
selection has been made, the outbound message is scheduled for transmission.
Because there is only one outbound rf channel, base
sites that could interfere with each other are not used
simultaneously. An elaborate scheduling algorithm is implemented in the network processor's software to permit
a high degree of frequency reuse in the system. About
1,500 portable terminals can be operated on a single
inbound/outbound pair of rf channels in a typical city,
depending on traffic volume and the dispersion of the
base stations throughout the area.
Arbitrating random traffic
Once the outbound message has been sent by land
lines to the base station, the channel controller encodes
the message for rf transmission, adding error-detectionand-correction coding. The message is modulated using
the same 4,800-b/s signaling scheme used on the inbound
channel. The 45-watt 855-MHz base-station transmitter
was specially designed for the system to permit the rapid
key-up/key-down times required, while maintaining longterm reliability under continuous cycling.
The use of separate inbound and outbound rf channels
increases throughput by permitting the base stations to
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handle inbound and outbound messages simultaneously.
The rf channels are organized using acontrolled contention-access technique.
The portable terminals contend with each other on the
inbound channel using a technique similar to busy-tone
multiple-access, providing rapid response to randomly
organized traffic. To reduce the likelihood that units will
interfere with each other, periodic bits in the outbound rf
data stream are used to convey inhibiting information to
the terminals.
When the channel controller detects a message being
received on the inbound channel and it is currently transmitting, it starts setting the inhibit indicator bits in the
outbound rf data stream. When there is no outbound
message being transmitted, achannel-idle message is used
to carry inhibit information. The controller and the terminal perform errot correction on messages received over
the rf channel. Message errors that are beyond the errorcorrecting code's capability are detected by one or more
cyclic-redundancy-check sequences built into the message
formats. Errors that are detected by the CRC cause either
anegative acknowledgment or no response from the message receiver.
The portable terminal or network processor will retransmit, up to three times, messages that were not immediately acknowledged or that were negatively acknowledged because of uncorrectable errors. In other words,
the system incorporates forward-error correction by use
of coding and backward-error correction by automatic
message retransmission.

Shrinking the terminal
To realize acompact and lightweight terminal, several
custom large-scale integrated circuits were designed, and
innovative high-density packaging was developed. The
hardware architecture of the portable terminal (Fig. 3)
has two 6801-type complementary-mos processors: one
supports rf communications, and the other performs supervisory functions, plus application-specific tasks. In addition to its rf communications capability, the portable
terminal contains a 300-b/s Bell- 103—compatible telephone modem for use outside the network's coverage.
An external input/output connector supports both a
serial interface and a memory-mapped parallel interface.
The parallel interface is actually the buffered processor
address and data bus with 256-K bytes of address space
allocated to it. Therefore, compatible external devices
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3. Terminal architecture. The portable terminal is divided into two modules. The system logic module features asupervisory processor. 160-

Kbytes of ROM (32-K bytes as aremovable cartridge), 20.-K bytes of RAM, a300-b/s modem, and aparallel interface port. The communications
module holds adual-port memory, acommunications processor, an rf modem, and acompact antenna system.

and memory can be interfaced with the terminal by
means of this bus.
Since the supervisory processor directly supports only
64-K bytes of logical address space, a custom silicon-gate
c-mos memory-mapping chip was designed. The memory
mapper divides 1megabyte of physical address space into
4- K-byte segments that can be mapped into any 4-K-byte
segment of the processor's 64-K-byte logical address
space, on 4-K-byte boundaries. The memory mapper also
provides all of the chip-selection decoding for the devices
supported directly from the supervisory processor. Interrupt masking and interrupting-device identification are
performed as well.

Dedicated processors: double power
A custom 256-byte dual-port c-mos memory with
semaphores provides the interface between the supervisory processor and the communications processor. One of
the objectives of the portable-terminal design effort was
to leave as much of the processing resources of the
supervisory processor as possible for customer applications or for future system expansion. This objective led to
the adoption of a dual-processor approach to the terminal design in order to offload the communications tasks
into a dedicated processor.
The dual-port memory was chosen as the interface
between the processors because it requires less software
overhead than either serial or parallel interfaces. Also,
buffering is inherent, and contention for access is controlled by simple hardware semaphores.
The software system for the portable terminal contains
a number of special features. At its core is a multitasking executive control program, which permits several
programs or tasks to execute concurrently. Thus commu-
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nications functions can occur while an application program is executing.
The control program also supports a RAM-based file
system, allowing application programs to access data by
file name and preserve data across different program
invocations. With the file system, many variable-length
messages can be stored, selected, and reviewed sequentially on the terminal's two-line-by-27-column liquidcrystal display. Messages (rf or telephone) are communicated to application programs using this file system,
making it possible for a terminal to perform screening,
encryption, data compression, and formatting before
transmission. Messages transmitted from the host can be
similarly intercepted by an application program to perform decryption, decompression, and reformatting before
presentation to the operator.
The communications-management software supports
the transmission of messages in the system. A single
message transmission can contain up to 760 bytes of user
data. Moreover, any number of them can be chained
together, in separate transmissions, to form as long a
message as a user needs to communicate. The communications manager disassembles and reassembles messages
using sequence and control information that is carried in
the message headers.

Wheeling and dealing from the hub
The network processor is the hub of the system. It is
similar in function to a cluster controller for a hardwired terminal network.
A typical population of 1,500 portable terminals can
easily give rise to a substantial traffic load, particularly
during peak periods of the work day. With the frequency-reuse feature of the rf network operating, the channel
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Modular multiprocessor control. The system's network processor can be configured for up to four host computers and 60 base stations,

depending on geographic and application needs. The maximum configuration uses 17 MC68000s to distribute control and speed response.

capacity could easily exceed the network processor's
throughput capability.
Consequently, the network processor is structured
around a68000-based board that functions as the supervisory processor (Fig. 4). In addition to an 8-MHz 68000,
the board also contains 128-K bytes of private RAM, 64-R
bytes of programmable Rom for self-testing, two serial
communications channels, and a parallel Leo channel. It
communicates with eight-channel intelligent-controller
(Eac) boards and a 512-K-byte error-correcting RAM
board that it shares with the Eacs over a 16-bit highspeed data bus.
The network processor's software system is divided
between the supervisory subsystem, which operates from
the supervisory board and the network communications
subsystem, which is repeated in each ECIC. The ECIC's
software subsystem supports both host and channel-controller communications. The host support is defined by
the specific system implementation. Currently this is a
full-function interface operating at 9,600 b/s under both
synchronous—data-link—control and systems-network-architecture protocols. The interface between ECICs and the
channel controllers is an HDLC subset operating at 2,400
b/s regardless of specific system configurations.

graded to the point where afailure is imminent. Critical
network links and processing nodes are continuously
monitored for performance by themselves and by adjacent network nodes. When adeviation occurs, an alarm
message is sent to the host system.
The base station contains numerous sensors that are
monitored by the channel controller. Such hardware parameters as forward rf power, reflected rf power, the
temperature of the power amplifier's heat sink, and the
lock state of the voltage-controlled oscillator warn of
base-station or antenna-system failure. Other parameters
that are statistical in nature, such as error-to-traffic ratios, message-retransmittal counts, and error-burst hit
counts, are also accumulated.
The second level of problem-determination support is
on-line testing capability. When an alarm is recognized
or when degraded performance is suspected, abattery of
tests can be invoked on the portion of the network in
question—without interrupting traffic flow. Loop tests,
which send known message patterns and compare the
result with the original, are used extensively. Each link
has several loop-back points to enhance failure isolation.
All base links can be looped at the network processor's
modem interface, within that modem, and at the remote
modem's analog and digital sections.
Trouble-shooting on the net
The hase station's transmitter can be looped to its
A primary concern in the design of the system was receiver through an rf test converter to form acomplete
network problem determination. With multiple base sites end-to-end link test. A final loop can also be made to a
and as many telephone links, aremote-testing capability portable terminal with an automatic echo-back message
was essential. A first step, however, is recognizing that a function.
Software can also be upgraded and tested from the
failure in some part of the network has occurred. These
concerns are addressed by amultilevel problem-determi- remote-service link. The remote-service capability of the
system is an important step in providing fast problem
nation and on-line test facility.
The facility's first level is recognition that aproblem in determination, short repair time through field-replaceable
the network exists or that some net component has de- units, and a high degree of system availability.
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Testing disk drives
from head to toe
To develop, produce, and use today's high-speed, high-density drives,
their diverse elements must be tied together by abattery of tests
by Martin S. Albert,

Cambrian Systems Inc., Westlake Village, Calif.

D The testing of disk drives has taken on new impor- the head-to-track positioning system, commonly referred
tance as the ever-increasing demand for mass storage has to as the positioner, helps ensure the accuracy and integattracted amultitude of drive manufacturers. To compete rity of the recorded data. It must operate reliably and
in this market, companies must produce faster, higher- with extremely close tolerances to prevent data errors.
density units and therefore are seeking better testing
To write and read data reliably on, say, aWinchester
tools with which to develop and produce drives. At the drive, the heads must be predictably and accurately posisame time, users are looking for more efficient ways to tioned over the recording tracks. The lateral position of
check the performance of new drives, which are critical the recording head over the data track can be affected by
to overall computer system performance.
many factors, including thermal expansion of the compoTo develop a new drive, an engineer needs to charac- nents, bearing runout, disk-to-spindle alignment, vibraterize precisely the three critical disk-drive components— tion, and positional error. The positional error asystem
the head, the disk, and the data channel—as well as the can tolerate is inversely related to the track density.
complex relationship among them. In production and
The worst-case assumption is that atrack is written at
incoming inspection, workers must check the drive's per- one extreme and read at the opposite, and that two
adjacent tracks are written with the positional errors
formance and interface characteristics.
Unfortunately, there are few meaningful absolute num- both toward the other (Fig. 2). Since aWinchester-techbers that can be applied to all drives, because the criteria nology head does not have erase poles, the head may
against which heads, disks, and data channels are evalu- pick up previously recorded data in the intertrack spaces.
ated depend on the type and quality of the elements
In off-track testing, the operator writes data to atrack,
used, which in turn depend on arange of variables, such the head is stepped off the track asmall increment, and
as bit density, track density, and the capability for error an attempt is made to read the data. Several iterations of
this sequence—read, step, and read again—determine the
correction—to name but a few.
Since there is such a range of variables involved in tolerance within which the head must be positioned if
testing disk drives, the equipment needed to test adrive data is to be read correctly (Fig. 3).
The absolute positioning accuracy is not as critical in
must be flexible. However, certain tests apply to every
phase of drive testing (see "A universal approach to disk- such testing as is the accuracy with which the head is
drive testing," p. 148). To select the right kind of instru- moved in incremental values and the speed with which
mentation for drive testing, manufacturers and users the test is performed. Usually a drive can tolerate a
positional error of roughly
must know the range of different tests to which adrive
15% of the track width before the data signal becomes
can be subjected.
unrecoverable. The actual
Testing begins in the deamount tolerated depends
velopment phase. In this
on the performance of all
phase, there are five key
system elements, including
measurements:
determinaread-write circuitry, data
tion of off-track-error tolerseparator, power-supply staance, optimum servo-track
bility, and the level of the
performance, certification of
system's electrical noises.
the disk, head-disk perforFor example, a 5¼-inch
mance, and data-channel cadisk drive with a 1,000pacity. The first of these
track-per-inch density could
measurements, that of off1. Overview. The initial attention in the design of a disk drive
have a track width of only
track-error tolerance, tells
0.0007 in. For such a syshow accurate the drive's po- goes to those elements shown in this bird's-eye-view schematic.
sitioning system is. In a The combination of electrical, magnetic, and mechanical ele- tem, an off-track error tolerments complicates the demands placed on testing drives.
ance of, say, 50 microinches
disk-drive system (Fig. 1),
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would be acceptable—the head could move off the track
that distance and still recover data.
Performing the test quickly ensures that temperature
variances will not have an effect. The temperature across

the entire disk surface must be carefully controlled in
testing, to within A.5°F, to limit thermal expansion and
contraction. With such controlled conditions, the designer can be certain that, when the head is moved off track

A universal approach to disk-drive testing
A new breed of test systems can provide an integrated
approach for disk-drive testing. These systems can test
individual components—heads, disks, and the head-disk
assembly—as well as the entire disk drive, with modules
whose accuracies are orders of magnitude greater than the
component or drive to be tested.
In addition to supplying the tools needed for development
of disk drives, such modular disk-drive test systems can
easily be converted into task-oriented systems—such as
disk, or media, certifiers, head-disk-assembly testers, or
system testers. Consequently, individual disk-drive components can be tested during the production phase with
essentially the same tools as were originally used to design
it, and continuity between design and production is thereby
maintained. The areas in which modules provided by Cambrian Systems can be used to configure test systems are
shown in the accompanying table.
For a test system to tackle the various measurements
needed during both design and production, as well as in incoming inspection, there are five areas of performance that
must be scrutinized: head positioning, spindle speed control, servo pattern writing, selection of data-channel capacity, and programmability.
Precise and repeatable positioning capability is of crucial
importance in characterizing a disk drive's head-to-disk

width and should provide pattern generation up to 75,000
transitions per second.
To test present and future drives, an engineer needs a
read-write data-channel bandwidth that will accommodate
current and anticipated disk performance. For example, the
high-performance IBM 3380 has adata transfer rate of 24
megabytes per second, which requires a data channel
bandwidth of approximately 15 to 18 MHz. Cambrian Systems' test modules are specified over a1-to-50- MHz bandwidth to within 1decibel and for phase linearity to within 2°.
For future needs, a disk-drive test system should have a
bandwidth greater than 18 MHz, and a phase linearity of
better than 1° over the entire frequency range is desirable.
If asystem is to tackle the diverse requirements of diskdrive testing, an extremely flexible means of programming
tests is also mandatory. Cambrian Systems' tester uses the
Forth programming language to create alibrary of primitive
elements from which tests can be created.
The primitives, or microcommands, include such functions as an incremental seek, specified in microinches from
the present head location; an absolute move from one head
location to another, specified with respect to the center of
the disk; the ability to change the write current and frequency; and the ability to alter spindle speed up or down with 1rpm resolution. These tests can be strung together into
macrocommands, from which, in turn, the user can create
test sequences.

interface. For current-technology drives, a test system
should be able to position the magnetic recording head to a
resolution of 1microinch and to an accuracy of
3or 4sin. in acontrolled-temperature environment. Cambrian Systems' units can attain a
CONFIGURATION MATRIX
resolution far smaller than is currently needed,
so that it will be possible to develop and test
Module
future disk drives with their aid.
capability
Develop ment
The disk spindle must be rotated at variable
Head
speeds, accelerations, and decelerations. The
Precision
spindle drive should be programmable for
X
spin stand
speeds from 500 to 6,000 revolutions per minLow-cost
X
ute in 1-rpm increments, with an accuracy of
spin stand
0.01%. Speed jitter should be no more than 1
Head- and- diskassembly IFIDA)
microsecond, peak to peak, at 3,600 rpm,
spin stand
which translates into about 1part in 16,000.
Servo pattern
o
The ability to write a wide variety of servo
generation
patterns—data on the disk that allows the head
to be quickly and accurately positioned—is
crucial in developing drives with high accuracy
and storage density. Although there is awide
variety of possible patterns and approaches
that a designer can use, most servo patterns
are chosen without first experimenting, because most test systems are unfriendly to the
experimenter. To aid the designer, atest system should permit aprogrammable clock track
to be written in an 8-to- 75- megahertz band-
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2. Off track. The relative position of the read head with respect to the
track is critical for high-speed operation. In the ideal position (solid
color), data is read without interference, but in the worst case (tint),

until the amplitude of the position pulses in adjacent
servo fields is equal. Doing this defines the positions of
the data tracks. An automated disk-drive test system can
speed and simplify this process immensely.
With such asystem, the designer can write avariety of
servo patterns on a disk surface in a highly accurate,
repeatable manner, knowing exactly what and where data
is written. The test system can eliminate external variables, such as position jitter, during the writing sequence.
Thus a designer can write a pattern precisely.
If the test system itself is able to demodulate the data
as it is read back, the designer can concentrate solely on
the servo design by simply looking at the demodulated
data to determine the kind of position error being caused
by the pattern and servo hardware. Such a test system
therefore provides real-time flexibility in creating and
modifying a pattern.
Certifying the disk

To make sure that the system will work with standard
disks, the designer must certify the disks he uses in
in testing, the move was indeed 50 sin. and was not testing. Tests used to certify a disk generally follow the
definitions of the American National Standards Institute.
affected by spindle-bearing runout, temperature changes,
That is, the integrity of the entire disk surface is first
or other variables.
With a test system that can accurately position the validated; pulse dropout, pulse drop-in, and modulation
head, a disk-drive designer can determine how much across the disk surface are identified. Next the disk is
position offset is actually present in a drive. The test checked for resolution, overwrite, isolated-pulse width,
system must have an error tolerance much lower than and saturation, as well as linearity and residual noise.
Of all these tests, the ANSI PW50 one for measuring
the actual tolerance—about a tenth of the actual tolerance, or 5 ,. in. in the example given above, if measure- the width of an isolated pulse is particularly useful. The
ments are to be meaningful. Today, a3-to-5-.un. accura- points of measurement are those on the pulse's rising and
falling edge that are at 50% of the pulse's peak amplicy in incremental positioning is achievable with
tude. Measuring the width of an isolated pulse deterstate-of-the-art test systems.
mines the ability of the disk to record higher bit densiSelecting the optimum servo pattern
ties, and therefore the test is often used in place of a
Once the tolerance of the system is determined, the resolution test.
In effect, the pulse-width test is acomposite measuredesigner can begin to consider what type of servo pattern
should be used in the system. In an operational disk ment of the data channel's frequency response and phase
drive, one of two basic techniques is used to control the error—including the head and the disk. As densities
head-positioning system: an open-loop stepper motor or a stretch beyond 10,000 b/in., this measurement becomes
closed-loop track-following servo. An open-loop stepper increasingly useful.
system moves the head to the expected track location
Checking head-disk performance
and remains at that location; it does not follow the track
For disk certification, the designer needs well-characshould it move.
To achieve higher track densities and to accommodate terized heads, so that the measurement results can be
interchangeable disks in cartridges, atrack-following sys- attributed to disk characterisitics. Conversely, when
tem is needed. It finds atrack and keeps the head over heads are being developed, the disk must be aconstant.
the track, even if the latter wanders out of its concentric But measuring the performance of the head and disk
pattern. The goal is to position the recording head over together and determining their interface characteristics is
amore essential part of disk-drive characterization. The
the track as accurately as possible and keep it on track.
designer must see how the disk and head work together
A typical servo track format is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Many servo formats have been developed and new to maximize drive performance.
The goal in head-disk testing is to eliminate all the
concepts are continually being created because they are
critical to the accurate operation of a disk drive. To other unknowns in the system, such as spindle runout, so
develop an optimum servo format for anew disk drive, a that the designer can examine only those performance
attributes related to the heads and the disk. A disk-drive
designer first must decide what is technically feasible.
development system can provide this capability, using
Next, the designer must create the format, implement it,
and test it. Finally, the servo pattern itself and the elec- many of the disk certification tests.
Head-disk tests include resolution, overwrite, pulse
tronics that demodulates the raw pattern data to obtain
width, and saturation, as well as peak shift and pulse
position information are developed.
In testing aservo format, the servo head is positioned crowding. The tests can be combined in many different
between the two servo tracks and is moved in and out ways, depending on the results needed. With aprogrampickup from other tracks can create noise and induce data errors.
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TRACK WIDTH
100X
TOLERANCE = 10X

STEP 1 — ON TRACK

STEP 2 — xpm. OFF TRACK

STEP 3 — 2x pin. OFF TRACK

working correctly, the path to them—the data channel—
must be checked. To test the data channel, which consists typically of ahead, aread-write chip, aphase-locked
loop, a coding function, a decoding function, and perhaps an error-correction function, apattern must be generated to simulate an actual file environment. By defining
aparticular file format in software, adesigner can generate a pattern, output it through the data channel under
test to the disk, and perform a read-back to verify the
integrity of the data. In this way, the designer can identify the areas that do not verify to the bit, byte, field, or
sector location in the record.
For this kind of testing, asophisticated pattern generator is needed to interface to the user's data channel,
through a serializer-deserializer. The data is typically
sent in a nonreturn-to-zero format. The encoding-decoding function will usually be in the user's hardware.
Production and system tests

STEP 10 — 10x pin. OFF TRACK

x = MINIMUM OFF-TRACK STEP

3. Position control. To determine off-track tolerance, the designer
must precisely position the read head in increments and must read
data until it begins to degrade. Typically, tolerance is about one tenth
of the track width, and test increments are one tenth of this tolerance.

mable tester, designers can create and implement their
own test sequences.
Once the designer is sure that the head and disk are

Once disk-drive design is completed and the commitment to production is made, aseries of tests is required
during assembly and before shipment to users. As in
development, the first tests to be performed are those
certifying the disk, testing the heads, writing the servo
pattern, and verifying the servo writing, after which the
head-and-disk assembly is tested. Finally, the complete
disk-drive system is tested.
Absolute certainty about the integrity of the disk is
required. In production, a manufacturer may choose to
perform adisk-certification test, such as those used during development and by the disk manufacturer.
The disk is certified for surface defects, axial accelera-

Trends in disk-drive production testing
Several emerging trends in production testing of disk drives
point to more testing in the factory, including window margin
tests, and the use of more versatile test equipment and
software to carry out these tests.
One trend is for manufacturers to perform tests at every
step in the production process—from certification of the
disk to final assembly. A second is greater use of margin
testing to decrease the return of drives shipped to customers. Because drives contain thousands of components—
thereby increasing potential failures—" forgiveness" must
be designed into some of these components. The assumption is that the statistical mix of components will provide the
needed margin. (To design aworst-case drive would be too
expensive.) End-of-production-line testing, then, supports
this intuition and analysis.
A third trend is for disk-drive manufacturers to perform all

Advances in magnetic recording technology promise to
make possible new generations of disk drives with even
higher densities and capacities in shrinking configurations.
For instance, aspiraling increase in storage density can be
predicted beyond the current 10,000 bits per inch nominally
achieved with the combination of ferrite head and oxide
coating. Industry estimates point to 15,000-b/in. and 800track-per- in, densities using thin-film heads of the IBM 3380
type in conjunction with oxide media. Density could easily
grow to 25,000 b/in. and 1,200 tracks/in, using ferrite heads
and thin-film plated disks. Moreover, the application of
vertical recording techniques augurs a phenomenal increase to 100,000-b/in. densities.
Development and test equipment is often one or two
generations ahead of product development. Indeed, in disk
drives, it can already accommodate the next level of parameters, such as bandwidths up to 50 megahertz, digital

of the tests described in the accompanying article. In
addition, the manufacturers are performing 48- hour burn-in
and power-cycling tests before shipping drives.
Afourth trend is the growing availability of test equipment

track position accuracies in the subnanosecond range. The
testing industry can also be expected to develop flexible,

that can be operated by production personnel, as well as by

cost-effective systems to accommodate the upper reaches

skilled technicians. These testers can also be used by
engineers in the developmental phase. Software allows
engineers to access individual tests and get the repeatability they need for development.

of magnetic recording technology, and, as needed, optical
recording techniques. It is only with the help of this new
generation of development and test equipment that the new
storage devices will be possible.
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performance beyond 50,000 flux reversals per second, and
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4. Repositioning. To adjust for disk irregularities, which make tracks wander, drive designers embed position data in the tracks, as shown
above, so that aclosed-loop servo system can reposition the head. In designing asystem, avariety of servo formats should be tried.

tion and other properties of the substrate, disk flatness,
and disk runout. A transducer about 5 mils above the
surface is used to check vertical runout; it is capable of
picking up 10 to 20 sin. of runout. Only the total runout
is measured, not the location of the irregularity.
Because a90% yield in Winchester recording heads is
typical, the manufacturer may choose to test individual
heads. They are mounted on a well-characterized head
and disk assembly and tested for resolution, overwrite,
and saturation.
After certified disks are assembled into amodule, servo patterns are written by aservo-track writer. Medium
quality is the most stringent requirement for servo writing, since anomalies of the disk can affect the eventual
position-error signal. Once the servo tracks are written,
the accuracy of the servo writing is verified.
Testing the head and disk assembly
Following disk certification and servo writing and verification, the head, disk, positioner, and spindle assemblies
are combined into an assembly in a clean room. After
assembly, the clean-room-exit test is performed to verify
the operation of the assembly.
In normal handling there is ahigh probability of damage occurring in assembly. Therefore the assembly test is
used to verify the magnetic characteristics of the head
and disk combination and to see that no new surface
defects have cropped up during assembly operations. An
assembly tester must perform resolution, overwrite, and
defect tests over the entire surface of every disk.
If the head and disk assembly passes these tests, it
leaves the clean room to be combined with electronics to
form a completed disk drive. Then, if final system tests
indicate that rework is needed, the fault can be isolated
to the electronic elements, thereby averting costly disassembly, retesting, and reassembly in the clean room.
Once the head and disk assembly, electronics, and
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other components are mounted on a chassis, the manufacturer is ready to perform system tests—the final series
of tests, in which the drive is tested as a complete system. The primary objective of these tests is to ensure that
the disk drive operates to specifications. The secondary
objective is to make certain it has the margins to function in the user's environment, which is usually more
stringent than the manufacturer's. A wide range of system tests can be performed by the manufacturer, and a
user may also wish to perform some or all of these tests
as a part of incoming inspection.
Of the dozen or so tests that are usually conducted,
one has become particularly useful: the read-margin test.
The read-margin test, which is becoming ade facto standard, checks for shifts, or margins, in the window in
which data is read. This is a measure of the maximum
peak shift (in nanoseconds) due to pulse crowding in the
data read by the drive head from the disk. Though many
variables—such as the disk and head characteristics,
write current, frequency response, and phase errors— can
affect the results, in general the smaller the peak shift is,
the less likely that read errors will occur.
There is ahigh correlation between low read margins
and low drive error rates. Say a 5-megabyte Seagatestandard, 534-in. Winchester has a total available window of 100 ns. The test measures what is left over after
peak shift and other variables have consumed portions of
the window. It moves the window in 2-ns increments,
first in one direction until it finds the limits of the
window, then in the other direction. For a 100-ns shift
window, a margin of 40 ns is considered superior.
The error rate of a disk drive designed at 10'° bits
translates into less than one read error in every le
reads. Directly measuring this can take considerable
time, that is, more than an hour; an alternative—the
application of error-rate testing—correlates window size
(margin) with expected error rate in much less time.
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Software notebook
Terminal program serves
CP/M-based systems
by James P. Osburn
Applied Computing Devices Inc., Terre Haute, Ind.

This program, for CP/M 2.2—based microsystems, helps
the keyboard integrated with the cathode-ray-tube display to behave like a terminal. The program uses the
least significant 2 bits of the IOBYTE system variable to
emulate one connection between the keyboard and the
CRT and another between the CRT and the microsystem's
RS-232 interface. When the bits are 01, the console in
use is the CRT, and when the.bits are 00, the console is

the RS-232 interface connected to a teletypewriter or a
modem. The program can be applied to any CP/M 2.2based system that implements IOBYTE.
The program operates with and without local echo. To
determine which, it first seeks the E option switch on the
CP/M command line that decides the echo mode. Next,
the program enters a loop that switches constantly, via
the IOBYTE, between the rry and CRT. When the program finds one device ready with a character, it sends
the character to the other device until it sees the attention character. If the echo option is on and the character
is from the keyboard, the program sends the character
back to the CRT. When no local echo is desired, TERMINAL must be the response typed to
TERMINAL E—
the CP/M prompt for operation with local echo.
Finally, typing in control A terminates operation and
returns control to the CP/M operating system.
E

TERMINAL. EMULATION PROGRAM FOR CP/M-BASED MICROSYSTEM

0100

terminal

org

100h

;CP/M transient program to
;behave as a terminal.
;Use " terminal" command for
;operation without local echo.
;Use " terminal [ E]" command
;for operation with local echo.

0001

152

0100

AF

0101
0104
0107
010A
010B
010C
010E
0111

328701
CD8B01
CA1401
23
7E
FE45
C21401
328701

0114
0117

CDAC01
328801

011A
011C
011F
0122
0124

3EFF
328901
COAC01
E6FC
F601

0126
0129

cntrla

equ

1

;attention code

main

xra

a

;clear local echo flag

sta
echo
call
scanoPts
jz
main1
inx
h
mov
a, m
cpi ' E'
jnz
main 1
sta
echo
main1

call
sta

gtiobyte
sviobyte

mvi
sta
call
ani
on

a, Offh
crtchar
gtiobyte
Ofch
1

CDB 101
CDB701

call
call

ptiobyte
dirin

012C
012F
0130
0133

328901
B7
CA5601
3A8901

sta
ora
jz
Ida

crtchar
a
main4
crtchar

0136
0138
013B
013E
013F
0142
0145
0148

FE01
CA5601
3A8701
B7
CA4801
3A8901
CDBE01
CDAC01

cpi
jz
Ida
ora
jz
Ida
call
call

cntrla
main4
echo
a
main3
crtchar
dirout
gtiobyte

014B
0140

E6FC
CDB101

ani
call

Ofch
ptiobyte

0150
0153

3A8901
CDBE01

Ida
call

crtchar
dirout

main2

main3

;scan for command line options
;IF options found THEN BEGIN
;advance to first option
;test first option
;IF it is ' E' THEN
;set local echo flag
;END
;save iobyte for exit
;set cathode-ray tube character
;REPEAT set console to crt

;check for crt input

;IF crt input THEN BEGIN
;check for attention code
.IF not attention THEN BEGIN
;check echo flag
;IF local echo THEN
;do local echo
;set console to tty

;send crt input to sty
;END
;END
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0156

CDAC01

0159

E6FC

main4

call

gtiobyte

ani

Ofch

;set console to tty

015B

CDB101

call

ptiobyte

015E
0161
0164

CDB701
328A01
B7

call
sta
ora

dirin
ttychar
a

;check for tty input

0165

CA7801

jz

main5

; IF tty input THEN BEGIN

0168
0168

CDAC01
E6FC

call
ani

gtiobyte
Ofch

016D

F601

on

1

016F

CDB101

call

ptiobyte

0172
0175

3A8A01
CDBE01

Ida
call

ttychar
dirout

0178
017B

3A8901
FE01

Ida
cpi

crtchar
cntrla

017D

C21 F01

jnz

main2

0180

3A8801

Ida

sviobyte

0183

CDB 101

call

ptiobyte

0186

C9

ret

0187

00

echo

db

S— S

0188

00

sviobyte

db

S— S

;saved iobyte

0189

00

crtchar

db

S— S

;crt input character

018A

00

ttychar

db

S— S

, tty input character

018B

218000

scanopts

Ixi

h, 80h

018E
018F

7E
87

mov
ora

a, m
a

main5

;switch console to crt

• ;send tty input to crt
; END

; UNTIL crt character is attention code

;
restore

iobyte

;mainline variables
; local echo flag

;scan for 1' before option switch
;
hl ¡
points to command string tail
;get tail length

0190

C8

17

0191
0192

47
3E5B

mov
mvi

b, a
; make b string counter
a, 1 ;a:=options token

0194
0195

23
BE

inx
cmp

h
m

scanopt1

;
don't scan if no tail

;advance hl to first character
; REPEAT

0196

C29801

jnz

scanopt2

0199

0601

mvi

b, 1

0198
019C
019D

23
05
C29501

inx
dcr
jnz

h
b
scanopt 1

01A0
01A1

28
06FF

dcx
mvi

h
; back up to ' 1'
b, Offh ;b:=found flag

01A3

BE

cmp

m

01A4

CAA901

jz

scanopt3 ; IF ' 1' not found THEN

01A7
01A9

0600
78

mvi
mov

b, 0
a, b
a

scanopt2

scanopt3

01 AA

67

ora

01AB

C9

ret

; IF ' 1' found THEN
;counter := 1

;advance hl to next character
;counter := counter — 1
; UNTI L counter=0

;bt=not found flag

;CP/M iobyte functions
0005 =

bdos

equ

5

01AC
01AE

0E07
C30500

gtiobyte

mvi
jmp

c, 7
bdos

01B1

0E08

ptiobyte

mvi

c, 8

0183

5F

mov

e, a

0184

C30500

jmp

bdos

;get iobyte into register A

;
put register A into iobyte

;CP/M console functions
0187

1EFF

mvi

e, Offh

01E39

0E06

dirin

mvi

c, 6

01BB

C30500

jmp

bdos

01BE

0E06

01C0

E67F

dirout

mvi

c, 6

ani

7fh

01C2

5F

mov

e, a

01C3

C30500

jmp

bdos

0106

;direct input to register A

;zero means not ready

;register A to direct output

end
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• Key in program

• Enter data

• Initialize by pressing F2, V

• Execute
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Engineer's newsletter
Keep your products
quiet, avoid the
long arm of the law

Staying in touch
with foreign technology

How to freeze
avoltmeter reading

Like to fix your
own VAX machine
or other DEC computer?

Time to nominate
adeserving colleague
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Electromagnetic interference can get out of electronic and computer
products like enraged bees from ahive, causing plenty of noise in other
electronic products. Learn to make your own pesticides against emi from
a five-page booklet, "Shielding against Electromagnetic Interference,"
from Tecknit, a manufacturer of shielding materials. To get your free
copy, contact Corporate Communications, Tecknit, 129 Dermody St.,
Cranford, N. J. 07016; (201) 272-5500 (and see related story, p. 131).

A new weekly newsletter takes some of the drudgery out of searching for
reports on technology developments outside the U. S. Each issue
contains 50 to 80 one-paragraph summaries of reports from some 50
countries with which the National Technical Information Service has
technical-information exchange agreements. NTIS will send its Foreign
Technology/TAY Newsletter to you for $75 a year. Mail a check or
money order to NTIS at 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, Va. 22161, or
else call (703) 487-4650 and use a credit card.

Haven't you often wished you could make avoltage measurement on a
difficult-to-reach or -hold test point without having to lift your eyes to
the voltmeter display? It is simple to build a little hold circuit with a
0.02-µ,F capacitor and acomplementary-MOS operational amplifier. The
capacitor charges up to the voltage, and the op amp buffer between the
capacitor and the voltmeter keeps the measurement until you can look at
the display. M. J. Salvati of Flushing Communications, in Flushing,
N. Y., says you can use Fairchild's CA3130 or CA3160 or Intersil's
ICL7611 op amps that have maximum ratings of 16 Y. A pushbutton
labelled Acquire uses a 1-mSZ resistor to connect the junction of the hold
capacitor and the noninverting input of the op amp to the high end of the
probe. Another pushbutton, Discharge, provides a 1
Nin shunt across
this hold capacitor to clear the display. After applying the probe to the
test point, press the Acquire switch for a second and then release it.
Your voltmeter display will show the reading until you press Discharge.

Digital Equipment Corp. now has a handbook for maintaining the
computers and associated equipment it makes. The 110-page volume,
called the "The Self-Maintenance Handbook," covers service planning,
site preparation and installation, remedial and preventive maintenance,
and product upgrades. You can get a free copy by writing to Digital
Equipment Corp., Self-Maintenance, MK01/W83, Continental Blvd.,
Merrimack, N. H. 03054.

The American Federation of Information Processing Societies invites
you to nominate accomplished candidates for three awards to be
presented July 9, 1984, at the National Computer Conference, in Las
Vegas, Nev. The awards are the Harry Goode Memorial Award, the
Afips Education Award, and the Distinguished Service Award. But you
will have to hurry, as the nominations must be submitted by Oct. 1. For
nomination forms, the selection criteria, and other information, call the
Afips Communication Department at (703) 620-8914 or write to 1899
Preston White Dr., Reston, Va. 22091.
—Tom Manuel
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These signal generators from Marconi
will change your way of thinking.
Think about testing receivers quickly.
Wouldn't it speed your operations If <
311 your
signal generators gave the same answers and
if your operators could recall complete test
settings at the touch of abutton even after the
instrument had been switched off. Or when
setting up aGPIB system, wouldn't you like
your controller to be able to learn the settings
of the generator.
Think about maintaining your signal
generator easily. How much down time could
microprocessor assisted fault diagnosis and
recalibration from the GP1B or front panel save
you? Wouldn'tyou like the reliability of a
cool-running instrument, with no noisy fan to
maintain.
Think about cost ... would aquality
signal generator giving all this with wide

frequency coverage and 10Hz resolution really
cost more than you can afford? Marconi have a
pleasant surprise foryoul
2018 and 2019 Well Worth Thinking About
80kHz to 520MHz or 80kHz to 1040MHz frequency coe'11( j('
Non-volatile memory

Save operator time - recall up Io 50 settings
at anytime - even after switch off

RF Level offset

Save arguments - standardise your microvolt
and compensate for cable losses

GPIB Talker facility

Save program preparation time - let !tie GPIB
controller learn the instrument senings

Reverse PoweF Protection

Save maintenance costs - no more burnt out
attenuators to repair

Recalibration V1.3 Keyboard
or GPIB

Save recalibration costs - adjust if level and
f.m deviation calibration witt lout rernoving
the covers

Fully programreabie

Save measurement time - ateomateyour
testing

Contact Marconi today - they will change
your way of thinking.

marconi
Instruments
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U.S.: 100 Stonehurst Court, Nortt wale, NJO /64 7
(201) 767-7250 ( East) ( 714) 857-2326 (West)
U.K.: Longacres, St. Albaris, Hern AL4 OJN
Country Code 44 (0727) 59292 TELEX 23350
FRANCE. ( 1)687-36-25 GERMANY (089)845085

Thanks to iPDS ,
Intel's Personal Development System.
The world's first portable, fully-functional
system. Its weight is
just 27 lbs. And it's
1111111111110111i
built to easily
handle the design
and integration of VLSI into your
products.
At aprice you can easily
handle.
Just $4,495. Including CRT,
detachable ASCII keyboard,
640K byte floppy disk drive,
serial/parallel communications
ports and software.
For under $8,000, you get a
complete 8051 development
station. Including an 8051
assembler, in-circuit emulator and
PROM programming module.
The iPDS system gives you
support for Intel's entire 8-bit
family, for faster and easier debug
and integration. Which means
lower development cost and
faster time to market.
A large base of development
software is compatible with the
ISIS-PDS operating system.
11111

There's even aCP/M*
operating system, for
greater utility of your
development system
and for increased
productivity.
Expansion is yours too, via
MULTIMODULF boards.
They add I/O flexibility and bubble memory. Tailoring the system
to meet your needs.
It all comes in apackage small
enough to fit under an airplane
seat. So it's ideal for field service
personnel and test engineers.
In fact, the iPDS system is so
lightweight and portable, we'll
hand-carry it to your place for
ademonstration.
So call us, toll-free.
(800) 538-1876. In California,
(800) 672-1833. Or write us for
more information. Lit. Dept. 4136,
3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
CA 95051.
Thanks to our new iPDS
system, 8-bit development is now
within your grasp.

II

delivers

solutions

United States and Canadian Distributors: Alliance, Almac Electronics Corporation.
Arrow Electronics, Avnet Electronics, Hamilton/Avnet, Hamilton Electro Sales,
Harvev., Kierulff Electronics, Inc., L.A. Varah, MTI Systems Sales, Mesa Technology
Corpot-ation, Pioneer, Wyle Distribution Group, Zentronics. In Europe and Japan,
contact your local Intel Sales Office. 01983 Intel Corporation

*CP/M is atrademark of Digital Research, Inc
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TEK

MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
FOR A FUTURE OF CHANGE

Tek's new Pascal Language Development System
supports you from the first line of source code
to the last line of debug.

LANDS
LanguageDirected
Editor

Pascal
Compiler

Integration
Control
System

Pascal Debug

.
41XX

i)urce File

Object File

Conventional Pascal has
supported only certain phases of
microcomputer software design.
Until now.
Tek goes all the way with the
Pascal Language Development
System ( LANDS) for the 8560
Multi- User Development System
A Language- Directed Editor cuts
time recompiling.
The Pascal LanguageDirected Editor catches and flags
syntax errors before they ever reach
the compiler.
A Pascal Compiler targets
directly to microcomputer
design.
The Pascal LANDS Compiler has an extensive array of microcomputer enhancements, in-

Debugged Code

integration
Load File

cluding full I/O access and interrupt
servicing. Even complete support
of I/C simulation during initial emulation and debug. And an optimizer
that typ cally reduces code by 20 to
40 percent compared to other
compilers
An Integration Control System
automatically configures the
hardware/software interface.
An exclusive from Tek, the
Integi-Wion Control System ( ICS)
works from asimple list of usersupplied parameters to generate
the hardware/software interface
code Including memory configuration, interrupt handling and
initialization/reset code. Integration
tasks now take minutes instead of
days.

Pascal Debug speeds
hardware/software integration.
Pascal Debug completely
eliminates time-consuming translations of low-level debug information
back into its Pascal counterparts.
You can now debug in the same
language you programmed in.
Put Pascal LANDS on your
design team today.
Contact your local sales
engineer or write us at the addresses
below.
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America. Japan
Tektronix, Inc., PO. Box 4828. Portland, OR 97208.
Phone. 800-547-1512. Oregon only 800 452-1877.
Telex. 910-467-8708. Cable. TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle East Tektronix Europe B.V.
European Headquarters, Postbox 827, 1180 AV
Amstelyeen, The Netherlands, Telex: 18312
Canada, Tektronix Canada Inc.. PO. Box 6500, Barrie.
Ontario L4M 4V3, Phone 705 737-2700

TéJctronix
COMMRTED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle # 160 for literature
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Century Data's 300 Megabyte
Winchester Disk Memory
For OEMs, this high-end disk memory is not
only an exciting advance in technology,
but amemory to treasure.
And AIvIS-315 is more than twice
as reliable as 300 megabyte removable pack disk drives used in the
past. It plugs into the same SMD
interface and operates with the
same software as removable
pack drives. This large capacity
Winchester disk memory needs
only one-third as much room to
provide 300 megabytes of memory.
©1983 Century Data Systems

Best of all, it costs one-third less than a
removable pack drive and is now
available in OEM quantities.
To configure anew computer system
or upgrade an existing one, the
AMS-315 is the memory to treasure.
Century Data Systems
1270 North Kraemer Blvd.
Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 999-2660
0

Century Data Systems
A Xerox Company
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New products

System inspects board in 2.4 seconds
Two diagonally scanning cameras pick up high- resolution data
to check boards carrying chip resistors and capacitors
by Stephen W. Fields, San Francisco regional bureau manager

Circuit-board assembly times have
been cut by automating the insertion
of components and making greater
use of surface-mounted devices like
chip resistors, capacitors, and transistors. But these same boards still are
usually inspected by hand—at rates
much lower than those achieved on
production lines. Now a system called Teknispec brings
automated vision and patternrecognition technologies to
bear on the inspection of
stuffed and bare printed-circuit boards.
Teknispec not only works
at production-line rates but
also cuts the cost of repair by
using high-resolution opticalscanning and pattern-recognition techniques to examine
the placement and orientation
of all axial-leaded components, dual in-line packages,
and surface-mounted devices
before components are soldered in place.
For axial-leaded components and DIPS, the system
checks the boards to verify
that leads have been inserted
properly in holes and correctly clinched. And Teknispec
also ensures that surfacemounted devices are oriented
properly with respect to solder pads. When it senses incorrect conditions, it rejects
the board and prints out a report
detailing the location and the type of
problem for rework personnel.
Teknispec comprises a scanning
head, an image processor, and a
68000-based microsystem with printer. It owes its speed to an imageprocessing algorithm implemented in
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the image processor's hardware. Cynthia Ott, Teknispec's project engineer
and a founder of the five-year-old
firm, says that "the algorithm was
written in Pascal and run on amainframe. But it took up to aminute for
it to check apart's position against a
'mask' that corresponded to the cor-

rect position. After we proved the
concept we built a special-purpose
hard-wired processor that did the
same job in 15 µs."
The system uses two cameras,
each with a 2,048-element linear
charge-coupled-device array. The
cameras occupy ahead assembly that

is physically scanned across the
board, at a 45° angle to its edges,
looking down on the board from
above. "By scanning at 45°," Ott
says, "we can look at all four sides of
acomponent with just two cameras."
Computers handle information better in orthogonal coordinates than in
angles, so the image processor
first eliminates unwanted image information from the corners of the scanned frame. (In
a square tilted at a 45° angle
within another square, the
"blank" information relating
to the space around the inside
square is not useful.) Then
the processor rotates the image 45°, so that the algorithm
looks at rectangular data.
Warpage. Ott says that
measuring a part's position
requires two pieces of information: high-resolution (on
the order of 0.1 mm) knowledge of the part's position
and a frame of reference for
knowing whether or not it is
good. "One way to do this,"
she points out, "is to use an
absolute frame of reference on
the board, such as a pilot
hole. But there are problems
with this, the main one being
that it requires extremely accurate calibration and can't
tolerate any changes in geometry, such as warpage or misregistration on the board greater
than the desired accuracy of 0.1 mm.
"However," she adds, "if a position reference next to each component, such as a solder pad, is used,
the positional accuracy need only be
controlled enough so that two components can't be confused; this is on
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the order of 0.5 mm, and the component can still be measured to 0.1-mm
resolution to the located pad."
To locate that pad and the component, the scanned image is analyzed
with a technique Ott calls template
matching, which compares aselected
portion of an image—a corner of a
pad, for example—with an ideal picture, amask, stored in the computer.
"This mask is shifted over the image
and the position and correctness of
the 'best match' is flagged," she says.
Production rate. Each scan takes
about 1.2 s—the rate at which
boards move down the assembly
line—and there is another 1.2 s of
dwell time, the period between
boards on the line. With two 2,048element cameras, the image processor has 2.4 sto process more than 8
million pieces of data and analyze
the positions of 250 parts. The image
processor can handle data at 16
MHz-8 MHz from each camera.
Both cameras "see" anew line at the
same time, so avideo multiplexer interfacing the cameras with the processor keeps the images separate.
The system can be configured for
different assembly lines and for
boards of various sizes. One system,
the Teknispec-1000, mounts the cameras on a carriage that scans across
the line. It can handle boards of up
to 12 in. on a side. With the microsystem and the printer, this system
sells for $87,000 and is delivered in
150 days. Ott points out that many
different configurations are possible.
Formerly known as Teknetron
Controls Inc., Integrated Automation specializes in applying patternrecognition and scanning technologies to a wide variety of industrial
problems. The company has applied
X-ray, infrared, visible-light, and ultrasonic scanning and pattern recognition to inspection problems as diverse as tires, automobile parts, plastic films, and documents [
Electronics,
May 31, p. 54].
Until recently, Integrated Automation specialized in custom work. Teknispec is its first standard commercial offering.

Hong Kong, the Crossroads
of the Orient
has aCrossroads of its own.
The Hongkong Hotel.

When you're in
The Hongkong
Hotel, you're at
the cros'sroads
of Hong Kong.
Before you — the billion lights of
Hong Kong-Island. Beneath you — the
legendary Star Ferry sets forth. Around
you — the bustling shops of Harbour
City and Tsimshatsui.
The Hongkong Hotel is managed
by The Peninsula Group. With a
hundred year heritage of dedicated
service to business and pleasure
travellers in the Orient,
we know how to make
your trip live up to all
your expectations.
The Hongkong Hotel

The Peninsula Group

ffling die pmmise ofdie Orient

Integrated Automation Inc., 2121

Allston

Way, Berkeley, Calif. 94704. Phone (415)
Reservations: Contact your travel agent, Cathay Pacific Airways,
SRS ( Steigenberger) Toll.free 800-223-5652.
Hotels managed by The Peninsula Group: in Hong Kong:
The Peninsula, The Discover,' Bay Hotel ( 1985) in Harbour City,
Hong Kong: The Horgkong Hotel, The Marca Polo, The Prince Hotel
(early 1984) in Singapore: The Marco Polo In The Philippines:
The Mona Peninsula in Thailand: The Bangkok Peninsula
in The People's Republic of China: The Jianguo Hotel, Beijing.

843-8227 [338]
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Automate now...

401
' 71.

The fastest VCD

with the widest range of available features.
And only Universal's " Convertible VCD"
• Operates at the industry's fastest cycle rate of 15,000
an hour.
• With optional tooling, is capable of inserting at variable
spans from . 200" ( 5mm) to as wide as 1.300" ( 33mm),
depending on component tapirg input class.
• Has arotary table supplied as standard, arid a patented
high reliability insertion head that is equipped with
high-speed tool steel and carbide-coated tooling.
• Is supported by the largest, worIcwide team of technical
experts in the industry.
• Has sensitive edge operator protection, and aesthetic
noise abatement enclosures.
Circle 165 on reader service card

• Is designed to be easily converted on your manufacturing
floor with automatic board handling to become part of
an integrated Pass-Thru' system.
• Is controlled by new software that is more " user
friendly" and designed to grow with all Pass-Thru II
modular systems.
Send for more information on the only VCD that future
automation can't obsolete, or contact your Universal Sales
Engineer today.

niversal:
Subsidiary of

DIIR

CORPORATION

Universal Instruments Corporation
Box 825, Binghamton, New York 13902
Tel: 607/775;1747
TWX: 51U/252/1990

Factory automate later.
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Here's one more reason
to make us your one source
for VLSI fabrication.

"Censor" is aregistered trademark of Censor, Liechtenstein.
Perkin-Elmer is aregistered trademark of The Perkin-Elmer Corporation.

Perkin-Elmer, in keeping
with its one source
approach to meeting its
customers' critical needs,
will now market and
provide field service and
application support for
the Censor/Perkin-Elmer
SRA-100 Step-and- Repeat
Alignment System.
With the addition of this
advanced stepper, the
benefits of Perkin-Elmer's
integrated approach to
VLSI fabrication become
still more attractive.This
alternate approach to

photolithography opens
the way to cost-effective
mix-and-match semiconductor fabrication.
Throughput and yield can
be optimized— with a
positive result on your
profits.
Find out how PerkinElmer's approach to quality
products, sales, worldwide service and volume
discounts combine to
provide asingle source
solution for your needs.
Ask us today for more
information on our new

addition to the PerkinElmer family.
Ask, too, about the
MEBES' Electron Beam
Lithography Systems, the
Micralign' 300 and 500
Projection Mask Alignment
Systems, our Family of
Sputter Deposition Systems
and the Omni- Etch' 10000
Dry Processing System.
The address is PerkinElmer, 50 Danbury Road,
Wilton, Connecticut 06897,
or call ( 203) 834-6330.
One source. Every critical
step of the way.

PERKIN ELMER
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'StacPac, HyperDiagnostics, Rapid Module Exchange and HyperSereice are trademarks of Data Systems Design, Inc.
°DEC is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. •Multibus is aregistered trademark of Intel Corporation.

DSD
STACKS
THE DEC.
AND THE
MULTIBUS,
TOO.
Presenting StacPac - systems and modules.
This is abrand new deal for systems integrators.
StacPac systems and modules. Modular storage and
backplane units that stand alone or stack together to form
the basis of asmall but powerful tabletop computer.
They're available in either DEC®- or Multibus°')compatible versions. And there are lots of advantages to both.
On the DEC side, you can put aStacPac system in places
arack-mount just doesn't fit.
On the Multibus side, you can use our StacPac system to
deliver serious minicomputer performance with microcomputer economy.

Either way you get greater flexibility to configure just the
right system. And the easy upgradability to expand it whenever you like.
But perhaps one of the most important advantages is that
you can protect your software investment—and your customers'—because inside, you're still selling the same system.You'd
just never know it to look at it.
Which brings up another point.
Underneath that slick, compact exterior is the very latest
in storage technology 8" slimline floppy drives. High
capacity highly reliable 8" Winchesters. Compact 'A"
cartridge tape drives. And the best high performance controllers in the business. (Packaged systems are also available
without controllers at your option.)
And if you're thinking about 51
/"storage, there's our 51
4
/
4"
Winchester/floppy module. ( Available in the Spring of 1983.)
Configuring an elegant system solution is asimple matter
of picking out the storage option you want and adding your
own CPU boards, I/O and memory to our uncommonly
accommodating bac_kplane units.
Naturally, we back it all up with HyperDiagnostics:'
Rapid Module Exchange - and HyperService:" Some of the
most economical and intelligent service features ever devised.
And you can have more information about StacPac
modules just by writing for our brochure.
But you just watch.You start marketing your systems in
our StacPac modules and your competition will say you have
an unfair advantage.
And you know something? They'll be right.
Corporate Headquarters: 2241 Lundy Avenue, San Jose,
CA 95131. Eastern Region Sales and Service: Norwood, MA,
(617) 769-7620. Central Region Sales and Service: Dallas, TX,
(214) 980-4884. Western Region Sales: Santa Clara, CA,
(408) 727-3163.

DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL SALES:

Australia 03/544 3444; Belgium and Luxembourg 02/7209038; Canada 416/625 1907; Denmark 02/63 22 33; Finland
90/88 50 11; France 03/411 5454; Hong Kong and Peoples Republic of China 03/696231; Israel 52-52444; Italy 02/4047648; Japan, Osaka 06/323 1707,
Tokyo 03/345 1411; Netherlands Ozw/-22456; New Zealand 04/693 008; Norway 02/78 94 60; Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia 2241077; Spain
01/433 2412; Sweden 08/38 03 70; Switzerland 01/741 4- 11; United Kingdom 7073/34774; West Germany and Austria 089/1204-0; Yugoslavia 61/263 261
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DMA controllers
support 68000
Two-channel chip from Motorola
joins single- and four-channel
ICs from Signetics and Hitachi
Rounding out a planned trio of direct-memory-access chips that enhance data transfers between peripherals and memory for the 68000
family of microprocessors, Motorola
Inc. is taking the wraps off its 68440
two-channel DMA controller, which
is pin-for-pin—compatible with a
four-channel device introduced earlier by Hitachi Ltd., of Tokyo.
Also this month, Signetics Corp. is
ramping up production of its recently introduced 68430 single-channel
DMA peripheral, which is softwarecompatible with Motorola's 68440
and Hitachi's 68450 controllers. A
pact covering the entire 68000 family
gives all three firms the right to second-source one another's designs.
Motorola's 68440—like Hitachi's
68450—is made from n-channel mos
technology and housed in a 64-pin
dual in-line package. The singlechannel DMA chip is fabricated from
Signetics' bipolar integrated Schottky
logic technology and placed in a 48pin DIP. All three controllers require
a single 5-v supply and have been
designed to meet the specifications of
the 68000 bus by providing arbitration for control and transfer rates of
up to 5 Mb/s. All three devices also
support cycle-stealing transfer modes
and burst modes in which up to 64-K
operands can be handled. The three
parts' register sets appear identical to
system software.
However, the 68440 and 68450
support both single-address and
dual-address transfers. The 68430
handles only single-address transferring, which moves data directly between peripherals and memory in
one bus cycle. Dual-address transfer
allows data movement to occur in
two cycles—one, for example, to
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read from the peripheral and another
to write data to memory. Although
the dual-address mode is slower, it is
often easier to implement with fewer
chips and thus cuts costs, says Robert Beims, aMotorola application engineer for the 68000 family, who is
based in Austin, Texas.
Hardwired. Residing on adie measuring less than 250 mils on a side,
the 68440 contains 35 registers ( 17
per channel plus aglobal register for
bus-access allocation), a 32-bit address counter (24 bits are now used,
with the rest reserved for the 32-bit
version of the 68000), and a 16-bit
transfer counter. Unlike the 68450,
which is microcode-based, the 68440
has a hardwired architecture, which
allows the four-channel controller to
configure itself into modes for such
operations as link chaining and sequential array chaining. To cut costs

12-bit multiplier
bows in C-MOS
Nearly as fast as bipolar
competition, 12- by- 12-bit digital
muitiplier runs on 150 m\A;
Pin-for-pin—compatibIe replacements
for two standard 12-by- 12-bit digital
multiplier chips exploit the advantages of acomplementary-MOs implementation in consuming up to 95%
less power than their bipolar coun-

and design time, Motorola elected to
hardwire the 68440.
In 100-piece orders, the 68440
sells for $45 each in ceramic DIP and
$35 in plastic. Samples will be available in September, with initial volume deliveries expected in the fourth
quarter. The high-performance nmos controller, available at first with
a temperature operating range of 0°
to + 70°C, will come in 8- and 10MHz versions. Motorola hopes to offer a 12-MHz part soon.
Signetics' single-channel 68430,
available at first for 10-MHz operation, costs $34 each in quantities of
1,000 in 48-pin ceramic DIP. Plastic
parts, slated for introduction in the
final quarter, will cost $ 31 each. At
that time Signetics plans to make a
12.5-MHz device available.
Meanwhile, Hitachi, which started
supplying samples of its 68450 in the
U. S. and Japan last fall, is to begin
volume-production marketing by December. The four-channel DMA chip
comes in 4-, 6-, and 8-MHz versions.
In lots of 100, the 4- and 6-MHz
devices are $ 102 in ceramic DIPS; 8MHz chips cost $ 110 in the U. S.
Motorola Inc., Microprocessor Division, 3501
Ed Bluestein Blvd., Austin, Texas 78721.
Phone (512) 928-6226 [371]
Signetics Corp.,

Microprocessor Applica-

tions, Mail Bin 2576, P. 0. Box 3409, Sunnyvale, Calif., 94088-3409. Phone (408) 7462196 [398]
Hitachi America Ltd., 1800 Bering Dr., San
Jose, Calif. 95112. Phone (408) 292-6404
[399]

terparts.
Analog Devices Inc.'s
ADSP-1012 multiplier and ADSP1009 multiplier-accumulator circuits,
compatible with TRW Inc.'s MPY12HJ and TDC1009J, respectively,
use a maximum of 150 mw at a 6MHz clock rate; by contrast, the TRW
parts consume between 2.7 and 3w,
points out John Oxaal, product marketing manager at Analog Devices.
Besides some obvious advantages
like eliminating the need for bulky
heat sinks and heavy ground lines in
digital signal-processing applications,
the Analog Devices parts' low power
dissipation helps extend device operation over a wider temperature
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range, Oxaal adds. The c-mos parts'
military-grade models will run reliably up to the high end of the military temperature range, + 125°C ambient. The TRW multipliers only deliver their specified performance up
to 125°C case temperature, which
translates into 95 °C ambient, according to Oxaal.
Takes the heat. For military applications, which make up about half
the current $ 10 million market for
digital multipliers [
Electronics, July
14, p. 155], the Analog Devices
parts' extended operating temperatures should be particularly attractive, though the advantage is bought
at the cost of some operating speed
relative to TRW's products. The
ADSP-1009 comes in two militarygrade versions, both automatically
processed to MIL-STD-883B; the
fastest of these has a maximum multiplication and accumulation time of
180 ns, compared with 170 ns for the
TRW TDC10093's military model.
Similarly, the faster of two commercial-grade versions of the ADSP1009 runs at 155 ns, as against 145
ns for its TRW counterpart.
Like the ADSP-1009, the ADSP1012 has two models each in the
commercial temperature range of 0°
to + 70°C and in the —55°-to- + 125°C
military range. The fastest commercial and military versions have maximum multiplication speeds of 130
and 150 ns respectively over their
full temperature ranges. The faster
models of both the ADSP-1012 and 1009 are priced the same as the TRW
parts they second-source, Oxaal says.
Slower versions geared to less speed-
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critical applications offer about 80%
the speed of their companion models
for 30% lower cost.
As with the TRW parts, the ADSP1012 and - 1009 address applications
in digital signal processing, including
digital filtering, Fourier transformations, and correlations. The ADSP1009 also handles applications in image processing and matrix manipulations. Both models are available in
either 64-pin hermetically sealed ceramic dual in-line packages, 68-pin
pin-grid arrays, or 68-terminal leadless chip-carriers. They operate using
a single + 5-v power supply.
The high-speed commercial versions of the ADSP-1012 and - 1009 in
lots of 100 cost $ 115 and $ 135, respectively, and are available from
stock. In their fastest military-grade
versions, the ADSP-1012 costs $300
and the ADSP-1009 multiplier-accumulator is priced at $ 340.
Analog Devices Inc., Route 1Industrial Park,
P. O.

Box 280,

Norwood,

Mass. 02062.

Phone (617) 329-4700 [372]

$500 board lets users evaluate
the T11 single- chip PDP-11
For only $ 500, the T11 evaluation
module (TEM), a single-board microcomputer built around the T11 16bit PDP-11 microprocessor chip,
provides a way of evaluating the
chip's performance and uses. Compatible with the PDP-11 microcomputer line, TEM can also be used as a
low-cost development prototyping
system for TH based designs or as a
PDP-11 assembly-language trainer.
TEM is a fully assembled microcomputer unit ready to operate when
connected to an external power supply. It contains a T11 microprocessor, up to 8-x bytes of random-access memory, 16-K bytes of erasable
programmable read-only memory, an
on-board octal keypad, and two rows
(six digits each) of light-emitting—
diode displays.
Two serial ports, an 8-bit parallel
port, and a 60-pin connector permit
users to connect external equipment
to the board and to access its data
paths. The E-PROM carries software,

including a keypad monitor, a console monitor with aMacro- 11 assembler, and diagnostics.
Delivery takes about 30 days. In
quantities of one, TEM costs $475,
and discounts are available on quantity orders.
Digital Equipment Corp., 129 Parker St., Maynard, Mass. 01754 [373]

Eight- color video processor
resides on VME board
A video display processor board built
around two processors—a 9367
graphics display processor and a•
68121 intelligent peripheral controller—provides the capabilties for vector and point plotting; ASCII alphanumeric character display; and circle, disk, and ring figure generation.
An eight-color, 512-by-512—pictureelement board, the DSSE512CHROMA8-1 is designed for use on the
VME bus.
The board has 192-x bytes of image memory divided into two screen
pages of three planes each. Communication, at bit rates of 1,200, 2,400,
4,800, or 9,600 b/s, takes place
through the VME bus, with the dualported RAM of the 68121, or through
an RS-232-C line. A parallel interface for a keyboard or printer is
available, too.
The video-display processor is delivered with firmware stored in a
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2764 erasable programmable readonly memory and with a 2-K RAM
for the monitor's memory needs.
Two 28pin sockets for RAMs or EPRoms are available for user memory. Priced at $2,850, the board is
available four weeks from receipt of
order. A version built for the Motorola ExoReiser bus costs $2,500.

weeks from receipt of order, the digitizer sells for $7,495.

DataSud Systems/U. S. Inc., 2219 S. 49th

carries 128-K bytes of RAM

St., Suite J, Tempe, Ariz. 85282. Phone (602)

Imaging Technology Inc., 400 West Cummings Pk., Suite 4350, Woburn, Mass. 01801.
Phone (617) 938-8444 [375]

Z80B-based CPU for 180+ line

Xycom's 180+ microcomputer product line, which provides data acquisition, process control, and communications in harsh industrial settings,
RGB digitizer does 3channels
has been enhanced with a Z80Bbased CPU board three times as fast
in afraction of asecond
as existing 180+ CPU boards. The
The RGB-512 single-board red1864+, which can operate in humidgreen-blue (RoB) video digitizer,
ity as high as 95% and temperatures
which enhances the real-time color- ranging from 0° to 65°C, is equipped
processing capability of Imaging
with 128-K bytes of dynamic RAM
Technology's IP-512 modular image
plus sockets that can hold 112-K
processors, can capture three chan- bytes of nonvolatile memory.
nels of decoded ROB video images in
The 1864+ also incorporates a se1/30 of asecond. Three flash analogrial input/output unit with two serial
to-digital converters digitize each sig- communications channels, a fournal at a 5- or 10-MHz rate to 6 or 8 channel counter-timer circuit, and a
bits of accuracy. The digitizer is of- battery-backed real-time clock. An
fered
in
Multibus
and
Q-bus
optional arithmetic processor unit
versions.
has 43 instructions and can perform
Three independent ROB 8-bit digi16- and 32-bit fixed and 32-bit floattalto-analog converters, each with a ing-point arithmetic, as well as float12by8-bit programmable look-up
ing-point trigonometric functions.
table, reconstruct digitized data back
An optional floating-point processor
to full color, 24-bit-wide ROB video
unit contains 14 instructions and can
signals. Four bits of graphics over- perform 32- and 64-bit floating-point
lays are provided for each channel.
arithmetic.
Three companion FB512 frame
Available in 30 days, the 1864+
buffers store the digitized ROB pic- sells for $ 1,700. Either optional processor board adds $240.
966-3953 [374]

Xycom Inc., 750 N. Maple Rd., Sline, Mich.
48176. Phone (313) 429-4971 [377]

Multiuser system offers wide
choice of software, peripherals

ture-element data for processing by
the host's central processing unit.
The RGB-512 is suitable for colorimetry analysis, color teleconferencing,
general image processing, and computer graphics. Available six to eight
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"Have it your way" could be the
slogan of Rianda Electronics, whose
Caribe line of multiuser microcomputers offers achoice among two operating systems, Blis/Cobol and
Bits/Basic; the five programming
languages of Basic, Cobol, Forth,
Fortran, and Pascal; and a slate of
peripherals from more than 60 different manufacturers.

Caribe's CPU board is designed
around the Fairchild 9445 microprocessor, a 16-bit chip that is
clocked at 16 MHz.
Caribe's five standard configurations offer 20, 30, or 50 megabytes of
Winchester-disk storage and appropriate streaming tape backup. A typical five-user configuration-20 megabytes of Winchester disk storage, 6
megabytes of tape backup, and an
operating system—might cost about
$10,000. One-user operating systems
cost $750, and four-user versions,
typically, about $ 1,500. Shipments
are scheduled to begin next month.
Rianda Electronics, 2535 Via Palma, Anaheim, Calif. 92801. Phone (714) 995-6552
[376]

Dual- port 68000- based
board uses SUN architecture
The PM68D dual-port 68000-based
single-board microcomputer, a redesign of the traditional Stanford University Network (suN) architecture,
incorporates changes requested by
original-equipment
manufacturers
who used the first Multibus version.
What's more, the PM68D can use
the 68010 and support its demand
paging and virtual memory.
Dual-ported RAM and memory
management support up to 8 megabytes of on-board memory and 16
megabytes of Multibus memory. The
microsystem's improvements on the
basic SUN board include interrupthandling facilities, dual-port memory, hardware-generated refresh, serial
input/output, and parallel vo.
The manufacturer provides a 16bit programmable parallel I/O port,
which can be used to drive the Shugart Associates Standard Interface
(sAs1) or the Centronics interface, as
well as two serial ports with modem
control signals for RS-232-C—, RS423—, and RS-422—compatible lines.
The computer runs under Unix and
supports C, Fortran, Basic, and Pascal. Prices start at $2,590 each, and
delivery takes four weeks.
Pacific Microcomputers Inc., 119 Aberdeen
Dr., Suite 7, Cardiff- by-the-Sea, Calif. 92007.
Phone (619) 436-8649 [378]
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TAKE CONTROL
WITH THE NEW HP-85B.
We build the features in so
you don't have to add them on.
The HP- 85B is atotally integrated controller featuring CRT,
printer and keyboard in acompact
20-lb. package. Powerful built-in
commands minimize development
time, speeding you to aworkable
solution. When you want to " seer'
your data, you can do so quickly,
easily, and professionally with the
built-in CRT graphics.
A flexible I/O structure
makes instrumentation interfacing
straightforward. Interfacing
options include abuilt-in I/O ROM
and achoice of five interface
types, such as HP-IB and RS-232.
The new HP- 85B also features
two mass storage devices ( an
electronic disc for high-speed

program and data transfer and a
tape drive for permanent storage).
An ample amount of memory:
32K bytes of user RAM, and
another 32K bytes serving as a
built-in electronic disc. ( Expand
the electronic disc up to 544K
bytes using plug-in modules.)
It takes history
to take control.
We've been in the instrument
control business for more than 10
years. And the HP- 85 reflects that
experience in atrack record we
couldn't begin to detail here. Ask
Motorola how they saved two
years of test time on asingle
product. Or better still, ask
Design News* why they said
the HP- 85 was " designed specifi-

cally with the engineer in mind
A total solution.
Totally affordable.
No need to spend precious time
and money re-inventing the wheel.
For $ 3685"* you can have the
machine designed specifically for
controlling, testing, and other
technical applications.
Contact your local HP sales
office and find out how you can
take control with the new HP- 85B.
For the HP sales office or authorized HP dealer nearest you, call
TOLL- FREE 800-547-3400 and
ask for operator 126 M-F, 6a.m.6p.m. PST
Personal computers & calculators
for professionals on the move.

hihn
*February 16,1981. **Sug,gested U.S. list price.
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Apple develops
code for 68000
Plug-in card, software let Apple
act as development station for
68000 assembly-language work
An add-on board and software package for three versions of the Apple II
computer enable the microsystem to
write and execute programs for the
68000 microprocessor. From Qwerty
Inc., the $695 QPAK-68 system is
the first of aseries of microcomputer
products intended for engineers, programmers, and students who want to
develop programs the low-cost way,
with a personal computer.
The board employs a 68008, the
version of the 68000 with 8-bit data
input/output. It may be plugged into
any open slot on the Apple II, 11+,
or Ile, sharing the memory and wo
facilities of the computer, including
the screen display. The QPAK processor may be started, stopped, and interrupted from the Apple keyboard.
When executing, the 68008 processor
runs simultaneously with the computer's 6502 processor, permitting 1MHz operation. With its own local
memory, the 68008 runs at 7 MHz.
The board carries 16-K (expandable to 32-K) bytes of erasable programmable read-only memory containing a monitor-debugger and 2-K
(expandable to 8-K) bytes of randomaccess memory. The 68008 can access 64-K bytes of the Apple's RAM.
A 50-pin expansion connector atop
the unit provides for future peripheral use and expansion of local memory—for example, RAM boards that
can hold 1megabyte are planned for
introduction next year. Light-emitting diodes indicate whether the processor is running and whether it is in
supervisory or user mode.
Assemble from RAM. Software on
the diskette includes a line-oriented
editor and macroassembler and is capable of editing and assembling programs directly from RAM at high
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speed or, alternatively, from the disk.
With the board and diskette come
two 68000 texts and a user guide.
Since the package is primarily intended for low-end development of
assembly-language software, an emulation feature is not currently required, says Ron Baldridge, marketing director for the firm, but this too
may be offered later. The program
under development runs somewhat
more slowly on the 68008 processor
than it will on the target system, but
it allows logic errors to be detected.
For full-speed debugging on the target system, a logic analyzer may be
employed, Baldridge points out.
Programs may be transported to

target machines by several methods.
The preferred way, says Baldridge, is
to burn the code into aPROM using
one of the plug-in PROM-programming boards available for the Apple.
If compatible disk drives and system
software are available for the Apple
and the target system, disks may be
used for program transfer.
The only present alternatives to
the Qwerty package are full development systems, costing from $ 10,000,
according to Baldridge. Many of
these have inadequate RAM for realistic program development, he says.
Qwerty Inc., 9252 Chesapeake Dr., Suite
600, San Diego, Calif. 92123. Phone (619)
569-5283 [351]

Meter measures
laser pulses

ply unit, which stabilizes the detector
at 30°C to maintain calibration. The
detector head is composed of two silicon photodiodes and an attenuator,
which reduces energy by a factor of
100,000 and diffuses the beam in orUnit detects pulse-to-pulse
der to assure uniform energy
variations in laser output
distribution.
Width check. One photodiode outat up to 100 pulses/s
put goes to the meter. For users who
want to track pulse width, aconnecA newly developed laser energy me- tor at the back of the detector head
ter allows measurement of pulse-to- allows the other photodiode's output
pulse variations in lasers operating at to be viewed on an oscilloscope.
up to 100 pulses/s. For tunable dye
The user manually adjusts the unit
lasers, laser-based military range
to synchronize with a specified laser
finders, and laser target designators,
pulse rate. Once adjusted, an internal
such measurements offer more reli- synchronization clock resets and
able characterization of operating holds circuits to zero after each
stability than do the averaging meth- successive pulse. Readout is in nanoods generally used. Readings are ac- coulombs and software is provided
curate to within 3%.
for conversion to millijoules.
The model 360 from EG&G Electro
The reason the unit puts out
Optics consists of adetector head, a charge readings instead of energy
measurement-display unit, and a data directly is that the detector's
temperature-control and power-sup- sensitivity varies with the wavelength
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Over 80% of
Engineering Management
pick Electronics
for their advertisin g
Source: Crossley Surveys, Inc.

Why do so many Engineering Managers want to
see their own products advertised in Electronics
Magazine?
It's because they know Electronics is where
they not only reach a receptive audience, but
more importantly, where they reach other managers like themselves, at the top of the buying
pyramid. That segment of readership which is
actually involved in the buying cycle.
Managers also realize that in tough economic times like these you can't afford to spend
excessive dollars in publications with duplicate
circulations. And you can't afford to miss the
exclusive readership of Electronics, the readership at the top of the buying pyramid.
Electronics puts you in a great selling environment. You're in good company with the
world's leading electronics firms. Where the
most respected editorial creates the mind- set
your products deserve.

And while other publications focus on areas
outside the buying decision arena, Electronics
delivers an audience of powerful decisionmakers, concentrated at the top of the buying
pyramid.
So, when you're looking for numbers, look
carefully. 80% of Engineering Management can't
be wrong. They pick Electronics.
It puts them on top.
JULY 28. 1982
SUPERCOMPUTER MAKERS FACE SUPERCOMPE71TION(75
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New products
of the laser light. The software,
which runs on HP 85 and other
desktop microsystems, requires input
of the wavelength and the charge
reading to produce the energy figure.
The energy-detection range for the
360 is 0.1 to 200 nu, and its spectral
range is 350 to 1,100 nm. Other detector heads are available for alternative energy ranges.
The model 360 is priced at approximately $6,000. Delivery is four to
six weeks after receipt of order.
EG&G ElectroOptics, 35 Congress St., Salem, Mass. 01970. Phone (
617) 745-3200
[352]

Instrument uses stored charge
to find adiode's turn-off time
The QS- 83 stored-charge meter,
which can replace recovery-time
measuring equipment, determines the
turn-off times of diodes and rectifiers
without oscilloscopes, external pulse
generators, or bias supplies. By measuring the difference between two
bias conditions—leakage currents, diode capacitances, and jig capacitances are canceled—it calculates the

minority-carrier storage.
The QS-83 handles power rectifiers, power MOS FET integral rectifiers, the fast-recovery rectifiers found
in switching-mode power supplies,
and other parts with recovery times
that range from 20 ns up to microseconds. Its stored-charge measurement ranges can be set at 3, 10, 30,
100, 300, and 1,000 nc, and its current range at either 10 or 100 mA.
The instrument's pulse-repetition
rate is listed at 10 kHz, and its pulse
amplitude at 6 V.
Available in two to four weeks,
the QS-83 sells for $ 1,050.
Bermar Corp., 6300 Westgate Rd., Raleigh,
N.C.27612. Phone (
919) 821-5993 [353]
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Microsystem plays host to
a 16-channel logic analyzer
Built around a popular cP/m-based
personal computer, the Omni II is an
easy-to-use menu-driven timing and
state logic analyzer that costs only
$3,950. The portable instrument can
collect 1,000 data samples on each of
16 channels or, optionally, up to 330
samples on 48 channels. It provides
four channels of glitch detection,
with a minimum detectable pulse of
10 ns.
The system uses internal or external clocks as fast as 20 MHz. Its triggering modes include the basic AND,
OR, and NOT on data or glitch, with
the trigger point positioned within
the 1,000-word sample memory. After data collection, the Omni II performs timing analysis, displaying a
standard timing diagram (a simultaneous view of 16 channels) and an
edge waveform (acompressed timing
diagram that permits an easy transition identification).
To analyze software, the Omni II
becomes astate-analysis machine. Its
state displays include a numeric
dump, similar to a computer memory dump with the radix user-specified; instruction disassembly, with
the data from
microprocessors
shown as instruction mnemonics;
eight-channel matrix, logic-level occurrences shown in matrix format;
and histograms, which show the system's time-interval distribution.
Available now, the Omni II comes
with word-processing and spreadsheet software and with a high-level
programming language.
OmniLogic Inc., P.0. Box 87, Renton, Wash.
98057. Phone (
800) 228-6664 [354]

Hard-disk drive tester supplies
power to drive under test
A tester for 5¼-in. Winchester-disk
drives automatically performs both
preprogrammed and linkable acceptance tests and also provides an output signal to a parallel printer. The
microprocessor-controlled
DX525-

AT, which includes the disk-drive
power supply, can be nested in arrays of up to eight testers for testing
multiple drives.
The DX525AT runs such performance tests as interface status, measurements of revolutions/min, format, window margin, flaw-map generation, and error rate. Operator
prompts make the tester easy to use,
and its simple control panel has only
six control switches, a 16-switch keypad, an 8-digit display, an on-off
switch, and six test points.
An internal disk-drive power supply, independent of the tester supply,
is automatically energized at the
start of a test sequence and de-energized at the end. With cables and
power supply, the DX525AT costs
$4,500 and is available now.
Applied Memory Technology, 2822 Walnut
Ave., Tustin, Calif. 92680. Phone (
714) 8381860 [355]

Low-cost 1GHz counter
links to HP Interface Loop
The HP 5384A and 5385A frequency
counters, for use in research and development and testing, have input
sensitivity of 10 inv (root mean
square) and extensive input-signal
conditioning. Their frequency ranges
extend from 10 HZ to 225 mHz and
10 Hz to 1GHz, respectively.
Both models have measurement
resolution of at least nine digits/s, a
selectable four-to-eleven-digit display
resolution, and three gate time selections (0.1, 1.0, and 10 s). Their signal
conditioning includes automatic or
manual attenuation, automatic or
manual trigger-level control, and
low-pass filtering. The IEEE-488 bus
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interface is standard, and one for the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop is
optional.
The counters' packaging design allows them to be mounted in a rack,
used on a laboratory bench, or carried into the field. In the field, an
oven time base gives the counters a
laboratory level of accuracy, and
there is an optional battery pack.
Available four weeks from receipt
of order, the 5384A sells for $ 1,400,
and the 5385A for $ 1,700.
Hewlett-Packard

Co.,

Inquiries

94303 [356]

Controller boasts graphics
and touch-sensitive screen
Dot-addressable graphics and a
touch-sensitive screen set off the
1722A instrument controller, compatible with Fluke's four-year-old
1720A. The 1722A has an 80-character-by- 16-line screen with a 640-by224 picture-element resolution, a
136-K-byte memory, a 400-K-byte
floppy-disk drive, and RS-232-C and
IEEE-488 interfaces.
The 1722A's standard language is
a Basic interpreter with more than
25 extensions for IEEE-488-compatible instrumentation control; a Basic
compiler, Fortran, and an assembly
language are optional. Once asystem
has been programmed, the operator
can run it directly from the controller's touch-sensitive display.
Random-access-memory expansion
modules can enlarge the controller's
standard memory to more than 2.6
megabytes. Some of this memory can
function as an electronic disk and
thus speed up execution. Another option offered by the company is magnetic-bubble memory, in 256-K- or
512-K-byte increments up to a maximum capacity of 1.3 megabytes.
With its 5°-to-40°C temperature
range, the controller can be used in
factories. Available immediately, the
1722A, including Basic interpreter,
sells for $7,450.
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., P. O. Box
C9090, Everett, Wash. 98206. Phone (206)
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STANDARD

Fitters
New Low Prices

Manager,

1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.

342-6300 [357]

miktedérRy

in OEM Quantities
From Stock
R5630 Full- duplex 300 baud, 103 compatible
filter in 16 pin DIP.

R5631 Full- duplex 20'0/300 baud, V.21 CCITT
compatible filter in 16 pin DIP, pin-forpin compatible with R5630.
R5632 Full- duplex 1200 baud, 21 2 /1/.22 combo
filter
R5633 General purpose programmable filter
array for full- duplex 103, V.21, DTMF
and Videotex.
R5626 Mask programmable to your
specification

Reticon also provides a wide variety of other standard and
specialized custom filters and signal processing devices
using Reticon's proven NMCS Switched- Capacitor
Technology.

Contact us on your needs at Chicago ( 312) 640-7713;
Boston ( 617) 745-7400; Japan 03-343-4411; England ( 0734)
790 7722; Germany ( 089) 918-060.

Head office: EG&G Reticon, 345 Potrero Avenue, Sunnyrale, California 94086 ( 408) 738-4266; TWX 910-339-9343.
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New products
sor communication. The cards measure 3.6 by 5.4 in.
The microprocessor board has a
selectable jump to a 16-R erasable
programmable read-only memory
containing a system monitor with
test routines and upper-level functions that can free other software
Line of 18 cards suits computer
from many tasks, according to the
company. Also on the card is a 16-K
to practical tasks of controlling
static RAM and sockets for an addiindustrial equipment, processes
tional 32-K of E-PROM or RAM. An
on-board programmable vo chip
Although new computers, especially provides three 8-bit parallel ports
that can be individually configured
microprocessor-based systems, are
crawling from every crack in the to monitor switches or other funcwoodwork, only a small fraction of tions, or for relay-control output.
Serial vo is performed by the calthem are in any way suited to the
practical tasks of monitoring and endar card, with three RS-232-C
controlling industrial processes and channels for communication with a
equipment. To exploit what it sees as terminal, printer, modem or other
a product niche of high potential, a peripheral devices. The clock genernew firm, Industrial Computer De- ates interrupts to the processor in 1-s
signs, has developed a microsystem increments. Supplemental memory is
whose adaptable bus structure will available with other cards, both in Esupport a growing line of compact PROM and RAM 64- and 128-R-byte
versions. Slave memory may be addplug-in boards, now numbering 18.
Called the Vantage Point Comput- ed to total more than 1megabyte of
er, the microsystem is aimed not system capacity, says the company.
Real world. Other Vantage Point
only at the original-equipment manufacturer and system packager, but cards can be added, in a 12-slot exalso at engineers and hobbyists. Says panded motherboard, to make a
Michael V. Ragsdale, founder and stand-alone computer, complete with
president of the firm, "This is an peripherals including a high-resoluentirely new category of product. It tion DT100 80-character-by-25-line
is based on our own bus structure terminal and separate numeric keyand different building-block cards pads. The total equipment offering
that plug into it. They represent an
effective set of tools for knowledgeable persons to build powerful computer systems." The cards, adapted
to the firm's own bus, were designed
initially for the S-100 bus and have
been used in hundreds of applications custom-tailored by the firm, acIC temperature sensor does away
cording to Ragsdale.
At the heart of the Vantage Point with need to convert readings
Computer is the Mother Board Bus,
from kelvins to degrees Celsius
which has four slots for three basic
cards: the ZPM-8 Z80A processor,
memory, and input/output card op- The LM35 series of precision inteerating at 4MHz; serial input/output greted-circuit temperature sensors
and calendar clock; and 64-R-byte from National Semiconductor Corp.
random-access memory. The bus have output voltages that are linearly
cards are based on a 64-pin connec- proportional to the centigrade temperature scale. The ics are a major
tor, with 40 pins for data, address,
and control-signal lines. The remain- improvement over conventional teming 24 pins are undefined; larger sys- perature sensors, calibrated in keltems might use them for multiproces- vins, for the user does not have to

Industrial

Plug-in cards
adapt system

Sensor reads
directly in °C

178

extends to "controllers and monitoring devices to allow direct connection with the real world," Ragsdale
says. Among them are sensors,
valves, and switches that regulate
temperature, moisture, voltage, current, position, and pressure.
Pricing on the line is based on individual cards, all now available. The
combination of the basic three cards
and motherboard runs about $950. A
complete Vantage Point computer
$6,500 for all cards and terminal, a
figure that Ragsdale claims allows a
typical industrial energy-management system to be built for half the
price of existing equipment. A proprietary form of Basic is used.
Ragsdale's company arrived at
building standard computers from a
different direction than most start-up
firms. "Instead of developing products and knocking on doors, we
found vertical markets to sell our
ideas to and then did the job for
them;" he says. From such custom
tasks, standard lines evolved.
Other manufacturers already are
planning to build cards compatible
with the firm's bus, largely because it
uses only off-the-shelf components,
according to Ragsdale. A network of
18 representatives has been signed up
to sell to industrial customers.
Industrial Computer Designs, 31121 Via Colinas, No. 1005, Westlake Village, Calif.,
91362. Phone (213) 889-3179 [391]

subtract aconstant voltage from the
sensor's output to get the more convenient centigrade reading.
The LM35 employs trimming and
calibration during the wafer test, so
it yields typical accuracies of ± 1
/ °C
4
at room temperature and ± 3/
4°C
from —55° to + 150°C. Since it does
not itself generate much heat, its stability is within 0.1°C in free air.
On surface. Like other lc temperature sensors, if glued or cemented to
asurface it will read within 0.01°C of
asurface temperature. Typical applications include process control, laboratory ovens, and such appliances
as washing machines and ovens.
Interfacing the device with readout
or control circuitry is simplified by
the LM35's low output impedance,
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WHOSE TESTERS DO THE LEADERS
USE FOR THEIR HOTTEST MEMORIES?
In the fiercely competitive memory market

and 16 data channels in a multiprocessor test

slight variations in testing efficiency can make

station bu.lt for speed. For maximum throughput

the difference between winning and losing. The

it tests four dynamic RAMs in parallel. For im-

leading memory manufacturers and
chosen

users

have

long

Megatest systems

because they are simply the
most efficient, most reliable,
and most versatile systems
available.
Now Megatest's newest
test system, the Q2/52, equips
these manufacturers with an

proved yields it tests and
Some Megatest memory installations:

ANID
APPLE
ATARI
CO:VI MODOR E
CO LECO
EU ROTEC H.
GE/ INTERSIL
GI
GTE

HP
IMAGIC
INTEL
MICRON
MOTOROLA
NATIONAL
ROCKWELL
SEEQ
XEROX

For the huge memories of the future, the
Q2/52 provides a4 megaword address space
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ant elements and provides a
wide spectrum of yield analysis and characterization software. And for even broader
application its 4additional I/0
channels handle pseudo-static
RAM, self-timed EEPROM and
other

devices

combining

memory and logic elements.

even more effective solution
for the challenges of tomorrow's memories.

repairs memories with redund-

The Q2/52 — part of a system of tools,
technology and support, keeping the leaders
ahead.

MEGATEST

For information, pleasc call the Megate.st soles office near you: Santa Clara ( 408) 988-1700; Scottsdale 1602) 829-6564; Colorado Springs ( 303) 488-3235;
Austin ( 512) 346-7585; Valley Forge (215) 296-9444; Boston ( 617) 964-7850; London 44-1-272-7413: PDris 33-1-631-3554; Tokyo 3-348-3981

New products
0.1 SI at 2 mA, and by its linear
output, 10 mv/°C. It can be used
with single or dual power supplies
ranging from 4 to 30 v, and it draws
less than 60 1.1.A.
The series includes the LM35, rated from —55° to + 150°C; the
LM35C, from —40° to + 110°C; and
the LM35D, from 0° to 100°C. All
come in three-lead TO-46 cans, and
the LM35C is also offered in athreelead TO-92 plastic package.
All units in the series cost $ 1.53
each in quantities of 100. Samples
are available now, and production
delivery will start in September.
National Semiconductor Corp. 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 721-5000 [382]

of 120, 208, or 240 y (± 5%), and
their input can range from 35% below to 15% above these voltages.
The systems neutralize voltage
spikes up to 6,000 V lasting 1
/ µs.
2
They also eliminate current-transmitted
irregularities—transients
or
noise. Noise rejection is rated at 120
dB for common-mode and 60 dB for
transverse mode.
Prices start at $ 595 for a 1-kvA
model suited to typical desktop computers. The other systems, which
protect larger computers, cost $995
(2 kvA), $ 1,595 (3 kvA), $2,650 (5
kvA), and $ 3,150 (7.5 kvA). Quantity discounts can be had for two or
more units of any model. Delivery of
the 1-, 2-, and 3-kvA models takes
five days; the other models are
shipped within 90 days.

Power conditioners neutralize

Data General, Field Engineering Division, 50

6,000-V spikes, cut noise

478-4000 [383]

Five power-conditioning systems that
combine the functions of a power
regulator, an isolator, and afilter can
safeguard computer equipment and
data from damage caused by electrical power irregularities. Depending
on the model, the systems are rated
to supply computers with ac output
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Maple St., Milford, Mass. 01757. Phone (617)

Controller and matching motor
control air, fluid flow efficiently

troller. A typical 40-hp motor aild
controller lists for $ 8,500, and most
sizes are available from stock.
Reliance

Electric

Co.,

Electrical

Drives

Group, 24703 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
44117. Phone (216) 266-2647 [388]

Forth- like language gives
controllers real-time abilities
Sphere—a Forth-derived multitasking, real-time programming language—makes Fac Pac series M programmable controllers suitable for
real-time industrial control. Built
around an 8-bit 6809 microprocessor,
the series M provides 32 input/output channels, expandable to 192
through 12 16-bit parallel ports with
handshake control; 20-R bytes of
main memory, expandable to 40-R
bytes; and an RS-232-C or RS-422
communications channel, which operates at 50 to 9,600 baud.
Sphere offers multitasking support
for an unlimited number of tasks. It
has dynamic, preemptive, and eventdriven scheduling; a screen-oriented
editor; and drivers both for Datricon's ROM- 12 programmers for
erasable programmable read-only
memories and for STD-bus peripheral
boards. Its enhancements are built
on more conventional Forth-type features, including built-in assemblers
for speed-critical, stack-oriented operation for minimal run-time random-access memory, and user-definable interrupt handlers. Application
programs are stored in Roms, eliminating the need for disk drives.
Prices start at $ 1,750, and orders
are filled from stock.

The VS variable-torque ac drives—
which provide the basic functions of
start, stop, and speed control—use
34% less energy than the valves, outlet dampers, inlet guides, vanes, and
slip devices commonly used to control the flow of air and other fluids.
All drives in this line come as a
package comprising a controller and
the firm's XE energy-efficient motor.
To match a broad range of pumping and variable—air-volume requirements, the drives in the V*S line are
rated from 11
/ to 500 hp. They can
2
be used in new construction or retrofitted into existing applications.
Datricon Corp., Datricon Pl., 155 BAve., Lake
The drives combine a460-to-575-v
Oswego, Ore. 97034. Phone (503) 636-7671
capability with the simplicity, reli[384]
ability, and the lower costs of highpower transistor designs. The transistors have redundant
protection
Solid-state air-flow transducers
against short circuits, and each
drive's components are temperatureput out 5-V dc signal
cycled to design limits. All complete
controllers are tested at full load.
An all—solid-state air-flow transducer
To install the drives, users just
with linear dc outputs of 0 to 5 v
connect the controller to the utility
can suit measurement applications in
power, the output to a motor, and
electronic cooling, high-voltage ac
the speed-setting signal to the con- energy management, fume hoods,
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1024 X

COLOR GRAPHICS BOARDS

1024 x768
pixels non- interlaced at 60Hz or up to
1600 x 1200 pixels interlaced at 30Hz
1024 x 1024 x4
bits/pixel expandable to 1024 x1024 x16
or 2048 x2048 x4
Four on- board processors draw
graphics primitives at 50 to 800 nsec/
pixel
16 display colors from apalette
of 256
On-board 16 bit CPU with
resident graphics software interprets over
256 commands
1 .e
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GXB-1000 is fully Multibus compatible ( IEEE- 796), and requires
only + 5V
$3225.00 complete*

TROX GXB-1000 - The complete color graphics solution.

rnntiON
electronic ryitemo ltd.

he GXB-1000 is acomplete color graphics display system implemented on two Mulbbus boards.
esystem executes adisplay file containing high level graphics commands, generated by the user's
host CPU. The GXB-1000 includes all the necessa -yhardware and software to draw lines, polygons,
circles, characters, etc.

US & CANADA
5800 Andover ave., T.M.R., Oué. Canada H4T 1H4
Tel.. 1514) 735-1182
Telex' 05-825651

The unmatched performance and low cost of GXE.-1000 make it the perfect solution for OEM color
aphic displays. Additionally. Matrox can provide RGB monitors, CPU boards, memory boards,
cardcages and keyboards for complete display sysem requirements.
Mvl5bv

rMlntel.

EUROPE
Herengracht 22, 4924 BH Dnmmelen, Holland
Tel

CITY 100

01626-3850

Telex 74341 MATRX NL
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SAVE TIME AND MONEY

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
ELECTRONICS PROFESSIONALS
ANNOUNCES

Electronics

"
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ployment opportunities for Electronics
:! id Computer professionals is now
flee to members.

COMPLETE. Mure than 2.000 verified career opportunities
for all electronics professionals. Recent grads to highly
experienced. Entry Level to Senior Management.
ORGANIZED. Indexed
fij

rictiiiii

by geographic area and job

Includes all required qualifications of applicants

CURRENT. New career opportunities each month.
Now you can investigate career opportunities across the
country or determine your actual market value to prepare for
that crucial Annual Review with your current employer.

Cost-effective fee, practica. programs, convenient
availability, and demonstrated results.

REGISTER TODAY

Our programs can be presented at your location
for six or more attendees at significantly reduced

Your S25.00 Annual Membership Dues include

costs. Our experienced instn.ctors have extensive
practical experience and strong communications

Write to:
American Society of Electronics Professionals
1190 Park Avenue. San Jose, CA 95126

skills. Each of our seminars has been presented
to attendees for a variety of corporations.

r

For further information, call Irene Parker at ( 212)
687-0243. Or write to he at the McGraw-Hil
Seminar Center, Room 603, 331 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
You may also telex at # 522372 IP A HOWD.

a subscription to High Tech Careers and the
unlimited use of our Resume Referral Service..

iel5;4e
ihrls

Call toll free:
800-227-1617 ext. 160 ( U.S. except California)
800-227-3545 ext. 160 ( California only)
Visa and MasterCard Accepted
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WINCHESTER
DISK DRIVE

LIQUIDATION

New products
$100 per cable and will be available
in early October.
Chatlos Systems Inc., 125 Algonquin Pkwy.,
Whippany, N. J. 07981. Phone (201) 8871456 [387]

Compact motion controller
has RS- 232-C link
Cash- pressed OEM is liquidating its inventory of new
Shugart SA1002 8" 5.33
megabyte Winchester hard
disk drives. These are sold unused, as is, in original shipping
boxes. $380 each plus $ 12
shipping. New Western Digital
controller card for this drive,
$350 each. Interfaces for IBM,
Apple, S-100, Heath/Zenith,
STD, SS- 50, SS - 30 available.
CALL LIQUIDATORS
803-877-9828

NOW
AVAILABLE!
1983-84
Electronics
Buyers'
Guide

The industry's most
often- used directory:
•Lists more than 4000 products.
•Lists over 5000 companies.
•FREE current catalog retrieval
service.

Price: S35
in the U.S. and Canada
Send order with payment to:
Regina Hera

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas,
N.Y., N.Y. 10020
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The Motion 80A programmable motion controller, an improved version
clean-air rooms, biomedical prod- of the Motion 80, has anew compact
ucts, and process control.
package design with integral power
The 435DC—traceable to the Na- supply and servoamplifiers, as well
tional Bureau of Standards—operates
as an electronics chassis, a motor,
on 12 to 15 V dc and can be ranged
and a transformer. It can communito 15,000 standard ft/min. Probe cate with a supervisory process conlengths range from 21
2
/
in. to more troller through an RS-232-C interthan 48 in. For interfacing with a face and is therefore useful in distribcomputer's programmable controller,
uted process-control configurations
data logger, and recorder, the trans- for factory automation.
ducer has alinear 0-to-5-v dc output.
The Motion 80A permits users to
The 435DC series automatically
program speed, position, acceleracorrects itself for temperature and
tion, deceleration, and dwell time,
pressure changes and is easily insert- among other things, and its closeded—with no pressure-drop penalty— loop control prevents overshooting
into ducts and pipes for air and gas and promotes high-speed positioning
mass-flow measurements. Available
with precise stopping position.
from stock in abare-bones configuraMocol, an English-like programtion for original-equipment manufac- ming language the company develturers, the transducer costs $725.
oped, allows the Motion 80A's users
Kurz Instruments Inc., P. 0. Box 849, Carmel
to program complex actions easily,
Valley, Calif. 93924. Phone (800) 424-7356
by compiling various levels of accel[386]
eration, deceleration, and speeds in
one move. Available now, the Motion 80A averages $5,000 per axis.

Programmable air- flow monitor

Contraves, Motion Control Division, 632 Fort

scans up to 20 cables/s

Phone (412) 261-8600 [385]

Duquesne

Blvd.,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

15222.

The CSI 370, a solid-state electronic
air-flow monitor, is programmable
through a touch-sensitive keypad.
Available in two models—a 10- and
a 20-cable version—the monitor
scans 20 cables/min and has a flowrate resolution of 0.01 standard ft'/h
and 0.5 natural liters/h. Continuous
scanning helps reduce cable losses.
The 370's flow-rate measurements
range from 0.0 to 9.99 SCFH and
from 0.0 to 280 NLPH, and their flow
volumes are totalized in a range of 0
to 99,999 standard ft' or natural kiloliters. Only 8 in. high, the air-flow
monitor can be mounted in a 19- or
23-in. rack. The 8370 costs less than
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THINK ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITERS MAKE TYPING EASY?
WAIT TILL YOU
GET YOUR HANDS ON THIS.
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LANIER'S TYPEMASTEW IS A MASTER OF EASY TYPING.
You get better work back faster and with less effort than electronic
typewriters. No more white-outs or retyping.
TypeMaster lets you make corrections, even move whole paragraphs
to get letter-perfect pages the first time. And your pages are stored on
removable diskettes, so memory is unlimited.
A VISIBLE DIFFERENCE.
Watch this. TypeMaster 's full display screen lets
you see your page, not just aline or two.
That's why our typing is so easy compared to
typing on most electronic typewriters.
TYPEMASTER'S "HANDS ON" TRIAL OFFER.
Even the trial
Mail to:
Aug. '83 Electronics 484 B 113
Lanier Business Products, Inc.
is easy. You'll see how the 1700 Chantilly Drive N.E., Atlanta, GA iO3.24
TypeMaster not only makes typing
Name
Title
easier. But how it also makes deciding Phone
Best time to call
between aTypeNlaster and any other Firm
Address
County
electronic typewriter alot easier, too.
Simply send us this coupon to set up an immediate trial or call
(800) 241-174)6. Except in Alaska and Hawaii. In Georgia,
call collect ( 404) 321-1244.01983 Lanier Business Products, Inc.

Lanier's TypeMaster is amaster of easy typing Try it in your office today. Circle

City

State

LINIER
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Zip

More than 2/3 of
the Electronic
Engineers sampled
read Electronics fire.
First— that's the only place to be.
In arecent survey more than 2/
3 of electronic
engineers said they read Electronics first, before
any other electronics industry publication.
That means if you advertised in Electronics
they read your ad first too. If you didn't, they
didn't.
And when you're selling in the multi- billion
dollar electronics market, having your ad read
first makes abig difference.
Especially when it's read by those at the top
of the buying pyramid, where your sales really
begin.
They're the key individuals who unlock the
door to abigger share of market. They authorize
purchases and directly influence buying policies.
They're the important people who read the best
editorial in the field.
That's the readership Electronics delivers.

1lel1j1i1ffe
111M

1983 McGraw-Hill, Inc.

So while Electronics reaches the top of the
buying pyramid, other publications just give you
the numbers at the bottom.
And in Electronics your advertisement is
surrounded by timely, respected, world-wide
editorial. The right kind of environment for your
message.
Read at the right time.
First.
FEBRUARY 24, 1982
SPECIAL REPORT: GALLIUM ARSENIDE FIGHTS FOR VLSI STATUS , Ill
What Reagan's budget does for electronics 89
16- bit microprocessor shares its turf with memory management / 133
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New products
Communications

Radio links get
one-chip modem
1,200-baud full-duplex modem IC
made in C-MOS meets standard
for radio data transmission
Several single-chip modems exist for
transmitting data over telephone
lines, but this is not the case when it
comes to radio links. So a specialist
designer of large-scale integrated circuits, Consumer Microcircuits Ltd.,
is plugging the gap with asingle-chip
complementary-MOS modem that operates at 1,200 baud in the full-duplex mode.
In the FX409, fast frequency-shift
keying (FFsx) is used to transmit
data with logic levels represented by
1,200- and 1,800-Hz phase-continuous tones: the transition between
tones occurs only at the zero-crossing point of the sine wave. Thus 1
cycle at 1,200 Hz and 11
/ cycles at
2
1,800 Hz are used for each bit. These
characteristics are used to meet the
standard for radio data communication drawn up by the UK Electronic
Engineering Association.
Though the FX409 can be used in
any radio-telemetry application, its
primary target is mobile radio. In
particular, says sales manager Leslie
G. Litwin, the company is intitially
targeting manufacturers of mobile radios for the Nordic Mobile Telephone system as well as the West
German Net B. Another prime target is Japan; for this cost-conscious
market the company has produced a
variant with somewhat less strict
specifications, the FX509; it is $ 5 in
quantities of 10,000. The premiumgrade FX409 is priced at just under
$15 in lots of 100. Both are available
from stock.
The modem circuit makes use of
switched-capacitor filter techniques
and digital signal processing to pack
all the needed circuitry onto a single
chip with a minimum of external
components. One of these off-chip
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components is a high-stability 1.008MHz crystal, which regulates an onchip oscillator used to set the baud
rate and the transmit mark and
space frequencies and to control
transmit and receive synchronization.
Circuit options. The independence
of the transmit and receive sections
allows full-duplex operation at 1,200
baud. Among the facilities available
to the system designer is a carrierdetect pin that can be used to activate external circuitry. Also, the output data is available in raw unclocked or clocked formats. That
way designers have the option of devising their own phase-locked—loop
synchronization circuitry to exploit
the tradeoff between acquisition time
and frequency stability.
The chip itself works from anominal 5-v power supply and consumes
2.8 mA with both transmit and receive sections enabled or a mere 450
I.LA when they are disabled. The circuit is available in either a 22-pin
dual in-line package or as a flatpack.

bus in the space required by four
channels when the DZV11 is used.
Thanks to a microprocessor-based
interface along with on-board firmware diagnostic capabilities, the multiplexers provide programmable character formats and data rates of 50 to
19,200 baud. The multiplexers can
handle single- or four-level interrupt
priority capability and can be used
with all DEC LSI-11 computers and
the PDP-11/23-Plus.
Priced from $900, the multiplexers
are supplied in quad-size board configurations. The models available
range from single-board modules to
systems complete with distribution
panel and interconnect cable. Delivery is from stock.

Consumer Microcircuits Ltd., Wheaton Road,

Called the Modemplexer, a single
package functions both as a twochannel statistical multiplexer and a
modem. The 2X212, as its model

Industrial Estate East, Witham, Essex CM8
3TD, England [401]
MX-COM Inc., 8060-F North Point Blvd., Win-

Gen/Comp Inc., 6 Algonquin Rd., Canton,
Mass. 02021. Phone (617) 828-2008 [403]

Modem plus multiplexer
bows in one package

ston-Salem, N. C. 27106. Phone (919) 7480505 [402]

Multiplexer's capacity
is twice DEC DZV11's
A family of low-cost asynchronous
multiplexers for DEC's LSI-11 bus
provides double the channel capacity
of DEC's own DZV11, according to
its maker. The models in the 2133
line of asynchronous multiplexers interconnect eight serial data-communications channels with the LSI-11

number suggests, is a 212A-compatible, full-duplex, 1,200-baud device.
Its modem capabilities include
automatic dialing and answering,
automatic redialing, and automatic
selection of correct dialing mode.
Also, the smart device, which is approved by the Federal Communications Commission, provides speed dialing, storage for up to 10 numbers,
continuous memory, dynamic buffering (up to 3,000 characters per port),
flow control, hangup code, and user
prompts. As a multiplexer, it enables
two remote terminals to transmit on
one line, reducing phone expenses
and network hardware.
To be available four weeks after
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New products
receipt of order, the Modemplexer is
priced at $995.
Omnitec Data Inc., 2405 South 20th St.,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85034. Phone (800) 528-8423
[404]

Support for Wang protocols is
added to Scitec's multiplexers
A software enhancement for Scitec
Corp's CPX and mux statistical data
multiplexers simultaneously supports
Wang's Xon/Xoff character format
for cathode-ray-tube displays and
printers. Handling up to 32 remote
devices over a single telephone line,
the multiplexers allow users to set
priorities for their own channels
through preassigned or dynamically
allocated buffers.
Providing error-free transmission
and reduced line costs, the multiplexers have no intermix restrictions on
channel speeds or formats. They support all standard asynchronous and
synchronous data rates and bisynchronous protocols. For ease of use,
the multiplexers have user prompts
and extensive diagnostics.
The enhancement is just one part
of an optional package that sells for
$300. The mux sells for $ 1,200, and
the CPX starts at $ 1,800. Delivery is
from stock.
Scitec Corp., 811 Aquidneck Ave., Middletown, R. I. 02840. Phone (800) 849-4353
[405]

eliminate the need for buffers to in- split-speed operation to its standard
crease the fanout of a complex sys- four-port expansion modules. With
tem, thereby reducing power con- the optional split-speed board, auser
may program either the transmit or
sumption and propagation delay.
receive speed of any port at any stanAll if circuitry is fabricated in
Avantek's thin-film mic hybrid con- dard speed from 50 to 9,600 b/s.
The direction opposite to the one
struction on aceramic substrate. The
components use laser-welded glass set by the option board is determined
by the regular procedure through the
seals for if and bias feedthroughs,
and their lids are welded in a dry supervisory port or from the front
nitrogen atmosphere, achieving a panel of the Microplexer. Selection
high-integrity hermetic seal without of transmit and receive speeds is
completely independent.
the use of solders, fluxes, or epoxies.
Four broadband, low-loss if limitThe split-speed option is available
ers with the same frequency coverage as a factory-installed feature on new
Microplexer units, set to the configuration specified by the user. It is also
offered as unprogrammed four-port
expansion modules and as separate
daughterboards for retrofitting existing equipment. The price for a twochannel daughterboard is $ 150. Delivery is from stock.
Timeplex Inc., 400 Chestnut Ridge Rd.,
Woodcliff Lake, N. J. 07675. Phone (201)
930-4600 [407]

are also becoming available. The single-throw switches range in price
from $200 to $400, and the doublethrow versions go from $300 to
$700. Delivery takes about 90 days.
Avantek Inc., 3175 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. Phone (408) 727-0700 [406]

Multiplexer is adapted to split
speeds to handle videotex

To gain entry into the rapidly growing world market for videotex and
Small rf switches come with
related services, Timeplex has adapted the Microplexer statistical multiintegral TTL-compatible drivers
plexer to operate at different speeds
Occupying about 1/20 to V4 the vol- in sending and receiving. Standards
ume of previously available if switch- for interactive computer services
es, an eight-member family of broad- were set when dial-up modems supband single-pole, single-throw and ported only one channel at 1,200 b/
single-pole, double-throw pi
n—diode s, half-duplex, with a 75-b/s reverse
if switches covers the entire 2-to-18- channel. Using both channels makes
a full-duplex connection with split
miz frequency range. What's more,
the switches' dimensions are the speeds. Most videotex traffic still opsame with or without integral Tri- erates at split speeds of 1,200 or 75
b/s to 2,400 or 300 b/s.
compatible drivers.
By replacing a pair of universal
The driver circuits incorporate logic gates at their inputs, providing a synchronous-asynchronous receiversingle Tri unit load to the usersu- transmitter chips with a small
daughterboard, Timeplex added the
plied control interface. This can
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Narrowband fm receiver
resides on one chip
A single 22-pin dual in-line package
houses a complete narrowband fm
receiver. The bipolar receiver, called
S469, includes an if stage (for input
frequencies up to 50 wiz), an oscillator, amixer, an adjustable intermediate-frequency limiter amplifier, coincidence demodulator circuits, and
two audio-frequency amplifiers with
mute and volume control.
In addition, a voltage reference is
included on the chip, and it can operate on supply voltages from 3to 12
V dc. The company believes that the
Federal Communications Commission's release of the cellular-radio frequency band will help the receiver
find many applications.
To build a receiver with the circuit, only afew external components
need be added, including filters, capacitors, potentiometers, and a
quartz crystal. In lots of 100 pieces,
the chip sells for $4.75 each, with
deliveries taking up to six weeks.
Siemens, 186 Wood Ave. S., Iselin, N. J.
08830. Phone (201) 321-4842 [409]
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Products newsletter
After delay, TI ships

After delaying its entry into high-speed complementary-MOS logic in

high-speed C-MOS parts

order to boost performance of its initial designs, Texas Instruments Inc.
has placed the first parts in the hands of distributors and plans to expand
the family quickly during the next year. Since June, preliminary copies of
Tr's c-m0S—logic data books proved hot items at chip distributors, but it
was not until recently that the Dallas firm began shipping about 20
chips—including standard gates, quad and octal bus transceivers, and an
8-bit shift register. In quantities of 1to 99, prices range from 69e each
for HCOO, 08, 10, 11, 20, and 21 gates to $ 3.96 each for HC620, 623, 640,
and 643 octal bus transceivers.

Converters boast

Geared to avariety of military and avionics position-control applications
like radar, navigational systems, and flight-position simulation, twe,
hybrid digital-to-resolver converters guarantee two to four times lower
output offset voltage than their competitors, says developer Analog
Devices Inc. The Norwood, Mass., firm's 14-bit DRC1765 and 16-bit
DRC1766 have a maximum offset voltage of ± 12 mV over the full
military temperature range of —55° to + 125°C. A complementary-MOS
version dissipates a maximum of 735 mw, while a low-power Schottky
version uses 1.12 w maximum. Available from stock, the DRC1765
starts at $404 each, and the DRC1766 at $ 513.

12- mV offset voltage

Development system
goes multiuser

Exploiting a virtual-disk architecture and high-speed data links,
Emulogic Inc. has made a multiuser microprocessor—developmentsystem network out of its ECL-3211 work stations [
Electronics, Feb. 24,
1982, p. 174]. Emunet-2 attaches the Norwood, Mass., firm's single-user
work stations to any VAX system along as many as four 1-mb/s
multidrop coaxial cables that each handle a maximum of 15 work
stations. An Emunet-2 system composed of six ECL-3211 stations and
six Digital Equipment Corp. VT100 terminals costs between $ 119,000
and $ 160,000, excluding the host VAX computer. Delivery takes 60 days.

$29,995 drafting system
targeted at architects

Recognizing that 85% of all architectural firms in the U. S. employ less
than 15 people, the Interactive Graphics division of Bausch & Lomb, in
Houston, Texas, has put together a turnkey computer-aided drafting
system that, at $29,995, may meet tight budgets. The ProDraft hardware
package includes a 15-in. 1,024-by-800—picture-element raster display
controlled by a 68000-based graphics processor, a menu tablet for
selecting figures and functions used repeatedly, a plotter, and a 6.7megabyte Winchester disk drive. Five menu-driven software packages
tailor the system to architects. Deliveries should begin in Nover ber.

32-K- by- 10-bit E-PROM
serves HP- 41C/CV

For those needing extra nonvolatile memory in the field, the HHP-PE
erasable programmable read-only-memory module aims to please. The
$349 unit for the HP-41C/CV calculator is being introduced by Hand
Held Products Inc., Charlotte, N. C., and will be available Sept. 1.
Starting with 8-K by 10 bits of E-PROM, the unit may be expanded up to
32-K by 10 bits using standard Intel chips. These parts are datacompatible with the current HHP-16K and - 32K E-PROM units.
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Career outlooF
and
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FIBER OPTICS
VOCABULARY
The basic reference document
on fiber optic and lightwave
communications for those who
design, develop, operate, use,
manage, or manufacture
communications or data
processing equipment and
components.
•1400 entries, with
•inversions and crossreferences
•index of terms

Order your copy today'
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
Te(212) 997-2996
Send me
copies of Fiber Optics and
Lightwave Communications Vocabulary @
$12.95 plus applicable sales tax. McGraw-Hill
pays regular shipping and handling charges on
pre- paid orders.
E Payment enclosed

E Bill firm

D Bill me

Ten-day money- back guarantee.
Name
Title
Company
Street
City

State

four major areas:
• How to bring company goals closWhat with the recent fuss about a er to personal goals.
• How different firms have respondpossible shortage of engineers and
ed to career issues in engineering.
the resulting preoccupation with the
newly graduated engineers and com- • How to help engineers and computer scientists, established profes- panies alike by improving career
prospects for engineers.
sionals may be forgiven for feeling
• How professional societies can
neglected. This neglect and the
breakneck pace of change in elec- help their members enjoy more fultronics have created seemingly insur- filling careers.
Two evening workshops on the
mountable obstacles to keeping up—
first day, Thursday, exemplify the
let alone getting ahead.
Even so, people who seek to ex- thrust of this conference: one on
preparing engineers and engineering
pand their careers beyond electronics
managers for their roles and another
engineering as traditionally defined
on "Overcoming Engineering Career
can follow many paths—among
Roadblocks." Next morning, a Cathem, advanced education, short
reer Strengthening Workshop will
courses, in-plant seminars, and home
delve into the nontechnical aspects
videocassette offerings. More and
more companies now make a prac- of engineering performance, covering such matters as getting along
tice of paying all or part of the cost
with
supervisors
and
fellow
of tuition for such pursuits.
Amid all this, one of the most ob- engineers.
On the first day, four sessions will
vious sources might turn out to the
the best in many cases. The Institute cover a range of subjects, including
of Electrical and Electronics Engi- career transitions and the use made
of engineers. The two sessions on
neers, through its 10-year-old U. S.
Activities Board, has involved itself the second day will explore imin a variety of career-related pur- proved practices in the workplace
and "Who Is Responsible for My
suits. Among the most valuable is
Career?" (the title of one of the sesthe series of annual conferences it
sions), among other topics.
inaugurated in 1981.
One of the more interesting sesThe third annual Career Confersions, on the first day, will dissect
ence will be held this Oct. 27 and 28
at Hyatt Rickeys, in Palo Alto,
"mentoring," a social-science label
describes
the
relationship
Calif., hard by the legions of EEs toil- that
ing in Silicon Valley. For amembers'
beween junior and senior colleagues.
registration fee of $ 160—$185 to
Kathy E. Kram, assistant professor
of organizational management at
nonmembers—professionals
who
want to move up or out will get a Boston University, will discuss comday and a half of papers, responses
panies that base their job-performance ratings and pay raises on
to papers, and panels devoted to the
theme, "Enhancing Engineering Ca- their employees' success in developreers by Fulfilling Individual and Or- ing relationships with subordinates.
Papers will be given not only by
ganizational Goals."
the usual flock of independent conFour areas. Conference chairman
Wallace D. Decker—a member of sultants and academics but also by
the senior engineering staff at Law- employees of General Electric Co.,
rence Livermore National Laborato- Honeywell Inc., and Hewlett-Packry, in Livermore, Calif.—thinks that
ard Co. James B. Owens, president
the meeting will be especially valu- of the IEEE, will speak at the lunable for practicing engineers, corpo- cheon that closes the conference.
Conference registration informarate managers and supervisors, human-resources managers, education
tion is available from William R.
Anderson, IEEE/USAB, 1111 19th
directors, and social and behavioral
Street N. W., Suite 608, Washingeducators.
Decker says the sessions will pro- ton, D. C. 20036. The telephone
number is (202) 785-0017.
vide information for attendees in
IEEE helps the EE get ahead

fiber Data

Zip
ELT
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SEE THE FUTURE IN
COMPUTER GRAPHICS.
YOUR FUTURE.
Vector General is designing the computer graphic products
of the future with state-of-the-art CF1D/CAM technology.
Our sophisticated, high performance systems hove mode us
o leader in this exciting field. Join us in our future growth
and we'll stimulate you with challenging projects and reword
you with outstanding compensation and shared profits.
Our immediote needs are for:

Engineering
Opportunities

FIRMWARE PROGRAMMER

Background should include 8086 diagnostics experience,
three years micro-coding and implementation of diagnostic
routines. A BSCS, BSEE or 85 in math is required. Exposure
to communications and IBM 370 channel I/O is desirable.

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

Will implement cross- utilities on aVFIX to support engineering
hardwore/firmware development projects, and provide
system support for engineering computers. Four years system
software experience, o technical BS degree and VMS experience ore required. Unix. IRS and 370 VM/VMS/OS exposure
also desired.
For confidential consideration, please send your resume to
Tom Stephenson.

Vector General

21300 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91367
An Equal Opportunity Employer

POSITIONS VACANT

POSITIONS VACANT

IS YOUR EXPERIENCE IN
PRODUCT ENGINEERING, TESTING
OR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT? Our
Integrated Circuit Manufacturing group is
seeking engineers with BSEE MSEE or
equivalent experience in these areas.

IC Product Engineer
Must have knowledge of solid state
physics, circuit analysis and yield improvement. You will be involved in activities
ranging from re-design of IC's for cost
reduction to solving application problems.

Test Engineer
Requires knowledge of semiconductor
device measurements, ATE equipment and
software, including PASCAL. TEKTEST
or other high level language. Position will
involve acceptance of new product software
hardware, development of test techniques
for manufacturing and sustaining of production test.

New Product Development
Pacific Northwest Opportunity
—
Design Engineer. Position
available
for
well
seasoned
Electronics Design Engineer. Candidate will have solid electronics
circuit layout and design capabilities. Be able to take charge of
new project designs from start,
through proto-type, to production ready state. Experience with
industrial control instrumentation
and ultrasound an asset. Successful candidate will report to
the C.E.O. and be expected to design assist with future LSI / VLSI
and HYBRID assemblies, have
analog and digital experience and
be able to evaluate components
and circuits. For more information and confidential consideration, please forward resume
and/or letter of qualifications
with expected salary to: R. J.
Ward, President, Pacific Meter
Inc., P.O. Box 145, Point Roberts,
WA, 98281.

Gulf
South
Opportunities!
Numerous openings along Gulf
Coast for electronic engineers
and technicians in the medical
and defense areas. All fees paid.
Salaries
from $ 20,000
to
$50,000. For consideration send
resume or call collect to Ann Jernigan, Snelling and Snelling, 428
Plaza Bldg., Pensacola, FL 32505.
(904) 434-1311.
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Lead Engineer Position in design
and prototyping of new product
concepts. Creative working environment, excellent location, ( only
if you enjoy skiing, fishing, backpacking or photography!) Candidate will have strong electronics ( E.E.) with solid mechanical
capabilities. Applicants with robotics, biomedical or rehabilitation
engineering background given
priority consideration. Please forward resume along with cover letter to: Director of Product
Development, MedRobotics Inc..
2002 Reserve St., Missoula, MT
59801.

Position requires knowledge of integrated circuit design and CAD techniques,
project management skills and ability to
perform application circuit analysis. You
will be involved in the transfer of new
products and technology to manufacturing
and may provide leadership for new product
development.
Qualified candidates may call Jon
Morris at ( 503) 627-1035, or send detailed resume to Michele Goza, MS 50-480,
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, AH M2,
Beaverton, OR 97077.
We are an equal opportunity employer
m f h.

TO
ANSWER
BOX
NUMBER ADS
Address
separate
envelopes (smaller than 11" x
5" for each reply to:

Box Number
(As indicated)
Electronics
Box 900, NY 10020
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eefre1

arnclahl

What contributions can talented
hardware design engineers
make to Amdahl's history
of brilliant technology?

Most critics thought we couldn't do what we did. Take on and outperform the mainframes that dominated
the market. But we did through productive, highly talented engineers who shared our sense
of vision and dedication.

XEROX
400
TELECOPIER

Our engineers are on the forefront of mainframe design, extending the knowledge of our industry. Coupled
with individual recognition and one of the best compensation programs in the industry, shouldn't
you consider Amdahl?

Circuit Design Manager
Manage the activities of logic circuit design, memory circuit design, and device model development. At
least 12 years of high performance bipolar circuit design experience, including aminimum of 6
years planning, directing and supervising acircuit design team required, as wc!! as aBSEE
or equivalent (advanced degree preferred) and ECL circuit design experience. You must have proven
track record of successfully taking several LSI designs from concept through product introduction.

Sr. Circuit Design Engineers
Participate in the design of high speed bipolar logic or memory integrated circuits. You will be responsible
for circuit design and analysis, physical design, timing analysis, and documentation of
high performance VLSI circuits. BSEE or equivalent (advanced degree preferred), aminimum of
5years relevant design experience, and aproven track record of successfully taking LSI designs from
concept through product introduction required.

Sr. Device Modeling Engineers
You will be responsible for conceptual design of structures and characterization methods for
model parameter extraction, and for device design and optimization. You will also provide technical
direction to circuit design engineers and process integration engineers on issues related to
device physics and circuit performance. BS in EE or Solid State Physics (advanced degree
preferred), and aminimum of 5years device modeling experience with aproven track record required. You
must have an excellent understanding of bipolar device physics, test instrumentation, device
characterization, and parameter extraction methodology.
For immediate consideration, call our Manager of Design Engineering, Bhadrik Dalal, at (800)
538-8460, ext. 8203 ( in California call (408) 746-8203 COLLECT), or Sam Osaki, Professional Staffing, at
(800) 538-8460, ext. 7686 (in California call (408) 746-7686 COLLEC1). Or send your resume to
Amdahl Corporation, MS- 300, Dept. 8-120. P.O. Box 470, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an equal
opportunity employer through affirmative action.

the amdahl phenomenon
POSITIONS WANTED

Microcomputer Expert for hire.
Contract or per diem. Programming. products with a brain, circuitry. Mr. Masel, 212-476-1516

SELLING

OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

Manufacturer's Representatives
Wanted — Manufactuier of the
Sonic- 1010 * Doppler Effect Ultrasonic Flowmeter and other industrial instruments and controls. Seeking Sales Representatives with instrumentation sales
experience. Areas available in the
U.S. and Canada. Reply to: Pacific
Meter Inc., P.O. Box 145, Point
Roberts, WA 98281. Telephone:
(604)943-8315.
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To enable you to get your
Classified Advertising typewritten copy into this section
at the last possible minute,
we've installed aXEROX 400
TELECOPIER ( which also
receives copy from other
makes) in our New York home
office.
If you have a telecopier,
ljust call the number below to
lsee if your equipment is corniciatible. If you don't have a
telecopier, call and we'll help
you locate the nearest one. It
could even be in your own
firm or building.
NOTE: The Xerox 400 cannot accept photos or art, but
as always, there is no charge
for typesetting and layout
service.

FACULTY POSITIONS
VACANT

U. of Minnesota- Duluth. Head,
new Department of Computer
Engineering. Associate or full
professor. Immediate tenure possible. Doctorate in computer
engineering
or
related
field
required. Six years academic or
industrial experience required.
Salary competitive. Begin January 1, 1984 or as soon as possible thereafter. Responsibilities include development of baccalaureate computer engineering program, hiring faculty, some teaching. Upper division (junior level)
program to begin Fall 1984. Send
application letter, vita, and three
letters of reference to K. Pierce,
108
Math-Geology,
U.
of
Minnesota- Duluth, Duluth, MN
55812 ( 218) 726-7201 by Oct.
15, 1983. The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity
educator and employer and
specifically invites and encourages applications from women
and minorities.

CALL
(212)
997-6800
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New Colors

FREE CATALOG

Custom appearance at production prices. And now
new larger TEN-TEC enclosures fit bench-type and portable instruments, computers, peripherals, just about
everything. Sloping fronts, low profiles, uprights. And hot
new contemporary reds, blues, browns and more. Customize your new product for less than you think

Call Toll-Free or Write:
1-800-251-9350

SEVIERVILLE. TN. 37862
11-41-1-EN-TEc

Distributor, dealer, OEM, factory reps. inquiries invited.

Circle 192 on reader service card

SUPERMICRO
TECHNOLOGY
For Sale

Complete COMPUTER SYSTEM, based
on MC68000, or Component Boards
available. Proven technology, Versabus
based.
C.P.U.-MC68000, 256KB RAM, 68451
MMU, 3Ports
Communications— Intelligent interface for
8 RS232C devices, 16KB on- board RAM.
Memory-512KB RAM. Plug- compatible
with exormacs running versados.
Disk— intelligent interface for priam drives,
16KB on- board RAM
Software Drivers available for UNIXe,
IDRIS. Boards also available for purchase in
limited quantities.

dAVID
192

DAVID COMPUTERS INCORPORATED
133 Manitou Drive, Kitchener, Ontario
N2C 1L4 ( 519) 893-2700

Circle 193 on reader service card
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advanced kgie analysis

Stop Killing Time!
Introducing the 64300, the ultimate logic
analysis system. It slashes setup time.
speeds testing and finds problems fast,
with intelligent analyzing power.
Save time using our dedicated pp interfaces and sophisticated disassemblers:
store set-ups and reference data on
our state-of-the-art EEPROM Datapak
cartridge.
Speed testing with 64 channel modularity: use 300 MHz sampling (3.3 nsec
resolution) to detect even the smallest
glitches— fast, without losing channels
or memory.
Find problems fast with 12 level, 2dimensional triggering, multilevel clocking,
Circle # 250 for demonstration

4K memory, auto search and compareto- reference memory.

High performance, low price: prices start
at $81(X)... incredible!

Three time bases, a Dolch exclusive,
record and correlate data from three
independently clocked sources.

For details and ademonstration, call or
write. In the U.S.: ( 800) 538-7506.

More than just histograms! Powerful
software performance analysis and postprocessing tools include selective and
area trace; time stamp ( measure time
between events): and sequential word
search.
Active help, not just menus: the 64300
MONITOR feature intelligently checks
instructions and execution. If something
is wrong, it immediately tells you what
it is and what to do about it.

In California: (408) 945-1881
3052 Orchard Drive
San Jose, CA 95134
In Europe: (0) 6074 2066,
Justus-vLiebig- Str. 19,
D-6057 Dietzenbach, West Germany.

DOLCH

LOGIC INSTRUMENTS
Circle # 901 for more information

World's largest
loca! distributor
with 47 locations
stocking the finest
lines of electronic
components and
computer products
ALABAMA
Huntsville ( 205) 837-7210
ARIZONA
( 602) 231-5100

Phoenix

CALIFORNIA
Avnet. L.A.
( 213) 558-2345
Avnet, S.F.V.
( 213) 883-0000
Avnet. 0.C. ( 714) 754-6111
Hamilton, L.A. ( 213) 558-2121
Hamilton. S.F.V. ( 213) 558-2:23
Hamilton. 0.C. ( 714) 641-4100
Sacramento
( 916) 925-2216
San Diego
( 619) 571-7:: -10
San Francisco ( 408) 743-3355
Denver

START tlAilTH THE AID
THM CAN'T MISS
Fairchad Linear'spA571

COLORADO
( 303) 779-9998

CONNECTICUT
Danbury
( 203) 797-2300
FLORIDA
St Petersburg ( 813) 576-3930
Miami
( 305) 971-2900
GEORGIA
Atlanta ( 404) 447-7507
ILLINOIS
Chicago ( 312) 860-7700
INDIANA
Indianapolis
( 317) 844-9333
KANSAS
Kansas City ( 913) 888-8900
KENTUCKY
Louisville ( 800) 428-6012
Lexington ( 800) 543-4783
MARYLAND
Baltimore
( 301) 995-3500
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston ( 617) 273-7500
MICHIGAN
Detroit ( 313) 522-4700
Grand Rapids ( 616) 243-8805
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis ( 612) 932-0600
MISSOURI
St. Louis ( 314) 344-1200
NEW JERSEY
Fairfield
( 201) 575-3390
Cherry Hill ( 609) 424-0100
NEW
Albuquerque

mom°

( 505) 765-1500

NEW YORK
Long Island ( 5161 454-6060
Syracuse
( 315) 437-2641
Rochester ( 718) 475-9130
NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh ( 919) 878-0810
Cleveland
Dayton
Portland

OHIO
( 216) 831-3500
( 513) 433-0610
OREGON
( 503) 635-8831

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia ( 215) 831-1300
Pittsburgh
( 800) 321-6890
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
( 800i 334-1597
Dallas
Houston
Austin

TEXAS
( 214 ) 559-4111
( 713) 780-1771
( 512) 837-8911

UTAH
Salt Lake City ( 801) 972-2800
WASHINGTON
Seattle ( 206) 453-5844
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston ( 800) 543-4783
Huntington ( 800) 543-4783
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee ( 414) 784-4510
INTERNATIONAL EXPORT
Los Angeles ( 213) 558-2441
New York
( 516) 420-9640
Telex
66-4329
CANADA
Toronto ( 416)
Montreal
( 514)
Ottawa ( 613)
Calgary ( 403)
Vancouver
( 604)
Tokyo
Osaka

677-7432
331-6443
226-1700
230-3586
224-0619

JAPAN
( 03) 662-9911
( 06) 533-5855

FAIRCHILD from HAMILTON/AVNET
The new Fairchild Linear uA571 analog- hi- digital converter can't miss. It can't miss a
single code over specified temperature ranges.
And it can't miss in filling your needs. Its the
only single- chip alternative to Analog Devices'
AD571. Of the two, its the only one available
through your local Hamilton/Avnet.
Fabricated on the uA571's single chip are a
DAC, voltage reference, clock, comparator,
successive approximation register and output
buffers. No external components are required
to perform a 10- bit conversion in 25 ps. That's
a full accuracy conversion, with no missing
codes, from 0 to + 70` C for the pA571J/K
commercial version, and from - 55 to + 125°C

for the pA571S military version.
You save money with the
A571's low cost,
18- pin monolithic construction. You also save
since it interfaces with standard microprocessors ( 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16- bit) with a minimum
of additional control components.
Whether you need a linear connection for
process control, digital signal processing or
industrial robotics, start with the 1A571. All it
takes is a call to your local Hamilton/Avnet,
where you'll also find the other Fairchild Linear
products needed to complete your connection.
For your small quantity requirements, we offer
Express Lane Super Service— ask for it,
exclusively from Hamilton/Avnet.
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A commitment to stock anc serve your local market'
Cirde 902 on read'er service card

